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Abstract 

 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the different ways that employee identity is formed 

within organisationally based discourses in a company city. This research takes a qualitative 

interpretivist approach, within which ‘realities’ are understood to be made through discourse. 

It draws on prior scholarly works in the field of discourse and identity, Foucauldian approaches 

to the constitution of the subject, power relations, control and resistance. The research data 

consist of forty-five semi-structured interviews and documentary evidence, together with 

informal observations and the researcher’s field notes, in the form of a case study. The research 

account pertains to talk about utilising symbols in forming identities, normalisation of desired 

identities as well as paternalism and governmentality. These findings have been construed 

through an interpretive analysis guided by the principles of the Critical Management Studies 

(CMS) tradition. In the discussion, two readings interpret the case study; one is focused on the 

different ways that organisational discourses shape the meaning of an ‘employee’ and how 

individuals form their identities and that of others by drawing on these discourses. The other is 

concerned with the totalising quality (Goffman, 1959) of the organisation and the 

institutionlisation of life (Burrell, 1988) in the company city as well as how employee conduct 

is determined and identities are shaped in this context. The primary contribution of this thesis 

is empirical, providing a case study of a company city and addressing the absence of this 

context in extant studies of identity, despite its significance for our understanding of the ever 

increasing influence of organisationally based discourses in shaping employee identities. 

Drawing on existing theories on identity and identity work, this study produces insights on 

methods of othering in individuals’ identity work and examines the relations of power 

embedded in these. It further makes a methodological contribution to the organisation studies 

literature through applying an alternative method of studying employee governmentality by 

attending to the external context of the organisation. I conclude by emphasising the necessity 

of investigating the external, sociocultural and political context of organisations when 

examining individuals’ identities and acknowledging work organisations as being only one 

source in employee identity formation processes.  
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1. Introduction 

 

This thesis is a qualitative inquiry into the formation of employee identities. The aim of this 

study is to examine how subject identities are constituted through and within organisationally 

based discourses when these discourses shape various aspects of employees’ lives on and off 

the job in a company city. It takes as its point of departure the notion that identities are not 

given, nor are they fixed (Watson, 2008). Instead, identities are ‘reflexive accomplishments’ 

(Coupland & Brown, 2012:1) and are made through a never-ending negotiation with others as 

individuals seek to constitute oneself acceptable for others and for oneself (Jenkins, 1996; 

Ybema et al., 2009). Following the tradition of Critical Management Studies (CMS), I take a 

Foucauldian discourse analysis approach (Willig, 2001) to examine the different discourses 

that are produced for the employees to consume and form their identities (Knights & Morgan, 

1991). Hence, this study is written from the ontological positon that language and discourse 

form ‘realities’ rather than describe them (Foucault, 1980a) and hence, identities are 

constructed as individuals draw upon various discourses (Brown, 2006). Simultaneously, it 

highlights the role of human agents in identity formation processes, emphasising that subjects 

are not only constituted, for they also constitute themselves within discourse (Knights & 

Vurdubakis, 1994).  

The case for this study is Volkswagen’s headquarters in Germany based in Wolfsburg. 

Wolfsburg is a company city, which is a settlement founded around Volkswagen (VW) to 

accommodate its employees (cf. Green, 2012). Ever since the foundation of the city, VW has 

continued to be a major economic and political protagonist in Wolfsburg, not least because of 

it being the main employer in the region of Lower Saxony, where it is located. The majority of 

the citizens of Wolfsburg work for VW, one of its daughter companies or one of its many 

suppliers. It is the major tax payer in the city, makes several donations to different bodies in 

the region, and sponsors or organises various events throughout the year in Wolfsburg. 

Moreover, it has a major influence on the housing projects in the city through one of its 

daughter companies (Volkswagen Immobilien, 2014a), and invests in schools and nurseries in 

Wolfsburg, orienting their education systems  (Neue Schule Wolfsburg, 2009). 

Owing to the dominance of VW in Wolfsburg, the case for this study does not represent a 

typical example of the role of organisations in their employees’ lives. Indeed, the strong 

dependence of life on the company in the city arguably makes VW in the setting of Wolfsburg 

an ‘extreme case’ (Eisenhardt, 1989) when work organisations are concerned. It is precisely 
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due to this certain level of extremity that the case of VW in Wolfsburg has been chosen for this 

research, because through studying extreme cases, researchers ‘could expect processes of 

interest to be transparently observable and, thus, yield illuminating insight into [organisational 

dynamics] for the development of new theory’ (Golant et al., 2015:615). Therefore, examining 

the case of VW in Wolfsburg provides a fruitful opportunity to understand the ways that 

corporate discourses in our contemporary era increasingly shape individuals’ life experiences 

and thus, form their identities (cf. Burrell, 1988).  

The selection of the case study approach was made with the intention of providing details of 

the setting, i.e. the organisation and the city, in which the employees form their identities. As 

Dyer and Wilkins (1991) maintain, the aim of a case study is to produce a comprehensive, rich 

and detailed description of the social scene where the issues under study occur. In order to 

provide such a description, I collected interview data and documentary evidence, made field 

observations and field notes, applied various theories, critically analysed and reviewed the data 

and constantly reflected on these as well as the process of their collection and my analysis. All 

these aspects were realised through a frequent back and forth process of moving between data 

and theory (Brown, 1998), aimed at creating a theory-laden, multi-dimensional ‘thick 

description’ (Geertz, 1973) of the social dynamics in Wolfsburg, employee life and the 

experience of living there. In sum, this research has the aim of contributing to the understanding 

of employee formation of identity within organisationally based discourse through providing a 

detailed case study of the under-researched context of company cities.  

 

1.2. Positioning the researcher in the context 

 

Throughout this research project, I have frequently reflected on my influence on the research 

design, the interview questions being asked, the interpretations being made, the batches of data 

being presented and those considered as being unimportant. It is argued that as organisation 

studies researchers, we need to engage in ‘thinking about our thinking’ and attempting to 

notice, evaluate and be suspicious of the relationship between the researcher and the research 

subjects (Johnson & Duberley, 2003:1279). As a person married to a VW employee and having 

my home in Wolfsburg, I have been part of this research not only as the researcher who has 

carried out this study but also as a research subject, being studied by myself. Investigating and 

interpreting how VW employees construct their own and others’ identities, I have been 
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exploring my own self, reflecting on how my research participants talk about categories of 

‘other’, which at times has included myself, and on how my perspectives as well as my 

understanding of my self has evolved over years of living in Wolfsburg and over the course of 

this research. The following vignette seeks to position me, as the researcher, within the context 

of this research and demonstrates traces of my presence throughout this entire thesis. Vignettes 

such as the following are attempts to ‘return the author openly to the qualitative research text’ 

(Lincoln & Denzin, 1998:413) and enhance the representational richness and reflexivity of 

qualitative research’ (Humphreys, 2005:840).  

 

Vignette 1: You get used to it 

 

My partner was working for a company not directly associated with VW when I first 
visited him in Wolfsburg in 2010. Back then, I was a Masters student in Stockholm, 
studying management and had been recently introduced to the Critical Theory, CMS, 
Foucault, discourse, and so on. I knew I was heading to a city where many citizens 
worked for VW given that it is the major employer there. However, I had no idea of 
the concept of the company city nor about the history of Wolfsburg and VW. My 
partner picked me up from the railway station. As we left the station, I noticed four 
giant chimneys to my right, looking over the city and was told by my partner that 
they belonged to the VW power plant. As we were walking towards his flat, I could 
see the chimneys most of the time, thinking how ugly and intrusive they were. On 
our way, he took me to a place where he could show me some parts of the plant, 
explaining with some degree of enthusiasm or perhaps even pride that it was the 
biggest in Europe and one of the largest in the world. Shortly before reaching our 
destination, we passed a building called VW-Immobilien, which my partner 
translated as VW’s real estate and explained how it has built or owns many residential 
places in the city. Perhaps it was down to seeing my surprised face that he continued: 
‘it also has a bank here in Wolfsburg’. ‘Who has a bank?’, I asked. ‘VW’, he replied. 
As he was talking, I was reviewing in my mind all that literature on power, control 
and resistance, which I had recently read. As we reached his flat, where I could see 
through the kitchen window the chimneys to the right and VW’s administrative 
skyscraper to the left, I told him: ‘it should be very difficult to work for VW and live 

here’. ‘Why?’ he asked. ‘Because you never get rid of it. It’s constantly before your 

eyes.’, and he said: ‘I think you get used to it’. ‘I could never get used to it’, I thought 
quietly, having my newly knitted CMS hat on. I didn’t know that in some years I 
would give him my full support in joining VW, or would check the chimneys every 
advent prior to Christmas to see them lit up one by one for four weeks. I was too 
naive or too much of a dissenter to be capable of anticipating that summer in the 
middle of the night in Wolfsburg, about four years later, when my partner and I were 
lying on the bed, with only a small night light on, talking about Volkswagen.   
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1.3. Ethics 

 

Conducting this study was subject to meeting the essential ethical requirements for qualitative 

research. There is no simple and fixed standard model of ethical conduct that a researcher 

should follow (Israel & Hay, 2006). As a basic rule, however, avoiding harm to the research 

participants is the paramount priority that each researcher needs to consider. This embraces a 

wide range of issues from potentially causing physical harm to instigating psychological 

distress or social disadvantage. Not only actual harm, but even the risk of harm needs to be 

avoided (ibid.).  

To avoid any harm to my research participants, my primary ethical concerns were to maintain 

openness and ensure confidentiality of their personal information. I conducted my interviews 

during any convenient free time that the interviewees suggested so as to ensure that 

participating in this research did not put any time pressure on them. The interview site was also 

chosen according to their preference. The interview transcripts and the audio recordings were 

securely stored and were accessible only by me. A trustee of mine, subject to ensuring 

confidentiality, proofread the German interview transcripts after I had anonymised the 

interviewees within them. Moreover, all the interviewees have been anonymised throughout 

the data presentation and all information that could possibly reveal the identity of the 

interviewee has been removed. A full list of interviewees’ organisational position, background 

and length of time working at VW is provided in appendix 5.   

It has been argued that an action should be considered as morally right if it produces ‘the 

greatest possible balance of good over evil’ (Israel & Hay, 2006:13). In other words, rather 

than understanding ethical principles as absolute, we should interpret them in the research 

context and in light of the values at stake (Kimmel, 1988:34). Hence, I did not reveal to the 

participants the background political and critical agenda that I follow, so as to ensure that they 

did not provide me with the answers that they thought would interest me and my research. 

However, I prefaced each interview with a written statement of my research aims in an email 

before the interview when I approached the potential interviewees to request their participation. 

I restated this at the site of each interview before commencing the questioning so as to make 

sure the interviewee was clear about the general objectives and the conditions of the research 

in which she/he was participating. An example of this introductory statement is provided in 

appendix 4.  
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1.4. Structure of the thesis 

 

After this brief introductory chapter, in chapter 2, I review the literature on identity and the 

formation of the subject within discourse. As this research draws on a Foucauldian discursive 

perspective of identity formation, a review of the different critiques of Foucault’s ideas and 

how they have been addressed in his works is presented. The role of ‘other’ in individuals’ 

formation of identity and the themes most relevant to it are focused upon. The literature on 

paternalism and on company cities is reviewed due to its relevance to the concept of employee 

identity formation within managerial discourses. Chapter 3 establishes the epistemological 

position of this thesis. It presents the methodological choices as well as the practical problems 

and considerations in relation to the field work and the data collection phase. I explain the 

details of the interviews conducted, the transcripts and translations produced as well as the 

approaches adopted for the analysis and data presentation. I also present an account regarding 

reflexivity, acknowledging my own role in this study as both a researcher and someone who 

lives in Wolfsburg and has experienced different levels of connection to VW. Chapter 4, 

provides a detailed overview of the research context, surveying a wide range of issues, such as 

the foundation of the city and the company, the corporate culture, employees’ work contracts, 

etc. in order to produce a rich and comprehensive account of the case and the city setting in 

which the research data were collected and interpretations made. In chapters 5 to 7, I present 

my research findings. They give a picture of how the employees constitute their own and 

others’ identities through talk, which subject positions are produced within organisationally 

based discourses for them to draw upon and the ways in which employees’ conduct and hence, 

their identities (Butler, 1990), are shaped through different managerial strategies. In chapter 5, 

the focus is on the formation of identity through consuming particular goods and activities. 

Chapter 6 provides insights on employee constitution of the self through the lens of ‘future 

identities’ (Gergen, 1972; Ibarra, 1999) or who one wants to become. It analyses the different 

mechanisms of power in Wolfsburg that shape individuals’ aspirations (Thornborrow & 

Brown, 2009). The final data presentation chapter (7) features the paternalism of VW and how 

individuals are governed (Miller & Rose, 1990) in this system. Chapter 8 provides two 

‘readings’ or interpretations of the data in the context of my literature review and the adopted 

methodological approach. In the first reading (8.2), I focus on the different discursive 

constructs that are produced to constitute subjects, how they are created and how and through 

which processes the subjects’ constitution takes place. The second reading (8.3), makes sense 
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of the formation of identity in Wolfsburg through a ‘total institution’ lens. Various theories are 

applied here to elucidate the techniques of power that are practised on employees in VW and 

Wolfsburg. The concluding chapter (9) presents a brief summary of the research findings along 

with an interpretation of how the different readings of these findings have been presented. It 

then moves on to emphasise the contributions that this thesis makes, articulates the limitations 

of this study and suggests some avenues for future research.  
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2. Literature Review 

 

2.1. Introduction  

 

The aim of this thesis is to explain and theorise the formation of employee identity within 

organisational discourses in the context of a company city, in order to contribute to the literature 

on identity research. To this end, I analyse the different ways through which organisationally 

based discourses resonate beyond the boundaries of the organisations and come to influence 

different aspects of employees’ life and their subjectively understood experiences, constituting 

the subjects and hence, forming particular identities. It is, therefore, the concept of identity 

which is the focus of this literature review. Identities are one’s compositions of the subject 

positions (Butler, 1990; Laclau, 1990), or as Hall (2000) contends, they are mediums, through 

which the subject is represented. The subject positions available to individuals to draw on in 

making their identities are dependent on their discursive sociocultural context (Markus & 

Nurius, 1986) and ‘the structure of the life system in which the individual is embedded’ (Adams 

& Marshall, 1996:435). Having this said, in order to lay the ground in the discussions on 

identity, it is necessary to address the question of the subject.   

Studying the subject and individuals’ subjectivities has become a corner stone for 

understanding identity in organisations. Michel Foucault’s work has, in this regard, received 

notable attention in the field (for examples see Barker, 1993; Clarke et al., 2009; Knights & 

Willmott, 1989; Sewell, 1998, Thornborrow & Brown, 2009). His works on disciplinary power 

relations, the process of normalisation in disciplinary societies, the technologies of the self and 

in general, his insights on the formation of the subject and the different positions that it occupies 

within discourse (1977, 1978, 1980a, 1980b, 1982, 1988, 2000, 2008) inform this research and 

are important means for my analysis. Another equally relevant source of theories to my analysis 

is the discursive critical management studies literature that among others, draws on Foucault’s 

works and understands the subjects to constitute and be constituted within organisationally 

based discourses (Knights & McCabe, 2000; Knights & Morgan, 1991), approaching employee 

identity as a target and medium for managerial control (Alvesson & Willmott, 2002).  

Identities are the outputs of individuals’ continuous attempts to make sense of the self for the 

self and for others  (Ybema et al., 2009). The often employed metaphor of identity work refers 

to the process of identity formation, within which it is contended that the individual strives to 
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constitute oneself acceptable for others and for oneself (Brown, 2015). The literature on 

identity and identity work is characterised by numerous debates. One of them is centred on the 

nature of identity work, where some regard it as a continuous struggle, due to the contradictory 

nature of dominant discourses (Knights & Vurdubakis, 1994), and others maintain that 

individuals are capable of coping with ambiguity and contradictions and hence, form their 

identities without a significant experience of struggle (El-Sawad, 2004). 

The social nature of identity and its formation under the gaze of the ‘other’ has also attracted 

much attention in the literature. Some have drawn on Goffman’s (1959) idea of impression 

management, arguing that individuals shape their identities as they strive to perform specific 

roles and make particular impressions for others by choosing different ‘masks’ to put on under 

different social conditions: ‘once donned, mask becomes reality’  (Gergen, 1972:64). Others 

have further expanded the discussion on impression management and maintained that 

individuals utilise material symbols, such as cars or designer clothing, not only for their 

utilities, but also for transferring a particular image of themselves, such as belonging to a social 

class (Gabriel & Lang, 1995), thus producing a positive conception of the self for others and 

for themselves (Dutton et al., 2010). However, contemporary societies, based on individualistic 

values, have shifted the definitions of the valued self-concept and positive identities towards 

the terms of ‘ethics of success’ and the accumulation of material wealth (Pullen & Rhodes, 

2008). As a result, identity has turned into being an output of constant competition aimed at 

achieving success, leaving the losers of the ‘game of dignity’ with a devalued perception of 

self, thus creating an unremitting sense of insecurity for the subject (Collinson, 2003).  

A paternalistic management system is claimed to reduce insecurities of employees through 

elements of support and the sentiments of care in the workplace (Kerfoot & Knights, 1993). 

Different company cities all over the world have been reported as adapting paternalism, 

whereby employees are treated as dependent entities in need of the support of the single 

parental employer. However, paternalism is also characterised by control and is indeed, 

understood to be a medium for domination that is ‘intentionally or unintentionally […] 

successful in shaping the political affiliations of employees’ (Fleming, 2005:1472) and 

controlling their behaviour through creating a sense of indebtedness to the employer (Pellegrini 

et al., 2015).  

As identity is performatively shaped (Butler, 1990), controlling and moulding individuals’ 

conduct can ultimately form their identity. Foucault coined the term governmentality to 
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describe the different ways that ‘the conduct of individuals or of groups might be directed’ 

(Foucault, 2000:341) by various authorities within our disciplinary societies. He argued that in 

neoliberal societies different economic protagonists, such as employers and the trade unions, 

come together to facilitate the controlling of individuals’ conduct (2008), shaping them into 

self-disciplined subjects who pave the way towards their own governmentality (Miller & Rose, 

1990). 

This review sets out to address the above debates and areas of concern within the field of 

identity research through critical scrutiny of the literature by providing sources for all such 

debates, discussing their contradictions and limitations, considering their relevant definitions 

and by explaining their theorisations. To this end, this chapter is designed as follows: after this 

introductory section, the second section (2.2) is concerned with the theories on the formation 

of the subject within discourse. Through detailing the different debates in this field, this section 

lays the ground for the Foucauldian-oriented analysis of the formation of identity. The third 

section (2.3) is then centred on the issue of identity and identity work and presents various 

conceptualisations and discussions in the field, such as othering, performativity, symbolism, 

and positive identity. The next two sections are focused on the issues of paternalism and 

company towns, presenting definitions and applications of these concepts in empirical research 

and arguing for their significance in relation to the discussions on identity. The final section 

(2.6) provides a summary of, and a conclusion to the chapter, thus setting the scene for the 

research question which is presented in the subsequent methodological chapter.   

 

2.2. Subjectivity and the subject 

 

Inspired by Foucault’s works on power and the subject, researchers in organisation studies have 

shifted the analysis of identity to the consideration of the subjectivity of individuals 

(Thornborrow & Brown, 2009). As a target for managerial mechanisms of control (Knights & 

McCabe, 2000:431), subjectivity refers to one’s ‘conscious and unconscious feelings, beliefs, 

and desires regarding experiences and relations to the world (i.e., to objects). Subjectivity 

addresses both individual experience and the shaping of those experiences’ meanings; thus, 

subjectivity is the ground on which identity is constructed’ (Kuhn, 2010:800). It is about ‘the 

way in which individuals understand their lives, their relations and their work’ (Knights & 

McCabe, 2003:1588). Luhrmann points to the role of the mechanisms of power in defining 
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subjectivity, writing that: ‘subjectivity implies the emotional experience of a political subject, 

the subject caught up in a world of violence, state authority and pain, the subject’s distress 

under the authority of another’ (2006:346, Italic in the original). 

The subject is, according to Foucault, largely constituted within discourse. Proclaiming the 

‘death of man’ as a centred subject (Gabriel, 2008:290), he views the subject as an effect of 

language and discourse (Best & Kellner, 1991; Foucault, 1970, 1977). He argues that the 

subject is created through and within discourse and there is no subject before discourse is 

exercised on her/him (Hall, 2000:23).  Discourse, in Foucault’s account, is less about everyday 

linguistic interaction, and more about historically developed systems of ideas that form 

institutionalised and authoritative ways of addressing a topic as ‘regimes of truth’ (Foucault, 

1980:131). Such regimes constitute particular kinds of subjectivity ‘in which human subjects 

are managed and given a certain form’ which is naturalised and taken for granted (Alvesson & 

Karreman, 2000a:1128). Consequently, discourse is not simply ‘a “way of seeing”; it is always 

embedded in social practices which reproduce that way of seeing as the “truth” of the discourse’ 

(Knights & Morgan, 1991:253).  

These ideas are represented in Foucault’s notion of power/knowledge, whereby he refutes the 

dichotomy of power and knowledge and defines the subject as being constructed within the 

complex of power/knowledge. He asserts that ‘there is no power relation without the correlative 

constitution of a field of knowledge, nor any knowledge that does not presuppose and 

constitutes at the same time power relations’ (1977:27). Following his insights, researchers 

have understood the formation of the subject within organisations through the techniques of 

power that are interwoven with, and inseparable from knowledge, which is represented by a 

variety of organisational discursive practices (Knights & Vurdubakis, 1994; Sveningsson & 

Alvesson, 2003; Ybema et al., 2009). Organisational discourse is a ‘structured collection of 

texts embodied in the practices of talking and writing (as well as a wide variety of visual 

representations and cultural artefacts)’ (Grant et al., 2004:3), that gives meaning to the 

organisationally related objects, as these texts are produced, disseminated and consumed. 

Managerial authorities and organisational experts generate discourses for the employees to 

understand the world in these terms. Hence, different social practices are developed that 

reproduce these discourses as the truth (Knights & Morgan, 1991).   

The kind of power that discourse presupposes and constitutes is a disciplinary rather than a 

coercive one (Foucault, 1977). In this respect, Foucault suggests that ‘power is neither given, 
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nor exchanged, nor recovered, but rather exercised, and that it only exists in action’ (1980:89). 

He rejects what he calls the juridical view of power, which defines it as something ‘which one 

is able to possess like a commodity, and something which one can in consequence transfer or 

alienate’ (1980:88). Consequently, ‘discipline is not an expression of power, but constitutive 

of it, and resides in every perception, every judgement, every act’ (Thornborrow & Brown, 

2009:358). That is, it is a specific technique of power that regards individuals ‘both as objects 

and as instruments of its exercise’ (Foucault, 1977:170). Accordingly, power is better 

understood as ‘a set of ideas or practices which condition our ways of relating to, and acting 

upon, particular phenomena’ (Knights & Morgan, 1991:253). It is imposed through discourses 

or ‘sets of statements’ (Alvesson & Karreman, 2000a:1127), that induce its effects. Thus, 

disciplinary power relationships do not work ‘simply through techniques of repression or 

ideological inculcation’ (McNay, 1994:105), but rather through less visible techniques, which 

are creative and productive of the subject, for example, through mechanisms of normalisation 

(Collinson, 2003). I elaborate on this in the following subsection.  

 

2.2.1. Normalisation and surveillance 

 

Normalisation is at the core of many of Foucault’s works on the formation of the subject. In 

this subsection, I review the mechanism and the process of normalisation, as explained by 

Foucault (1977) and as emerged in the works of other scholars in sociology and organisation 

studies, by drawing on his works. Foucault maintained that within the process of normalisation, 

certain practices, such as the production of a particular product in a factory over a given time, 

and certain modes of being, such as how a responsible employee should behave, are introduced 

through talk and text by the organisational elites and those in the position of power as standard 

conduct and as correct subject positions. Indeed, according to Foucault, the normalisation of a 

subject position starts with the creation of a template that demonstrates the ‘optimum toward 

which one must move’ (1977:183). As these discursive constructs are disseminated and 

repeated (Taylor, 2009), individuals’ actions and behaviours are compared against these 

standards by quantifying and measuring them. Based on these comparisons, a mechanism of 

hierarchisation and differentiation is applied within and through the disciplinary apparatus, not 

on the actions of the subjects, but rather, on the subjects themselves, their worth, ‘nature’, and 

potentialities (Foucault, 1977). Therefore, in the case of a factory, the number of products that 

are produced within a day by different groups of workers are counted and compared with the 
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organisationally given standards. As a result, those who have produced as the standards require 

are categorised as ‘good’ and ‘efficient’ employees with high productivity, while those who 

have failed to do so, are classified and labelled as ‘lazy’ and ‘inefficient’.  

Disciplinary mechanisms have both the elements of reward and punishment at their heart. 

While the former functions through making it possible to attain higher places in the hierarchy 

of the subjects and other awarding practices, such as higher profit sharing payments, the latter 

works by reversing this process and excluding the non-conformists. The penal system of the 

classification aims at disappearing disobedience. The category of ‘lazy’ and ‘inefficient’ 

employees are excluded from others by different means, such as being given less favourable 

tasks, or lower profit sharing payments. As Foucault asserts, ‘disciplinary punishment has the 

function of reducing gaps. It must therefore be essentially corrective’ (1977:179). Those in the 

category of disobedient can ascend to the group of ‘good’ once they conform to the given 

standards and are able to prove their ‘worth’. Continuous disobedience can, in turn, lead to 

permanent exclusions, such as layoffs. This system of punishment exercises a constant pressure 

on the individuals to conform to the given model of the correct subject. In other words, it seeks 

to homogenise the subjects so that they are all like one another (Foucault, 1977). Hence, as a 

form of power that disciplines the self, normalisation constructs the subjects by ‘comparing, 

differentiating, hierarchizing, homogenizing and excluding’ (Collinson, 2003:528). 

However, in order for the normalisation to function thoroughly and to correct eccentric 

behaviour, there must be a system of surveillance, which can make the eccentricities of the 

non-conformists known and visible. In disciplinary systems, such as in our contemporary 

societies or on a smaller scale, for instance in factories, surveillance is not achieved through 

the constant presence of a controlling body who watches the individuals over their shoulders, 

such as numerous police officers on the streets or a line manager who is constantly present on 

the production line. Rather, it is made possible through humbler modalities and subtle methods 

of control (McNay, 1994). For example, monitoring the workers by their manager could be 

facilitated through watching them from her/his glass walled office, built overlooking the 

production line with half closed roller blinds. In a similar way, police forces have been, to a 

significant extent, replaced by the CCTV cameras in contemporary societies. In the example 

of the workers, even though they might not be under the direct observation of their manager, 

who might not be in her/his office or might not be watching them at a particular moment, they 

are aware that they might be under her/his surveillance at any time. That is, the disciplinary 
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effect of surveillance is unremitting while the surveillance itself could be discontinuous 

(Foucault, 1977), as the manager might not be observing the workers at all times. Under such 

circumstances, the workers eventually become self-disciplining subjects since they anticipate 

any disobedience could be observed and made known (Sewell, 1998). Such surveillance 

mechanisms that are based on Bentham’s Panopticon allow for a small number of managers 

and supervisors to exercise control over an entire factory of workers (Brown, 2001). As the 

latter consider themselves as being in the state of permanent visibility, they act as if they are 

constantly watched, inscribing in themselves the power relations, whereby they become ‘the 

principle of [their] own subjection’ (Foucault, 1977:203), and police their own behaviour. 

Hence, the subjects produce themselves through what Foucault calls the ‘technologies of the 

self’, which:   

permit individuals to effect by their own means or with the help of others a certain 
number of operations on their own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct, and way of 
being, so as to transform themselves in order to attain a certain state of happiness, 
purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality (Foucault, 1988:18). 

Through these techniques, people regulate their own behaviour ‘in accord with realized 

representations that are institutionalized in specific contexts’ (Clegg et al., 2006:231) and 

assume ‘the subjectivities made available to them in organizations as their “own”’ 

(Thornborrow & Brown, 2009:358). 

As much as Foucault’s work on the constitution and the normalisation of particular types of 

subjectivities has been applied in the literature of different disciplines, it has also been criticised 

in those very disciplines, from sociology to organisation studies. In the next three subsections, 

I review these criticisms and the existing debates in the literature in this regard. One such 

criticism pertains to the relevance of the concepts of disciplinary power relations and the 

process of normalisation to the studies of individuals and organisations in our era. Since 

Foucault focused on ‘total institutions’, such as prisons, in order to explain these notions and 

their functioning, critics have raised a concern regarding their applicability to the lives of 

contemporary individuals, which are not usually shaped within such institutions. In the next 

subsection I address this criticism. 
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2.2.2. The subject and total institutions  

 

This subsection presents a review on the significance of total institutions in Foucault’s work, 

the conceptualisations of such institutions and the debates around the credibility of the 

Foucauldian framework on disciplinary power relations for contemporary organisation studies.  

Foucault studied institutions, such as prisons, schools and hospitals, to elucidate the different 

methods, through which a particular behaviour and a type of subject is normalised in 

disciplinary societies. He used Bentham’s design of Panopticon as the metaphor for the 

disciplinary mode of domination. The Panopticon is a circular building with a central watch 

tower, from which prisoners, inmates, workers, etc. can be observed the whole time without 

being able to notice when this is happening (Foucault, 1977). As a result, they behave as if they 

are always being seen by their observer. This metaphor points to the distinctive mechanisms of 

close surveillance within contemporary societies and organisations. In Foucault’s view, our 

own societies are ‘not maintained by a visible state apparatus of national guards and state 

police, less still by shared value systems, but by the hidden techniques of discipline always at 

work in “carceral” institutions’ (Burrell, 1988:225). Foucault’s focus on the genealogy of the 

development of ‘austere and complete’ organisations, such as prisons and schools, in order to 

explain the concept of disciplinary power relations and the process of normalisation has 

become a focus for criticism of his work. Giddens (1984) questions the relevance and the 

applicability of the concept of disciplinary power relations for contemporary societies and 

individuals’ daily lives which are formed under conditions notably different from those of the 

‘total institutions’ (in Goffman’s terminology) that Foucault studied. Goffman defines a total 

institution as:  

A place of residence and work where a large number of like-situated individuals, cut 
off from the wider society for an appreciable period of time, together lead an 
enclosed, formally administered round of life (1961:11).  

It is a ‘social hybrid, part residential community, part formal organization’ (ibid., p.22). Davies 

argues that ‘the central feature of total institutions can be described as a breakdown of the 

barriers ordinarily separating […] various spheres of life’ (1989:77, Italic in the original). That 

is, within total institutions, ‘all aspects of life are conducted in the same place and under the 

same single authority’ and individuals’ ‘daily activity is carried out in the immediate company 

of a large batch of others’ (Goffman, 1961:17). Robert Jay Lifton (1961) mentions in his study 

of so-called ‘thought reform’ in prisons in China shortly after the Communist Revolution, that 
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the system of totalism creates what he terms ‘milieu control’ within which all human 

communications are controlled. He argues that the aim of this milieu is not only to gain control 

over individuals’ communication with the ‘outside world’, but also over their inner lives, their 

thoughts, and their communication with themselves. This is achieved through their ‘total 

exposure’ (p.426) and a form of a chimerical control (cf. Sewell, 1998), where people are not 

only under the control of authorities from above, for they are also monitored by their fellow 

inmates, prisoners, workers, etc. At the same time, they themselves are the observers of others. 

Lifton (1961) maintains that as a result of this, individuals become caught up in a continuous 

conflict over what part of the self to conceal and what part to reveal. Being entrapped in this 

ultimate inner struggle, one’s boundaries between ‘the secret and the known, between the 

public and the private, become blurred’ (p.427). 

Certain organisations are ‘total’, whilst, as Foucault admitted other forms are not quite like 

this. Giddens (1984) maintains that Foucault’s remarks on this point is:  

of some significance, […] because “complete and austere institutions” are the 
exception rather than the rule within the main institutional sector of modern societies. 
It does not follow that because prisons and asylums maximise the disciplinary power, 
they express its nature more clearly than the other, less all-embracing organizations 
(p.154). 

He questions the generalisation of the functioning of disciplinary power relations in what he 

refers to as ‘carceral organizations’ to the rest of the society: ‘again “total institutions” stand 

out in this respect as different from the daily life paths as those outside’ (p.155).  

This perspective is undermined by Grey (1994) in his study of the discursive and non-

discursive practices of the career as a regulative and disciplinary mechanism. He argues that 

work-place surveillance and the discourses on career have constituted employees as self-

managing and self-disciplining subjects. However, the ‘project of self-management’ in making 

careers goes beyond their organisational life and influences different aspects of their private 

life, such as considerations regarding their spouses and their social behaviour. As a result, Grey 

asserts that self-management for them ‘consists of the construction of [their] lives as total 

institutions’ even though their work organisations are not characterised as such (1994:481). 

Burrell (1988) goes one step further in his criticism of Giddens’s stance and presents a more 

holistic picture of the contemporary daily life of individuals to reject the idea that total 

institutions are not suitable cases for understanding the lived experiences of the contemporary 

human being: ‘whilst we may not live in total institutions, the institutional organization of our 
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lives is total’ (p.232). He maintains that Giddens criticism is based on a specific 

characterisation of ‘less-embracing non-carceral’ organisations, whereby their members’ 

experience of organisational life is intermitted through their moving in and out of them and 

thus, crossing the organisational boundaries. Giddens ‘assumes that “typical” individuals 

belong to only one organization and on leaving it at the end of the day, cease to confront the 

organizational world by “going home” and re-entering the non-organizational world of civil 

society’ (ibid.). Giddens fails to acknowledge that individuals interact and are encapsulated, 

not only by their work organisations, but also by many other organisations, such as those 

running internet search engines, electronic companies, furniture manufacturer, clothes 

designers, the food industry etc. As a result, even though we are not living in carceral 

institutions, ‘as individuals, we are incarcerated within an organizational world’ (Burrell, 

1988:232). It is in this sense that we should understand Foucault’s comment: ‘prisons resemble 

factories, schools, barracks, hospitals which all resemble prison’ (1977:228) and thus, pause 

for a moment to reconsider the total rejection of the relevance of total institutions for the studies 

of contemporary organisations and the formation of the subject in our era.  

Another major criticism of the work of Foucault concerns the very concept of the subject. As 

he views the subject to be formed through disciplinary power relations and the process of 

normalisation, some commentators have come to reproach him for the passivity of the subject 

he constructs in his work (e.g. McNay, 1994; Mouzelis, 1995; Newton, 1998).  They posit that 

since Foucault’s arguments start with a ‘nonsubject’, he undermines the very possibility of 

occupying different subject positions other than those that the dominant discourses propose. 

These concerns have led to arguments regarding the credibility of the very existence of 

resistance and human recalcitrance in Foucault’s work. They, according to some, revolve 

around the problem of the subject (Thomas & Davies, 2005), or what others call agency 

(Kellner, 2001; Ybema et al., 2009). In the next subsection, I elaborate on these debates.  

 

2.2.3. The subject and agency 

 

In this subsection, I explain the standpoints as well as the theoretical and analytical concerns 

raised by the critics of Foucault’s work when it comes to agency, define the concept of agency, 

explain the weaknesses of these criticisms and argue that agency is integral to the works of 

Foucault. The notion of agency has been viewed as being the cornerstone of all emancipatory 
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activities of individuals. Kellner stresses the importance of agency by disapproving of what he 

understands as ‘the assault on the subject’:  

The assault on the subject has serious consequences, for without a robust notion of 
subjectivity and agency there is no refuge for individual freedom and liberation, no 
locus of struggle and opposition, and no agency for progressive political 
transformation (2001:86). 

Focusing on identity in organisations, Ybema and colleagues argue that any discussion on 

identity should concern itself with the issue of agency (2009:301). Owing to his emphasis on 

the effect of discourse and power relationships on the very formation of the subject, Foucault 

has been criticised for what Mouzelis calls the ‘peripheralization of agency’ (1995:47). He 

posits that Foucault’s arguments lack any sense of agency and undermine the significance of 

the human agent: ‘social practices continued for him to be presented in a decentred, subjectless 

manner’ (1995:45, Italic added). Similarly, Thompson and Ackroyd argue that ‘human agency 

gets lost in the constitution of the subject solely through discourse’ (1995:621). Agency is 

defined as individuals’ ability ‘to “make a difference” to the pre-existing state of affairs or 

course of events’ (Giddens, 1984:14). Accordingly, the human agent never ‘passively accepts 

external conditions of action, but more or less continuously reflects upon them and 

reconstitutes them in the light of their particular circumstances’ (Giddens, 1991:175). Giddens 

argues that Foucault is unable to explain agency, because on the one hand, he equates the body 

and agency and on the other he points to the era of the emergence of disciplinary powers that 

subject the body to self-control (ibid.). Moreover, Giddens continues, he ‘does not 

acknowledge those subject to the power of dominant groups themselves are knowledgeable 

agents, who resist, blunt or actively alter the conditions of life that others seek to thrust upon 

them’ (1984:172). Others have criticised Foucault and later on, Foucauldians in the field of 

organisation studies from a different aspect to that of Giddens. Their criticism is not that there 

is an absence of agency in the former’s work, but rather, pertains to their being the lack of an 

analytical framework for exploring ‘how agency is played out in particular contexts’  (Newton, 

1998:426), posing the question: how is agency able to make a difference and where does agency 

come from if power relations constitute the subject through discourse? (Alvesson, 2010; 

Newton, 1998). Alvesson and Karreman judge the possibility of agency under Foucault’s view 

on subject formation as being contradictory:  

On the one hand, it seems as if individuals are only embodied appendices of various 
discourses that have constituted the subjectivity the observer may think s/he 
observes. On the other hand, Foucault empathetically underscored the individual’s 
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possibility to exercise resistance, thereby implying the possibility of choice  
(2011:1130).  

Similarly, Kellner maintains that even though Foucault and many poststructuralists insist on 

individuals’ resistance to domination, ‘they often have no theoretical resources to construct a 

notion of agency that would efficaciously resist repression and domination’ (2001:88).  

The above criticisms appear to assign a totalising image for power and a deterministic quality 

for the subject to Foucault’s work. However, my research draws on a different understanding 

of power and the subject stemming from his ideas. In this line of thinking, Foucault does not 

provide the grounds for understanding of power as total and omnipotent with his work showing 

quite the contrary: ‘power is exercised only over free subjects, and only insofar as they are free. 

[…] Where the determining factors saturate the whole, there is no relationship of power; 

slavery is not a power relationship when man is in chains’ (Foucault, 1982:790). He argues that 

‘power is not an institution, and not a structure; neither is it a certain strength we are endowed 

with; it is the name one attributes to a complex strategical situation in a particular society’ 

(Foucault, 1980a:93). Foucault (1980a) particularly emphasises that power is not an exclusive 

property of authorities and what those ‘powerless’ lack, for it is a strategy which exists only in 

action. He contends that ‘there is no position exterior to power-knowledge relations’ (Knights 

& Vurdubakis, 1994:169), and ‘those who are dominated are as complicit in [power’s] strategic 

web of relations as those who are dominant’ (Clegg et al., 2006:254). Accordingly, the subject 

is not simply passive in response to discipline, as it either supports or resists the power relations 

to which it is subjected (Knights & McCabe, 2000; Clegg, 1998). Consequently, subjects are 

constituted and constitute themselves as autonomous, unique individuals within relations of 

power (Knights & Vurdubakis, 1994).  

According to the notion of power/knowledge, power acts through discourse (Foucault, 1980). 

Discourses, however, do not only produce or reinforce power relations, as they also render 

them fragile (Foucault, 1980a; Knights & Collinson, 1987). Discourses are often ambiguous, 

unstable and fraught with contradictions (Alvesson & Willmott, 2002; Humphreys & Brown, 

2002a) and owing to the co-existence of multiple and competing discourses, engaging with any 

one of them is never complete (Foucault, 1980a; McKinaly, 2008). As such, ‘the elements 

present within power-knowledge relations are always open to unauthorized rearticulations’ 

(Knights & Vurdubakis, 1994:179). Power relationships always carry ‘the recalcitrance of the 

will and the intransigence of freedom’ at their very heart (Foucault, 1982:790). Thus, power 
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also produces resistance, and that is why Foucault (1980a:142) writes: ‘there are no relations 

of power without resistance’, confirming that resistance is not outside of, or exterior to power 

relations. The very existence of power relations does not entail the abolition of resistance. 

Rather than merely depriving power relations, resistance can cause the adaptation and re-

organisation of the techniques of power. That is, ‘resistance consequently plays the role of 

continuously provoking extensions, revisions and refinements of those same practices which it 

confronts’ (Knights & Vurdubakis, 1994:180). To conclude, subjects ‘are present within, rather 

than simply bearers of, discursive relations. [...] Power does not mechanically reproduce itself. 

It presupposes and requires the activity/agency of those over whom it is exercised’ (ibid., 

p.184). The next subsection unpacks the notion of resistance, further addresses its significance 

within the discussions of the discursive formation of the subject and examines its different 

configurations in organisations.  

 

2.2.3.1. Resistance 

 

This subsection is centred on the issue of resistance and the different conceptualisations of it 

in the literature. It sets out to demonstrate how viewing the subject as constituting and being 

constituted within relations of power would open up spaces for understanding resistance in a 

wide range of activities as well as inactivities of the subject. There have been several re-

evaluations of the notion of ‘resistance’ in the organisation studies literature and hence, it is 

not feasible to present one clear cut definition for it. Various scholars have viewed it from 

different perspectives and analysed it at different levels. Ackroyd and Thompson (1999) limit 

resistance to employee behavioural representations not being in line with the intention of the 

organisational power practices; resistance is ‘a wide range of behaviour – from failure to work 

very hard or conscientiously, through to not working at all, deliberate output restriction, 

practical joking, pilferage, sabotage and sexual misconduct’ (p.1-2). Jermier et al. (1994:9) 

give a similar definition wherein the boundaries of resistance are constrained to those active 

oppositions against power relations. For them, resistance is understood as a ‘reactive process 

where agents embedded in power relations actively oppose initiatives by other agents’. 

Collinson’s (1994) definition of organisational resistance goes one step beyond behavioural 

boundaries, describing it as any form of power, which is practised by the subject against the 

dominant power relations in organisations, and intends to ‘challenge, disrupt or invert 
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prevailing assumptions, discourses and power relations’ (p.49). This definition is close to 

Foucault’s view, which has become the backbone of many discussions addressing employee 

resistance in organisations. Foucault explains resistance as the ‘attempts made to dissociate 

[power] relations’ (1982:780) and the research taking a Foucauldian perspective to the 

formation of the subject has shifted the analysis of resistance ‘to the level of subjectivities, 

focusing on the subjectivizing forces of disciplinary technologies’ (Thomas & Davies, 

2005:685-6; also see Merry, 1995). From this stance, ‘resistance represents a particular relation 

with power, one that does not simply repeat or reiterate its discursive logic but blocks it, 

challenges it, re-configures it or subverts it in a way not intended by that power and which has 

“favourable” effects for subordinates’  (Fleming & Spicer, 2006:43, Italic in the original). 

Hence, it can be understood as the subjects’ attempt to ‘adapt, subvert and reinscribe […] the 

dominant discourses’  by drawing on the competing ones (Thomas & Davies, 2005:687).  

Resistance, as understood in these terms, is referred to in the literature as being less obvious or 

action-oriented, since it undermines the dominant discourses through the ‘distancing of self’ 

(Willmott, 1993:538), but does not try to change the prevailing power relations (Fleming & 

Spicer, 2003) and thus, it does not suit the category of resistance in its Newtonian terms  

(Fleming & Spicer, 2006). Cynicism, scepticism, irony, and humour are seen to be different 

variations of this type of resistance (cf. Collinson, 1992). In all such forms, researchers admit 

that ‘employees derive psychic satisfaction and relief’ (Costas & Fleming, 2009:354) from the 

knowledge that they are able to protect what they define as their ‘real self’, to open up a space 

of self-determination and authenticity and to distance themselves from the corporate power 

practices and managerial discourses (Sturdy, 1998). The employee who uses humour ‘rejects 

self-pity, escapism or scapegoating, and displays the characteristic attitude of “grace in 

adversity”, symbolically making light of the hardships, and turning victimhood into victory’ 

(Gabriel, 1995:486) . On the other hand, scepticism and cynicism are seen to be escape attempts 

that, similar to humour, do not actively challenge the prevailing power mechanisms and 

systems of domination (Collinson, 1992; Fleming & Spicer, 2003; Fleming & Spicer, 2006; 

Willmott, 1993). Through cynicism, one tries to show she/he ‘is “wise” to what is “really” 

going on’ (Kunda, 2006:178) and hence, this or individuals’ subjective attempts to secure their 

identities, according to Collinson (1994), can create a paralleled form of resistance which 

‘significantly limit[s] worker’s otherwise radical-sounding oppositional practices’ (p.33). Such 

forms of resistance are discussed to give the employees a ‘false sense of autonomy’ from the 

mechanisms of organisational control (Fleming & Spicer, 2006:93), since, as Žižek argues, 
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‘cynical distance is just one way to blind ourselves to the structuring power of ideological 

fantasy: even if we do not take things seriously, even if we keep an ironical distance, we are 

still doing them’ (1989:32, Italic in the original).  

Having reviewed this criticism, I, now address another critique of Foucault’s works on 

disciplinary power relations, which came in particular from Marxists (McNay, 1994). They 

argued that Foucault’s works fail to shed light on the relation between the state and society and 

the development of the legal regulation system in Western societies, which simultaneously 

secures and endangers individuals’ freedom (Habermas, 1987). Foucault developed the concept 

of governmentality in his writings and lectures in order to address such criticisms. It is to this, 

that I now turn. 

 

2.2.4. Governmentality 

 

In this subsection, I consider the conceptualisation of governmentality and review the pertinent 

literature so as to position this in relation to other works of Foucault and the criticism of his 

focus on the disciplinary power. Moreover, I present a critical review of the empirical research 

in organisation studies where this concept has been applied. Government, as Foucault defines 

it, is ‘the conduct of conduct’ or in other words ‘a form of activity aiming to shape, guide or 

affect the conduct of some person or persons’ (Gordon, 1991:2):  

This word [government] must be allowed the very broad meaning it had in the 
sixteenth century. ‘Government’ did not refer only to political structures or to the 
management of states; rather, it designated the way in which the conduct of 
individuals or of groups might be directed – the government of children, of souls, of 
communities, of the sick … To govern, in this sense, is to control the possible field 

of action of others (Foucault, 2000:341, Italic in the original).   

While government refers to an activity or practice, governmentality or the ‘art of governing’ 

concerns with the ways of knowing what that practice consists of and how it should be carried 

out (ibid.). It embodies ‘the diverse mechanisms through which the actions and judgments of 

persons and organizations [are] linked to political objectives (Miller & Rose, 1990:1-2). 

Governmentality refers to the ‘structural entanglement of the government of a State and the 

techniques of self-government in Western societies’ (Lorey, 2006:121). Miller and Rose 

(1990:8) apply the term ‘technologies’ of governmentality to refer to ‘the actual mechanisms 
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through which authorities of various sorts have sought to shape, normalize and instrumentalize 

the conduct, thought, decisions and aspirations of others in order to achieve the objectives they 

consider desirable’.  

Foucault refers to the Marxists’ critiques regarding the absence of the role of the legal 

regulation systems in societies in the formation of the subjects in his works and contends that 

there is no discontinuity between the microphysical and macrophysical approaches to the study 

of power. He refers to the former in his book, Discipline and Punish, exemplified by the studies 

of disciplinary power relations that are designed to control, monitor, shape and reshape 

individuals’ behaviour in local institutions, such as prisons, schools or factories. He argues that 

this could also be used for the studies of the macrophysics of power or ‘techniques and practices 

for governing populations of subjects at the level of a political sovereignty over an entire 

society’ (Gordon, 1991:4).   

Under the legal system of state in the modern societies, individuals must learn to develop a 

relationship with their self that is ‘creative and productive’, a relationship in which it is possible 

to fashion [their] “own” body, “own” life, “own” self’ (Lorey, 2006:123). In this regard, the 

modern and ‘free’ individual is compelled to become an ‘entrepreneur of the self’ (Grey, 

1994:480), producing her/himself through and within such power relations which dictate how 

the self under such systems should be. As a result, Foucault asserts that governmentality of 

individuals in modern societies should not be understood as predominantly repressive, for 

rather, it is a deeply held inner self-discipline and subtle self-control (Rose, 1989). That is, it 

is not about an order that is only forced upon passive people, their bodies, and things, but 

instead, an order in which subjects are an active part. Consequently, rather than regulating free 

and autonomous subjects, governmentality has at its heart the regulation of the relations of 

power within which the autonomous subjects are constituted as such (Lorey, 2006).  

In his 1978-79 lectures called ‘The birth of biopolitics’ at the College de France, Foucault 

analysed governmentality in the context of neoliberalism. There are different definitions and 

conceptualisations of neoliberalism in the literature. Regarding which, Boas and Gans-Morse 

point out that the term ‘is effectively used in different ways, such that its appearance in any 

given article offers little clue as to what it actually means’ (2009:139). One of the most 

frequently referred definitions of neoliberalism is the Marxist-oriented conceptualisation of the 

term (Flew, 2012) by David Harvey:  
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Neoliberalism is in the first instance a theory of political economic practices that 
proposes that human wellbeing can best be advanced by liberating entrepreneurial 
freedoms and skills within an institutional framework characterised by strong private 
property rights, free market, and free trade. The role of the state is to create and 
preserve an institutional framework appropriate to such practices (2005:2). 

Foucault asserts that under neoliberalism, the legitimacy of the state is gained on the basis of 

its economic performativity and the marketisation of the state and its institutions (Gane, 2012), 

with the governmentality of the individual being made possible through the cooperation of 

different economic protagonists in this apparatus:  

the economy, economic development and economic growth produces sovereignty; it 
produces political sovereignty through the [economic] institutions and institutional 
game that, precisely, makes this economy work. The economy produces legitimacy 
for the state that is its guarantor… It produces a permanent consensus of all those 

who may appear as agents within these economic processes, as investors, workers, 

employers, and trade unions. All these economic partners produce a consensus, 
which is a political consensus, inasmuch as they accept this economic game of 
freedom (Foucault, 2008:84, Italic added). 

The idea of self-control and the construction of the subject as a ‘self-governing entity’ (Grey, 

1994:480) within the mechanisms of governmentality in modern societies, represents the 

influence of the neoliberal mentality, where organisational and individual self-control are 

encouraged, whilst the comprehensive direct rule of the state is rejected (Rasmussen, 2010). 

Rose maintains that governmentality ‘entails a twin process of autonomization plus 

responsibilization – opening free space for the choices of individual actors whilst enwrapping 

these autonomized actors within new forms of control’ (Rose, 1989:xxiii). Similarly, Lorey 

draws on the discussion of the subject and agency to argue that the self-government under the 

systems of individuals’ governmentality is a paradoxical concept, since ‘to govern’ means 

regulating, disciplining and controlling one’s self which at the same time marks the 

empowerment of the self who governs. The techniques of governmentality arise from 

simultaneous subjugation and empowerment of the free subjects, and it is ‘only through this 

paradox [that the] sovereign subjects [can] be governed’ (Lorey, 2006:129). As agency 

emerges under this system, the subjugated individual continuously participates in the 

reproduction of the conditions which presuppose her/his own governmentality. Knights and 

McCabe (2003) showed in their case study of team working how practices of governmentality 

can mobilise the loyalty and commitment of the employees, securing their support for the 

organisational goals, despite work intensification, by appealing to their autonomy, 

empowerment, reduced supervision, and their desire for a more enriched work experience.  
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While disciplinary power relations constitute the self-governing individual within the apparatus 

of governmentality, this does not rule out the functioning of hierarchical forms of power 

(Rasmussen, 2010). Despite Foucault (2000: 219) contending that power in the form of 

neoliberal governmentality is expanding, he asserts ‘there exists a combination of 

manifestations of power – … including sovereign and disciplinary – that shapes and orients 

people towards certain actions and ends’ (Rasmussen, 2010:462). Accordingly, Rasmussen, in 

his study of a safety committee about employee behavioural safety at West Plant, one of the 

sites of a multinational chemical plant, identified organisational power dynamics that 

discursively reproduced hierarchical sovereign power, which put other committee participants 

into a subordination position. As a result, the participants’ conformity was ensured and their 

actions were directed towards certain pre-defined organisational ends. He examined two other 

discursive strategies, namely ‘staging competition’, whereby employees were constituted 

through talk to be team players in competition with other sites of the company, and 

‘constructing a partnership’ and equivalence among managers and other committee members, 

thus making the implementation of the safety programme designed by the managers more 

appealing to them, as it permitted managers to direct others’ conduct with a collegial 

appearance. These mechanisms of governmentality influenced by the neoliberal mentality, 

enabled the managers to encourage the implementation of a particular workers’ safety-

behaviour programme, while economising the costs and discouraging potential criticism.    

With very few exceptions, such as the above two studies, combining a governmentality 

framework with the methods of discourse analysis appears to be an unexplored approach in the 

management and organisation studies literature (Rasmussen, 2010). Moreover, whilst the 

concept of governmentality draws attention to the different social and economic protagonists, 

such as the state, I did not encounter any work in the literature on organisation studies, where 

the concept of governmentality is applied to uncover different power relations and dynamics 

within and beyond the boundaries of the organisation, which eventually enable organisational 

elites to shape employee conduct towards organisationally desired objectives. Whereas studies 

that draw on the notion of governmentality, as with those mentioned above, reduce this rich 

concept to the discursive examination of the practices of normalisation within organisations, 

thereby offering their readership an old wine in the new bottle of governmentality. 

Having reviewed the different debates on the notion of the constitution of the subject within 

discourse, I now turn to consider the issues of identity and how it is formed as the representation 
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of the subject (Hall, 2000). It is posited that the ‘multiplicity of discourses’ in organisations 

creates multiple ‘organizational realities’ (Grant et al., 1998:7), and that employees make their 

‘separate independent’ identities through engaging with, and mobilising certain discourses 

(Alvesson & Willmott, 2002:627). I elaborate on this in the next subsection.  

 

2.3. Identities and identity work in organisations 

 

Identity refers to our ever-lasting attempt to address the questions ‘Who am I?’, ‘How should 

I behave?’ and thus, ‘What is important for me?’ (Alvesson et al., 2008; Cerulo, 1997; Scott et 

al., 1998). Identities represent different compositions of the subject positions  (Hall, 2000; 

Laclau, 1990), that are, in turn, assembled out of different sources of inspiration and life 

experiences  (Adams & Marshall, 1996; Alvesson & Robertson, 2006). The available subject 

positions, which shape what Markus and Nurius term as the ‘pool of possible selves’, are 

determined by the context in which the individual performs. As they put it: 

An individual is free to create any variety of possible selves, yet the pool of possible 
selves derives from the categories made salient by the individuals’ particular 
sociocultural and historical context and from the models, images and symbols 
provided by the media and by the individual’s immediate social experiences  
(1986:954). 

Possible selves ‘represent individuals’ ideas of what they might become, what they would like 

to become, and what they are afraid of becoming’ (ibid.). They represent one form of future 

identities, which are theorised in the literature along with other terminologies, such as, 

‘provisional selves’ (Ibarra, 1999), ‘potential selves’(Gergen, 1972) and ‘aspirational 

identities’ (Thornborrow & Brown, 2009) .  

In research conducted in two professional service firms, Ibarra (1999) analysed how 

professionals occupied provisional subject positions in order to prepare for the roles that they 

were going to undertake later. She coined the phrase ‘provisional selves’ to point to the type of 

self that individuals construct to adapt to their future identities, which they have not yet fully 

elaborated. She studied employees during their role transitions in their career promotion path 

and showed how they tried to adjust themselves to their future role by observing senior 

employees who perform the role, experimenting the role through provisional selves and then 

evaluating themselves according to different standards. Provisional selves are thus platforms 
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for individuals to experiment and practise the formation of who they aim to become in the 

future.  

In other research related to future identities, Gergen (1972) and his colleagues ran a series of 

studies in order to explore individuals’ different ‘self-presentations’ under different 

circumstances. On being encountered by different people, being put in various social situations 

or being asked to fulfil particular tasks, individuals drew on different subject positions and 

presented types of self that most of the time were not congruent with the self-evaluations that 

they had previously given of themselves in written format. Gergen argued that in many cases 

the self that their study subjects sought to present was inspired by an approval-seeking 

motivation. However, the identity that they attempted to acquire during a particular encounter 

or under a specific condition was not a fake version of the self, as many among the study 

subjects declared these identities as genuine presentations of the self, feeling no sense of self-

alienation. Accordingly, Gergen referred to the identities that one is capable of achieving and 

maintained that ‘the individual has many potential selves. He carries with him the capacity to 

define himself, as warm or cold, dominant or submissive, sexy or plain. The social conditions 

around him help determine which of these options are evoked’ (1972:64).     

Thornborrow and Brown (2009) worked on the construction of aspirational identities, referring 

to these as preferred versions of the self, or the identities that individuals aspire to achieve. 

Consequently, aspirants refer to those individuals who desire conditions that ‘they consider to 

be higher, better, or nobler than the one they currently occupy’ (p.356). In their study of the 

British Parachute Regiment, they employed Foucault’s concept of disciplinary power to 

suggest that the subject positions that individuals were aspired to draw on, disciplined their 

identity formation processes. They showed how individuals’ idealised conception of the self as 

a paratrooper was disciplined within and through discourses produced by the Regiment, which 

defined what it meant to be a paratrooper. For instance, the discourse on professionalism could 

‘invoke a technology of self – in the form of an appeal to self-development – which led to an 

internalized coercion of the self by the self to develop along [organisationally] prescribed lines’ 

and to continuously achieve higher standards (2009:364). Similarly, the discourses on elitism 

in the Regiment pushed the paratroopers towards heavily investing not only their time and 

effort in it, but also their thoughts and feelings. Moreover, the authors explained how the 

discourses on Machismo-ism led the paratroopers to draw on elements of war, conflict 
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situations, aggressive behaviour, etc. in their identity work in their attempt to shape the identity 

to that they were aspired.  

Proposing that individuals examine their future identities or present a particular type of self in 

accordance with different social conditions or aspire to an idealised identity, reinforces the idea 

that these are accomplished by being worked on, rather than being ascribed (Alvesson & 

Willmott, 2002). Understanding the process of individuals’ identity formation as a form of 

work or what that is metaphorically termed as identity work, has proved to play a significant 

role in the analysis of identity construction in the organisation studies literature (Brown, 2015). 

However, there are different articulations of the concept of identity work in the literature. Snow 

and Anderson (1987) defined it as being ‘the range of activities individuals engage in to create, 

present, and sustain personal identities that are congruent with and supportive of the self-

concept’ (p.1348). Later on, Alvesson and Willmott developed this definition and presented a 

formulation of the concept that has been widely cited ever since. According to them, identity 

work refers to people’s continuous engagement with ‘forming, repairing, maintaining, 

strengthening or revising the constructions that are productive of a precarious sense of 

coherence and distinctiveness’ (2002:626). Understanding identity work as being continuous 

and appreciating the precariousness of the sense of coherence that it produces imply that 

identity is not fixed and evolves over time (Maclean et al., 2015). It is a process of becoming, 

being constantly shaped and reshaped (Hall, 2000; 1992). Hence, rather than being  a point of 

achievement, it is better understood as a project, always open to (re)negotiation (Down & 

Reveley, 2009; Watson, 2008).  

While, theoretically, everyone engages in identity work, there are variations in the extent to 

which individuals are active in this process during different stages of their life (Watson, 2008). 

That is why some scholars have considered identity work to be sometimes mundane and 

unselfconscious (Alvesson & Willmott, 2002) as compared to it being continuous ‘work’, 

demanding much effort along with perpetual conscious and cognitive involvement of the self. 

In other words, some contexts might demand more identity work than others and, in general, it 

is argued that constant strains, particular events or encounters, transitions, crises or surprises 

may compel ‘more concentrated identity work’ (Sveningsson & Alvesson, 2003:1165). 

Identity work is seen by many as being a struggle (Alvesson, 2010) for it is ‘grounded in at 

least a minimal amount of self-doubt and self-openness, typically contingent upon a mix of 

psychological-existential worry and the scepticism and inconsistencies faced in encounters 
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with others or with our images of them’ (Sveningsson & Alvesson, 2003:1165). When 

constructing their identities in organisations, employees draw on multiple discourses (Clarke 

et al., 2009). Because these are usually unstable and contradictory to one another, and dominant 

organisational discourses are always contested (Alvesson & Robertson, 2006; Humphreys & 

Brown, 2002b), identity is judged to be ‘a constant struggle against the experience of tension, 

fragmentation and discord’ (Knights & Vurdubakis, 1994:185). Moreover, due to the equivocal 

subject positions offered by contradictory discourses, it is argued that identity is not a matter 

of ‘resolving ambiguity and making clear-cut choices, but is characterized by confusion and 

conflict within the individual’ (Pullen, 2008:630). 

However, the conceptualisation of identity that I follow in this work is in line with those that 

reject the idea that identity is always and can merely be understood as a struggle, (at least when 

keeping within the latter’s literal meaning, defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as ‘a very 

difficult task’). That is, individuals are not always involved in restless inner conflicts, caused 

by contradictory discourses, in order to understand who they are. They sometimes incorporate 

these antagonistic discourses into the definition of the self with no experience of significant 

struggle (Clarke et al., 2009; El-Sawad, 2004). In some contexts, identity is better characterised 

by its dynamics, rather than just by the conflicts and struggles of the self. El-Sawad et al. use 

Orwell’s (1949) concept of ‘doublethink’ to show how their interviewees included 

contradictory narratives of self in their constitution of identity without exhibiting any 

‘detectable sense of implacable struggle’ (2004:1198). Orwell (1949:37) describes doublethink 

as follows:  

To know and not to know, to be conscious of complete truthfulness while telling 
carefully constructed lies, to hold simultaneously two opinions which cancelled out, 
knowing them to be contradictory and believing in both of them; to use logic against 
logic, [...] to forget whatever it was necessary to forget, then to draw it back into 
memory again at the moment when it was needed, and then promptly to forget it 
again: and above all, to apply the same process to the process itself. 

El-Sawad et al. (2004) hold that the process of doublethink helps individuals to bracket out 

contradictory dimensions of different narratives in order to keep the sense of a secure self. 

Likewise, Clarke et al. (2009) convincingly argue that people are relatively capable of drawing 

on different available organisational discourses, however contradictory they might be, to create 

a stable sense of self consisting of some core statements, even though it might not be coherent. 

That is, the argument that the formation of different identities is not inevitably a struggle does 

not mean that identities are necessarily coherent, for they can be fragmented, whereby 
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individuals are capable of incorporating ambiguous and even contradictory identities into the 

meaning of the self (Humphreys & Brown, 2002b). For example, DeRue and Ashford (2010) 

showed how leaders’ identities are ambiguous, dynamic and context-dependent, and with no 

clear definition. Others have argued that identities are rarely fully integrated or coherent 

(Beech, 2008), addressing the ‘dislocated, tensional nature of identities’ (Brown, 2015:28). 

Hence, As Ford (2006) mentioned in his study of middle and senior managers in the UK public 

sector, identity work can result in the creation of uncertain and tenuous identities with deeply 

felt complexities and contradictory elements. 

Reflecting on the above problematisations and theorisations of identity and the subject, in this 

research I follow Brown’s (2015) conceptualisation of identity, which is:  

The meanings that individuals attach reflexively to themselves, which are developed 
and sustained through processes of social interaction as they seek to address the 
question “who am I?” (p.23).  

Meanings are drawn from available discourses or other symbolic resources (Alvesson & 

Robertson, 2016), dramaturgical performances (Goffman, 1959), and social interactions and 

dialogues with others (Beech, 2008). The notion of reflexivity in the conceptualisation of 

identity stresses the dynamic process of identity formation, within which individuals reflect on 

the identities that they construct, review and renew in accordance with the type of feedback 

they receive from others. In the following subsection, I elaborate on the role of other in the 

formation of the self and the reflexive nature of individuals’ identity constitution processes.  

 

2.3.1. Identity and the role of the other 

 

This subsection sets out to explain the different ways that the role of other in individuals’ 

identity constitution is theorised in the literature. In the three parts that follow, other concepts 

– dramaturgical self, symbols and boundary construction, positive identities – relating to 

identity research are developed following coverage of the debates on ‘other’.  

The role of other in the identity constitution of individuals starts from the Lacanian mirror stage 

(1997), when the infant sees her/himself for the first time in the mirror. The recognition of the 

image in the mirror as her/his self happens only by the supporting existence of the mother who 
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holds the mirror. In other words, the very first sense of the self and who one is, is shaped under 

the gaze of other (mother).  

Scholars in organisation studies have given extensive attention to the role of other in identity 

research. Identity work is understood in literature to involve a process of socialisation (Ibarra, 

1999), which refers to the idea that the process of identity constitution begins through 

encounters with others and not in isolation. Gabriel (2000) maintains that ‘others’ can make 

disruptions in the process of one’s identity formation and argues that the narratives of the self 

are often denied, ignored or at least challenged by others. Clarke et al. (2009) assert that 

identities are constituted through self-narratives that people work ‘through internal soliloquies’ 

and their interactions with others (p.324). Hence, the formation of identity is defined to be a 

never ending reflexive project that happens in the encounters with others and ‘makes oneself 

acceptable or respectable to others and to oneself’ (Ybema et al., 2009:306). Watson (2008) 

develops the idea of reflexivity in individuals’ identity constitution processes and opines that 

the process of identity work does not only happen in the physical presence of others, as the 

word ‘encounter’ might suggest, but also in the company of ‘imagined others’, for example, 

those who might read our reports, reviewers who read our journal article drafts, etc. He argues 

that every single process of decision making and everyday thinking enters us into a discussion 

with human others. Due to the significant role of the other in the constitution of identity, some 

authors have drawn a line and made an analytical distinction between what they call personal- 

or self-identity and social-identity. For example, this is demonstrated in Watson’s theorisation 

of identity work. He maintains it involves:  

the mutually constitutive processes whereby people strive to shape a relatively 

coherent and distinctive notion of personal self-identity and struggle to come to terms 

with and, within limits, to influence the various social-identities which pertain to 

them in the various milieu in which they live their lives (2008:129, Italic in the 
original). 

Giddens defines self-identity as ‘the self as reflexively understood by the person [...]. Self-

identity is continuity (across time and space) as interpreted reflexively by the agent’ (Giddens, 

1991:53, Italic added). Through highlighting the reflexive interpretation of self-identity, this 

notion settles the idea that the agent’s knowledge of, and access to the self is achieved socially 

and discursively, thereby asserting the social nature of the self-identity. Watson (2008) 

differentiates between self- and social-identities by categorising them as ‘private’ and ‘public’, 

or ‘the internal and external aspects of identity work’ (p.129) in that social identities are ‘inputs’ 
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into self-identities (p.131). He defines the latter as ‘the individual’s own notion of who and 

what they are’ and the former as ‘cultural, discursive or institutional notions of who any 

individual might be’ (p.131). While his definition accords a rather essentialist position in 

relation to the self-identity by calling it one’s ‘own notion’ of who one is, Watson admits that 

it is indeed a social phenomenon (2008:130). Hence, in this thesis, I refrain from making an 

analytical split separating identity into the two categories of self and social. My preferred 

conceptualisation is in line with Jenkins’ contention that ‘identity is never unilateral’ (1996:42) 

and each identity is a social one being made in our encounters with imagined and ‘actual’ 

others. We cannot see ourselves at all if we do not see how others see us (Mead, referred to in 

Jenkins, 1996). Identity is not ‘a meaningful preposition in isolation from the human world of 

other people’. It is constructed in the ‘ongoing interaction during which individuals define and 

redefine themselves and others’ (Jenkins, 1996:40). As such, identity is shaped in encounters 

with others as a medium to understand the self and represent it to those others. The presentation 

of the self to others points to the dramaturgical element of identity formation processes. I 

elaborate on this in the following subsection.  

  

2.3.1.1. Identity and the performative self  

 

This subsection focuses on a particular form of identity construction in the presence of others, 

which is centred on individuals’ actions and performances. The literature that is surveyed here 

is mainly based on Goffman’s (1959) concept of impression management and Butler’s (1990) 

notion of performativity. Different studies have shown that the interaction with others in the 

individual’s process of identity construction does not only involve talk or the usage of utterance 

and dialogue. It is argued that it also includes the production of credible and acceptable 

performances (Down & Reveley, 2009), such as using a particular physical appearance (Phelan 

& Hunt, 1998), to which I shall turn in the succeeding subsection, a specific way of acting 

(Bruni et al., 2004), or using the association with particular groups or individuals (Snow & 

Anderson, 1987). A wealth of studies focusing on the significance of performance in the 

formation of identity have drawn on Goffman’s  works on the dramaturgical self and on 

impression management.  

Goffman (1959) stresses the element of performance in the construction of the self by arguing 

that the self is a ‘performed character’. He asserts that people constantly try to convey an 

acceptable impression of the self to others, and coined the term impression management to 
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refer to behaviours and actions that individuals employ in a calculative manner in order to 

influence the perceptions that others have of them. Impression management is a self-

representation process, which can be understood as a process of identity work in which 

individuals form versions of the self for others and for themselves (Brown et al., 2008).  

Ibarra (1999) argues that these impressions have to be consistent with one’s social role, if they 

are to be accepted and seen as credible by others. Otherwise, not only the effectiveness of the 

role that is played will be diminished,  for it ‘may also cause the individual to lose the right to 

enact the role’ (p.764). It is necessary to emphasise that understanding identity to be reflexively 

made through different performances is not contradictory to the notion of the formation of the 

subject within discourse. That is, even though the different ways that individuals seek to make 

an impression of the self might not involve talk, these impressions are made and understood 

by the self and by others through and within discourse (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985).   

While the dramaturgical approach to identity work shows the significance of agency in the 

identity formation process, it also reveals ‘how social actors endeavour to construct 

themselves’ (Ybema et al., 2009:304) and to present an acceptable representation of who they 

are to their audience. Creed and Scully (2000) examine the ‘deployment of identity’ in the 

workplace among lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered (LGBT) employees and argue that 

in their encounters with other employees individuals engage in ‘some self-conscious and 

intentional performances that announce and enact who they are’ (p.391). Since identity is a 

social phenomenon, the identity of those employees as LGBT is constructed through 

performing as LGBT in their encounters with others. Similarly, Kunda (2006) builds on the 

dramaturgical aspect of identity formation, in his seminal study of ‘Tech’, a high commitment 

culture company, and draws on Goffman’s (1959) notion of back- and front-stage self to show 

how dis-identified and cynical employees detach their front-stage or dramaturgical selves from 

the back-stage or what they considered to be their authentic selves, to which access by others 

is controlled. Kunda refers to this identity management as ‘cognitive distancing’ or ‘disputing 

popular ideological formulations’ (2006:178). This should not be confused with an essentialist 

argument of the dichotomy of true/authentic vs. false/fake self. Rather, a dis-identified 

employee constructs her/his identity as being cynical precisely by performing the appearance 

of consenting to the organisational discourses and strategies, whilst simultaneously claiming 

to be aware of the ‘real’ meaning of such discourses and distancing her/himself from them in 

‘reality’. This means, ‘identity is performatively constituted by the very “expressions” that are 
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said to be its results’ (Butler, 1990:25). It is not a ‘manipulation of an appearance, but an 

attribute of the subject’ (Grey, 1994:487). That is, the ways that the individual elects to exhibit 

her/himself in the presence of others are constitutive of who she/he is (Brown & Jones, 2000; 

Maclean et al., 2015). Understanding identity to be a social phenomenon, it is argued that the 

identity formation process does not occur only ‘outwardly’, but also ‘inwardly’ (Watson, 

2008:129). That is, a socially invalidated self-representation will cause a review of the concept 

of the self and hence, on the discourses that it engages with, in order to maintain the integrity 

of the self for the self and in the encounters with others (Musson & Duberley, 2007; 

Sveningsson & Alvesson, 2003; Ybema et al., 2009). Consequently, performing a particular 

type of identity and considering it as authentic is not an ‘internalisation of the manipulation’ 

(Grey, 1994:487), but rather the production of the appropriate identity and the mobilisation of 

the relevant subject positions, which thus, in turn, affects the formation of identities. That is, 

an authentic self or authentic performance is only created through a dialectical and reflexive 

process within which the self is ‘fuelled by the identities it feeds on’ (Brown, 2015:23). 

Acting a particular self, paves the way toward an inclusion of boundaries with some and 

exclusion with others (Van Maanen & Schein, 1979). The idea of constructing a boundary 

between one’s self and other (Freitas et al., 1997) and the notion of boundary management 

(Bacharach et al., 2000) is one of the widely used concepts in identity research. Embedded in 

this notion is the idea that ‘rational actors, to define themselves as distinct from others, must 

consider and make choices as to how they will outline the limits of their self’. Individuals 

practise the tactics of boundary management to ‘open, close, or expand their self vis-a-vis the 

other’ (ibid., p.706). While trying to define their self as distinct in comparison to others, some 

scholars have argued that individuals’ identity work processes can also involve working on 

‘physical appearance and the selective association with other individuals and groups’ (Brown, 

2015:24). These can include organisational symbols such as clothing, ID cards, business cars, 

etc. which demonstrate the belongingness to one’s organisation and/or a level of organisational 

hierarchy (cf. Ashforth & Mael, 1989; Tajfel & Turner, 1985). It is to this, that I now turn. 

 

2.3.1.2. Identity, symbols and boundaries 

 

In this subsection, I elaborate on how material and organisational symbols are used by 

individuals to create a sense of distinct self and assist them in working boundaries between the 
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self and others. Individuals employ organisational symbols to communicate with others their 

belongingness to the different identity groups within organisations, such as managerial identity, 

white collar identity, workers’ identity, part-time employees’ identity etc. (cf. Albert & 

Whetten, 1985; Ashforth & Mael, 1996). Pratt and Rafaeli (1997) show in their study of nurses 

how organisational dress was used by them to communicate different aspects of their 

organisational identity, such as their status in the organisational hierarchy as well as their 

organisational role. Whilst in this case, the organisational insider ‘other’ is targeted, 

organisational symbols such as business car can communicate one’s identity to the 

organisationally outsider ‘other’, such as one’s neighbour or friends and acquaintances.  

Generally speaking, all kinds of symbols are used for self-categorisation purposes and to 

construct boundaries between us and others, between who we are and who we are not (Collett, 

2005; Freitas et al., 1997). Csikszentimihalyi and Halton (1981) argue that the symbolic 

consumption of objects is aimed at sending two basic messages of differentiation and 

integration to others. Individuals employ symbols either to stand out and show their separation 

from others, or to demonstrate how similar they are to particular groups, organisations or 

human aggregates (Alvesson, 1994). While symbols are material objects that are made out of 

discourse, our access to them, or in other words, how we make sense of them and the meaning 

associated to them, are created through discourse (cf. Laclau & Mouffe, 1985). Hence, as 

symbols construct boundaries, the latter should not be understood as something that separates 

one thing from another, but rather, as something that discursively constitutes that which is 

within it, i.e. that which is bounded (Cilliers, 2001). That is, symbols constitute individuals’ 

identities within social and organisational discourses.  

It is argued that the question of identity can develop from me and I to embrace my and mine. 

That is, one’s possessions become part of the self. Identity is thus not anymore limited to the 

answer of the question ‘who am I?’ but also of the question ‘what do I possess?’. Our material 

possessions are symbols that convey meanings about our self. Belk (1988) uses the concept of 

the ‘extended self’ to explain how one’s possessions contribute to the construction of her/his 

identity and these symbols can become part of who one is. As James famously puts it:  

Between what a man calls me and what he simply calls mine the line is difficult to 
draw. […] A man’s Self is the sum total of all that he CAN call his, not only his body 
and his psychic powers, but his clothes and his house, his wife and children, his 
ancestors and friends, his reputation and works, his lands, and yacht and bank-
account (1890:291, emphasis in the original).   
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In this passage, James equates having with being. In other words, possessing or buying 

something shapes and/or expands the concept of the self. Belk (1988) draws on Sartre to argue 

that not only possessing in its literal sense, but even the knowledge that one could possess 

something if she/he wishes to, that is, she/he has the material resources, i.e. money for 

obtaining a particular object, can add that object to the sense of self. As Sartre (1943:753) 

asserts: ‘stop before a showcase with money in your pocket; the objects displayed are already 

more than half yours’. The importance of money in the constitution of self is clarified perhaps 

nowhere better than in Marx’s (1975:377): ‘that which exists for me through the medium of 

money, that which I can pay for, i.e. which money can buy, that am I, the possessor of money’. 

Money is more often than not seen as symbolising success (Rubinstein, 1981), for people with 

higher incomes are discursively understood to be happier and healthier (Duncan, 1975; Luft, 

1957). Wiseman employs the Cinderella story to show the subjective transformation of the self 

through the medium of money. In this transformation, ‘this other “rich me” would not merely 

have more money, but would be changed fundamentally, would be stronger, less fearful, more 

charming, wiser, less vulnerable, and so on. Money is endowed with magical powers’ 

(Wiseman, 1974:10). While these scholars regard money as an extended self in its own right, 

money is viewed by some others (e.g. Graves, 1965) to become part of the self through being 

transformed into tangible goods or particular activities, such as going on an expensive holiday. 

They argue that money is used to buy material possessions in order to become a part of the self 

(ibid.). In other words, possessing money is acknowledged through demonstrating the 

possession of other material goods and/or affording specific activities.   

Material possessions and what one chooses to consume assist her/him in communicating with 

others who she/he is (Dittmar, 1992). The consumption of products does not occur only for 

their utilities, for individuals employ them symbolically and in a project of constituting their 

self. Through consumption we incorporate into the self the meanings we aspire to and resist 

those we find undesirable (Wattanasuwan, 2005). Put differently, we consume material objects 

to locate ourselves in society (Elliott, 1997). In this regard, our possessions are used as symbols 

which distinguish the self from others and mark one’s belongingness to a group or to an 

aggregate. As Gabriel and Lang (1995) assert, the display of material possessions can be 

employed to express the owner’s social position. That is, consuming particular goods and 

activities, as Gergen (1991) remarks, facilitates the process of socialisation and situating the 

self in the society as well as in comparison to others. With this line of thinking, possessing 
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material objects can magically transform the self, assisting one to acquire a different identity 

or to occupy a new subject position (cf. Dittmar, 1992; Wattanasuwan, 2005). For example, 

consider this passage by Ames (1984:31), who recorded the feelings and self-transformation 

involved in the process of buying a 19th Century parlour organ:  

A major purchase would transform them in their own eyes and in the eyes of others. 
They would become worth more … and acquire greater status. By so doing they 
would receive more respect and deference from others which would, in turn, make 
them feel better about themselves. Buying a parlor organ would make them 
something they were not before.  

Possessing a new object, such as a parlour organ of Victorian America, Ames alludes, can 

change one’s social status and raise her/him up above others, as it is discursively constituted to 

belong to a higher social group as compared to which she/he has been belonged before. In other 

words, acquiring a new material object is synonymous with acquiring a new identity, which is 

evaluated positively by the self and by others (Dutton et al., 2010). The enhancement of a 

positive conception of the self is considered in a substantial amount of identity research as the 

motivation of individuals’ identity work (Gecas, 1982). I elaborate on this in the following 

subsection.   

 

2.3.1.3.  Positive identities and the insecurities of the subject 

 

The different ways through which individuals construct a sense of dignity and positive self-

meanings have been examined in many different works of the organisation studies researchers 

(For examples see: Dutton et al., 2010; Roberts, 2005; Rothbard, 2001). This subsection is 

centred on this, by way of explaining how making positive identities can result in the 

production of insecurities in the subjects and how insecurities are constitutive of identity. It 

further surveys the different ways that the role of ‘other’ is regarded in the production of 

anxieties of the self. 

There is a wide range of conceptualisations of positive identities in literature. They are referred 

to as those that are beneficial, good and ‘infused with virtuous qualities’ (Dutton et al., 

2010:268). Positive identities are also understood as being related to attributes, such as 

transcendence, resilience, authenticity and competence (Kreiner & Sheep, 2009). The 

conceptualisation of the term used in this research, defines it as valued identities (Collinson, 

2003) that promote favourable self-view (Maclean et al., 2015; Roberts et al., 2009) and serve 
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to enhance and maintain ‘a sense of self-worth’ (Dutton et al., 2010:270) . Whilst they are seen 

to be important drivers for active identity construction processes (Brown & Lewis, 2011; 

Dutton et al., 2010), this does not mean that identity is only positive or esteem-enhancing. 

There are numerous studies that have focused on negative and stigmatised identities and how 

individuals react to them (Coupland & Brown, 2012). Ashforth and Kreiner argue that 

individuals with stigmatised or negative work identities construct a positive and esteemed self 

out of their identity statements, so that ‘they generally do not appear to suffer from existential 

doubt, anomie, or angst’ (1999:418). For example, a gravedigger in Terkel’s (1975) Working, 

emphasised the joy of working outdoors, particularly in summer time and a dog catcher in 

Palmers’ (1978) ethnographic study, stressed the importance of his job for preventing the 

spread of rabies, keeping the neighbourhood clean and saving the kids from the offence of 

being attacked by ‘mean dogs’. Many scholars have argued that, in general, people like to feel 

good about themselves (Gecas, 1982) and are motivated to ‘claim identity characteristics and/or 

groups that favourably distinguish them from others (Dutton et al., 2010:270). Brown and 

Lewis, in their study of a law firm argue that professionals reflexively appropriate the 

organisationally based discourses in ‘pursuit of valued work objectivities and preferred 

identities’ (2011:886). While individuals are perceived to constitute their identities toward a 

positive sense of self, ‘the positivity of identity is evidenced in its progression toward a higher 

order stage of development’ (Dutton et al., 2010:271). As a result, the sense of success and 

achievement, whether it is reflected in the possession of material wealth or in the association 

with highly respected organisations or the attainment of elitist positions, becomes a medium 

for the construction of a continuously improving sense of self (Grey, 1994; Roberts, 2005). 

Success then turns into ‘the social value par excellence in its own right’ (Pullen & Rhodes, 

2008:9, Italic in the original), resulting in a narcissistic preoccupation with the self (Lasch, 

1991), in which one is trapped in the ‘ethic of individual self-fulfilment and self-achievement’ 

(Beck & Beck-Gernsheim, 2002:22).  

In contemporary societies, the ‘conventional notions of a valued identity have been redefined 

in terms of upward mobility and material accumulation’ (Collinson, 2003:503) and hence, the 

ethics of success have become increasingly important in individuals’ construction of identity. 

One explanation for this is that within the societies dominated by individualistic values, where 

the lack of grounding of the self in the class, family status or religious values produces 

insecurities for the subjects (Pullen & Rhodes, 2008), individuals try to overcome these 

insecurities through their achievements, hence, gaining the acknowledgement of the significant 
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others (Brown & Coupland, 2015). Self-worth should be achieved, since it is no longer being 

seen as a given or a birth right. This turns identity into being the result of competition in 

different aspects of life, causing insecurities that are felt by individuals on an ongoing basis. 

Similarly, in organisations, the success ethic underpins the importance of paid employment as 

a source of positive identities. As paid work is seen to be a source of status and representative 

of the self, this reinforces workplace competition in acquiring material security and dignity, 

which increases the insecurities of the subjects, as they are aware that they could be less 

successful, get less pay, and/or become lower in the organisational hierarchy (Collinson, 2003).  

Individuals’ insecurities in organisations can take multiple and often overlapping forms, from 

existential, social and economic insecurities and anxieties, to psychological ones. These 

insecurities and the subjects’ attempts to overcome them fuel the construction of identities 

(Knights & Clarke, 2013) and can reproduce organisational power relations. Grey (1994), for 

example, shows how organisationally based discourses on excellence and the pursuit of a 

‘successful’ career, discipline employees within a loop of an unremitting search for a higher 

organisational position, better career, higher pay etc., to the extent that they treat all their 

organisational, social and personal relationships as instrumental to their career progress and in 

their attempts at achieving excellence.   

However, the subjects do not appear to always or necessarily want to overcome insecurities by 

means of escaping them, for they can also turn them into favoured identity statements, as 

Brown and Coupland showed in their studies of rugby players. They argue that their research 

participants used threats to their identities as a resource for authoring ‘occupational and 

masculine identities which positioned them as elite, focused on the present, tough, self-reliant, 

professional and aspirational’ (2015:1317). Their study emphasises the importance of identity 

threats as a driver for identity work and the construction of desired identities. For example, 

their data show how the short term career period of rugby players as a source of insecurity was 

often ignored by the players as a strategy that assisted them in maintaining their positive sense 

of self as rugby players; enthusiastically focused on the ‘now’ and the ‘present’. Therefore, 

they argue, identities should be regarded ‘not as responses to threat but as constituted by them’ 

(p.1328).  

In another study, Knights and Clarke examined how academics in UK Higher Education 

institutions constructed different forms of identity in the face of perceived insecurities. For 

instance, they defined themselves as existentialists, seeking to address the question of the self 
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through their work, while facing tensions between the meaning of their work and who they are 

supposed to be as academics. Some shaped their identities as aspirants, working towards an 

idealised self, being caught in an illusion of achievement and finally, some shaped an imposter 

self, admitting self-doubt, which in turn reproduced further insecurities. As all such identity 

construction are themselves productive of anxieties, Knights and Clarke (2013:1315) contend 

that the concepts of identity and insecurity should be considered ‘as conditions and 

consequences of one another’.  

While identities are seen to be precarious in nature as they are subject to individuals’ ‘self-

doubt and emotional instability’ (Gabriel, 1999:185), it is argued that such uncertainties 

engraved on identity are also caused by its socially constructed nature and the dependence of 

this on the judgments and evaluations of others (Collinson, 1992). Knights and Willmott (1990; 

1989) assert that identity formation processes are at their heart productive of threats to the self 

and the insecurities of the subject due to a fundamental element of these processes, i.e. the 

other. They suggest that the individual is not only the subject (the active agent who shapes the 

identity) in this process, but also she/he is the object (she/he reflects back on her/himself and 

also on how others see her/him). This dual experience of the self as both subject and object and 

the fact that she/he does not have a control over how others understand her/his self, causes an 

irreducible ambiguity at the heart of every identity construction process, resulting in 

insecurities and anxieties. Under this lens, they argue, identity can never be felt as totally 

secured or entirely stable and hence, the attempts to overcome, resolve or deny these 

insecurities can only be counterproductive, entrapping the individual in an illusory goal of 

securing the self. Following a similar line of thinking, Collinson (1992) maintains that 

individuals are simultaneously separate from and interdependent with others and this state of  

simultaneous separation and interdependence causes ambiguity in the very concept of the self. 

He asserts that the human self-consciousness is ‘the medium and outcome of uncertainties, 

insecurities and anxieties’ about who one is, how she/he should live, and what significant others 

might think of her/him (Collinson, 2003:529). It is therefore the case that in competitive and 

unequal modern societies, filled with power asymmetries and given the socially constructed 

and changing character of identity, the illusory search for, and attempt to construct and sustain 

stable and solid identities is self-defeating and would instead reinforce the very insecurity these 

identities are meant to resolve (ibid.).   
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Despite the insecurities of the subjects in the contemporary individualistic era, with 

competition-based organisational and personal relations seemingly being inescapable, some 

studies of paternalism (Varano, 1999) refer to this as creating ‘a moral relationship between 

employer and employees’ (Ackers, 2001:376, Italic in the original), which can arguably 

increase employee ‘psychic security’ (Fleming, 2005:1480). This is analysed in the literature 

to be down to engendering an environment of protection and nurturing of employees, with 

organisational relationships being based on the ethics of care in such management systems. 

However, some researchers argue that this protection has implications for controlling 

employees and determining their conduct (Knights & McCabe, 2001). In the following section, 

I elaborate upon the concept of paternalism.  

 

2.4. Paternalism  

 

This section contains a survey of the literature on paternalism. It demonstrates the relevance of 

this concept to the studies of identity by presenting empirical research which indicates the 

different types of identities that are shaped within the discourse of paternalism. Paternalistic 

management systems were created as an outcome of material changes imposed on societies in 

the early capitalist era, causing the separation of the household and workplace. Moreover, in 

western countries in the late 18th century, people started to work in rapidly growing industries 

as individuals rather than as part of family units. While these material changes, together with 

the growth of the culture of individualism, wiped away the traditional forms of social relations, 

paternalism became a metaphor that likened ‘fathers and bosses, [or] fathers and leaders’ 

(Sennett, 1980:57).  

In his book ‘Authority’, Sennett argues that corporate paternalists play a similar role to 

communal authorities, who aim to join family and work together. They initiate communal 

services for their employees, believing that these will increase their satisfaction and happy 

employees are more productive along with being less strike-prone. As a result, such strategies 

of protective tutelage in paternalistic management systems have been analysed as being the 

medium for vesting control over employees, securing their consent and legitimising the 

hierarchy of power in such systems (Newby, 1977). Bendix (1956) identifies such power 

hierarchies, asserting that paternalism is a system that bestows upon the employer the position 

of superior order, while employees are put into an inferior position of dependence, thus 
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resembling the relation between a master and his craftsmen. Building upon these discussions, 

Fleming maintains that the discourse of paternalism creates a system of control ‘in the sense 

that [it] involves a moral economy that gives meaning, legitimation and an ethical coordinates 

to those relations, providing a justificatory narrative to both the paternalist and employee’ 

(2005:1471-1472).  

Different studies have argued that under paternalism workers are treated as children who need 

protection and should be rewarded and disciplined by their employers, just like what parents 

would do with their children (Joyce, 1980). In his study of an Australian call-centre, Fleming 

(2005) observed that the organisational culture had been shaped within discourses of 

paternalism, where the elements of employer care and protection toward its employees 

prevailed. Once in place, it appeared to be aimed at creating an ‘ideological or discursive 

control’ (p.1483) through strategies of infantilisation within which employee identities were 

discursively moulded to resemble those of dependent children, who needed a father figure 

employer to both protect and discipline them. Fleming also stresses how employees attempted 

to undermine the discourse of paternalism as they regarded this as being constitutive of a 

patronising form of management that was compromising their identities as dignified adults, by 

constructing subjects who were dependent, weak and sometimes ignorant.   

Kerfoot and Knights (1993), in their study of the UK financial services industry, examined 

paternalism from the perspective of gender and power relations and in a wider discursive 

context, maintaining that  paternalism is ‘constitutive of and embedded in […] a “discourse of 

masculinities”’ (p.659). They argue that paternalist masculinity can control labour ‘through the 

pretence of family imagery, through providing space for the manger to act as “caring” and 

“protective” head of the industrial “household”’ (p.665). As it attempts to delineate intimacy 

by simulating work relations to those in a family, the paternalist employer is shaped within 

discourse as exercising power only for the ‘good’ of its employees and ‘within the constraint 

of protecting and improving their lives’ (ibid.). As a result, the authors contend that, 

paternalism can lift the tensions at work and this increases both the predictability and 

compliance of the employee. Kerfoot and Knights assert that within the paternalistic 

management system, senior staff exercise power over subordinates through discourses, which 

construct them as ‘shielding’ the latter from any decision making responsibility and constitute 

them as obedient subjects, who are expected to implement the decisions made for them from 

‘above’ in a docile way. Despite this, because paternalism utilises intimacy and tries to generate 
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relations of trust, the authority of paternalist appears to be less severe and hence, it is accepted 

more easily by those subject to it. The authors refer to paternalism as what Foucault (1980) 

called an ‘economy of power’ and contend that paternalism manipulates the social relations, 

‘enabling hierarchical interactions to occur as if they were personal, and so softening their 

coercive impact without damaging the effectiveness of their control’ (p.670).  

Wray (1996) maintains that paternalism has taken different forms over time and presents a 

typology that categorises this into three groups: traditional, welfare and sophisticated. 

Traditional paternalism ‘entailed face-to-face relationships [between the employer and the 

employee], personal obligations, indulgence and situational deference’ (Warde, 1989:54). The 

important feature of this management strategy is thus, the direct involvement of the owner in 

day-to-day management and hence, contracting the work force at the personal level (Ackers & 

Black, 1991). As with the other forms of paternalism, which I shall explain in the following 

paragraphs, the traditional form went beyond the immediate work setting and influenced the 

employees’ life outside of work (Fleming, 2005). Paternalism, here, is expressed through 

‘affectionate tutelage’ (Bendix, 1956), ‘authoritarianism tempered with generosity’ and 

succour (Martin & Fryer, 1975). Wray asserts that this form of paternalism dates back to the 

early years of industrial production when domestic and family-like relations were introduced 

into the workplace. As a result, the workers were discursively formed in this system as being 

similar to children, who needed the protection of their father figure manager, who would 

reward and discipline them at the same time.  

The second category, i.e. welfare paternalism, as Wray maintains, emerged as a response to the 

enlargement of the corporations, which made it difficult, if not impossible, to retain the intimate 

relationships between the employer and employees. Further, it was developed to address the 

needs of industrial pluralism, created as the result of trade unions movements. It is similar to 

what Warde calls a corporate type of paternalism that involves ‘negotiated exchange of benefits 

[with] welfare provision becoming part of the employment contract. [Hence,] the paternalist 

relationship becomes an institutionalised and routinised exchange’ (1989:54). With this form 

of paternalism, elements such as long-term employment contracts, pension schemes, and the 

welfare strategies that go beyond the workplace, such as housing, educational, medical, sport 

and leisure provisions prevail (Martin & Fryer, 1975).   

The birth of what Wray refers to as sophisticated paternalism happened with the rise of the 

local and national state welfare. This form of paternalistic management follows ‘profit-share 
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systems and social and welfare benefits financed by the organizations’. Here, community 

relationships continue to be taken care of through ‘charitable donations and sponsorships’ 

(p.703). Employees’ loyalty and commitment, which were threatened by the impersonal 

relationships between them and the employer are maintained and preserved through ‘specialist 

personnel departments and consultative committees’ (ibid.). Wray (1996) contends that the 

difference between this type of paternalism and the different forms of HRM is their 

underpinning rationale. That is, the former remains loyal to the ‘familial culture of traditional 

paternalism’ and its sophistication is merely an output of attempts to maintain the familial 

culture in the era of modern industrial societies (ibid.), whereas HRM is concerned with the 

strategic management of the work force and is based on a contractual relationship. To 

understand the difference better, Wray gives the example of a case of redundancy. While HRM 

strategies can successfully apply compulsory redundancy, there is no way in a paternalistic 

organisation through which this occurs, if the paternalistic relationships are to be maintained. 

The reason being exactly the same as regards to the undermining the familial relationship, if 

some family members are forced to leave the family.  

While Wray acknowledges and explains the different forms of paternalism that emerged over 

time, the management system of the organisation in his study, called Ourfirm; ‘a small, very 

successful, entrepreneurial firm’ (1996:704) proved to characterise traditional paternalism, 

where elements such as face-to-face interaction between employees and the employer or the 

personally distributing gifts to the workers, profit-sharing schemes, etc. in parallel to the 

attempts at discouraging employees from joining the unions were prevalent. This form of 

paternalism alone or together with elements of welfare paternalism, seems to be the most 

predominant in the studies of paternalistic management, while other forms, in particular the 

sophisticated type, rarely emerge in these studies. For example, Fleming’s  (2005) study of the 

Australian call centre too could be seen to resemble traditional paternalism with elements of 

welfare paternalism, though he remains silent in regards to the roles of unions. Similarly, 

Ackers (2001) presents a case of traditional paternalism in a review paper that he has carried 

out from Varano’s (1999) ‘Forced choices: Class, community, and worker ownership’, which 

examined the management strategies in a steel mill in Weirton, a company town in West 

Virginia. Founded by E.T. Weir in 1909, it became a stable occupational community, where 

successive generations worked for 70 years at the mill. While unions were kept away from 

Weirton, Weir’s paternalistic management system involved building swimming pools, parks, 

schools, hospitals, community centres, etc. for the employees, while offering the best pay and 
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benefit packages of that time in the US steel industry. Ackers argues that the Weir’s 

paternalistic management system being developed in the context of a company town created a 

‘locally situated normative order’ (2001:376) that caused strong bonds between the employees 

and the employer. He asserts that  

The history of company town paternalism fostered not some all-purpose deference 
readily available to any new employer, but a distinctive “moral economy” or 
normative order of obligation and expectations about the relationship between the 
company, its employees and the town (2001:375).  

Stressing the role of the town in the functioning of Weir’s paternalism, Ackers maintains that 

examining the external context of the workplace, rather than remaining restricted ‘within the 

factory walls’ is important for the studies of employment relations. The intention in this thesis 

is to investigate the formation of employee identity in the context of a company city. Hence, in 

the next section, I elaborate on the concept of company city/town and present examples of such 

towns to shed light on the employment relations in them and the significance of these towns 

for the studies of identity. Discourses are developed historically (Foucault, 1980) and the 

subject positions that are available to the individuals to draw upon are dependent on the context 

in which they perform (Markus & Nurius, 1986). Therefore, attending to the context, in which 

organisations produce certain discourses for the employees to consume is essential in 

understanding the construction of employee identity within discourse. Moreover, studying the 

company in the setting of the company city can be seen as a response to Jelinek et al.’s 

(1983:338) plea for researchers to ‘look to external, social, cultural context within which 

organisations are embedded’.  

 

2.5. Company towns 

 

The studies of company towns show the different ways through which employees’ quiescence 

and obedience have been achieved (Green, 2012; Sennett, 1980). However, the kind of 

discourses that are produced in this context, the type of the subjects that are shaped within them 

and the particular relationships between this context and employee identity, are understudied 

in the field of identity research. In this section, I provide an overview of some company towns 

in order to elucidate the relevance of such cases for critical organisation studies, focused on the 

issue of employee identity formation. 
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Traditionally, a company town refers to a ‘settlement built and operated by a single business 

enterprise’ (Garner, 1992:3). Many sociologists have focused on these contexts due to their 

unique characteristics, such as giving the organisational authorities higher abilities to control 

employees’ behaviours and on top of this, large parts of their lives (cf. Garner, 1992; Green, 

2012). It comes as a surprise that critical researchers of organisations, whilst expressing their 

concerns about companies controlling the souls of their employees (cf. Deetz, 1995; Kunda, 

2006), have not shown an interest in investigating the cases of company towns, where 

organisational authorities can heavily influence the discourses sent from different sources of 

inspiration of employee identity formation. While most company towns grew up in the 

industrial age (Garner, 1992; Smith et al., 1990), there are still numerous instances of such 

towns/cities in different countries, such as the UK, Germany, Russia, France, Pakistan, 

Australia, Canada, Norway, etc.  

A company town is a settlement built around a single enterprise in order to accommodate its 

employees (Garner, 1992; Green, 2012). The image of company towns was transformed for the 

better, initially because of the seminal work of social reformers, such as Engels. His report in 

1844 unveiled the misery of Irish immigrants being taken away from their native farms and left 

in the hands of English landlords in large industrial towns. Moreover, Dickens’ fictional 

industrial city of Coketown, presented in his work Hard Times of 1854, mirrored industrial 

cities, such as Manchester or Leeds and revealed the suffering of the factory workers. Other 

authors, such as Émile Zola and Victor Hugo, wrote about the plight of industrial workers in 

France. Owing to such writings, reforms to living conditions in industrial cities came about and 

gradually, the overall experience of industrial workers was improved (Garner, 1992:5).  

In general, the precise term company town or city is fairly recent (ibid., p.3) and was originally 

associated with mining company towns in the US in the late nineteenth century. In these, 

company-built settlements, located in close proximity to the mines, were exclusively erected 

for the company workers and renting (buying was not allowed for the employees) the houses 

was often a condition of employment. After deductions for rent, utilities, taxes and sometimes 

even school fees, the workers’ salaries were paid. In case of an injury that led to the worker’s 

inability to continue the work, he and his family were evicted from the company property, 

usually at short notice and this also happened in the case of a miner’s death or if he went on 

strike. Company owners were determined to keep the unions out of these settlements or weaken 

their influence significantly, a situation that continued for half a century. Due to the increasing 
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demands placed on American industries, by the 1920s there were more than 500 company 

towns in the US, housing more than two-thirds of the miners in the country (Garner, 1992). 

Such towns are in keeping with Green’s definition of a company town, being a place where 

one business exerts a Big Brother-like grip over the population – controlling or even 
taking the place of government, collecting rents on company-owned housing, 
dictating buying habits (possibly at the company stores), even administrating where 
people worship and how they may spend their leisure time’ (2012:3).  

Due to such characteristics, the term company town has carried a certain degree of stigma and 

negativity (Garner, 1992:3). However, some company towns drew on the elements of 

paternalism, where the company owner played a role of an authoritative but also caring parent. 

Georg Pullman’s company town in Illinois exemplifies such towns, with his railroad cars 

company operating throughout mid to late nineteenth century. It had 14,000 employees 

countrywide, out of which 5,500 worked in the town. By the late nineteenth century Pullman 

had built housing for 12,600 people, all of which he owned himself. He refused to sell the 

houses to the employees and was quoted in 1890 as saying:  

It is truly my intention to form another town, near this one, where each resident will 
build a cottage […] which will be his own. […] I do not think the time has come yet 
for beginning this enterprise. If I had sold the sites to my workingmen at the 
beginning of the experiment, I should have run the risk of seeing families settle who 
are not sufficiently accustomed to the habits I wish to develop in the inhabitants of 
Pullman city (in Sennett, 1980:63).  

This comment, involving both sentiments of care and control demonstrates the paternalistic role 

that Pullman considered for himself. Treating his workers like children, Pullman had also 

imposed some rules on the inhabitants of the Pullman city: a ban on alcohol in the stores and in 

the town’s inn, both of which he owned himself. He also regulated the consumption of cigarettes 

and there were rules regarding a curfew in the city too.  

Pullman’s workers bought houses outside of the town as soon as they had managed to 

accumulate the required capital. Those who could not do so and had to remain in the town, 

perceived themselves as second class citizens, resenting their successful co-workers and the 

company who refused to sell them their houses by turning their rents to an equity investment. 

Sennett (1980) argues that while Pullman viewed private ownership as a threat to his 

paternalistic control, it was seen by the workers, the majority of whom were immigrants from 

Europe, both as a material security and as a symbol of assimilation into the new culture. The 

importance of this for the workers and Pullman’s refusal to grant them the opportunity to own, 
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finally resulted in a workers’ strike on May 12, 1894, which spread to the outside of the town 

and became the first attempted general strike in America (ibid.).  

The more recent examples of company town are different from the mining towns or Pullman 

city in a number of different respects. Whilst still being identified as a company town, they do 

not have many of the features of earlier models, in particular, the dominant company works 

alongside other smaller enterprises operating within the town as a result of its development 

over time. One such town is Bournville, in the southern part of Birmingham, England. 

Bournville is a ‘purpose-built’ town (Smith et al., 1990:54) and the home of Cadbury Ltd., 

which was originally based in Birmingham. Following the expansion of their business in the 

1870s, the Cadbury brothers, members of a well-established Quaker family, started building a 

new factory and houses for their workers outside Birmingham and close to the river Bourn. 

Whilst the move of Cadbury to the new location that came to be known as Bournville was not 

the first instance of relocating a factory out of the centre of the city, the Cadbury brothers were 

the first to claim that social and philanthropic motives underpinned their decision to move. 

Their paternalistic views toward their workers resulted in a number of improvements, such as 

housing reforms in Bournville. George Cadbury’s identification with the Garden City 

movement spurred on the enhancement of housing quality, and the creation of many gardens 

and park spaces around the houses and the factory (Garner, 1992). He initiated a self-governed 

village council and handed over a large number of houses and considerable amount of 

Bournville’s land to its council, a gesture supportive of his father like role in the town. 

Bournville or other existing company cities should not be seen as being exceptional cases in 

our societies, remaining in the present era from a bygone one, whose examination would lack 

sufficient importance for contemporary organisation studies. Instead, they should be viewed as 

‘extreme cases’ (Eisenhardt, 1989; Pettigrew, 1990) when work organisations are concerned,  

representing the ever-increasing influence of organisations in the various aspects of the lives 

of their employees, in their subjective life experience and in the shaping of their identities. The 

‘study of extreme is important for organization science’ (Clegg et al, 2006:143), because 

extreme cases serve to make processes under study ‘transparently observable’ (Golant et al., 

2015:615) and, thus, provide insight for the development of theories (Kreiner et al., 2006). 

However, despite the rich context that company cities offer for the studies of employee identity, 

the organisational studies and identity researchers have not shown an interest in such cases, 
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leaving these understudied and still novel for the field of identity research, despite their long 

lasting history.   

 

2.6. Summary 

 

This review has covered the major debates, frequently used conceptualisations as well as less 

applied, but relevant, theories in the field of identity research. In these concluding remarks, I 

summarise the undertakings from the extant literature that underpin the theoretical framework 

of this research, which seeks to analyse the different ways that identities are shaped within 

organisationally based discourses that resonate beyond the boundaries of the organisation in a 

company city.  

As identities are mediums to represent the subject (Hall, 2000), theories of subject constitution 

go hand in hand with that of identity formation to comprise a significant pillar of the theoretical 

underpinning of this research, which departs from the idea that social ‘realities’ are made within 

language and discourse (Foucault, 1980). I draw on Foucault’s notion of power/knowledge, 

which conceptualises power as being interwoven with knowledge, as represented in discourse 

(Knights & Morgan, 1991). Foucault’s (1977) understanding of disciplinary power is also of 

high relevance to my study. Disciplinary mechanisms, exercised through different strategies of 

normalisation (ibid.), lead individuals to ‘regulate their own conduct, turning them into self-

disciplining subjects’ (Thornborrow & Brown, 2009:358), who produce themselves through 

the ‘technologies of the self’ (Foucault, 1988).  However, subjects are not simply passive in 

response to discipline, as they either support or resist the power relations to which they are 

subjected (Knights & Morgan, 1991). They are constituted, but also constitute themselves 

through and within discourse (Knights & Vurdubakis, 1994).  

I understand identities as compositions of subject positions (Laclau, 1990; Butler, 1990) that 

are accomplished by being worked on, rather than being given (Alvesson & Willmott, 2002).  

Individuals draw on the subject positions available to them in discourse (cf. Markus & Nurius, 

1986) in order to make themselves acceptable and respectable to others as well as to themselves 

(Ybema et al., 2009; Ibarra, 1999). This points to the reflexive nature of identity constitution 

processes, which occur under the gaze of ‘other’ (Brown, 2015). The dependence of identity to 

the confirmation of other can cause insecurities for the subjects (Knights & Willmott, 1990, 
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1989; Collinson, 2003), leading them towards different types of identity work. To analyse 

these, in addition to the above theories, I draw on Goffman’s (1959) theory of impression 

management, Butler’s (1990) concept of performativity, and theories of positive identities 

(Dutton et al., 2010; Collinson, 2003; Roberts et al., 2009).  

As the analysis of the data progressed, some concepts, namely, governmentality (Foucault, 

2003; 2008), paternalism (Sennett, 1980; Fleming, 2005; Wray, 1996), and total institutions 

(Goffman, 1961) appeared to be important for my investigation of employee identity formation. 

Hence, they were added to the literature review following the development of the analysis to 

reinforce the theoretical framework of this research. Governmentality, or the mechanisms 

through which different authorities guide and affect the conduct of individuals (Miller & Rose, 

1990; Gordon, 1991) proves to be an important concept in the studies of employee identity 

formation. The reason is that according to Butler (1990), identity is performatively constituted 

and thus, guiding individuals’ conduct equates with shaping their identities. Similarly, studies 

of paternalism conceptualise this as being a method of controlling employees, determining their 

conduct and thus, shaping their identities (Fleming, 2005; Knights & McCabe, 2001). Hence, 

both governmentality and paternalism provide an important undertaking for the theoretical 

framework of this research.  

Another major theoretical grounding that I draw on is Goffman’s (1961) notion of ‘total 

institutions’. This concept has been understood by some as representing ‘exceptions’ and 

consequently, their examination has been dismissed as being irrelevant to the studies of the 

formation of the modern subject (Giddens, 1984:154). However, I refer to Burrell (1988), as 

he maintains that whilst our lives are not lived in total institutions, the institutionalisation of 

our lives is total (Grey, 1994), as we are ‘incarcerated within an organizational world’ (Burrell, 

1988:232). Hence, Goffman’s notion of total institutions is regarded in this research as 

providing a fruitful theory for analysing employee identity formation when organisational 

discourses shape different aspects of employees’ lives inside and outside of the organisation in 

a company city. 

Finally, the conceptualisation of company town (Green, 2012) and the kind of discourses that 

are produced in such towns have been reviewed in this chapter, as this provides a major 

theoretical underpinning for my study, being the context in which the case under research is 

embedded. This literature review has, therefore, set the scene for applying various theoretical 

concepts in empirical work so as to analyse the formation of employee identity in the context 
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of a company city. The next chapter presents the methodological approach to the empirical 

study for this research.   
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3. Methodology 

 

3.1. Introduction 

 

This chapter provides a detailed overview of the approach used to undertake my research on 

employee identity formation in a company city and the underlying assumptions that have 

informed my chosen methodology to address the following research question:  

What are the different ways, in which subject identities are constructed through and 

within organisational discourses when these discourses constitute different aspects 

of individuals’ lives on and off the job in a company city? 

This chapter delineates my ontological and epistemological commitments, which in line with 

what Burrell and Morgan (1979:2) suggest, define my methodological approach: ‘different 

ontologies, epistemologies and models of human nature are likely to incline social scientists 

towards different methodologies’. Consistent with my overall research objective, i.e. to 

examine the discursive formation of employee identity, I chose qualitative methodologies, 

which allow for the generation of ‘thick description’ (Geertz, 1973) through an ‘iterative 

process of interaction and integration of theory and empirical data’ (Brown, 1998:39). The first 

section in this chapter (3.2) sets out the theoretical debates that underpin this choice of 

methodology. The second (3.3) is focused on my choice of case study research design and the 

methods of data collection. The third section (3.4) lays out my data analysis approach and is 

followed by an account, explaining how reflexivity has been employed in my research.  

 

3.2. Theoretical perspectives 

 

3.2.1. Interpretive research 

 

This research involves adopting qualitative methodologies, following the characteristics that 

Bryman (1992) considers as the ‘distinguishing features’ of qualitative research, which are an 

insider stance, a ‘strong sense of context’, an ‘emphasis on process’, a ‘relative absence of 

structure’, which in turn implies ‘flexibility’. Furthermore, different sources of data need to be 

employed, with attendance being made to the ‘conception of organizational reality’ and a ‘close 
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proximity’ to the phenomenon under study being retained (p.114-115). However, Van Maanen  

(1979) argues that the terminology of ‘qualitative methods’ does not represent a precise 

meaning and is in fact ‘an umbrella term covering a wide range of interpretive techniques’ 

(p.520). Thus, this research is an interpretive study, ‘attempting to make sense of or interpret 

phenomena in terms of the meaning people bring to them’ (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005:3). 

Interpretive practice is viewed as a ‘constellation of procedures, conditions, and resources 

through which reality is apprehended, understood, organized, and conveyed in everyday life’ 

(Holstein & Gubrium, 2005:484). Under this optic, human interpretation is the starting point 

of any analysis (Cassell et al., 2009). As Alvesson and Sköldberg (2000) assert, the researcher 

does not interpret ‘facts’, but rather texts. ‘Facts’ emerge as the outputs of interpretation, and 

change within the course of interpretation. Hence, they are deemed to be the results of an 

interpretivist study, and not the point of departure (p.61).  

Denzin and Lincoln (2005) consider the interpretive researcher to have the role of ‘bricoleur’ 

or ‘quilt maker’, who endeavours to interweave her/his interpretations in a skilful manner, in 

order to generate high-quality research (Cassell et al., 2009:516). As a bricoleur, she/he is 

committed to gaining ‘local understandings’ of the focal subject of the study and to engage 

with people in ‘real situations’ (Alvesson & Deetz, 2000:17). For, generating appropriate 

interpretations of the subject matter requires some ‘contextual experience and reflective 

practice’ (Cassell et al., 2009:521). The researcher working from the interpretivist perspective 

performs ‘a large number of diverse tasks, ranging from interviewing to intensive self-

reflection and introspection’ (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005:6).  At the same time, she/he is aware 

of the interactive nature of the research process, which is influenced by her/his socio-cultural 

background, gender, race as well as her/his biography and personal history (ibid.). The 

researcher relates to the subject of the study on the basis of her/his pre-understandings and 

preconceptions, which may be transformed during the course of the data interpretation, with 

her/him developing new comprehension and creating new knowledge about the subject matter, 

in effect, demolishing the established facts. This endeavour takes the form of a back and forth 

iterative movement between extant perspectives imposed on the subject of the study and the 

emergent understandings (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2000:61-62).  As a result of this, the process 

of interpretation in this study seeks to yield a deeper and richer understanding of the phenomena 

under study, rather than simply seeking to explain or explore casual relations and shallow 

connections (ibid.).  
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As an interpretive researcher, I am aware that not only the ‘reality’ that I present as the outcome 

of my research is constructed through interpretation, but also those subjects that I study 

‘methodically construct their experiences and their worlds’ (Holstein & Gubrium, 2005:484). 

That is, while examining how individuals’ identity is shaped within discourses, I present my 

interpretation of their interpretations of who they and others are, which they construct through 

talk. As these interpretations are the outcome of the cultural, political and critical 

understandings brought to the research by the researcher and the researched, no research can 

be seen as being value-free (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). One such understanding that I bring to 

the research that gives direction to my interpretations of the data is the tradition of critical 

thinking, embodied in the Critical Management Studies (CMS) approach, which I focus on in 

the following section.   

 

3.2.2. The CMS approach 

 

My research follows in the tradition of CMS   (For examples see: Alvesson & Robertson, 2006; 

Alvesson & Willmott, 2002; Fleming & Spicer, 2003; Thornborrow & Brown, 2009). CMS is 

delineated from interpretive studies that illuminate different ideologies, interests, identities and 

institutions, but do not focus on those that are dominant, or others that do not critique their 

domination (Alvesson et al., 2009:14). The distinguishing characteristics of the CMS school of 

thought (ibid, p.9), e.g. ‘de-naturalization’, ‘reflexivity’ and ‘anti-performativity’, form the 

founding stone of my epistemological framework. While these are by no means unique to CMS, 

owing to the effect of Critical Theory (CT) as one of its most important philosophical 

foundations (Scherer, 2009), it engages with these elements in a more radical and critical way 

(Alvesson et al., 2009:11). Moreover, different theoretical approaches within CMS underline 

the question of control and challenge the assumption of the neutrality of management 

knowledge (Alvesson et al., 2009), arguing that it is ‘an efficient instrument of control for those 

who are in office and [the position of] power’ (Scherer, 2009:32). The question of power ‘is at 

the centre of any critical management studies research or writing since organizations are seen 

as sites for its social reproduction’ (Knights, 2009:152). Power in organisations has always 

been associated with the reproduction of inequalities and ‘it is through resistance, that [these 

inequalities], or at least the culture supporting their institutionalization may be challenged’ 

(ibid.). It is then argued that CMS is, in essence, concerned about ‘emancipation and/or 
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resistance from ideologies, institutions, and identities that tend to fix people into unreflectively 

arrived at and reproduced ideas, intentions, and practices’ (Alvesson et al., 2009:14). 

Central to my study is the concept of identity and its formation within organisational 

discourses. In keeping with the notion of reflexivity, I continuously reflect on my 

understanding of employee identity formation in the context of the study, as well as on my role 

as the researcher in the bricolage of meaning and interpretations. In line with the principles of 

de-naturalisation, not only do I aim to understand the existing power relations and how the 

subjects are constituted within these relations, I also question these relations and seek to 

undermine what is known as the principle of performativity. Performativity has been defined 

as serving to ‘subordinate knowledge and truth to the production of efficiency’ (Fournier & 

Grey, 2000:17).  Following anti-performativity, I seek to question the knowledge expressed in 

different discourses that has performativity, i.e. the interest of the organisation, as its exclusive 

focus (Alvesson et al., 2009) and to analyse how these discourses reproduce the existing power 

relations. I also examine how discourses limit, condition and define individuals’ conduct 

(Coupland & Brown, 2012) and simultaneously, underline the role of human agency in resisting 

dominant discourses as well as undermining the relations of power.   

A considerable amount of CMS work has drawn on the post-structuralist tradition, mainly the 

works of Foucault (Jones, 2009), which also shape my epistemological point of view. His 

insights on power/knowledge assert that there is no position of the subject outside of power 

relations, which are themselves entwined with the knowledge that is represented in discourse 

(Foucault, 1980a; Jones, 2009). As such, post-structuralism focuses, in particular, on the 

‘discursive and linguistic patterns central to the production of subjectivity and identity’ 

(Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2000:149). Adopted for the critical studies of management practices, 

scholars argue that organisational elites and those in a position of authority shape organisational 

social realities through producing discourses for employees to consume, as the latter position 

their selves within these discourses, thereby forming their sense of who they are (Knights & 

Willmott, 1989). The implications that this epistemological perspective has for my study are 

reflected in first, identifying how different organisational discourses construct the ‘truth’ for 

the employees about the organisation and the city. Second, it is applied in seeking to capture 

the processes, through which subjects are constituted and constitute themselves as well as 

others within these discourses (Knights & Morgan, 1991) by listening to how people talk about 

their identities, and how they represent the ‘reality’ of who they and others are (Mumby & 
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Clair, 1997). Through language, individuals present a version of self to others and to 

themselves as real: a reality which is a ‘fluid discursive construction being constantly made 

and re-made’ in their encounters with others (Brown et al., 2008:1037). In this research, I 

analyse the relation and interaction between these ‘realities’ and the different subject positions 

offered in organisational discourses for the employees. Due to the centrality of discourse and 

language to my analysis of identity and hence, to this thesis, I elaborate further on this in the 

following subsection. 

 

3.2.2.1. The linguistic turn 

 

The ‘turn to the text’ (Burman & Parker, 1993) or the ‘linguistic turn’ (Alvesson & Karreman, 

2000b) in the social sciences has had a significant influence on organisational studies (Brown 

& Coupland, 2005). It has led to a recognition that to understand ‘societies, social institutions, 

identities, and even cultures, [they] may be viewed as discursively constructed ensembles of 

text’ (Alvesson & Karreman, 2000b:137). The concept of discourse is most closely associated 

with the writings of Foucault (Knights & Morgan, 1991), and as Alvesson and Karreman 

(2000a) maintain, the Foucauldian understanding of discourse is: 

typically described to advance from the assumption that discourse, or sets of 
statements, constitute objects and subjects. Language, put together as discourses, 
arranges and naturalizes the social world in a specific way and thus, informs social 
practices. These practices constitute particular forms of subjectivity in which human 
subjects are managed and given a certain form, viewed as self evident and rational 
(p.1127-1128).  

Similarly, Grant et al. (2001) argue that ‘our everyday attitudes and behaviour, along with our 

perceptions of what we take to be reality, are shaped by the discursive practices and interactions 

that we are involved in and are exposed to’ (p.7). Hence, language and discourse are addressed 

by Fairclough (1989) as being ‘the primary medium of social control and power’ (p.3) and the 

discursive practices as reproducing and/or transforming the ‘existing social and power 

relations’ (1995:77). However, the processes of discursive constitution are ‘often naturalized, 

so that the unequal relations of power that they reproduce are characteristically opaque to 

participants’ (Brown & Coupland, 2005:1051).  
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Discourses produce ‘realities’ and once subjects come to understand the world in these terms, 

‘then social practices develop which reproduce this perception as “truth”’ (Knights & Morgan, 

1991:253). In other words, the discourse 

produces its own truth effects through elaborating a view of the world in which 
problems are defined that the discourse can 'solve'. […] It is for this reason that 
Foucault emphasizes the inseparability of power and knowledge. Knowledge is 
always intricately bound up with technologies of power which reproduce particular 
discursive practices (ibid.). 

However, the ‘truth’ effect of discourse is not inevitable, because there are always competing 

discourses that coexist (Keenoy et al., 1997). Moreover, discourses vary in their ‘potency, 

centrality, moral acceptability, etc., and differentially influence, constrain and condition choices 

people make’ (Coupland & Brown, 2012:2). This leads to the incompleteness of socialisation 

into any one discourse and hence, the possibility of invoking resistance to specific discursive 

regimes (Humphreys & Brown, 2002a). In our societies, there are a ‘plurality of discourses’ 

which subjects can draw upon:  

Discourses change as actors adapt and change the conditions of the process of 
reproduction. If this were not the case, we could not talk about the emergence of the 
new discourses, […] which […] means the emergence of qualitatively new ways of 
“accomplishing” social relations (Knights & Morgan, 1991:253-4).  

This research, taking a discursive approach, departs from the ontological perspective that 

identities are shaped as individuals draw upon subject positions, which are created within 

discourse. It does not consider individuals as mere products of discourse, but rather, highlights 

their role in undermining the existing power relations, thereby changing the conditions in which 

discourses are produced and hence, incurring change into those that are dominant. That is, 

subjects are viewed as being produced, as well as producing themselves within language and 

discourse (Knights & Vurdubakis, 1994). 

Having presented the theoretical underpinning of my methodological approach, the following 

section details the methods for data collection and the different sources of data used in this 

research.  
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3.3. The data and data collection methods 

 

3.3.1. Research design: The case study 

 

I have chosen to use a case study as the core of my research. The case study is a form of 

empirical inquiry aimed at an in-depth understanding of a real-life phenomenon and using it in 

interpretivist research, has a long tradition (Stake, 2003). It allows for details of the research 

setting to be ‘retold, providing a backdrop against which individual stories can be presented’ 

(Abbey, 2010). As Dyer and Wilkins (1991:615) assert, the ultimate goals of a case study ‘are 

generally to provide a rich description of the social scene, to describe the context in which 

events occur and, to reveal […] the deep structure of social behaviour’ (also see Light, 1979). 

The importance of case studies is claimed to lie in refining theory ‘and suggesting complexities 

for further investigation, as well as helping establish the limits of generalisability’ (Stake, 2000: 

441). Similarly, Dyer and Wilkins (1991) contend that understanding the research context 

provided through case studies is required for the generation of theories:  

the central issue is whether the researcher is able to understand and describe the 
context of the social dynamics of the scene in question to such a degree as to make 
the context intelligible to the reader and to generate theory in relationship to that 
context (p.616). 

Case study research is understood to enable the researcher to ‘focus on context and on 

describing the phenomenon and the context richly’ (ibid., p.617). Geertz (1983) stresses the 

importance of providing a rich account of the context, maintaining that making sense of 

individuals’ interactions is attainable only through gaining what he refers to as ‘local 

knowledge’ or knowledge about the context in which they occur. Similarly, Schütz (1945) 

asserts that understanding human conduct is possible only through understanding its intentions, 

and comprehending these is possible only through understanding the setting in which they 

make sense. Hence, case study research is viewed as an ‘extremely powerful’ approach, as it 

has enabled those researchers who have engaged with it to ‘describe general phenomena so 

well that others have little difficulty seeing the same phenomena in their own experience and 

research’  (Dyer & Wilkins, 1991:617). 

This research is a case study of VW’s headquarters within the setting of the company city of 

Wolfsburg, where I seek to examine the different ways that identities are formed within 

organisationally based discourses. In this case study, my research is not focused just on the 
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‘case of VW’, as though the organisational discourses are produced in vacuum, regardless of 

the wider context, where the organisation is embedded. Rather, I examine the city setting as 

the context of the organisation to incorporate data regarding ‘the nature of the case’ and ‘its 

functioning’, ‘its historical background’ and ‘physical setting’, its political and economic 

situation, and its cultural background (Stake, 2005:447). Detailed descriptions of the company 

case and the city setting are provided in chapter 4. Wolfsburg has been founded to 

accommodate the employees of VW and ever since its foundation, VW has been the city’s 

major employer. The dominant presence of the company can be seen in different aspects of the 

city life in Wolfsburg. The case of a company in a company city setting, where organisational 

discourses constitute the social ‘realities’ in various areas of the employee’s life, on and off the 

job, can arguably resemble an ‘extreme case’ (Eisenhardt, 1989) where work organisations are 

concerned.  It differs from cases, such as military organisations or psychiatry institutions, that 

might easily be viewed as ‘extremes’ on a continuum of extremity. However, when focusing 

on the commercial and work organisations on this continuum, the case of VW in Wolfsburg 

constitutes an extreme example of the role of organisation in employee identity formation 

processes. 

Case studies usually show the researcher’s interest in an individual case, but they can go beyond 

the single case and give insights that help to optimise the understanding of a particular 

phenomenon (Silverman, 2013; Stake, 2005). The extreme case used in this study constitutes 

a ‘very powerful example’ that can shed light on the social and organisational relations in our 

contemporary era, where employee identities are formed within organisationally based 

discourses, that are increasingly shaping their subjective experiences within and outside of the 

work organisations. It is due to this extremity that the case of VW in Wolfsburg has been chosen 

for this research, because similar to the ‘talking pig’1 of Siggelkow (2007:20), an extreme case 

could powerfully speak of something, however, unusual or atypical, which becomes a 

disruption to the current understanding and taken-for-granted social phenomena (Clegg et al., 

2006) in order to open doors to new and alternative understandings (Golant et al., 2015). As 

Kreiner et al. (2006) assert, ‘extreme cases are desirable when building theory because the 

dynamics being studied are more visible than the parallel dynamics would be in another 

                                                 
1 Siggelkow (2007) adapts a scenario from Ramachandran (1998) to argue how powerful and important a single 
case can be: ‘you cart a pig into my living room and tell me that it can talk. I say, “Oh really? Show me.” You 
snap with your fingers and the pig starts talking. I say, “Wow, you should write a paper about this.” You write up 
your case report and send it to a journal. What will the reviewers say? Will the reviewers respond with “Interesting, 
but that’s just one pig. Show me a few more and then I might believe you”? I think we would agree that that would 
be a silly response. A single case can be a very powerful example’ (p.20). 
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context’ (p.1035). There is no suggestion of generalisability of the case of VW in the setting 

of Wolfsburg, the organisational power relations explored in this study and the different ways 

that employee identity is shaped within this context. However, this research could be seen as 

representing those case studies where ‘the intention is to explore not typicality, but unusualness 

or extremity with the intention of illuminating processes’ more vividly (Hartley, 1994:213).  

This research has involved combining multiple methods of data gathering to identify ‘different 

realities’ (ibid., p.454) so as to explore the different aspects through which VW employees’ 

formation of identity in Wolfsburg can be examined and their interpretations of the dominant 

organisationally based discourses can be understood. Charmaz (2000:514) argues that 

‘qualitative researchers should gather extensive amounts of rich data with thick description’ 

since ‘thick description makes thick interpretation possible’ (Janesick, 2000:391).  

To this end, in line with Denzin and Lincoln’s (2005) recommendation for suitable data 

collection techniques for case study research and Bryman’s (1992) suggestions for the data 

sources in qualitative research, the empirical data for this study have been gathered through 

interviewing, observing, and documentary evidence collection. Moreover, extensive field notes 

have been taken throughout the empirical phase and used in the data analysis as a source of 

data. In what follows, I explain the different sources of data collected, in particular, how 

interviews and documentary research as the data collection methods are used in the course of 

this study. However, direct observation, as another method of data collection was not a separate 

undertaking. I have lived in Wolfsburg since 2011 and hence, direct observation, as a source 

of data in this research goes beyond the empirical phase of this study to involve my 

observations of life in the city, the role of VW in Wolfsburg, the company, the relations 

between employees and non-VW individuals, etc. during these five years of living there. In this 

time, I have experienced the relation to VW at different levels: I entered the city as someone 

who had no relation to the company, as neither myself nor my partner worked for VW. 

However, this changed, as later on my partner joined the company, and he has been a VW 

employee since then. Whilst this has provided me with different types of life experience in the 

city, it has rendered me with two different perspectives for understanding and making sense of 

my interviewees’ comments and of social phenomena in the city. Moreover, due to living in 

Wolfsburg, among the locals and those who moved to the city to work for the company, I have 

many friends and acquaintances who are VW employees. Obviously, I have had a myriad of 

conversations with these people and have observed the conversations among VW employees 
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or between the latter and non-VW ones in five years of living in Wolfsburg. Additionally, I 

have visited the plant several times during these years either as a visitor or to attend the 

conferences or workshops that were open to public. I have also attended numerous events at 

VW or its daughter companies that are held frequently in Wolfsburg. These have created a rich 

account of observations, which I utilise in this research and together with the interviews and 

documentary evidence, which I shall detail in the following subsections, I seek to provide a 

deep contextual understanding and to make what Dyer and Wilkins (1991) refer to as the ‘in-

depth study of a single case’ that helps in harvesting rich theoretical insights.  

 

3.3.2. Interviews 

 

Semi-structured interviews constitute the most important source for data collection in my 

research. Interviews are understood as one of the most common ways of identifying ‘realities’ 

in qualitative methodologies (Alvesson & Ashcraft, 2012; Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2000; Stake, 

2005; Yin, 2009), which produce knowledge about organisational life (Holstein & Gubrium, 

2003). However, knowledge created in interviews is not a fixed ‘truth’, to be discovered by the 

interviewer in the words of interviewees (cf. Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2000) nor can the 

interview be considered a ‘neutral’ process of exchanging questions and answers (Fontana & 

Frey, 2005:696). It is a ‘relational, cultural and political practice’ (Alvesson & Ashcraft, 

2012:244), and therefore, is an active process of generating knowledge about the organisation 

and involves both the interviewee and the interviewer (Holstein & Gubrium, 2003:4). Because 

the subject is constructed historically, the interviewee and the interviewer, from this 

perspective, are indispensably historically, culturally and contextually situated. They carry 

various understandings, feelings, motives and desires (Scheurich, 1995). Hence, what comes 

out of an interview is a ‘negotiated, contextually based result’ (Fontana & Frey, 2005:698), 

being the outcome of ‘active interactions’ between the interviewee and the interviewer (ibid., 

p.707).  

There are different types of interview and any particular interview can be placed somewhere 

on a continuum between unstructured and structured (Fontana & Frey, 2005). Unlike 

unstructured interviews that are mostly associated with ethnographic research (ibid., p.707), in 

structured interviews all the respondents are supposed to be asked the same pre-established 

questions, as the researcher marks the research with objectivity and neutrality, trying to capture 
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what is ‘out there’ through eliminating sources of bias (Alvesson & Ashcraft, 2012:241). Semi-

structured interviews have been described as ‘conversations with a purpose’ (Burgess, 

1984:102) and ‘are more responsive to lines of answering initiated by respondents’ (Bryman, 

1992:124). As Mason (2002:63) put it, the aim of these interviews is the ‘construction and 

reconstruction of knowledge rather than the excavation of it’. They give latitude to the 

interviewees to reflect upon, and respond to the interview questions in ways that seem sensible 

to them (Fisher, 2007:159). They mark a flexible process in that the questions asked are not 

necessarily included in the researcher’s interview guide, but rather the interviewer picks up on 

concepts from what the interviewee says, how she/he understands and frames the issues, and 

focusses in accordance with the particular topics she/he wants to pursue. The interviewer can 

change the wording and the order of the questions, depending on how the respondent addresses 

them. However, the former tries to follow the research agenda by keeping the exchange within 

the focus of the research (Bryman & Bell, 2011:467).  

In conducting semi-structured interviews, in line with my epistemological understanding, I 

aimed at comprehending how the interviewees constructed their realities and how they shaped 

their own and others’ identities. I also sought to identify the organisationally based discourses 

that they drew upon in forming these identities. Bearing in mind that ‘what we call our data are 

really our own constructions of other people's constructions of what they and their compatriots 

are up to’ (Geertz, 1973:9), at the site of interview I was merely interested in my interviewees’ 

perceptions and constructions of realities. Hence, during interviews I tried to ‘temporarily 

suspend all commitments to a priori or privileged versions of the social world [so to turn my] 

attention to how [my interviewees] accomplish a sense of social order’ (Holstein & Gubrium, 

2005:490).  

From autumn 2014 until January 2015, I conducted 45 semi-structured interviews. My formal 

access to VW was not granted despite my attempt to gain it. I have detailed the process of 

access negotiation in section 9.4. Having access to the company case can theoretically make 

finding the research participants easier. However, due to me living in Wolfsburg and personally 

knowing many VW employees working in different departments as well as being introduced 

by them to many other individuals who had the requirements for participating in my research, 

the lack of formal access to the company did not incur damage to my study in terms of finding 

a sufficient number of interviewees, and I was able to shape a rich account of the data in which 

a variety of voices could be heard.  
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Prior to starting the interviews, given the research question, I considered two main criteria for 

approaching individuals to participate in them: they had to be either a current employee of VW 

or had experienced working for the company (either resigned, or laid off or retired). They also 

had to reside in Wolfsburg or have had experience of living there. I chose snowballing as the 

main sampling method, starting with my friends and acquaintances who worked at VW and 

lived in Wolfsburg. Notwithstanding this, the sampling was performed purposefully in order 

to cover a wide range of respondents so as to capture different voices and experiences within 

the chosen context (Miles & Huberman, 1984). Hence, the friends and the interviewees were 

all asked to introduce a particular participant from their circle of friends and acquaintances in 

regards to their organisational position, origin, etc. As a result, I was able to interview 

employees from different levels of organisational hierarchy and with various responsibilities: 

I interviewed two blue collar employees, one working on the production line and one in 

maintenance, one manager and three middle managers, as well as 31 white collar employees 

without managerial responsibilities, among which were one top management assistant, two 

management consultants and two project managers. Moreover, I interviewed one person who 

had resigned from VW and five, who had retired from it. There were 31 male and 14 female 

interviewees, out of which 16 were Wolfsburgers2 and 29 had moved to the city for work. 

Besides, the definition of working at VW evolved during the data collection phase from being 

constrained to VW-employees to include also all those who worked or had worked at the plant 

together with all VW employees, even though their work contract was not with VW. This 

included subcontractor employees who are termed ‘extern’ in VW, which stands for external 

and are basically lent to VW from many of VW service provider companies based in 

Wolfsburg, including VW’s daughter company AutoVision. Hence, I also interviewed two 

subcontractors from two different service providers of VW, working in different departments 

in the plant. A full list of interviewees’ organisational position, background and length of 

working at VW is provided in appendix 5.    

In line with the characteristics of semi-structured interviews, the pre-designed questions in the 

interview guide provided a point of departure for the interviews and I amended, skipped, or 

spontaneously made up some questions according to the responses of the interviewees. I used 

the first three interviews as a pilot to gain an understanding of how well the questions had been 

                                                 
2 This adjective, when used for individuals, addresses those who originally come from Wolfsburg and have 
grown up there. On other occasions, i.e. inclusion of all those who live in Wolfsburg regardless of their 
background, I use the different version of ‘citizens of Wolfsburg’. 
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designed and how effective they were in guiding the interviewees towards talking about the 

research topic of interest. Some of the questions were revisited as a result of the insights that I 

gained from this pilot phase.  

Interviews were carried out in places preferred by the interviewees. Most of them were 

conducted in public places, such as cafés or restaurants, some at the interviewee’s place of 

residence, one at the IG Metall3 office and one inside the plant. They lasted between 30 and 90 

minutes, with the mean being 48 minutes and a total duration of 36 hours. The participants 

were asked questions about VW as well as Wolfsburg, and the questions included general 

matters, such as ‘what do you like about VW?’ or ‘what are the characteristics of a typical VW-

employee?’, to more specific ones regarding the influence of VW on the city, including ‘how 

would you describe the role of VW in Wolfsburg?’ or ‘how do you think living in Wolfsburg 

affects people’s views and feelings towards VW?’. All the interviews were audio recorded, 

except for one, where despite my attempt to ensure confidentiality the interviewee did not give 

her consent, as she mentioned feeling ‘uncomfortable’ about it, refusing to provide further 

explanation. I made extended notes for this interview, producing an interview transcription of 

1,952 words.  

I used two versions of the same interview guide in English and in German, as thirteen 

interviewees were fluent in the former language and hence, the interviews were conducted in 

it, but the rest (32 interviews) were conducted in German. Appendices 2 and 3 provide the full 

English and German interview question guides. The German version of the questions was 

translated by myself and proofread by a native German speaker to ensure the flow of the 

questions. All the recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim by myself and those 

conducted in German were proofread by the same native German speaker. The maximum word 

count of the interview transcripts was 8,176 words, the minimum, 1,952 and the mean 4,932, 

with the total being 225,481 words.   

The interviews were coded in their original language and translated only when a quotation was 

to be inserted in the final report. On such occasions, I translated the entire paragraph in which 

the quotation was located and let it be checked against the original text by a German-English 

Anglophone. Linguistic translations are not unproblematic (Boussebaa & Brown, 2016), as 

they include a process of a ‘creative practice of transformation and difference’ (Steyaert & 

                                                 
3 The dominant union for the metalworkers in Germany. See section 4.5 for detailed explanation on IG Metall. 
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Janssens, 2013:138), involving ‘deconstextualization’, which can result in a ‘loss of meaning’  

(Meriläinen et al., 2008:592). To overcome these limitations as far as possible, I dealt very 

often with the translation proof reader to ensure that the translations were as close as possible 

to what the interviewee meant in the original language. In the next subsection, I explain how 

another major source of data in my research, i.e. documents, were utilised in this study.  

    

3.3.3. Documentary research 

 

Documents have been judged to play a significant role in making human societies and yet, it is 

argued that they ‘have often been under-utilized in research into organisations’ when taking 

into account their availability and significance for such research (Lee, 2012:389). They are 

considered as providing valuable opportunities for studies of organisations (Prior, 2008), and 

for this research, I have drawn on documentation as another way to identify how managerial 

discourses shape ‘realities’ (of organisation) as well as how employee identity is constituted 

within discourse. In case study investigations, documents serve ‘to build up a description of 

the [case] and its history’ (Bryman & Bell, 2011:556). Documents have been viewed in various 

ways. While some have seen them as ‘the sedimentation of social practices’, which ‘tell us 

about the aspirations and intentions of the period to which they refer’ (May, 1997:157-8), 

others define them as ‘mute evidence’ (Hodder, 2005:703), which is ‘out there’ (Bryman & 

Bell, 2011:544) and ‘can be separated […] from [their] author, producer and user’ (Hodder, 

2005:703). However, labelling them as mute in terms of making no sound, is contentious, since 

a considerable number of documents include advertisements and films, which cannot be 

addressed as such (Lee, 2012:390). Moreover, Prior’s (2003) stance towards documents 

undermines the idea that they can ever be fully separated from their authors. He holds that they 

involve ‘creators (agents, writers, publishers, publicists and so on), users (readers, or receivers) 

and settings. All three realms are implicated in the emergence of documents’ (2003:2). This 

perspective points to the authority of the author to constitute ‘reality’ through written and 

spoken text, as well as the agency of the reader, who is not only a passive receiver of the 

discourse, but also actively involved in its construction. Further, documents are not simply ‘out 

there’ carrying a stable and fixed meaning, but rather, they are ‘a durable repository for textual, 

visual and audio representations […] creating the possibility that the meanings of the 
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representations may be interpreted differently – and employed accordingly – by the user’ (Lee, 

2012:391) .  

Different kinds of documentation deployed in social research have been identified: personal 

(including diaries, letters, etc.), public (including documents generated by the government or 

city council), organisational (including policy documents, advertisements, etc.), mass media 

records (texts on the internet, news clippings, etc.) and visual documents (including videos, 

films, etc.), to name a few (Yin, 2009; Bryman & Bell, 2011). For the purpose of this thesis, I 

have used various press releases, including Autogramm, that was, as appeared on the paper: 

the newspaper for the employees of the brand of Volkswagen, which was issued until 

November 2015. It was published on an irregular basis and sometimes special issues were 

published in between two main ones. For example, in 2014, ten issues and one special issue 

were published, whereas, in 2015, there were seven issues together with one special issue. 

Issues were usually between 20 to 30 A3 size pages, containing many colourful photos and 

articles. Sometimes a few pages focusing exclusively on the Wolfsburg plant had been attached 

to the main issue. Autogramm was distributed only within VW and the archive of its issues is 

accessible online (Autogramm.volkswagen.de). It was issued by the Corporate Communication 

Department and I have read many articles of the issues between December 2014 and November 

2015, when its last issue was published. This has now been replaced by another magazine, 

called inside, which has started publication in 2016 (inside.volkswagen.de). I also used one of 

Wolfsburg’s local newspapers called the Wolfsburger Allgemeine Zeitung (WAZ), which 

covers news about VW and Wolfsburg on a daily basis. It is one of the most read newspapers 

in Wolfsburg, and many of Autogramm’s articles appear in WAZ on the same day, in exactly 

the same format. It usually allocates one to two pages to news about VW every day, from 

details such as ‘VW builds a turnstile at the east gate (one of the entrances to the plant)’ 

(05.07.14) to news about the workplaces and the general business of the company, e.g. ‘Despite 

the sales recession in China: VW will not have any layoffs’ (16.09.15). I have read most of its 

issues from June 2014 to July 2016.  Other press releases, including articles, audio or video 

news records on widely read English and German language news portals, such as the Guardian, 

BBC, Spiegel online, Reuters, etc. and the television news reports, such as those of 

Tagesschau4, one of the most watched news programmes on German television, have been 

examined in accord with their relevance to the subject of this study. Moreover, I have utilised 

                                                 
4 All the references made in this thesis to the television news reports are provided through the internet webpage 
of the corresponding news programme, so to make them accessible for the reader. 
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the Volkswagen group’s website, both the German and English versions which contains very 

extensive webpages embedding multiple documents and photos. Similarly, the websites of 

VW’s daughter companies, including Autostadt and Autovision, the website of the city of 

Wolfsburg, and those of other institutions in Wolfsburg related to VW have been used for this 

research. I have also utilised IG Metall’s very extensive website for its numerous articles and 

presentations of their fields of activity, with many being linked to YouTube videos on the 

website. Moreover, I have reviewed multiple German federal acts, accessible online (gesetze-

im-internet website), regarding VW and its relationships with the unions and institutions, such 

as Lower Saxony’s5 local government. 

The documents have been used in two different ways in this thesis. Sometimes they have been 

utilised as a source of information, for example, those that are drawn upon in the ‘Research 

background’ (chapter 4). These have been checked for the authenticity of the information they 

provide (Bryman & Bell, 2011; Yin, 2009). However, sometimes their analysis has not been 

concerned about ensuring accuracy of what is said, but rather about the reproduction of power 

relations. That is, I have analysed documents to understand the organisationally based 

discourses that they reproduce and the kind of ‘reality’ that they shape (Grant et al., 2004; Prior, 

2003). To this end, I have examined them in the social, political and cultural setting of 

Wolfsburg so as to elucidate their functioning and how they construct subjects in this context. 

In the following section, I explain how the data gathered through these methods has been 

analysed in this thesis.   

    

3.4. Data analysis method 

 

This section is concerned with analysing the research data, covering its two main stages: coding 

and the core data analysis phase. Studies of language and identities assert the identity 

constructive role of language and discourse (Brown & Coupland, 2005; Knights & Morgan, 

1991; Sveningsson & Alvesson, 2003). They show how disciplinary power relations and 

normalisation processes produce certain subject positions for individuals to occupy. These 

extant studies aim to attract attention to the active role of language in the constitution of one’s 

own and others’ identities (Ainsworth & Hardy, 2004:157,166), dismissing the claim that 

language is only representative of what is said. The direction of my analysis is influenced by 

                                                 
5 Wolfsburg is located in the federal state of Lower Saxony. 
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my ontological understanding, that language and discourse ‘construct and give order to reality’ 

(Maclean et al., 2011:20). Accordingly, I adopted a method of discourse analysis to process the 

empirical data of this research in order to understand how organisationally based discourses 

shape the subject positions that individuals occupy and hence, how their identities are 

constituted within these discourses in Wolfsburg. There are varieties of discourse analysis 

methods which sometimes are contradictory to each other in terms of their fundamental 

assumptions (Burman & Parker, 1993). The creation of these methods has been due to their 

development in different disciplinary environments, such as linguistics, cognitive psychology, 

poststructuralism, etc. (Potter, 1997). However different these approaches might be, they are 

united ‘by a common attention to the significance and structuring effect of language, and are 

associated with interpretive and reflexive styles of analysis’ (Burman & Parker, 1993:3). In 

line with the political and critical agenda of CMS, how discourses are created, naturalised and 

become viewed as conventional in the context of Wolfsburg, how these discourses constitute 

particular types of subjects, and how they are articulated to pursue certain interests and 

reinforce the existing power relations in the organisation, are the focus of my analysis.  

In this research I have drawn on discourse analysis as it is referred to in the tradition of 

poststructuralism, which is most associated with Foucault’s works (Potter, 1997), and is known 

as Foucauldian Discourse Analysis (FDA). This method involves looking at the different ways 

that objects, such as attitudes and subjects, who hold these are constituted. It investigates how 

subjects construct their self through talk and how they reflect upon this construction as they 

hear others talk about them (Burman & Parker, 1993). I adopted the guidelines of FDA, as 

explained by Willig (2001), to analyse the empirical data of this research. FDA is concerned 

with the relationship between discourse and people’s subjectivity, how their conduct is shaped 

through the discourse, as well as the context in which particular discourses have been created. 

It seeks to explore how discourses reinforce the existing power relations and structures and 

how these structures, in turn validate, and reproduce those discourses (ibid.). Following 

Foucault’s (1980) insights on the historical formation of the subject within discourse, FDA 

further seeks to probe the relation between dominant organisational discourses (and the subject 

position they present) and the broader cultural, social, historical, economic and political 

background as well as the processes within which such discourses have been created 

(Broadfoot et al., 2004). The FDA analysis of my research data was carried out in line with the 

six stages recommended by Willig (2001) to be considered in the implementation of this 

discourse analysis method, namely: discursive constructions, discourses, action orientation, 
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positioning, practice and subjectivity. The first two stages are related to the coding phase, 

which I elaborate upon in the following subsection. This is then followed by an account of the 

discourse analysis method, where other stages are focused upon, as well as a detailed 

explanation of my process of data analysis. 

 

3.4.1. Coding and transcribing 

     

The first two stages of analysis in FDA are concerned with identifying the discursive constructs 

as well as the different ways that they have been constituted within discourse (Willig, 2001). 

They are addressed through the process of coding, for which I used NVivo 10, a qualitative 

data analysis software package. Prior to the data collection phase, I expected that some 

discursive constructs, such as VW, Wolfsburg, VW employee and Wolfsburger, would emerge 

in the data, as also guided by the interview questions. As the data collection phase developed, 

other discursive constructs, such as ‘extern’ as explained in subsection 3.3.2, prosperity and 

privilege, VW employment, non-VW employee etc. appeared in the interviews to be important 

discursive objects related to the research question.   

The analysis of the data started with the arduous, yet very useful, process of interview 

transcribing, which itself began during the field work. While carrying out the former, I created 

a list of the emerging themes, such as ‘VW as a parent for Wolfsburg’, discursive constructs, 

such as ‘non-VW employees’ and the different ways that these constructs have been shaped, 

such as ‘the latter is envious of VW employees’. Upon making this list, I made a note as to the 

exact second where each case appeared in the interviews, to make sure I would not miss them 

when undertaking the main coding process. This list also included those discourses, discursive 

constructs and themes that emerged in my field notes and in the data gathered through 

documentary research carried out in parallel to the interviews. As this stage of analysis 

progressed, what Miles and Huberman (1984:65) refer to as the ‘researcher’s emerging map of 

what is happening’, started to form. The emergence of the different themes led to reading of 

related literature and theories, thus developing knowledge in different fields of study, such as 

paternalism, which were not included in the initial literature review. As a result, I enriched my 

perspective continuously and was able to see the issues addressed by my interviewees through 

a new lens each time I went back to the field.  
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Once the task of transcribing was over, I went through all the interview transcripts once again, 

reading them carefully line by line, searching for more themes, discursive constructs, and 

discourses. The coding process, meaning giving labels to all those already marked sections of 

the transcripts, field notes and documents and searching for further codes, was augmented using 

NVivo 10 software. Indeed, NVivo was used throughout the entire process of reading data, 

coding them and creating ‘nodes’.  

I refrained from categorising the codes into any groupings or hierarchical levels before the 

initial task of coding was accomplished so as to prevent the empirical material possibly being 

matched to a pre-ordered framework based on my early understanding of the discourses as well 

as the subjects and the objects that they were constructing (cf. Alvesson & Karreman, 2000a). 

Once the initial coding of the data was completed, the early categories were created, which 

covered codes that were related to each discursive construct and presented the different 

discourses which come to shape that construct. I used this initial coding and categorisation to 

write draft data presentation chapters.  

Through analysing the feedback that I received from my supervisors on those early chapters 

and going back and forth between interviews and the initial categories, new codes emerged, 

some were replaced with others and new categories supplanted some previous ones. During 

this process, some of these analytical categories (Charmaz, 2000) were merged together and 

they were ultimately grouped under three major umbrella themes, which shaped my final data 

presentation chapters. As a result, prior to the start of writing, a layout of what was relevant to 

and what would be included under each major theme, was produced. This initial layout was 

amended many times during the writing up of the data presentation chapters. In what follows, 

I detail the application of other stages of FDA used for analysing my research data.  

 

3.4.2. Discourse analysis 

 

Drawing on Willig’s guidelines of FDA, in this subsection I detail the stages of my data 

analysis after the task of coding. Willig (2001) puts forward four other stages after those 

mentioned in the preceding subsection that should be included in FDA, these being ‘action 

orientation’, ‘positioning’, ‘practice’ and ‘subjectivity’. All these stages were applied during 

my data analysis phase, however, not necessarily in the order mentioned. While sometimes, 

they were replaced, often they occurred together throughout the process of developing my data 
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presentation chapters. However, for the sake of clarity and simplicity, I next cover the 

functioning of these stages in my data analysis separately.     

The third stage in FDA is to examine the discursive and the textual context within which the 

discursive constructs are shaped as such. It focuses on the objective of the discourse and the 

power relations around it, being concerned about the so-called ‘action orientation’ of talk and 

text. In this stage of the analysis, the aim is to explore ‘what the various constructions of the 

discursive object are capable of achieving’ (Willig, 2001:110) and how these are connected to 

other discursive constructs in the text. This relates to the next stage of FDA, i.e. an act of 

‘positioning’ the discursive constructs within wider discourses, which is accompanied by 

exploring the different subject positions that are constituted within discourse. The identification 

of the latter is important, because the discourse and hence, the subject positions shaped within 

it constrain the range of actions of the individuals (Foucault, 1980). Focusing on the succeeding 

stage in FDA, I sought to understand how discourse validates some ‘practices’, whilst 

delegitimising some others. Hence, I searched for different subject positions that were shaped 

through talk, i.e. how my interviewees presented their own selves and/or those of others 

through the interviews (cf. Grant et al., 2004; Oswick, 2012). I also analysed the practices that 

were constrained or promoted as conventional through such discursive presentations and the 

subject positions contained within them. Once I understood these practices, I analysed how the 

dominant discourses and hence, the existing power relations were reproduced. All these stages 

came to assist the identification of the ‘subjectivities’ that are constituted within discourse: 

‘Discourses make available certain ways-of-seeing the world and certain ways-of-being in the 

world’ (Willig, 2001:111). Applying the guidelines of FDA, I sought to determine the 

interviewee’s subjective experiences of taking up the subject positions given to them within 

discourse and hence, understanding how identities are discursively formed within the company 

city of Wolfsburg.  

All of these data analysis stages went hand in hand with the writing up process. As Atkinson 

(1991:16) maintains, ‘the writing up of a qualitative study is not merely a major and lengthy 

task, it is intrinsic to “the analysis”, “the theory” and “the findings”’. Taking this stance as a 

point of departure, I incorporated in my writing and data analysis some vignettes (Humphreys, 

2005) as another means of presenting my research findings, which have assisted me in the task 

of theorisation of the data and the following subsection is focused on these. 
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3.4.3. Vignette 

 

There are four vignettes in this thesis, which are used in two different ways. The use of the 

vignette in chapter 5, was inspired by Vince and Mazen’s (2014) and DeJordy and Barrett’s 

(2014) utilisation of them in their research, where they represent a blueprint of what was 

happening in the case under study and help the theorisation of the data. Vignette 3 is a self-

contained piece of data that captures the ways in which the relations of power function in a 

particular way in the process of VW employee identity formation in Wolfsburg.      

Vignettes 1 and 2 that are utilised in the Introduction chapter and Reflexivity section, 

respectively, are applied as devices that are described by Van Maanen as a ‘personalised 

account of fleeting moments of a fieldwork case in dramatic form’ (1988:136). Such vignettes, 

according to Humphreys, are means of ‘enhancing the representational richness and the 

reflexivity of qualitative research’ (2005:840). Humphreys applies Butler’s (1997) theatrical 

metaphor to argue that using vignettes is similar to locating the researcher within the play rather 

than outside of it. Butler maintains that every social inquiry involves three elements: the 

inquirer or the researcher, the actors or the research subjects, and the audience or the various 

users or readers of the research results. He asserts that to accept this position is to accept that 

the inquirer is ‘of the data’ (1997:933). In using these vignettes, I aimed at representing my 

own presence in the research process, thus allowing ‘readers to relive the experience through 

the writer’s or performer’s eyes’ (Denzin, 2000:905). 

The vignette used in chapter 6, (vignette 4) has the characteristics of both these categories. 

While it is self-contained and is illustrative of what the corresponding data presentation section 

is about, it demonstrates the traces of my presence in the data and shows how the researcher 

has become part of what is researched.  

 

3.5. Reflexivity 

 

Reflexivity is the state of being aware that the researcher and what she/he studies have a 

constant mutual effect on each other throughout the whole process of the research (Alvesson 

& Sköldberg, 2000; Hayens, 2012). It aims at drawing attention to the participation of the 
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researcher within research processes and to the practice of interpretation (Wilkinson, 1988). 

The diverse and often unacknowledged pre-understandings of the researcher impact on how 

she/he undertakes the research. Johnson and Duberley (2003:1280) maintain that even though 

we cannot eliminate these pre-understandings or ‘subjective metatheoretical commitments’, we 

need to open them to our own inspection through our capacity for reflexivity. However, we can 

never detach ourselves from these metatheoretical commitments through reflexive research, 

because we will draw on those very pre-understandings to undertake the task of reflexivity. 

This however, must not undermine the importance of reflexivity in research, since as Douglas 

assets, ‘we can never improve our understanding unless we examine and reformulate our 

assumptions’ (1987:8).  

How the reflexive process is undertaken is constituted within the researcher’s own ontological 

and epistemological considerations (Johnson & Duberley, 2003). Regarding my 

epistemological commitments, reflexivity is a fundamental element of the CMS approach to 

research and in accordance with post-structuralism, it encourages the researcher to seek insights 

on ‘the role of the language, power/knowledge connections, social interests and ideologies [...] 

in producing particular accounts (Alvesson et al., 2008:497). With respect to this, reflexive 

practices aim to query the idea that the researcher is a mere observer and reporter, who reflects 

the ‘reality out there’ waiting to be discovered by him/her (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). Such 

practices emphasise that the researchers construct meanings and create realities through their 

interpretations and representations (Cunliffe, 2008). Under this lens, the research is ‘a process 

of becoming [rather] than [being] an already established truth’ (ibid., p.991). 

Reflexivity was important in all areas of my research, as I live in Wolfsburg, I have many 

friends who work for VW or for one of its suppliers and through my husband, who is an 

employee, I am related to the company. In researching how identities are formed in Wolfsburg, 

my reflexivity ran deeper than only acknowledging my subjective stance, revising my 

assumptions through the research, and remaining alert to the impact of my cultural, social and 

political, perceptional and cognitive assumptions when analysing the interpretations of the 

research participants. For, through interpretations, I constituted my society, the people around 

me and my self in this research. In other words, I did not simply ‘bring [myself] to the field’, 

explaining what the impacts of my interpretations might be on the research outcome, but rather, 

I ‘created [myself] in the field’ (Reinharz, 1997:3). The following vignette illustrates how my 

identity was constituted through this study:  
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Vignette 2: An outsider 

 

I didn’t know Maike and was introduced to her through one of my interviewees. I 
organised an interview with her and she suggested to meet up in a café in the city 
centre. We met shortly before 6 pm. The café was not busy and we sat at the back 
part of it, where it was only two of us. I started the interview and we went through 
the questions regarding VW. The interview was interesting. However, there was 
nothing particularly striking in it until we reached the questions about Wolfsburg. 
She started talking about people who do not work for VW. I had carried out a couple 
of interviews before and had developed a good understanding of the work situation 
of so-called extern employees at VW. But Maike referred to anyone in Wolfsburg 
not related to VW. Two years previously, I could have been counted as belonging to 
this group. When talking about life in Wolfsburg for these people, she said in a 
critical tone that they were second class citizens in the city. I felt frozen to my seat 
and for some seconds the interview came to a halt, like a pause button being pressed 
with a video. I flew back in time. It was 2011 and I had joined my partner in 
Wolfsburg. He was working in a company not directly related to VW. I attended an 
intensive language course for a year. On the first day, everyone introduced 
her/himself in broken German, and explained the reason she/he had ended up in 
Wolfsburg. The sole reason mentioned in a class of about 20 people was the partner 
who was working at VW. Even our teacher’s partner was at VW. It was then my turn. 
The teacher interrupted me before I could say the reason, ‘and you are here because 

your partner is at VW’.  I said, no. ‘No?’ said the teacher. ‘No, he is working for XX’, 
I replied. ‘Aha. OK’, was her answer. That surprised ‘No?’ and then the ‘OK’ gave 
me a strange feeling, the reason for which I was unable to pinpoint. I remembered 
that day when the teacher said VW pays the bonuses today. Then, she turned to me 
and said: ‘it’s 7000 Euros for Tariff employees’ and nodded at me and said ‘yeah’. I 
was not quite sure what was happening. Which bonus? What is a Tariff employee? 
Except me, everyone seemed to know it. I blamed my German for not knowing it. 
That weird feeling popped up again and I could not comprehend it until that moment 
in the café. Then it was clear for me that that feeling was about being an outsider 
among my friends and classmates or better put by Maike, being a second class citizen. 
Later on, I started my PhD at Bath and my partner joined VW. I forgot the memory 
of that nodding teacher, that ‘No?’, and that ‘OK’ without ever being able to find an 
explanation for them. Maike’s comment pulled everything out of a deep part of my 
memory, giving an answer for that unsolved agony.   

As I was back with my thoughts to the café, where Maike was sitting and trying to 
answer my question with much detail, I still felt something weird in my abdomen; 
like the footprint of that bitter moment of realisation. Some days later, I wrote to 
Maike to thank her for opening my eyes on issues in my interviews that I had not 
noticed until then. I guess, I meant more to thank her for opening my eyes on myself 
and on how I have been viewed by others.  
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This vignette, is a reaffirmation of Stacey’s argument that any ‘residual notion that the 

researcher is some kind of independent, objective observer has to be abandoned (1996:261). It 

acts as my ‘personal disclosure of the author’s biases and involvement with [the research] 

setting’  (Dyer & Wilkins, 1991:618). While it represents my deep involvement in the research, 

the events described in it also made me more vigilant and brought into my consciousness the 

depth of the emotional connection that I have with my research and hence, the risk of a ‘lack 

of critical distance’ (Karra & Phillips, 2008) to what is researched. It is argued that this makes 

the theorisation difficult, because while some aspects of the data are dismissed as being natural 

owing to the researcher’s close engagement with the case, some others might be over-

emphasised due to her/his personal experiences at the setting under study (ibid.).  

To mitigate this risk, and in line with the notion of reflexivity, I sought to re-examine both my 

interpretations and my ‘positioning in relation to methodology, theory, participants, and the 

self’ (Hayens, 2012:76) on an ongoing basis. In terms of methodology, I was particularly 

concerned about my role as the interviewer and earnestly resisted guiding my interviewees 

towards uttering specific statements that might support my presumptions and pre-ordered 

theories, taking ‘account of such issues as ethics, power relations or the use of language’ (ibid., 

p.82). This resulted in the emergence of some unforeseen themes in the data. In light of these 

new themes and the new understandings I garnered through the research, I revisited the theories 

I was drawing on, which led to the addition of a series of theories in my work, such as 

paternalism, governmentality, positive identities, symbolism, etc., which in turn, influenced 

my interpretations and representations of the research subject (cf. Stake 2005). Therefore, it is 

justifiable to claim that the knowing generated in this research endeavour is co-produced 

negotiated knowledge created by the researcher and the researched (Alvesson et al., 2008; 

Finlay, 2003). In sum, this research has been a project of the self for me as the researcher, as I 

not only study the process of identity formation of the focal employees, but also constantly 

revised my own views, presumptions, theories that I used, my epistemological understandings 

and my self.  

 

3.6. Summary 

 

In examining the formation of identity in a company city, my research falls into the category 

of qualitative inquiries (Smircich, 1983). Specifically, this study has involved adopting an 
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interpretive research stance which follows the tradition of CMS, with the perspective that 

‘truth’ and ‘reality’ are constructed within and through discourse (Foucault, 1980). The 

research design has been a case study, where I used semi-structured interviews, documentary 

research and observations to identify the creation of different ‘realities’ through 

organisationally based discourses and how these are incorporated in the identity constructions 

of employees. The Foucauldian Discourse Analysis (Willig, 2001) has provided the framework 

for the analysis of the research data.  

I acknowledge that as the researcher, ultimately, I decide how to interpret the data within this 

framework and which parts to present.  Recognising my impact and the constitution of my self 

within the research process, I have been committed to reflexivity as an element of the CMS 

approach (Alvesson et al., 2009). It departs from the fundamental concern that this ‘research is 

regarded as a co-production’ of the researcher and the researched, where ‘my assumptions have 

guided the questions that where asked’ in interviews (Coupland, 2001:1106). As a result, I, as 

the researcher, could not be considered as detached from or objective towards the research that 

I have undertaken. While my interests and socio-cultural background have had an impact upon 

my understandings of the research subject, any new understanding has had an influence on my 

views, my presumptions and my own self, which in turn has shaped my perception of the 

research phenomenon. This reflects Linstead’s (1993) idea that reflexivity is demonstrated in 

an ‘unending spiral of deconstructive unsettling where there can be no “fixed” truth or “final” 

outcome’ (Johnson & Duberley, 2003:1281).  
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4. Research Background 

 

4.1. Introduction 

 

This chapter is primarily focused on detailing the context of this research, i.e. VW and 

Wolfsburg. It starts with positioning the company and the city in the historical and socio-

political context. The chapter then details how the presence and the dominance of the company 

in the city has developed over time. An overview of the organisational culture and structure is 

presented to provide further understanding of the organisation by probing closely the inside of 

it. VW’s works council is an important protagonist in the company’s policy making and section 

4.5 surveys its embeddedness into VW and its decision making processes. This is followed by 

a section on VW’s work contracts and corresponding remuneration, juxtaposing the latter with 

the national and the city salary levels, so as to position VW employees among other citizens of 

Wolfsburg. Finally, sections 4.7 and 4.8 detail the institutional practices of VW car leasing 

strategies and licensing, which once again demonstrate the interwoven relationship between 

the company and the city.  

 

4.2. Positioning VW and Wolfsburg in the historical context 

 

In early 1938, the general construction plan of Wolfsburg, then known as the city of the KdF 

car at Fallersleben (Stadt des KdF-Wagens bei Fallersleben), was created (Riederer, 2013). The 

KdF-Wagen or, in translation, the Car of KdF (the abbreviation for the leisure organisation of 

the National Socialists: Strength through Joy), was the name initially given to the present-day 

Volkswagen Beetle by Hitler in 1938 (Etzold, 1990). The new city was to be created around 

the village of Fallersleben, in order to accommodate the workers of the car factory, renamed 

Volkswagen after World War II. The city of the KdF car was an ambitious plan by the National 

Socialists for achieving mass car production. It was planned to facilitate an urban life for 90,000 

residents. The housing consisted of wooden barracks, which accommodated 11,000 workers 

from Italy, Poland, France and the former Yugoslavia, when the development of the city was 

abandoned in 1940 due to the war. Living in camps was a wide-spread and firmly established 

way of life in Wolfsburg, insofar as ‘the history of the city in the early times of its creation is, 

to a great extent, the history of its camps’ (Riederer, 2013). With the start of World War II and 
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the incorporation of VW into ammunitions production, many forced labourers, such as those 

from concentration camps and prisoners of war, were brought to Wolfsburg to work in the VW 

factory (Siegfried, 1987).  The camps containing these labour forces were closely watched and 

fiercely guarded, whereas other camps, such as those built for German families and for SS-

soldiers, who passed out of their military training in Wolfsburg, were maintained in relatively 

better conditions. Out of 24,000 planned houses, there were only 3,000 barrack houses in the 

city by the end of 1944 and it had around 15,000 inhabitants when World War II came to an 

end. Soon after 1945, the camps with forced labourers or prisoners of war were disbanded and 

asylum seekers and displaced persons (European civilians not able to return home or go 

anywhere else) were moved in in their place along with ethnic Germans, who had to leave the 

territory conquered by the Allies in what became modern day Poland (Rieger, 2013). 

After the war, Germany was divided into four sectors. The city of KdF car and its factory, two 

thirds of which was destroyed through Allied bombing, fell under the British occupation zone 

after being occupied by Americans and handed over to the former. In 1945, the British Army 

intended to use the factory for military vehicle maintenance and subsequently, to dismantle and 

ship it to Britain as part of war reparations under the Potsdam Agreement owing to it being 

used for military production during the war. The few German workers who had remained at 

the plant began cleaning up the debris and bringing back into working order some old 

machineries, which had been dispersed before the surrender (Flink, 1990). They completed two 

cars, demonstrating them to the British military, who had become familiar with the military 

versions of the VW cars in Africa.  

A British army major, Ivan Hirst, who thought highly of the VW cars, convinced the army 

officers that the production of the Kdf car would help the British army, which was at the time 

short of light transport. As a result, the factory, under the management of a German lawyer, 

Hermann Münsch, who was assigned as the head of the plant until 1948 by the British army, 

produced 1,785 cars in 1945. October 1946, marked the production of the 10,000th car at the 

plant and it was only from this year on that the cars were sold to the public (Vorstand und 

Gesamtbetriebsrat der Volkswagen AG, 1988). Wolfsburg was jam packed with displaced 

persons, whilst raw materials for building cars as well as food were in short supply. Completed 

cars were bartered for both of these commodities with the Russian occupation zone, which lay 

only eight kilometers to the east (Flink, 1990).  
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One of the early completed cars was sent back to Britain with the military, with the suggestion 

that the plant be taken over as war reparation, but the automotive experts in Britain were not 

impressed by the car. Subsequently, a British commission led by the car manufacturer Lord 

William Rootes investigated the plant. As a result, they were convinced that it would collapse 

within two years and hence, were against the takeover of the plant by Britain, arguing that the 

car had no chance in the market, because ‘it is too ugly and too noisy’ (Vorstand und 

Gesamtbetriebsrat der Volkswagen AG, 1988). In 1948, the British army offered the plant to 

the representatives of USA, French and Australian industry, and all rejected it, anticipating its 

bankruptcy in the very near future (Bowler, 2015).  Hence, the British army appointed Heinrich 

Nordhof, who had previously been the head of Brandenburg’s Opel plant, as the head of the 

VW factory (Flink, 1990), officially giving him a free hand to run the factory according to his 

own plans and decisions (Vorstand und Gesamtbetriebsrat der Volkswagen AG, 1988).  

The city parliament, pressured by the British military, decided on 25th of May 1945 to rename 

the city of KdF-Wagen as Wolfsburg, after a castle in the area as well as changing the names 

of the different camps within the city (Riederer, 2013). The latter also changed the name of the 

KdF car to ‘Wolfsburg motor works’. On the first day when Nordhof took over, he changed 

the sign outside the plant to ‘Volkswagenwerk’, in translation, ‘Volkswagen plant’. The output 

of the plant reached 312 cars daily in 1950 under Nordhof’s management and exceeded 1,000 

per day by 1955, after the plant had been modernised (Flink, 1990).  

The economic miracle in Germany, partly fuelled by VW’s success, and the influx of 

immigrants who came to Wolfsburg to work for VW, demanded improved housing conditions. 

From about the mid-1950s onwards, the city parliament started working on a series of 

improvements to the buildings and the standard of life in Wolfsburg. Due to the catastrophic 

state of the camps, access to some was abandoned and some barracks were destroyed, being 

replaced by new constructions so that the number of families living in them decreased 

significantly, with there only being 80 families remaining by 1964. Thus the 1960s was known 

as the time of the ending of barracks life in Wolfsburg (Rieger, 2013).  

In addition to all the housing programmes initiated by the city, in 1953 VW took over 

responsibility for accommodating its own employees and in this way it became able to 

influence city planning on an indirect basis (Riederer, 2013). VW-Immobilien, the housing 

company of VW, is still active in Wolfsburg, perpetuating the significant influence of VW on 
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the city administration. However, the influence of the company on Wolfsburg is not limited to 

this and the following section details the role that VW, nowadays, plays in the city.   

 

4.3. VW and Wolfsburg today 

 

In 2014, the population of Wolfsburg was 124,481, out of which 77,360 were aged between 18 

and 65 (City of Wolfsburg, 2015). At that time, 70,000 individuals were working in the VW 

plant in Wolfsburg (Volkswagen-Karriere, 2015). While a small proportion of this number are 

VW employees who commute from other cities to work for the company, the vast majority6 

reside in Wolfsburg. This number excludes those who work for suppliers of VW, as other 

employers operating in Wolfsburg. There is a great array of jobs at VW, not all of which are 

directly related to the main business of the company, i.e. car production. For example, there 

are restaurants, coffee shops, bakeries and flower shops in the plant, employing many 

individuals, and creating an extra source of income for the company. VW’s five square 

kilometre plant in Wolfsburg is one of the largest and most advanced automobile factories in 

the world, with four models of VW cars, i.e. Golf, Golf Plus, Tiguan and Touran being made 

there (Volkswagen-Karriere, 2015). 

VW is not “only” the main employer in the city, for whose sake the city was founded, for its 

presence in many different aspects of life in Wolfsburg is far more visible than this. VW’s 

power plant, whose four colossal chimneys have turned into a Wolfsburg landmark, provides 

part of the electricity of the city. Hence, on occasions when there are technical complications 

at the plant, some parts of the city, including traffic lights do not have electric power, signalling 

VW’s significant influence on many details of city life.  

Moreover, VW-Immobilien is one of the very few large housing agencies in the city 

(Volkswagen Immobilien, 2014b) and it has shares in other housing firms, which facilitates 

VW’s direct influence on many employees’ housing arrangements. Further, VW influences 

various entertainment activities in Wolfsburg through several donations that it makes to the 

city, including museums and swimming pools. Additionally, it owns VfL Wolfsburg Fussball 

GmbH (Volkswagen group, 2010a), which is the association of football teams, including VfL 

                                                 
6 There is no official record of the number of the employees who are citizens of Wolfsburg. However, it is 
common knowledge in the city and many unofficial resources confirm that a significant majority of this number 
of employees live in Wolfsburg. 
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Wolfsburg, Wolfsburg’s professional football team, which won the Bundesliga, the top football 

league in Germany, in the 2008-2009 season. In fact, VfL Wolfsburg was originally formed 

out of a sports club comprising Volkswagen employees in 1945. More recently, since 2002 its 

stadium has been the Volkswagen Arena (VfL Wolfsburg, 2002); a stadium owned by 

Volkswagen and developed by Volkswagen-Immobilien (Volkswagen Immobilien, 2014c). 

VW also sponsors other local sport teams, such as that of Grizzlys Wolfsburg ice hockey 

(Grizzlys Wolfsburg, 2014) . In the year 2000, VW founded Autostadt (the city of cars) 

covering an area of 28 hectares, which according to the Volkswagen website, was ‘built to 

celebrate the history, the present and the future of Volkswagen’.  It is a museum for the different 

brands of VW cars, where the customers can collect their newly bought vehicles. It consists of 

a large complex including parks, lakes, restaurants, streets and car testing areas, all located 

adjacent to the plant of VW. Autostadt is an important visitor attraction in Wolfsburg, bringing 

more than one million tourists a year to the city. Moreover, many citizens of Wolfsburg visit 

Autostadt to attend its various entertainment programmes held throughout the year. In its 

different zones, the visitors can experience a range of adventures and experiments regarding 

cars. In addition, there are cultural and artistic activities, such as the so called moviementos, an 

event that is held for one week a year and is a well-recognised platform for dancers and theatre 

players from around the world who wish to perform their works in Wolfsburg (Autostadt, 2013; 

Movimentos, 2012).  

In the school year of 2009/2010, a school, called Neue Schule (New School), opened in 

Wolfsburg, which consisted of a primary and secondary school. The school was called an 

‘educational gift’ from VW to the city for its 70th anniversary. It is a privately run school, where 

VW has a huge influence on the teaching system and the topics taught, as the school is in close 

contact to the company’s HR department (Neue Schule Wolfsburg, 2009). Moreover, VW’s or 

its works council’s many donations to the nurseries (for examples of such donations see WAZ 

articles on: "Spende [Donation]", 2014; "VW-Belegschaftsstiftung [VW employee 

foundation]", 2015) facilitate the influence of the company on the programmes of these too.  

The above information shows that VW’s role in Wolfsburg goes beyond being the major 

employer in the city, for its influence on a whole range of aspects of life is visible. Another 

field where VW’s impact on life in Wolfsburg is manifested occurs during the plant’s holiday 

period, which comprises a mandatory three weeks of holidays for every employee. The holiday 

period is set out every year, in the negotiations between the company and the works council. 
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The Betriebsrat (works council), is an organisation representing the employees, which consists 

of members of different unions7. From three weeks before the start of that period to three weeks 

after the end of it, every VW employee is forced to take three continuous weeks of holiday. In 

rare cases, with the confirmation of the works council and the HR department, employees might 

be able to take two weeks continuously off and take the other week sometime later. Throughout 

this period the production line keeps working, however, with a lower capacity. According to 

my personal observations, many small businesses synchronise their holiday time with that of 

the plant’s employees and hence, are shut during the main holiday period when, traditionally, 

the majority of VW’s employees choose to have their annual holidays.  

Having positioned VW in Wolfsburg since the foundation of the two, I now turn to describe 

the organisational structure of the VW group as well as the corporate culture, as these influence 

managerial systems at VW Wolfsburg and provide useful knowledge for the better 

understanding of the case of this thesis.  

 

4.4. VW group: Corporate culture and organisational structure 

 

Similar to all German companies, the VW corporation has two boards, firstly: the management 

board, led by the CEO of the corporation and accountable for the entire business. The board 

has currently nine members and Matthias Müller, the current CEO and the chairman of the 

board is mentioned on VW group’s website as being responsible for ‘group research and 

development’, ‘group production’ as well as ‘sales and marketing’ (Volkswagen group, 2015c).  

The second board is the supervisory board, which is supposed to monitor the management 

board, has the authority to hire and fire the latter’s members and must sign off on all the 

strategic decisions. VW’s supervisory board compromises 20 members. According to a 

German federal law, known as the co-determination act  (gesetze-im-internet, 1976), half of 

the members are representatives of different VW plants’ works councils. Bernd Osterloh, the 

head of the VW Wolfsburg works council, is one of them (Volkswagen group, 2015d). Two 

chairs are, according to law, allocated to the Federal State of Lower Saxony, which owns 20% 

of VW’s stock (gesetze-im-internet, 1959) and the remaining eight members are elected at the 

                                                 
7 For a detail review of the works council’s tasks, rights and significance at VW, refer to the section 4.5. 
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annual general meeting of the corporation to represent the rest of the shareholders (Volkswagen 

group, 2015d).  

On the VW group website, where the corporate strategies, cultures and values are explained, 

‘innovation’, the company’s commitment to ‘sustainability’ and retaining the ‘individual 

characteristics’ of VW’s twelve brands8 are emphasised, thereby implying an empowering 

approach towards its different brands:   

uniting a wide variety of brands and companies with all their individual 
characteristics and focusing under one umbrella is a great challenge, especially as the 
Volkswagen Group is committed to maintaining their individual identities 
(Volkswagen group, 2015b). 

Volkswagen is promoted as ‘one of the most successful automobile companies in the world’, 

‘internationally strong’ and as having ‘a broad range of first-class brands that is rivalled by 

none’. Moreover, the human resources are highly focused on, inasmuch as ‘the goal of 

"Volkswagen as Top Employer" is [referred to as] a clearly defined element of the corporate 

strategy of the Volkswagen Group’, which is summarised in elements, such as: ‘attractive 

employment’, ‘job security’, performance-oriented remuneration, ‘personal development 

opportunities’ and a ‘good working climate through leadership and cooperation’. When 

addressing the corporate ‘basic principles’, the concept of management appears to be a major 

focus:  

The management assumes a decisive role in this entire process. Our principle has to 
be "Lead, Demand and Promote". The Group will only be able to achieve its goals 
with exemplary leadership and constructive cooperation between management and 
the workforce (Volkswagen group, 2015a). 

Simultaneously, employees are to ‘give their best’:  

To survive in the face of competition and to achieve top performance, the 
Volkswagen Group needs employees who enthusiastically give their best. […] we do 
not want our employees to be overstretched, but also not under-stretched, so that they 
are able to deliver top performance and advance the success of our company (ibid.). 

While this statement seems to exclude the non-managerial staff from the ‘we’ and hence, from 

‘our company’, it is indicated on the website that the success of any company on the 

international platform is possible only through a team, characterised by a ‘high level of 

                                                 
8 Volkswagen group owns twelve companies/brands, of which eleven are different car companies, namely, VW, 
VW commercial vehicles, Audi, Seat, Skoda, Bentley, Bugatti, Lamborghini, Porsche, Scania, Mann and one is 
a motorcycle producer, Ducati (Volkswagen group, 2015b).  
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competence, dedication, inventiveness and fitness’, where competence is perceived as being 

created ‘through good basic training and a life-long willingness to learn’. It is stressed that 

these ‘success factors’ are encouraged and taken into consideration in all human resource 

policies, which could imply managerial strategies focused on a life-long investment in 

employees.  

VW’s managerial system came into focus when the so-called emissions scandal was revealed. 

In 2015, VW admitted that it had been cheating the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

in the USA through manipulating its cars’ performance under test conditions, so as to meet the 

standards of the EPA9. For some months after the event, many critics wrote about the top-down 

managerial culture at VW, speculating that this was the reason for the scandal occurring in such 

a huge dimension ("Viele VW-Führungskräfte [Many VW Executives]", 2016; "Volkswagen 

Executives Describe Authoritarian Culture", 2015). The newly appointed CEO, Müller, who 

was assigned to the post upon the former CEO’s, Martin Winterkorn’s, resignation two days 

after the disclosure of the scandal, appeared to sympathise with such criticism. As CEO, he 

emphasised his attempt to change the corporate culture towards streamlining the organisation 

so that employees could report any problem to managers more easily (Volkswagen group, 

2015e). Similarly, Osterloh, the head of VW Wolfsburg’s works council backed the new CEO 

when he undermined the extant managerial culture, in which non-managerial employees did 

not dare to report problems to their supervisors for fear of risking their careers. He indicated in 

a letter to the staff that:  

we need in future a climate in which problems are not hidden, but can be openly 
communicated to superiors. We need a culture in which it is possible and permitted 
to argue with your superior about the best way to go ("So ein Skandal [Such a 
scandal]", 2015).  

VW was reported in the press as being managed in an authoritative managerial style, which 

was not specific to the former CEO, Winterkorn. For example, the former’s predecessor, 

Ferdinand Piech, who was VW’s CEO and then the supervisory board’s chairman, in total, for 

more than two decades, was not considered to have taken a different path (Kröger, 2015), being 

addressed in the press as the ‘company’s patriarch’ who ‘led Volkswagen with an iron hand’ 

("Matthias Müllers “Mission Impossible” [Matthias Müller’s “Mission Impossible”]", 2015). 

Unlike what is stressed on the website of the VW group regarding the empowerment of the 

                                                 
9 For a documentary research on this case, see appendix 1. 
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brand managers, a former VW Executive in an interview with The Guardian, UK, spoke of an 

authoritative management system at VW, describing how ‘CEOs of brands could be treated 

“quite disrespectfully”’ by Winterkorn ("Volkswagen Executives Describe Authoritarian 

Culture", 2015). The Guardian referred to professor Dudenhöffer, ‘an automotive expert at the 

University of Duisburg- Essen’, who believed that the particular design of the supervisory 

board at VW, in which politicians of the Lower Saxony federal state have seats, is an underlying 

reason behind the ‘authoritarian culture’ of the company. He argues that the common goal of 

the Lower Saxony politicians as well as the works council members in protecting jobs at the 

biggest employer in the region leads to VW’s CEO being given a relatively free hand, thereby 

decreasing the effective monitoring authority of the supervisory board over the latter.  It is due 

to such influences that the role of VW’s works council in company policy making is perceived 

to be significant. The following section provides an account of this, positioning it within the 

organisational strategies and VW’s historical background.  

 

4.5. The works council 

 

The importance of the works council at VW can be attributed to a particular set of laws, which 

are detailed in this section, with their implications for VW and its works council being 

explained. One such law, is the so called VW-Act, which is a set of federal laws, whose 

enactment dates back to the process of privatisation of VW in 1960. This Act is widely known 

due to the rights that it gives to the government of Lower Saxony, allocating to the latter a 

voting share of 20.2% at VW. It further indicates that any major strategic decision at VW, such 

as offshoring or large lay-offs, requires 80% agreement of the shareholders at the annual 

general meeting of the corporation, thereby effectively giving the federal state of Lower 

Saxony the right to veto such decisions (gesetze-im-internet, 1960).  

However, the Act does contain paragraphs, in which particular rights have been reserved for 

the works council of VW, such as were unprecedented for its time. The reason for this can be 

found in the National Socialist related history of VW. The plant was erected by the German 

Labour Front, which was the National Socialist trade union, being formed through the 

abolishment of other unions and the confiscation of their possessions. As this sequestration, 

together with the inputs of the forced labourers, shaped and created the main wealth of the 

company, the unions claimed their and the workers’ right to form the company, once the war 
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was over (Vorstand und Gesamtbetriebsrat der Volkswagen AG, 1988). The German Labour 

Front was declared a criminal organisation (Flink, 1990) and the unions’ complaint was 

addressed through designating the right of veto for VW’s works council in the VW-Act when 

it comes to decisions in relation to shifting the production site as well as shutting down the 

plant (gesetze-im-internet, 1960). This is guaranteed through requiring the approval of 2/3 of 

the supervisory board members for such matters, half of which according to the co-

determination Act, are works council members (Volkswagen group, 2015d).  

There is another well-established body of laws, which determines the duties of works council 

organisations in Germany as well as their rights, their formal events, etc. which is called the 

works constitution Act (gesetze-im-internet, 1972). According to this, every employee can sign 

up to become a member of the works council regardless of whether she/he is a member of a 

union and irrespective of the union they belong to. One exception to this is that employees with 

leadership responsibilities are not allowed to become works council members and should they 

wish to do so, then they have to withdraw from their previous position. Moreover, those who 

want to announce their candidacy through unions, need to be approved by their respective 

union. At VW Wolfsburg, each union prepares a list of its confirmed candidates for the election, 

as voting for lists, rather than individuals, is the only option in Wolfsburg. In these lists, the 

position of each candidate is fixed and voting for each list equates with voting for the candidates 

in the exact order decided by the union. In this way, the unions can limit employees’ choices 

and predetermine those union members who actually get elected for the works council. To 

clarify, if, for example, the number of seats allocated to a certain union in the VW Wolfsburg 

works council is N, only the first N candidates on the list of that union can enter the works 

council.      

Complying with the Act, the election day for the works council takes place every four years 

between 1st March to 31st May (ibid.) and the head of the organisation is then elected by the 

members. The number of works council members is calculated in accordance with this Act, 

being based on the size of the company. Once the works council exceeds a certain size, 

calculated in the Act, all its members are required to be dedicated full time to the works council 

related tasks, while being paid by the company. At VW, the works council consists of 75 

members, all of which work full time for the works council. Of this number, 67 are IG Metall 

members, and the rest belong to two small unions, namely, the ‘Christian Metal Workers 
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Union’ that occupies three seats and ‘Mig 18’ with five seats ("VW: Der neue Betriebsrat [VW: 

The new works council]", 2014).    

IG Metall is the dominant metalworkers’ union in Germany and in fact, is the country’s largest 

union, with 2.264 million members in 2013 (IG Metall, 2013). Being the leading union in the 

corporation’s works councils and hence, in its supervisory board (Volkswagen group, 2015d), 

has turned IG Metall into an important protagonist in VW’s decision making processes. As an 

example for its influence, it was argued in the press that in 2015, as the powerful chairman of 

VW’s supervisory board, Ferdinand Piech tried to expel Winterkorn, the head of IG Metall 

together with that of works council of VW Wolfsburg, Bernd Osterloh played a determinant 

role in pushing out Piech in support of the company’s former CEO ("Moderate head of 

powerful German union", 2015; "VW boss Martin Winterkorn defeats chairman", 2015). 

Upon the start of their work at VW, employees are introduced to the works council and its 

services, being encouraged to become union members, which entails a monthly payment to the 

union. The membership fee accounts for 1% of the employee’s gross salary. Since most of the 

members of the works council are members of IG Metall, it follows that they encourage new 

employees to join the latter, resulting in the perpetuation of a majority of IG Metall members 

on the works council. Moreover, IG Metall members can vote to choose a so-called ‘Trustee’ 

for each sub-department at the plant to act as the link between the employees and IG Metall as 

well as the works council. These people keep the employees updated about developments and 

news regarding the union and the works council. In addition, when employees have complaints 

about their managers, they can take these to the Trustees, who can report their concerns to the 

works council or directly contact the corresponding manager, warning her/him about the 

violation of the employees’ rights. Trustees are not allowed to be official members of the works 

council (IG Metall, 2015). 

Once employees nominate themselves to become a works council member at VW they are 

allowed to run campaigns for the election or advertise for their candidacy in different ways, 

such as distributing flyers, printing posters, etc. The most popular method for them is to make 

the case at the so-called works meetings. Closer to the election time, these meetings turn into 

platforms, where members of different unions campaign for themselves and their union, 

encouraging the employees to attend the election and to vote for them. Consistent with the 

works constitution Act, the works meetings are held by the works council four times a year, in 
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which it gives a report of its activities and achievements over the past three months (gesetze-

im-internet, 1972).  

At VW, attending these meetings for the employees is officially, non-compulsory. However, 

all the restaurants and cafés inside the plant are shut for the duration of a meeting, which usually 

starts in the morning and lasts until early afternoon. This is said to be due to the need to uphold 

the rights of employees working in the catering section of the company, who are willing to 

attend the meeting and instead, food is provided only at the works meeting. Moreover, setting 

up meetings with external companies is not permitted whilst the works meeting is in progress. 

Similarly, those with leadership responsibilities are obliged to refrain from requesting any 

meeting with their subordinates during this period. The production line workers who work on 

the three shifts system and due to their shift are not present in the plant at the time when the 

meeting is being held, are according to the Act, required to be paid by the company for the 

duration of the meeting, should they decide to attend it (gesetze-im-internet, 1972). Moreover, 

the subcontractors based at the plant are not allowed to attend these meetings.    

The works constitution Act compels the employer to provide a report at least once a year at one 

works meeting. This report is expected to address a series of issues, such as gender equity, 

integration of foreign national employees, economic development of the company, etc. (ibid.). 

At VW, on normal occasions during each works meeting, the head of the works council gives 

a speech, highlighting its achievements in the preceding months. This is then followed by a 

report given by a member of the board of management who talks about issues related to her/his 

function at VW, these being varied subjects, such as HR matters, the economic condition of 

the company, etc. Sometimes, new editions of the cars or new car models are exhibited at the 

works meetings and presented by a works council member together with a VW manager. 

Guests are frequently being invited to meetings, such as the players and the coach of the VFL 

football team, who address employees, talking about their success and the dependence of this 

on VW. Some other guests being invited recently have been the prime minister of Lower 

Saxony’s government, who is a member of VW’s supervisory board, the deputy head of the 

supervisory board and Sigmar Gabriel the minister of economic affairs of Germany.  

VW’s works council is involved in all negotiations with managers regarding employees’ rights, 

benefits, etc. and has a direct influence on the design of the various types of work contracts. In 

the following section, I survey these contracts in relation to their terms and conditions.  
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4.6. Salaries and contracts at VW  

 

The most common contract for VW employees is called the ‘Tariff contract’. These are 

permanent contracts for which the terms and conditions are fixed through negotiations between 

the works council and VW managers. While these are designed to be used only for those 

employees who are members of the union, i.e. pay the monthly union fee, for the sake of 

simplicity, they are in practice used for all employees without leading responsibilities. These 

employees are then called ‘Tariff employees’ in VW, who comprise the majority of those 

working for the company. Another contract, called ‘Tariff Plus’, is used for so-called experts 

and individuals with leadership responsibilities, such as middle managers. This differs from 

the normal Tariff contract in regards to some terms and conditions, such as working hours and 

other payments, both of which are higher under Tariff Plus. This arrangement is also as a result 

of negotiations between VW and works council. Employees with such contracts are known as 

‘Tariff Plus employees’. Both Tariff and Tariff Plus contracts are designed on different levels, 

each of which indicates the payments to the contract holder. Table 1. details the corresponding 

salary for each level of these contracts for the year 2014. Managers have another type of 

contract with different terms to both types of Tariff contracts and their remuneration is 

significantly greater.   

To clarify further how this system of work contracts functions within the organisational 

hierarchy, it is helpful to have an overview of the different hierarchical levels at VW and their 

relations to the various types of contracts. Blue collar employees, the majority of whom are 

production line workers, are at the lowest level of the organisational hierarchy. After these, 

there come white collar Tariff employees and blue collar foremen. All blue collar employees 

hold Tariff contracts, whose level depends on issues, such as their tasks, experience, education, 

etc. There are white collar employees with no leading position who hold Tariff Plus contracts, 

however, their number is very limited. The next level belongs to middle managers, who are 

most likely Tariff Plus employees. In rare cases they can hold a Tariff or management contract. 

At the immediate level after this, there are department managers who at least hold management 

contracts. After occupying such a position for two years, the employee’s contract must ascend 

to that of upper or top management. Similar to Tariff and Tariff Plus these are not levels on the 

organisational hierarchy, but types of contracts that indicate the employee’s remuneration, 

work hours commitments, etc. A departmental manager can be responsible for one or more 

departments. However, one holding a top management contract must have at least one 
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employee with an upper management contract working under her/his management. The highest 

level of the hierarchy pertains to the members of the board of management.  

The works council publishes the outcome of the salary negotiations for Tariff and Tariff Plus 

contracts for each year, annually, but the terms and conditions of the management contracts are 

not made public. The outcomes of the negotiations for the former contracts are detailed in 

tables, such as table 1, where different monthly salary levels for Tariff contracts from the first 

to the 20th as well as the three Tariff Plus levels, are shown. The third and highest salary level 

of Tariff Plus, which was 7,40410 Euros per month for the year 2014 is just below that of the 

managerial level. A blue collar production line worker would usually start with the salary level 

8 in Tariff contract, which was 3,267 Euros a month for that year. According to the works 

council’s documents, the starting level for a white collar employee with a bachelor’s degree 

and less than three years of work experience is salary level 13 (IG Metall, 2014), which was 

4,218.50 Euros for the year 2014. To gain a better view as to how well or poorly paid VW 

employees are as compared to others throughout the country and in different industries, a 

comparison between the average salary level of an employee with a mechanical engineering 

degree, a very popular degree in VW, at entry level in Germany and in VW is a helpful 

yardstick. I was not able to access any official statistics regarding the average salaries in 

different fields and with different experience or education in the country, if such statistics exist 

at all. Various webpages, such as salaryexplorer.com and payscale.com present different 

estimations of this remuneration. Taking these estimations together, on average, a mechanical 

engineer earns between 3,200 and 3,500 Euros per month in the country as a whole and hence, 

these numbers reveal that the salary of VW employees are above average, which is hardly 

surprising given the fact that the company is one of the world’s largest car manufacturers11. 

However, one should keep in mind that the estimations presented above are only average and 

not the highest salary range for the above position on the national scale. The highest salary for 

the entry level in the same field, according to the same websites and similar calculations, could 

reach up to 4,900 Euros per month in areas such as Bavaria, the home of other important car 

manufacturers, such as BMW.  

In additional to their monthly salary, VW employees receive other monetary rewards, such as 

an annual bonus payment, depending on the annual turnover of the corporation, the employees’ 

                                                 
10 Numbers are before tax deductions. 
11 In the first half of 2015, VW surpassed Toyota as the world’s largest car manufacturer, by sales (Moss, 2015). 
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type of contract and their overall performance during the year. For example, in 2014 the 

average payment (before tax deductions) to a Tariff employee was 5,900 Euros 

("Weltmarktführung [World’s Market Leadership]", 2015). A Tariff Plus employee was paid 

about 40,000 Euros, and a manager above 100,000 Euros, on top of their annual salary.  

In order to position VW employees in the context of Wolfsburg in terms of their financial well-

being, it should be recalled that the majority of its citizens work at VW.  Other employers in 

the city are mainly VW’s suppliers that supply the company either with products, such as car 

seats, or with an additional workforce. The latter are the subcontractors, whose contracts are 

agreed upon with their own employer, regardless of whether they work inside or outside of the 

plant. As these companies are smaller than VW and hence, not as wealthy, their employees’ 

payments are usually (though not always) lower than an average level Tariff contract. The 

service sector is another employer, where employees are usually paid at the rate of the 

minimum wage. The city of Wolfsburg remains an important employer, with a wide range of 

salaries, some below the average of VW Tariff contracts, whilst others are higher than those 

for Tariff Plus ones. 
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Table 1: Monthly salary levels for Tariff and Tariff Plus contracts, 2014 (IG Metall, 2014) 

Tariff (Euros) Tariff Plus (Euros) 
1 1,916.50 6,650.50 
2 2,139,50 6,901.00 
3 2,362.00 7,404.00 
4 2,585.00 

  

5 2,807.50 
6 2,963.50 
7 3,113.50 
8 3,267.00 
9 3,423.50 

10 3,574.50 
11 3,731.50 
12 3,974.50 
13 4,218.50 
14 4,476.00 
15 4,734.50 
16 5,010.00 
17 5,286.00 
18 5,579.50 
19 5,871.50 
20 6,131.50 

 

 

In addition to remuneration, the contracts determine the type of VW car leasing scheme that 

employees can use. As leasing cars from VW is very popular among its employees, the 

following section is focused on this, elaborating on the leasing schemes and how they are 

related to the different types of work contracts at the company.  

 

4.7. Car leasing strategies 

 

There are various schemes for the employees to lease cars of different VW brands, which 

depend on employees’ type of contract, comprising, as aforementioned four main categories: 

Tariff, Tariff Plus, Management, and Upper Management. Under the first option, Tariff 

employees can lease any car from the pool of brand new VW cars for up to six months and pay 

monthly 1% 12of the list price of the car from their salary. Fuelling is not included in this price. 

                                                 
12 It might vary based on the model of the car and the demand of the market. 
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However, they can pay a certain amount on top of the monthly leasing cost to have ‘free of 

charge’ fuelling included in the price. Driving inside the plant in not permitted for the cars 

leased under this scheme. Employees can lease as many cars as they wish, so long as their 

payments after the deductions do not drop under the minimum wage. Everyone in the 

employees’ household is allowed to drive this car subject to holding a driving licence.  

Tariff Plus employees have two different options. The first one is for the occasions when a 

significant number of the driven kilometres is down to business related matters. In this case, 

the Tariff Plus employee can lease a car that she/he can drive inside the plant. The monthly 

leasing fee will be 1% of the list price of the car, and fuelling is not included. Cars that are 

leased under this scheme are not allowed to be driven by anyone else except the employee or 

with her/his permission by her/his colleagues only for the work related matters. The second 

leasing option for Tariff Plus employees is for occasions when the car is mainly used for private 

purposes. In this case, 0.5% of the list price of the car is added to the employee’s salary before 

tax. The tax is then deducted from this sum and following this, the 1% of the list price of the 

car is deducted from the sum after tax. In this way, the leasing cost will drop for the Tariff Plus 

employees as compared to that of the Tariff option. Cars being leased through this option, are 

not permitted in the plant, but can be driven by everyone in the employee’s household. 

Employees can pay a certain monthly surplus for every kilometre driven privately to have 

fuelling, car washes and engine oil included on the deal. Each Tariff Plus employee can lease 

only one car under one of these options. However, she/he can lease as many cars under the 

Tariff scheme as she/he wishes, as long as her/his monthly payment does not fall under the 

minimum wage.  

Under the management leasing scheme, 1% of the list price of the car is added to the 

employee’s salary before tax. The tax is then deducted from this sum and following this, the 

1% added amount is deducted back from the sum after tax. In this way, the leasing cost is even 

less than that for the Tariff Plus employees. Managers can drive their car into the plant and fuel 

it free of charge there. They also have the option of paying 50 Euros monthly extra to fuel the 

car outside of the plant and have car wash services without an additional charge. They are 

permitted to lease only one car under this scheme, and if they want to lease other cars, it is only 

possible under the Tariff scheme.  

Cars that are leased under the above schemes, except that of Tariff, are called business cars and 

the employees are obliged to make the car available for the business matters if the need arises. 
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Moreover, within the management scheme, there is an optional arrangement for the upper 

managers. The latter are allowed to lease two cars, one under the normal management scheme 

and another one under a so-called ‘second car scheme’ that is considered for the partners of 

upper managers. The leasing strategy for these cars is similar to that for manager’s cars, with 

the exception that these are not permitted inside the plant.  

For all the leased cars at VW, one can order the configurations of the car to be changed at extra 

cost. This means that the cars are customised according to the costumer’s taste. The 

customisation covers a wide range of choices from changing the interior fittings to changing 

the engine or even some of the technologies used in the production of the car. All the cars 

leased from VW are licensed under a particular system different from the other cars in 

Wolfsburg and the following section details it.  

 

4.8. Car licence plates  

 

The licensing system of the VW leasing of cars can be used to pinpoint one’s position in the 

organisational hierarchy. The reason being that the design of the licence plate of the car that 

each employee leases, is dependent on her/his type of work contract. Under this system, 

designed by VW, particular combinations of numbers and letters demonstrate the type of work 

contract that the driver has. All the cars that VW makes available for leasing all around 

Germany are registered and given licence plates in Wolfsburg. Given that each city 

administration charges companies for the registration of their cars, registering all VW leasing 

cars in Wolfsburg, instead of doing it in the other cities where cars will be ultimately leased, is 

a source of income for the city. Perhaps it is owing to this extra income for the municipality 

that VW has been allowed to establish its own system of licensing of leased cars.   

To clarify, a normal car outside of the VW leasing system is licensed in Wolfsburg as: WOB, 

SPACE, one or two letters, SPACE, two to four digits, for example WOB AB 12. Employees 

with different types of contracts receive other designs of number plates, as explained in table 

2. Moreover, the licence plate of the cars leased by the upper managers for their partners has a 

particular design too, which is different from other leasing cars. The information regarding the 

design of license plates is considered as ‘common knowledge’ in Wolfsburg, but the details are 

not officially accessible.  
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Table 2: Cars' licence plates 

Type of leasing 

scheme 
Design of the licence plate Example 

Tariff WOB SPACE one letter SPACE four digits WOB A 1234 

Tariff Plus 
WOB SPACE one of the letters C, G, or F 

SPACE four digits 
WOB G 1234 

Management 
WOB SPACE one of the letter pairs DE, CZ, 

or CW SPACE three digits 
WOB CZ 123 

Upper Manager’s 

partner 
WOB SPACE E SPACE four digits WOB E 1234 

 

 

4.9. Summary 

 
The history and presence of VW and Wolfsburg are interwoven with each other, and in this 

chapter, I have sought to provide a detailed review of the development of the city and the 

company together ever since their foundation. Moreover, I have elaborated upon the 

organisational structure and culture, in particular detailing the significance of organisations 

such as the works council, the local government as well as institutional practices, such as the 

car leasing policies in order to produce a deep contextual understanding prior to turning to the 

data presentation chapters. In doing so, I have combined several sources of information 

including different types of publications, such as webpages, (company published) books and 

leaflets, as well as various press releases along with my personal observations and the 

knowledge that I have gained through my myriad of conversations with locals and VW 

employees over five years of living in Wolfsburg. In sum, this chapter has set the scene for 

presenting the findings of my research which are provided in the following three chapters.   
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5. Identity, Discourse and Symbols 

 

5.1. Introduction 

 

This chapter sets out to explain the subjective construction of identities through using symbols, 

which are associated with ‘VW employees’ in Wolfsburg. Individuals are understood to 

employ material and organisational symbols to form distinct identities and work boundaries 

between the self and others (Freitas et al., 1997). However, as Cilliers (2001) argues, 

boundaries do not simply separate one thing from another, but rather constitute what that is 

bounded. In this chapter, I analyse how using particular symbols is discursively shaped as 

privilege and how this privilege is confined to VW employees, thereby constituting non-VW 

employees as being underprivileged. My analyses are developed to identify other discourses 

that underpin the discourse on privilege and define belongingness to VW as prosperity.  

Five different symbols are identified in this chapter as being used in the discursive construction 

of a VW employee, namely, high salary/money, high-end homes, expensive cars, twice yearly 

holidays abroad and designer/expensive clothing. Among these, cars have been elaborated 

upon in detail for their implications in the categorisation of employees versus non-employees 

as well as in relation to distinguishing employees within the company.   

As identity is made under the gaze of others (Clarke et al., 2009; Gabriel, 2000; Watson, 2008), 

whilst the discourses constitute VW employees as privileged, employees still have to live up 

to how the discourse defines privilege in order to be able to construct their self as such, for 

oneself and for others (Ybema et al., 2009). I draw on Goffman’s (1959) concept of impression 

management to analyse how the insecurities caused by the need for the confirmation of the 

other in one’s identity formation processes lead to the employees exploiting symbols, 

associated with VW employees to manipulate the impressions that others have of them. To this 

end, I start this chapter with an account of the discursive formation of a VW employee through 

using symbols. This is then followed by a detailed analysis of how cars function to create 

boundaries between VW employees and others and simultaneously differentiate employees 

from one another. The chapter then turns to demonstrate a broader meaning of privilege being 

shaped, on the one hand, based on the discursive formation of VW as offering many 

possibilities and advantages to its employees and on the other, through constructing the 

exclusivity of such advantages to the VW employees. In the penultimate section, I present a 
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vignette, to lay the basis for the analysis of the different ways that employees practise strategies 

of impression management in order to construct their identity as privileged, since this is how a 

‘VW employee’ is supposed to be. The chapter is concluded with a summary of all sections.  

 

5.2. Money and other symbols 

 

In this section I review the different material symbols, which are considered in Wolfsburg to 

represent VW employees and explain how the self as ‘VW employee’ is constituted through 

the consumption of these symbols. One of such symbols, which was referred to frequently in 

my interviews is money. VW employees are understood to earn very good amount of money. 

For example, consider the below comment by Torben: 

From my point of view, you earn really lots of money at VW, regardless of your 

position […]. Even the simple worker on the production line who should put parts 

next to each other or drive the cars out of the hall or such things earns really lots of 

money.     

Money is ‘endowed with magical power’ (Wiseman, 1974:10), and is seen as a symbol or proof 

of success (Rubinstein, 1981). However, discussion about one’s monetary assets and income 

is taboo in many societies (Goldberg & Lewis, 1978) and hence, we do not know much about 

other people’s earnings. This is different in Wolfsburg, where the salary levels of the majority 

of its citizens, namely, VW employees, are known to the public, owing to the salary levels 

designated for Tariff and Tariff Plus contracts being published online. Consequently, knowing 

someone’s organisational position can give a very good idea about the range of her/his income.   

In Wolfsburg, as my interviewees said, the fact that someone works at VW means she/he earns 

well. Regardless of the criteria used to measure ‘earning well’, what is interesting here is how 

VW employees are seen by others. Ferdi, a Wolfsburger, expressed the view that this 

assumption plays a significant role in the production of a particular social ‘reality’ in 

Wolfsburg: 

Those who don’t work at VW think that VW employees earn lots of money. This gives 

them (VW employees) a completely different social position. This is a very important 

issue here (in Wolfsburg), even though this is somehow not true at all. But people see 

it simply like that: VW is the golden employer and all others who work somewhere 

else are … yeah… they are disadvantaged, let’s put it this way.  
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This assumption that VW employees are well-off is not totally unfounded, as Ferdi’s comment 

might imply, for historically, VW employees have enjoyed a significantly above average 

income level. This changed about ten years ago as a result of a saving strategy applied by VW 

("VW und IG Metall [VW and IG Metall]", 2015). However, the citizens of Wolfsburg still 

seem to consider that VW is that ‘golden employer’ as it was in those good old days. Even 

though VW might no longer be the golden employer it once was, one should keep in mind that 

the automobile industry in Germany is wealthy and hence, as mentioned in chapter 4, VW 

employees (including production line workers), like those others in this industry in Germany 

are still among the better paid compared to the average income level in the country. Having 

said this, it is helpful to read a bit more of Ferdi’s interview:  

We certainly earn really good. But there are also people in private companies who 

earn similarly as much. So the marginal difference is not that big at all.  

Ferdi suggests here, that despite the general impression of people that wages in other firms are 

substantially lower than in VW, it is possible to earn high salaries in private companies in 

Wolfsburg. His reference to such companies implies that he considers them as the only 

employers in the city who could pay their employees as handsomely as VW does. However, 

private companies in Wolfsburg are significantly smaller than VW both in size and in wealth 

– a factor that could explain the general assumption in the city about the employees’ income 

differences, even though this assumption might not necessarily be correct, as Ferdi seems to 

argue. This means, as long as VW is the only large and wealthy company in Wolfsburg, the 

difference in salary level between its employees and others is likely to be assumed by the 

citizens as significant. This perceived income difference is not without implications. People 

with higher incomes are often judged by others to have higher levels of gratification (Luft, 

1957) and hence, VW is understood to bestow upon its employees a happier and more 

successful life through the magical touch of money. As Gunter put it: 

People are satisfied and happy at Volkswagen, because other people who work in 

restaurants or other smaller companies, they earn less. 

Gunter’s comment suggests that higher levels of income, as compared to others, are constitutive 

of happy and satisfied VW employees. Hence, happiness is based not on the amount of income 

per se, but on the comparison made with the income of other people in Wolfsburg who work 

for other companies and are assumed to be paid less, regardless of what they do and where they 

work. As Duncan (1975)  mentioned, the subjective happiness created by higher levels of 

income is only of significance when it raises one above others. Very often my interviewees 
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expressed satisfaction regarding their income level based on a comparison with those who did 

not work for VW. The historical evidence together with the authority of VW as the world’s 

second largest car manufacturer, on the one hand, and the fact that none of the employers in 

Wolfsburg are as wealthy as VW is, on the other, has produced the widespread subjective 

assumption that a non-VW employee earns less than a VW employee. Hence, the former has 

turned into a reference group regarding whom the latter compares herself/himself so as to gain 

satisfaction with her/his own work conditions and employer.  

While high income, with which VW employees are associated symbolises in its own right a 

particular type of self, money is also understood as a means to facilitate the possession of a set 

of other symbols, which are considered as representative of the VW employee. Consider Ben’s 

comment:   

Here, even that worker (of VW) who does the, so to say, most stupid work has a very 

very good financial situation. He can spend lots of money and can show off what he 

has; good flat, good clothing, good car, two to three times a year holidays. He can 

show off what he has. [….] This I do not like here. If you do not keep up with this, 

you are out!  

Being financially well-off and affording expensive products and activities are some of the 

symbols, with which VW employees are known and represent themselves in Wolfsburg. These 

symbols have become part of who VW employees are, or as Belk (1988) asserts part of their 

‘extended self’. Similar to Ben, other interviewees referred to different material symbols, which 

are representative of VW employees. The following comments demonstrate the different ways 

that some particular symbols are associated with the latter. During my interview with Paul, he 

told me he dislikes what he called ‘VW employees’ mentality’. Upon being ask what this was, 

he referred to the elegant clothing of the customers in a restaurant, where we held the interview 

and said:  

You see so many chic people in Wolfsburg. If I just take a look around here in this 

room, I see people all dressed up. I would dress like this perhaps when I go to see a 

theatre play.   

Referring to the elegantly dressed customers to clarify the mentality of VW employees, without 

definitely knowing the actual association of them with the company, demonstrates the 

functioning of elegant clothing as a symbol in Wolfsburg and how this represents VW 

employees. In another example, Oscar, a Wolfsburger, told me of the comments he receives 

from citizens of other cities about Wolfsburgers when he encounters them on his trips or in 
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public places. He maintained that they criticise the Wolfsburgers, who are typically considered 

to be VW employees for their consuming behaviour. Citing one such comment, he said.   

‘They have money. Their parents had money too. Since their childhood they had twice 

a year holidays. At the age of eighteen they’ve perhaps received their brand new 

[Golf] GTI from their fathers’. Yeah, people know such things about Wolfsburg.  

Here, the Wolfsburger employees of VW are referred to as those whose subjectivity is shaped 

by using such material symbols, because they have grown up within families with particular 

consuming behaviour that is representative of VW employees. However, unlike such 

comments, Artur talked in a praiseworthy tone about the consumption of such symbols in 

Wolfsburg and by VW employees. As a Wolfsburger, Artur emphasised the role of VW as the 

major protagonist in the improvement of people’s quality of life and the changes that the city 

has gone through over the decades. Admiring the city, which he called ‘my Wolfsburg’ he said: 

Look at here! You do not find any old car in Wolfsburg. You only see cars with lots 

of power here, people dress nicely, the flats are nice, people do have money and they 

can afford going abroad once or twice a year for holidays.  

The above comments address five particular material symbols that are associated with VW 

employees, which are: high income/money, expensive/designer clothing, upmarket cars, high-

end homes, and at least twice yearly holidays abroad. Using symbols can deliver particular 

meanings to the audience, but only when the latter has the same understanding of what they 

mean (Pratt & Rafaeli, 2001). Consequently, while I was told about some other material 

symbols, such as expensive watches, or smartphones as symbols used by VW employees, it 

seems that these are not widely accepted as signifiers of the latter due to the lack of consensus 

on the exclusive relation of these to VW employees. However, there was a shared 

understanding among the interviewees in regards to the former five groups of symbols 

mentioned above. These seem to be primarily considered in Wolfsburg as a way to mark 

association with VW and hence, to categorise individuals into VW employees and non-VW 

ones. Other symbols do not necessarily connect individuals to VW.  Among these five groups 

of symbols, cars appear to play a different role compared to others. The reference to cars as a 

signifier of VW employees was not only more frequent in my interviews than the other 

symbols, but also different in nature when compared to, for example, designer clothing. My 

interviewees made several comments about the importance of cars for VW employees in 

general, and for themselves, in particular. Due to the salience of cars in this context, in what 
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follows, I analyse in more detail the different ways this symbol is understood in the 

construction of the self as a VW employee.  

  

5.3. ‘Cars are the most important thing’: A signifier of the self 

 

Cars are used in Wolfsburg in two broad ways: to mark VW employees from non-VW ones, 

and to distinguish VW employees within the company. In the following two subsections I 

elaborate on these.  

 

5.3.1. Cars: The marker of an employee 

 

This sub-section is focused on how cars are used in the formation of an employee’s identity. I 

explain here how car, in general, is an important symbol in the construction of the self and how 

using a VW car, in particular, is understood as inevitable for a VW employee. Drawing on this, 

I analyse the functioning of VW cars in distinguishing VW employees from non-VW ones. 

Among my interviewees, there were some young employees who had moved to Wolfsburg in 

recent years to work for VW. They were surprised about being asked regarding their cars in 

the early encounters with their colleagues. For example, Merle said:  

Cars are status symbols. I find it so strange here that people ask you [at work] ‘what 

is your car?’ before you even get to know each other.  

Cars are obviously used in Wolfsburg to give a definition of the self. Here, Merle’s car seems 

to open a door for her colleagues to Merle’s self, and to who she is. But what is more interesting 

is that possessing a car at all, i.e. whether one owns or leases a car, is a non-issue here. For, as 

Merle’s quote above shows, individuals are not asked whether they have a car, as this is taken 

for granted. Not possessing a car is beyond imagination. As Nora put it:  

A typical VW employee is a person who likes cars in general. If you don’t care about 

cars, which means when you see cars on the street you would say I really don’t care 

about the brand, nor if it is the latest model, and I don’t have a car myself, then I 

think you are in the wrong company.  
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Liking cars was so important in Nora’s opinion, that she continued with a rather disparaging 

comment about those who do not like cars: ‘if you are instead interested in hairdryers then you 

are in the wrong place’. Using the hairdryer, which is a very simple electrical device in 

juxtaposition to cars, which have advanced technologies and are significantly more expensive, 

casts aspersions on the intelligence and the taste of those who do not find cars interesting, 

categorising them as being in the wrong place or being atypical in the company.  

Prior to analysing how employees use cars to mark themselves out from non-VW individuals, 

it is necessary to explain that when talking about an employee’s car, a brand of the VW 

corporation is taken for granted. That is, driving a VW car is seen by VW employees as being 

synonymous with possessing a car. Upon being asked why they drove a VW car, two kinds of 

reasoning were offered. The first was based on the interviewee’s perception of the employer-

employee relation, which pertained to how driving a VW car is a sign of the interviewee’s 

loyalty to VW. Lasse, for example, commented ‘I think if you work for the company (VW) you 

should definitely drive a brand of the corporation’. He explained his point with the following 

analogy:  

It is like you work for Samsung and you have an iPhone. That’s a no go in my opinion. 

If you have a car from another brand before joining VW, it’s alright, you can keep it. 

But after three or five years working here and then buying yourself a car from a 

brand other than those of VW (corporation), that’s just not acceptable. 

Kasper had a similar opinion and explained why it is not acceptable to work for VW and drive 

a different brand: ‘I think it’s important to drive a VW car. It’s showing your loyalty to your 

employer’.  

The other and the most common reasoning amongst the interviewees for driving VW cars was 

directly related to the products themselves, which were often addressed during the interviews 

as being of a high quality. Volker, who had leaved VW about a decade ago, argued that VW 

employees consider VW products as the best and only option:  

I believe that VW employees […] rarely look at the rest of the market. There are other 

brands too in the market. Volkswagen is not the only one in the world. […] I 

personally don’t find the product fascinating but they are all strongly convinced that 

this product is the best one in the world.   

The strong belief that Volker talked about was expressed several times by other interviewees 

through describing VW cars with phrases such as ‘celebrated’ or ‘great’. This, in turn, was 

indicative of their identification with the products, as Henry asserted that a typical VW 
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employee is ‘bonded to the [VW’s] products. [she/he]identifies with it’. Katrin went so far in 

this identification, that she interpreted criticising VW products as attacking her very self. She 

told me when she went back home to her parents, who lived in another part of the country, she 

sometimes heard neighbours or relatives criticising VW cars, 

And I often feel personally attacked. Then I defend Volkswagen. Because I support 

the product 100%. […] I don’t get bitchy but I take it personal and defend myself.   

Whether it is a means of demonstrating loyalty to the employer or it is what one identifies with, 

using different models of VW cars seems to be necessary in constructing the self as a VW 

employee. As mentioned before, symbols are used by individuals to stand out among others 

(Elliott, 1997; Gabriel & Lang, 1995). If working for VW is considered as making people 

happier, and is seen to bestow them a higher quality of life, cars, compared to those other 

symbols explained above, are a more vivid and straightforward means to demonstrate this 

social status and to stress the happiness and satisfaction one is granted by working at VW.  In 

routine daily interactions, people are likely to not know about one’s allegedly expensive 

holidays, or house, unless she/he talks about them. Besides, the designer clothing alone, might 

not necessarily mark the association with VW, as many others outside VW might be able to 

afford these. However, driving expensive latest models of VW cars, or always being seen 

driving new, shiny cars for those who lease them13, is a way which assures VW employees 

stand out compared to non-VW ones. Consider Volker’s comment in regards to the importance 

of cars for VW employees: 

What I totally dislike is that VW employees here (in Wolfsburg) should drive their 

cars everywhere. They are preoccupied with cars. You can always see new cars 

which are parked somewhere where they are not allowed to be parked. They park 

everywhere, because their cars are the most important thing.  

Here, Volker points to the issue that individuals want to be seen all the time with their new 

cars. As cars come to distinguish them in society from non-VW employees and hence, mark 

them out from others as well-paid, happy, and successful individuals, being seen with them is 

a way to demonstrate their social status in Wolfsburg. Reading Timothy’s comment sheds light 

on another aspect of the functioning of cars in the constitution of the employees’ self: 

I do think that a typical citizen of Wolfsburg works for VW. He drives a leased car, 

which he changes every six months. I drive a VW myself. But it’s not leased. It’s my 

own car. I always take care where I park the car. I always take care that nothing 

                                                 
13 To recap: the leased cars need to be changed for a new one every six months. 
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happens to it, and that nothing causes damage to it. But they don’t. They don’t care. 

They just change it every six months. 

Timothy moved to Wolfsburg to work for a supplier of VW and some years ago he managed 

to find a position in VW. As his comment demonstrates, he did not consider himself a typical 

VW employee or a typical citizen of Wolfsburg. His perspective on how VW employees treat 

their expensive cars explains another way that they differentiate themselves from others. As 

they are VW employees, they have the advantage of changing their cars every six months for 

a new one, and hence, their careless manner14 regarding an expensive commodity. It is a 

behaviour that a non-VW employee is not likely to be able to afford. It is not only being seen 

with their expensive new cars everywhere which marks individuals as VW employees, but also 

how they treat their new cars that is constitutive of the self. Cars seem to be the most important 

symbol for VW employees, because they represent the self as no other symbol does. Given the 

marked presence of cars, a lack of the other symbols does not adversely affect the self as a VW 

employee. However, one should not show much concern about the condition of the car as this 

might indicate money worries or the inability to replace it with a new one on a regular basis. 

While cars distinguish employees from non-VW individuals in different ways, they are also 

used for the construction of the self among VW employees. It is to this, that I now turn.  

 

5.3.2. Cars: The marker among employees 

 

Individuals use symbols to show their uniqueness in comparison to others (Csikszentmihalyi     

& Halton, 1981). While using cars differentiates VW employees from non-VW ones, in a city 

where a significant proportion of the inhabitants are the former, one does not stand out simply 

by being marked as a VW employee. In this subsection, I analyse the different mechanisms, 

through which VW employees seek to constitute their identity as unique and to distinguish 

themselves among other VW employees.  

I was told during my interviews how cars are used further to demonstrate the uniqueness of 

each individual among her/his fellow VW employees. For example, consider Nora’s answer 

when I asked her whether she thought working at VW conveys social status in Wolfsburg: 

                                                 
14 Even though Timothy’s comment might imply otherwise, according to the regulations, Tariff employees’ cars 
are checked when they hand in the car after six months and they have to pay for all the damages incurred. Tariff 
Plus and management employees have to pay only for severe damages caused by them.    
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Yes. Yes, it does. But the social status doesn’t remain only at that level. What I mean 

is that the fact that one works at VW, is rather considered as normal because VW is 

the main employer here. The social status then starts with the car you park in front 

of your house, and the kind of licence plate you have on it. Is it a leased or a business 

car? Are you allowed to drive in the plant with it? Can you fuel up free of charge? 

Status is defined this way in Wolfsburg. It’s totally crazy.  

Here, Nora is referring to VW’s special car licensing system. Under this system, the car licence 

plates function as labels to show individuals’ organisational position, which are carried with 

them outside of the organisation. The licence plates of the leased cars can give information 

about the employees’ organisational position and the type of contract that they hold.  For 

example, Nora referred to the upper management leasing schemes, saying that: 

[by seeing the license plates] you can tell if someone is Tariff plus. […] Or if she or 

he is a level higher, means in management. Or if you know someone has the 

management licence plate and then you see his wife’s car with the particular licence 

plate, then you know that the man is actually in upper management. […] So you can 

clearly see at which level he is. And that happens a lot in Wolfsburg.   

Cars in this context turn into a proof of one’s achievements, through demonstrating the ability 

of their drivers in climbing the career ladder and achieving Tariff Plus or different management 

contracts. As one of my Tariff Plus interviewees told me: ‘when you reach to Tariff Plus, you 

have achieved something. You feel it when you are in the plant. It’s really something. You are 

really someone’.  

Through revealing an individual’s type of work contract, the car licence plates become the 

medium of constructing one’s identity as successful and having achieved something as 

compared to others, who are her/his fellow co-workers. This in turn has an implication for the 

Tariff employees. As this system of designing number plates label some as successful, it is 

inevitable that some others, i.e. Tariff employees stand out as ‘unsuccessful’. This reinforces 

the pursuit of success so as to gain dignity (Collinson, 2003) through their organisational 

achievements and to be seen as ‘someone’. Hence, becoming a Tariff Plus or management 

employee and being able to drive a car with the corresponding licence plate turns into a goal 

for individuals. As Joachim, who is a Tariff Plus employee, put it: 

My father was a production line worker and worked in a three-shifts system. Because 

of this I was familiar with the disadvantages that this [type of work at VW] has. […] 

For me it was clear that this is not what I wanted. I wanted to be able to make a 

career. Also, among friends there were people whose fathers had leading positions. 

They had their business cars, and huge houses. This I saw as a status. And at a point 

of time I told myself: yes, this is my goal. I have heard that you can achieve this at 
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Volkswagen once you want it. And this was always a goal for me which I wanted to 

achieve.  

While new expensive shiny cars are used to label individuals as ‘VW employee’, and to 

differentiate them from non-VW employees, license plates categorise the former within the 

company. That is, they create a mechanism of social status recognition within an overarching 

system of categorisation, which separates VW employees from non-VW ones.  

Having said this, it is important to emphasise that besides cars’ license plates, cars are status 

symbols in their own right, being used by VW employees to communicate one’s uniqueness 

and status among fellow employees. One of my interviewees mentioned that in his opinion cars 

are used in Wolfsburg for ‘status purposes’. To explain his view, he told me a story about his 

colleague who once told him he wanted to have a Tuareg as his business car. ‘Tuareg is big. It 

is a luxury car in a way, but it is mainly big. It attracts your attention’, as my interviewee put 

it. He believed his colleague wanted a Tuareg to ‘show off’ with it. In justifying his judgment, 

he referred to how his colleague aimed at customising the specifications of the car: ‘he said if 

I take this car, I cannot take the smallest engine (the cheapest option). I said why not? If it 

works for you, why not? He replied: but if my neighbour (who is a VW employee) asks, I cannot 

say it’s just the smallest engine’! My interviewee concluded: ‘You know? That makes me think 

it’s all about status for him’.  

In a similar case, an interviewee told me of one of her old colleagues who had been working 

for VW the whole of his professional life. She said the colleague was very excited when his 

two sons managed to get a position in two plants of VW in different cities. As an 

acknowledgment of their achievement, the father bought each a Golf Cabriolet, regarding 

which he was ‘showing off a lot in the office’, as my interviewee put it showing an annoyed 

facial expression. I asked: but why was he showing off? ‘Because it’s a very posh and expensive 

car’, she replied.  

While in both these stories, cars are seen as status symbols in their own right, it is also possible 

to see how these symbols function. Cars are here demonstrated as a representation of one’s 

financial resources. They are markers of one’s monetary possessions and hence, of the self as 

being well-off. In the first story, the colleague seemed to be afraid of his neighbour finding out 

that the cheapest engine was installed in the car that he was driving: an unfortunate situation 

that would thwart his desired image as being someone who was able to afford a luxury car with 

a powerful engine. The second story reveals the connection between cars and money 
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differently. Here, the colleague is not seen driving or possessing a Cabriolet. Merely knowing 

that he has bought his sons two Cabriolets would make others draw conclusions about his 

financial situation and thus, allow him to show off about it. This showing off is even seen as 

legitimate by others, even though not desirable, as my interviewee gave me a direct reasoning 

for this: ‘because’ the Golf Cabriolet is luxurious and expensive. Cars are used by the 

employees as the most obvious way to send a message about the financial resources available 

to them. The model of the car that they can afford to lease or buy and the specifications they 

can have for their cars make them stand out among their fellow VW-employees by signalling 

their wealth.  

Using cars and other symbols, as explained previously (high income, high-end homes, twice 

yearly holidays abroad, designer clothing), to construct the self has developed the meaning of 

being ‘a VW employee’ referring to embracing the possession of all such symbols, as talking 

about a VW employee without reference to their material privileges seems to be quite rare. 

This is produced by and itself produces a discourse on privilege and prosperity, the obtaining 

of which is considered exclusive to VW. I explain this in the following section.  

 

5.4. Exclusive privilege and the construction of a borderline 

 

Individuals use symbols to practice their belongingness to one group and their separation from 

another (Collett, 2005). Hence, symbols construct a boundary between us and others (Freitas 

et al., 1997). The five groups of symbols mentioned above as being associated in Wolfsburg 

with VW employees act as a boundary. This boundary is, however, not objectively constructed 

between those who possess them and those who do not. In this section, I explain how this is a 

discursive boundary which separates VW employees from non-VW employees (cf. Foucault, 

1980; 1977) by at first acknowledging such symbols as privilege and prosperity and then 

associating these with the belongingness to VW. For example, consider the following 

comments from Lenard:  

I do think that you are privileged in Wolfsburg to work there (at VW) and not at some 

sort of suppliers or at Autostadt where you work 40-50 hours [a week] and earn 

somehow 30% less [than a VW employee]. Because at the end of the day it is about 

earning money and managing your life. And I do think that when you are at VW, you 

have a privileged status, you are privileged.  
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In this quote Lenard connects privilege to earning more money compared to others, e.g. 

Autostadt employees. He also deems this privilege exclusive to VW by putting suppliers and 

Autostadt employees in the category of others. It is in comparison to this ‘other’ that he 

concludes VW employees have a privileged status. This subjective restriction of privilege to 

VW employees was also mentioned in Eda’s interview. She was a subcontractor, or as known 

at VW, an ‘extern’, and her office was located inside the plant. She told me of a conversation 

between another subcontractor (extern) and a VW employee (intern): 

This intern asked an extern, I don’t know what the question actually was, but 

something like if she makes enough money working for a supplier because it is of 

course not so much money as working for VW, and if it was enough for her to survive 

the whole month. You know? As if they think: Oh poor little thing, you are not 

working for Volkswagen, do you have enough money for food or clothes? 

Boundaries are not just simple lines separating groups of people on the basis of some sort of 

“realities out there”. For, the discursive boundaries constitute the subjects who are inside and 

outside of them (cf. Butler, 1993). The discourse on privilege creates a boundary between VW 

employees and non-VW ones, where the latter is defined as underprivileged and considered to 

be struggling for survival, as Eda’s comment shows, and the former are defined as privileged 

and prosperous. As the above quote suggests, the general financial well-being of the 

subcontractor, i.e. how much she earns, whether she is single or financially responsible for 

other individuals, whether she has a well-paid partner or whether she is the main breadwinner 

of the household etc. is not asked. The mere fact that she is a subcontractor puts her in the 

position of receiving pity. Moreover, irrespective of the organisational position of the VW 

employee referred to by Eda in the conversation above and his general financial well-being, it 

is presumed that he is privileged compared to the female subcontractor. As can be seen here, 

the boundary created in the discourse does not simply separate privileged from underprivileged, 

for it rather constructs the subcontractor as underprivileged and thus, the VW employee as 

privileged. Joachim’s comment further clarifies this: 

A typical [citizen of] Wolfsburg is for me a person who works at VW, is prosperous 

compared to so many others; [she/he] has a really high income, has a safe and good 

job, has the possibility of enjoying lots of free time, and can afford things that others 

cannot easily afford. 

An individual who works at VW is constructed in the above comment as prosperous. On the 

one hand, this prosperity is defined in terms of a high income, good job and much free time. 

On the other hand, similar to Eda’s quote, it is seen as being limited to VW employees and 
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deemed significant only in the presence of those ‘others’ outside the boundary, who are 

automatically constructed as unprosperous.  

However, Joachim’s comment, as does Lenard’s above, reveals something more. It shows that 

privilege is not limited to the material advantages and the five symbols described earlier. It is 

developed to include many other advantages that a VW employee enjoys, such as job security, 

having shorter working hours and longer free time, etc. Many other interviewees also 

mentioned the high standard of job conditions and security, claiming they could only be 

achieved at VW. For example, Nora made a note of the fact that she took five years off to do 

her bachelor’s degree and was able to return to work without delay upon finishing her studies. 

This opportunity was not the only thing that she liked about VW, for she added: 

There is a fantastic social care system from Volkswagen, which means you can retire 

earlier if you want to, with a certain deduction of your pension, you can claim 

medical check-ups, or if you feel unwell, you can also go to the plant physician, or 

there is also a masseur who can also fix you. These are all such privileges which 

don’t exist at other employers. And we can enjoy it because of this company.  

Nora associated what she addressed as privilege exclusively with VW and hence, with VW 

employees, as these ‘don’t exist at other employers’. Similarly, Torben, talked about ‘benefits’ 

that one can only enjoy at VW. Same as Nora, he had taken a study leave and was very grateful 

for this opportunity: 

Volkswagen is a social partner. The job is much secured. There are so many social 

benefits that VW offers. For example, study leave. I could have resigned or they could 

have fired me. But Volkswagen said ‘if you want to study further, I will release you 

and then take you on board again’ […]. These are the social benefits at VW, and no 

other company in this area is able to offer such things.  

In constructing his identity as privileged, Torben extended the confines of ‘other’ to embrace 

not only non-VW employees of Wolfsburg, but also those around the whole region, as though 

the subjective experience of the self as privileged would be more intensive in the presence of 

a bigger category of under-privileged other. Even though he only compared VW with other 

companies in the region, some others believed that VW was the best employer even compared 

to other similarly huge corporations elsewhere in the world, thereby constructing themselves 

as privileged as compared to the rest of the world. 

Apart from the concept of job security mentioned by Torben, which emerged frequently in 

many other interviews, many of my research participants pointed to the myriad possibilities 
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that VW employees have as another benefit that they could enjoy. Consider for example Dirk’s 

comment: 

There is a high security here; social security. It is related to job security or differently 

put to income security. This is actually all what I need. And you also have a huge 

range of possibilities for improving yourself here. Only in Wolfsburg plant we are 

about 50,000 people. It is basically a small universe. Here, there is something for 

everyone, regardless of what you want to do. 

In addition to the reassurance of high job security in VW, Dirk’s comment raises two important 

and interrelated matters. First, he stresses the many possibilities for improving oneself inside 

VW and then goes on to describe VW as a universe in its own right. In what follows, I discuss 

these two points, arguing that they are discourses that underpin the discourse of privilege.   

 

5.4.1. Many possibilities at VW 

 

I was often told by my research partners that regardless of what they liked to do, they could 

always find something at VW that interested them. For example, Teo said:  

VW offers a lot. You can get some time off the work to study […]. You have all the 

possibilities [in VW]. It’s not important which direction you would like to take; 

whether you want to become a sales person or an engineer or a developer. You 

always have many possibilities. That’s really good. 

Here, Teo paints a picture of VW, in which all the ways are open to the employees and all 

options are always accessible for choosing their desired occupation within the company. 

Similarly, Henry referred to the many possibilities at VW, as being what he liked about his 

employer and noted: 

[I like] the size and the possibilities in VW. It is gigantically big and you’ve got so 

many possibilities here. If you want to do this or that, you can do it. If you want to 

do something different tomorrow, that’s also possible.   

As Henry rightly pointed out, VW is a huge corporation with so many departments and sub-

departments directly or indirectly related to the different processes of car production and he 

seemed to be referring to this as the underlying reason for there being many job opportunities 

available for the employees. This topic also emerged in my interview with Jana, who moved to 

Wolfsburg in 2012 to work for VW. She told me of a so-called three years ‘start-up’ training 

programme, which she was taking part in. It is designed for those newly joined employees with 
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less than three years of work experience elsewhere. During these three years, trainees mainly 

work in their own departments as normal employees, but they are also shown all the divisions 

in the plant and from time to time instructed to work in a department other than their own. For 

instance, as part of the ‘start-up’ programme, three weeks of working on the production line is 

mandatory for all. Jana explained that upon starting their careers at VW, employees are told of 

all the job possibilities there: 

All the areas are shown [during this programme]. You can see how big the plant is, 

and you see all the areas you can work in. You get to know that there are jobs in VW 

you couldn’t even think of, for example, in the power plant or in the catering section, 

where all the food gets prepared. We were also once in the railway control centre, 

where all the trains come in and go out. There are sectors you don’t even know of.  

In her comment, she referred to the wide range of jobs at VW, asserting that the possibilities 

that one has there go beyond those jobs related to the main business of the company, to include 

opportunities that employees might ‘not even know of’. Merle was also on the training 

programme. She had been working at VW for two years and was amazed at all the possibilities 

there were within the company. Upon being asked what she liked the most about VW, she said: 

The infinite possibilities that you have in VW. I am now in finance. But I know that I 

can also work everywhere in the world (in VW branches). I also know in case I want 

to do something different, for example, work in marketing or change to sales, I can 

do that. That’s why I say there are a host of possibilities. I think it’s such a nice thing 

that VW offers.    

There are theoretically many possibilities for the employees to rotate their job within the 

company, as explained above. However, this theoretical chance has been discursively 

constructed as a reality that everyone can easily experience. Employees, such as Jana, are told 

of the myriad possibilities in relation to job rotation inside VW, but it seems that the realisation 

of these rotations are taken for granted and the ease of this is more often than not exaggerated, 

as in Henry’s comment, where he claimed employees could change their job from one day to 

the next. In fact, most of my interviewees talked about the vast array of possibilities as one of 

the advantages of working at VW and they seemed to be confident about their actualisation. 

However, many of those who approvingly talked about this had not experienced it themselves 

or knew of employees who had benefited from job rotation. Nora was one of those who had 

actually managed to change her department. She was now very satisfied with her job, as it was, 

according to her, exactly what she wanted. She repeated the discourse as others did: 
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You can develop your skills further really good. I changed, for example, from 

procurement to sales. I could have also switched to HR or quality control. Others 

who work in a small company have to perhaps change the employer in order to 

undergo such a change. I don’t need that. I can work for the same employer and 

change between different areas. This is really nice.   

Referring to the many possibilities that existed for her at VW, Nora considered them to only 

exist for VW employees, as other smaller employers are unable to offer such chances. 

Moreover, even though, her comment implies an easy job changing process, talking further 

with her and asking for more details about this process, she revealed that it took her four years 

of searching and applying to get into that department and ultimately it was, according to her, 

‘pure chance’ obtaining the position she now has.  

For Fabian, a Wolfsburger, it took a bit longer. He used to work in the R&D department and 

took some time off to study. Upon his return, he could only find a vacant position on the 

production line. He said:  

I worked about 10 years on the production line. It was a difficult job. It was terrible. 

I would have never thought of working there. […] In these 10 years I applied [for 

other jobs within VW] frequently and was always rejected. 

He then found a job back in the R&D department, with which he was very happy, and worked 

there until his retirement.  

In another example of shaping reality through the discourse on the many possibilities at VW, 

Joachim talked about working in one of the branches of the organisation outside of Germany: 

I like the possibilities that the corporation simply offers. For example, if one wants 

to switch the work site, she/he has actually all the possibilities for working around 

the whole world. This is really interesting, even though I haven’t yet used this 

possibility myself. But maybe sometime in the future I will use it.  

Prior to analysing Joachim’s comment, it is useful here to know how the system functions for 

those who unlike him have actually tried to take advantage of these opportunities. As a starting 

point, it should be noted that there are many countries in which VW does not have any 

branches, so the real choice of destinations is not as much as ‘around the whole world’, as 

Joachim assertively claimed. Among my interviewees, I did have some who had experienced 

working for VW abroad. According to them, if one intends to work at one of the popular 

destinations, such as in Spain, or USA, it might take very long to get the permission for such a 

transfer, if at all possible. What is more, the salary in such popular destinations is not as high 
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as for those less so. However, if the chosen destination is considered as being unpopular within 

VW, such as China, the transfer process is usually sorted out very quickly and the salary is 

higher than in the former cases. As one of my interviewees humorously put it: ‘just pack your 

stuff, go to the office, and say: I want to go to China today. They would say: OK!’.  

The discourse on the many possibilities at VW is repeated by Joachim in the context of working 

wherever in the world one wishes. Reading his comment closely, it is notable that he is not 

only talking about the theoretical existence of these possibilities, but also, the simplicity of 

their realisation. According to him, the possibilities are ‘simply offered’; they are patently 

there, waiting for the employees to take advantage of them. Joachim’s approving statement 

about the existence of these possibilities in practice – even though he has never used them 

himself – is yet another example of the construction of the discursive reality of the possibilities 

one has within VW. Prior to analysing how this discourse is related to the discourse on 

privilege, I move on to another discourse, that of constructing VW as a universe in its own 

right, which emerged in Dirk’s comment earlier.  

 

5.4.2. VW, ‘a whole new world’ 

 

In this sub-section, I review the discursive construction of VW as a universe and analyse how 

this, together with the discourse on the many possibilities at VW, reinforce the discourse on 

privilege in Wolfsburg. As seen earlier, VW was described as a ‘small universe’ by Dirk and 

he was not the only person who viewed VW as such. The discursive formation of VW as an 

independent entity also happened in Teo’s interview when he mentioned the whole range of 

jobs in the Wolfsburg plant:  

There is a huge range of jobs in VW. It’s like a small city. You find everything there: 

from simple production line workers to managers.  

Similarly, Eda called VW ‘a whole new world’ by pointing to a set of acronyms used in VW. 

These are widely employed for different positions in the organisational hierarchy, different 

technical concepts, different departments, etc. She said:  

Volkswagen is like a whole new world. They have their own procedures, they have 

their own software, they have their own words and language. They use a lot of 

acronyms. Sometimes they make verbs out of these acronyms. When you are new in 
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there and they talk to you with these acronyms, you are like: Pardon? What do you 

want from me?  

In all these comments, VW is constructed as a world in its own right, but from different 

perspectives. Other interviewees discussed the relationship between the ‘VW world’ and 

Wolfsburg. In their comments, Wolfsburg and everything in it was constructed as fully 

dependent on VW. For example, Bo, a Wolfsburger said:  

What I got to learn from early on, through my parents, brother, and friends before I 

started at VW was that if VW is not doing well, or if there are problems for a period 

of time […] the whole city gets affected by that. All the suppliers and other companies 

[…] will be affected […]. The city receives less tax and so it has to save on different 

projects. So almost everything is dependent on VW.  

Katrin too, considered Wolfsburg to be dependent on VW, but she framed this dependence as 

being existential for Wolfsburg. She put it: 

Wolfsburg would die without VW. It would definitely affect the whole region, and all 

the suppliers. If VW is not here any longer, not many people would come to 

Wolfsburg.  

While this dependence seems self-evident for all the interviewees, the dependence of VW on 

Wolfsburg for the supply of the workforce is ignored. That is, because they equate someone 

coming to Wolfsburg with joining the company, they are of the opinion that VW does not need 

the city. Dirk made an approving comment in this regard. In our conversation which took place 

after the “formal” interview was over, he said (and I made a note): 

VW doesn’t need Wolfsburg. We have everything here: restaurants, cafés, flower 

shops, a train station built for VW employees, […], physicians. We have everything. 

We don’t need Wolfsburg.  

The small universe that is pictured by Dirk in this comment is self-sufficient and does not need 

anything from outside. Such emphasis on VW’s independence from Wolfsburg, as seen in the 

above comments, despite the fact that the majority of VW employees live in Wolfsburg, 

demonstrates a particular conceptualisation of the company and the city. In this manner of 

conceptualisation, Wolfsburg seems to represent only non-VW employees, and is discursively 

constructed as a fully dependent entity, which would die out in the absence of VW.  That is, in 

this discursive reality, Wolfsburg and everything in it, needs VW, is fed by VW, and is 

dependent on VW for its very existence. Within this ‘reality’, Wolfsburg is viewed by many 

VW employees as having a parasitic role in regards to VW, which thus places the company in 

a superior position. 
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Sönke’s comment can shed light on another aspect of this dependence. Upon being asked why 

he thought being a VW employee is something important in Wolfsburg, he replied: 

Because the other option is to be an employee of [a VW's] supplier […]. And when 

you work for Volkswagen you are always in a higher position in relation to the 

supplier. When I say a supplier shall do something like this, he does it. The supplier 

never tells me how to do my job. 

Here, Sönke explains that those who are outside the world of VW, i.e. citizens of Wolfsburg 

not working for VW, serve the company in a dependent way. This description of the VW-

Wolfsburg relationship is different from that above. Rather than seeing the relationship as 

parasitic, Sönke views Wolfsburg as serving VW and describes a master-servant relationship 

between the two. Hence, joining VW, converts a person from serving to being served. 

What these two discourses about VW (many possibilities in VW, and VW as a universe) are 

constitutive of, is a world full of possibilities exclusive to those inside it. There is a host of 

opportunities in this world being on offer that people can take advantage of whenever they 

wish. By contrast, outside of this richly laden world, there are only few options and nothing is 

easy to achieve. VW is an empowering world which, as Katrin said ‘enables people to do things 

that they haven’t been capable of before’, which makes them happy and prosperous. 

Metaphorically thinking, these discourses picture VW as an oasis in the middle of the unfertile 

land of Wolfsburg, where the only prospect for people is to serve VW. Being in the world of 

VW, one is put into the position of being independent and served. What defines the 

belongingness to this oasis of privilege, is its exclusivity. That is, it is understood as being a 

privilege because there are others who are deprived of it, and are not only denied access, for 

they are also seen as having to serve those who belong to it. 

The discourse on privilege, based on the above discourses as well as the consumption of 

particular goods and activities marks VW employees as privileged and non-VW employees as 

underprivileged. But what happens if a VW employee does not fit within the framework 

presented in this discourse? What happens if she/he cannot afford to live in the manner that the 

discourse on privilege pictures? In the next section, I use a vignette to address these questions 

and analyse how individuals enact this discourse and the life style imposed by it.  
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5.5. Impression management and insecure identities 

 

In this section, I explain how the boundaries constructed within the discourse on privilege have 

created identity insecurities and anxieties for the employees and how they use strategies of 

impression management to overcome these. To this end, I start this part by analysing the 

following vignette: 

 

Vignette 3: Everything is about status 

Everything is about status in this city, which is basically how you look. When just 
one person works at VW and the other partner either does not work or has only an 
underpaid job such as a hairdresser […], I cannot imagine that they can easily afford 
to travel abroad for holidays twice a year. But they do it. They buy their children 
expensive toys or expensive cell phones, they perhaps lease two cars so that everyone 
can always drive a new car, they go abroad twice a year on holidays because it looks 
good. I can imagine that they hardly save anything. I think it happens often in 
Wolfsburg that it is just important how one looks. Why should everyone lease a new 
car [from VW]? […] Sometimes even three cars: one for the man, one for the woman 
and one for the child when she or he can drive. It is these two categories of people in 
here: one category is those who earn really well and the other category is those who 
don’t really earn much but want to look as if they do!  

 

This is part of my conversation with Nicolas, when we once again talked about VW and 

Wolfsburg, some days after his interview with me and I asked him for permission to record his 

comment.  

In the above vignette, Nicolas undermines the discursive construction of VW employees as 

prosperous as opposed to those outside the company. He refers to those VW employees who 

do not enjoy an overall above average financial situation, with his argument seeming to be 

based on the assumption that being financially well-off is not merely dependent on the income 

of the household’s main breadwinner. According to him, other elements, such as the size of the 

family, and the overall income of the household determine the financial well-being of 

individuals. Drawing on this, Nicolas centres his comment on those VW employees who are in 

his opinion not as prosperous as is generally assumed in Wolfsburg. He argues that these 

people, or those he refers to as employees ‘who don’t really earn much’, manage their image 

through consumption of goods and activities such as holidays abroad, expensive cars, etc. so 
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as to ‘look as if they do’ earn much. According to the discourse on privilege, all VW employees 

and only them, can afford such consumption behaviour. Not complying with this means that a 

person is either a non-VW employee and hence, positioned lower compared to VW employees, 

or a pariah within VW. For, as Ben put it: ‘If you cannot keep up with this [life style] you are 

out!’.  

In order to fit in and to prevent falling out of the privileged category, VW employees use 

impression management strategies to comply with the definition of ‘a VW employee’ as 

imposed by the discourse. As identity is only made under the gaze of others, employees need 

their constant validation, i.e. from the citizens of Wolfsburg, if they want to retain the 

privileged status afforded them in the discourse. The need for the approval of ‘other’ in their 

identity formation processes leads to the subjects’ insecurities (Collinson, 2003; Knights & 

Clarke, 2013). In order to eliminate these and to secure their identities as privileged (Roberts 

et al., 2009), individuals consume particular goods and activities, in an attempt to manipulate 

the impressions that others have of them (Collett, 2005; Goffman, 1959), thus, acting out being 

privileged, as expected of a VW employee.  

I was told of other instances of impression management by an interviewee who related a story 

about what his former colleague in his previous workplace experienced in VW. This colleague, 

Reiner, had a job at VW during one of his summer holidays when a student. Many students 

work at VW in summers and similar to Reiner, they are usually trained and instructed to work 

on the production line. Working with blue collar employees for more than a month on a daily 

basis, Reiner had witnessed some impression management techniques used by the workers, 

which were aimed at hiding the fact that they were “only” production line employees. He 

observed that some of them came to work holding a briefcase and wearing a business suit, 

which made them look like a white collar employee or even a manager. After entering the plant 

like managers, they went to the change rooms, changed into their overalls and went to their 

production halls.  

As explained previously, VW production line employees are paid well when compared to the 

rest of the German population, but their pay is usually lower than white collar engineers, a fact 

that is hardly surprising.  Working on the production line is described by others as ‘stupid job’, 

‘repetitive’, ‘monotonous’, ‘what I would never be able to do’, etc. While they are judged to 

be well-paid, some of my interviewees made an explicit reference to the production line 
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workers, arguing that working at VW is not a status symbol when it comes to them. For 

example, Volker said: 

It’s not a status [for them]. I take my hat off to those, who work on the production 

line. Though, I don’t see it as status for them [to work at VW]. I have respect for 

them, I must say. I cannot do what they do. I cannot go to a production line and screw 

the same screw 365 days a year.    

Volker refused to acknowledge the production line workers as having the status considered for 

VW employees in Wolfsburg. This refusal occurs merely by the reference to the type of their 

job and representing the workers as being able to do a dull task throughout the whole year, 

which demands little exercising of the intellect. 

 Discourses are usually incomplete (Foucault, 1980) and the production line workers mark the 

incompleteness of the discourse on privilege. Even though this discourse is concerned with the 

advantages that all employees enjoy due to their belongingness to VW, it seems to be loosely 

coupled for the production line workers, because of their type of job and regardless of their 

association with VW. Hence, these employees are sometimes denied the higher status that the 

discourse on privilege reserves for VW employees. That is, the idea of privilege and prosperity 

seems to be equivocal when a production line employee is concerned. Therefore, as a blue 

collar technician told me:  

When on holiday, I think only a few of the employees would reveal that they work on 

the production line. It’s nothing to show off about.  

Here, another type of impression management technique used by the production line workers 

is addressed, which is hiding one of their subject positions, i.e. production line worker, and 

only drawing upon the subject position of VW employee. Since the discourse on privilege 

constructs the ‘VW employee’ as prosperous, and positions her/him in a superior role, VW 

employment becomes a way to escape subordination and to secure the identity as privileged. 

However, once individuals become VW employees, they still have to conform with the terms 

of the discourse, and seek the confirmation of ‘other’. In particular, production line workers 

seem to be entrapped in an endless process of searching for dignity and self-worth. Hence, they 

submit to the discourse on privilege and accordingly, use impression management strategies, 

from exploiting particular consuming behaviour to hiding a subject position in order to make 

oneself acceptable as a VW employee (Ybema et al., 2009), thereby securing the privileged 

status that the discourse on privilege constitutes for the employees.  
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5.6. Summary 

 

In this chapter, I have analysed how the meaning of being a VW employee in Wolfsburg is 

defined in discourse to include the consumption of particular goods and activities, and that 

consuming them is exclusively conveyed on VW employees. Simultaneously, being able to 

afford such consuming behaviour is discursively defined as privilege and hence, the VW 

employee is constituted as being privileged. Moreover, some advantages that VW offers to its 

employees, such as free-of-charge seminars, were considered by the interviewees as part of the 

definition of being privileged, as these were exclusive to VW and others could not enjoy such 

advantages. This connects to other discourses, namely, those on the many possibilities at VW 

and that of VW as a universe, which are analysed as reinforcing the discourse on privilege. 

They define VW as an independent world, enriched with many opportunities and advantages, 

access to which is exclusively bestowed upon VW employees. The exclusivity of the world of 

VW and the fact that only some can manage to enter this world, turns the belongingness to it 

into a privilege.   

Whilst VW employees are constituted as being prosperous, i.e. financially well-off, affording 

specific consumption, there are employees who do not enjoy an above average financial 

situation. This gives them a precarious position in the society of Wolfsburg, where they can be 

denied the discursive status of a VW employee. Moreover, the production line workers, are not 

considered by others as enjoying the higher status of a VW employee due to the nature of their 

work tasks. This leads the employees into practising different strategies of impression 

management in order to overcome the insecurities of the self and securing the identity that the 

discourse on privilege constitutes for VW employees. I have analysed these strategies, i.e. 

hiding some subject positions and revealing others, as well as using particular symbols, which 

are associated with VW employees within the discourse on privilege. The discursive 

construction of a VW employee as privileged and prosperous assists turning it into a desired 

identity for Wolfsburgers, and the following chapter details the analysis of this.  
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6. The Construction of a Desired Identity 

 

6.1. Introduction 

 

Individuals can aspire to attain particular subject positions and construct types of selves, which 

are idealised for them. The identity that one wishes to have, which I refer to as ‘desired identity’ 

is the focus of this chapter. Numerous studies have problematised individuals’ preferred 

conceptions of self, such as that of Markus and Nurius, where it was argued that the ideal self 

is a type of possible self that one ‘would very much like to become’ (1986:954). In another 

study, Ibarra (1999), analysed how provisional selves are platforms to practise and adapt the 

identity that one earnestly wants to achieve. In this chapter, I look at desired identities from a 

different angle. With the focus on the context of Wolfsburg, I analyse conditions in which one 

single subject position, i.e. a VW employee, becomes the desire and the aspiration of everyone. 

Foucault (1977), in his studies of institutions such as prisons and schools, argued how 

individuals are disciplined towards a particular mode of self. Drawing on Foucault’s works on 

disciplinary power relations, Thornborrow and Brown (2009) demonstrated empirically how 

idealised identities of members of an elite military unit function as a means for disciplining 

their identity work towards a specific type of subject. Wolfsburg is different from both these 

cases in that it is neither a prison or school with a guard or principal, where actions can be 

systematically made known and corrected, nor a regiment with military style inspections, 

physical intimidation, violence and punishment. It is a city, that at first glance looks like all 

others, with different shops, schools and nurseries, restaurants and bars, cafés, cinemas and 

theatre halls, with young and old people going in and coming out of them. Even though people 

live a normal life like others do in other areas of the country, the aspiration towards one 

particular identity, i.e. VW employee seems to be normalised and taken for granted in 

Wolfsburg. In normalising a practice, new orthodoxies are constructed through language as 

normal (Peregrín et al., 2014) for the individuals to move towards. Simultaneously, 

surveillance mechanisms help in making deviant conduct visible and different punishment 

strategies are meted out with the aim of correcting eccentric behaviour, thereby disciplining 

individuals towards the predefined normal conduct (Foucault, 1977).  
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In this chapter, I survey the circumstances under which the employment at VW is idealised in 

Wolfsburg and explain how the pursuit of this ideal is normalised in the city. To this end, I start 

the chapter by detailing the different ways that Wolfsburg has become a context for creating 

the desire to work for VW. I look at the discourses and institutions that aim to homogenise the 

subjects by constructing ‘a VW employee’ an aspiration that everyone should move towards. I 

then argue how monitoring individuals’ conduct and identifying the nonconformists has been 

made possible in Wolfsburg. Finally, I analyse the different mechanisms of punishment, which 

aim at correcting the subjects who do not work for VW, or do not have the desire to do so, 

thereby facilitating the normalisation of the desire to work at the company. 

 

6.2. Wolfsburg as a context for the creation of a desired identity 

 

This section sets to explain how Wolfsburg is considered in the managerial policies of VW as 

a strategic factor for attracting potential employees to and retaining them at VW. I also analyse 

how the city is understood by the employees to create a strong emotional bond between its 

citizens and VW and how having the desire to work at VW is constituted through talk to be 

normal for Wolfsburgers.  

In 2007, VW introduced a strategy plan called ‘Mach18’. It involved a set of objectives that 

were to be achieved by the VW corporation by 2018 (Volkswagen group, 2007), one of them 

being: ‘by 2018 VW wants to become the most attractive employer in the automobile industry’. 

The statement continues with a direct instruction on how to fulfil this objective: ‘If one wants 

to produce the best cars, she/he needs the best employees in the whole industry: highly 

qualified, fit and above all motivated’ (ibid.). This connection also appeared in my interview 

with Tine who was a managerial staff member: 

The head office of the corporation is Wolfsburg and to become the best employer is 

a strategical goal for Volkswagen. […] It has been the goal [of Volkswagen] for a 

long time to bring here and retain the best work force. Having this in mind, the issue 

of surrounding area will then rise as an obviously important one. That is, the city is 

a significant factor for attracting the potential employees […] and keeping them here 

together with their families for the long-term.  

Tine referred to a strategic plan that considers Wolfsburg as a context to, in the short-term, 

attract and in the long-term, produce what she called ‘the best workforce’ for VW. Other 

interviewees had the same perception about VW’s strategies regarding the workforce and 
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hence, also towards the investment that it makes in the city. For example, Gunter was convinced 

that:  

Volkswagen has a problem in attracting good people from Berlin, New York, London, 

or Paris. Because many would say: ‘Wolfsburg? No! It’s just a village’! So, they 

(VW) try to do a lot around here, for families and for children […] to bring and retain 

employees here.  

There are of course VW employees who live in other cities, such as Berlin who commute to 

Wolfsburg. But it seems that there is a general understanding that VW prefers its employees to 

live in Wolfsburg insofar as having a local address is seen as an advantage when applying for 

a job. An interviewee told me that during his recruitment process about three years ago he 

pretended to live in Wolfsburg by writing on his CV the address of his girlfriend, who was at 

the time living in the city. In response to my inquiries as to why living in Wolfsburg is 

understood to be a merit for the (potential) employees and why the company is viewed to invest 

in Wolfsburg in such a way as to attract and retain them there, I received a range of rather 

homogenous answers. The following quote from my interview with Sönke exemplifies these: 

They (Wolfsburgers) get closer to VW. They feel more connected to VW. […] Those 

who always lived here, they feel really really close to VW. […] They are really 

strongly bound to VW. […] The more the employees are bound to Volkswagen, the 

longer they stay at Volkswagen and they will not change their employer. When you 

invest in the employees’ learning, you want to retain them. 

In using the personal pronoun ‘they’ for Wolfsburgers Sönke reveals himself as not being a 

Wolfsburger. In his comment, he refers to the constitution of a particular subject, which is 

solely achievable in Wolfsburg; one who is loyal to VW and does not consider other alternative 

employers. Not unlike Sönke, Eda, another non-Wolfsburger believed no other employees 

except those who grew up in Wolfsburg could ever feel so strongly connected to VW:  

At the beginning when I was here (in Wolfsburg), I was pissed off that everything has 

to do with Volkswagen. There was no conversation topic [except VW], as if 

everything is about Volkswagen and that was really annoying for me. Now after three 

years it is not so annoying anymore but I also do not like it yet. I think that when you 

are living here like long long time, […] it affects you [so that] you have a positive 

view towards VW. But I guess it would never be as strong as for the people who are 

born and grown up here. I guess it would never be comparable.   

Eda speaks of the gradual formation of a positive view towards VW, as after some years of 

living in Wolfsburg she is not annoyed anymore that everything in the city is about the 

company. However, she seems to argue that growing up in Wolfsburg develops another type 
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of relationship between individuals and VW, which differs from that of her with the latter, even 

after having lived in the city for an extended period of time. Among my interviewees there 

were many of these people that Eda referred to. They mostly had parents, sometimes 

grandparents and/or other family members and relatives working for VW. They were labelled 

by other VW employees as ‘being born into VW’ or ‘married to VW’. The former metaphor 

demonstrates commitment to VW by referring to there being a parental relationship between 

the firm and Wolfsburgers. There are different aspects to this kind of relationship between VW 

and its employees, on which I elaborate in the next chapter. However, the latter metaphor 

describes a different type of relationship. It conveys the sense of high commitment and love of 

VW by ascribing the association between VW and Wolfsburgers as being akin to marriage (cf. 

Kunda, 2006). This is the kind of relationship that Eda and Sönke seemed to talk about. While 

living for a long time in Wolfsburg would make individuals, such as Eda, somewhat indifferent 

to the constant exposure to VW, being born and grown up there is perceived to create 

commitment and loyalty to VW, which is based on love of the company. In this love-found 

relationship, Wolfsburgers said that they were so strongly bound to VW that they did not 

consider any alternative to it. Many of my Wolfsburger interviewees shared with me that their 

desire to be a VW employee long pre-dated their formal job application. It is important to 

emphasise that the kind of identity that they had aspired to often was not linked to a particular 

job within VW or a position in its organisational hierarchy. They mainly reported that just 

belonging to VW was their aspiration and hence, being ‘a VW employee’ became their desired 

self. The wish to work for VW from an early age was frequently mentioned by them. For 

example, Teo said:   

When I was a child, I never had a dream of becoming a pilot or a truck driver or a 

captain as many children or teenagers would dream. I never had such dreams. For 

me it was always clear that I will work at VW.  

He was working in the finance department, but said this was not really his passion or had never 

been his goal. Despite this, he stressed often in his interview that he was ‘satisfied’ and had 

‘never complained’. Another comment, made by Michael, is further illustrative of how 

belonging to VW alone is an aspiration in its own right and one’s job inside VW comes in the 

next level of importance. Similar to Teo, Michael was also unhappy about his job, but he said:  

Here (in Wolfsburg) it is said at first get into VW, then you can find out what you 

want to do. 
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Such comments highlight the discourse on many possibilities at VW, as I explained in the 

previous chapter. Any profession that one wishes to take, in other words, any subject position 

that one would like to draw on becomes an element of being a VW employee in this discourse 

in Wolfsburg. Being a VW employee seems to be shaped through talk into the most 

encompassing and basic form of identity that everyone should seek to acquire before any other 

identity. Hence, working for VW is discursively constituted as the aim and the aspiration of 

many Wolfsburgers, regarding which Nora said: 

I think it is a goal in Wolfsburg to get into VW because it is considered here as normal 

to work for Volkswagen. 

Nora defines becoming a VW employee as something other than an aspiration or an earnest 

wish. For, she refers to this desire as something normal and taken for granted. The aspiration 

to work for VW seems so commonplace for Wolfsburgers that it seems self-evident that 

everyone views working for VW as a goal. In other words, it is normalised to desire working 

for VW. Thornborrow and Brown (2009) argue that aspiration is an effect of power. In what 

follows, I analyse how disciplinary power relations work in the case of Wolfsburg to produce 

one particular aspiration, and how this is normalised in the city. 

 

6.3. The normalisation of the desired identity in Wolfsburg 

 

Relations of  power are productive of subjects, for example, through a process of normalisation 

(Collinson, 2003). In the coming subsections, I analyse the different stages involved in 

normalising the desire to work for VW for Wolfsburgers. These stages consist of discursively 

creating a template for the subjects, employing surveillance strategies as well as punishing and 

correcting undesirable behaviours. 

 

6.3.1. The manufacture of a template for the self 

 

According to Foucault (1977), the normalisation of a subject position starts with the creation 

of a template towards which one must move, i.e. who one is disciplined to become. This process 

of becoming and the creation of the wish to become is constituted within the disciplinary power 

relations that are practised through discourse (Foucault, 1977, 1980a). The construction of the 
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desired self is not entirely self-conscious, which means that it is the outcome of individuals’ 

social, cultural, educational, economic etc. background (Markus & Nurius, 1986), as well as 

the anxieties and insecurities about who they are, how they ought to live and how they are seen 

by ‘others’ (Knights & Clarke, 2013).  My data show that the subjects’ ambitions and desires 

are directed towards becoming a VW employee via mechanisms of power, which mainly 

function through the discourse on privilege that influences economic, social and cultural forces 

in Wolfsburg, as well as education systems in schools and in families. I elaborate on these in 

the following subsections.  

 

6.3.1.1. The discourse on privilege  

 

In the preceding chapter, I analysed the discourse on privilege as, on the one hand, constructing 

VW employees as being privileged and on the other, confining prosperity and privilege merely 

to the latter, thereby bestowing them a higher social status as compared to others in Wolfsburg. 

In this subsection, I explain that this discursive construction of ‘a VW employee’ does not 

remain seated in the formation of boundaries between the latter and the non-VW employees. It 

rather, has implications for the creation of a template for the self and the normalisation of the 

desire to work for VW.  For this purpose, I start with Merle’s comment:   

It has status to work for Volkswagen. Because it is said [here] that VW employees 

can afford a better life compared to others.  

Merle referred to VW employees as being discursively constituted in Wolfsburg as enjoying a 

better life when compared to everyone else in the city. It follows that if ‘others’ wish to live 

better, the only way to achieve this is by becoming a VW employee. The discourse on privilege 

does not directly present ‘VW employee’ as a template for the self, or the best version of it that 

one could and should seek to achieve. It rather, draws on economic insecurities as well as the 

social and cultural anxieties of individuals, fuelled by the discursive construction of privileged 

and underprivileged selves. Since VW employment is introduced by the discourse as the single 

way to overcome such insecurities, it becomes an objective for individuals and hence, turns 

into their desired identity. In other words, if one craves having a better financial situation, and 

a higher social status, VW is the only way to achieve this. This becomes further intelligible 

when considering Ben’s comment where he talked about his father who did not work for VW: 
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he has always been a farmer. He took over the land from his father and so had 

nothing to do with VW. I always wished that both of them (parents) had worked at 

VW so they would have significantly more relaxed life. They could have had the farm 

beside to it, but my father didn’t want it. 

Here, working at VW for Ben goes beyond being an aspiration for himself to include desiring 

that for his parents and lamenting their refusal. Ben appears to have wanted a financially more 

relaxed life in the past for himself and his parents. This wish is embodied in his desire for his 

parents to work at VW, implying this as being the only possible way for his wish to have come 

true.  

Similarly, Ferdi drew a link between the desire to work for VW and the individuals’ economic 

insecurities. He believed that whilst there exists an emotional bond between the young 

Wolfsburgers and VW, it is financial matters that underpin this bond: 

The first step toward this [emotional bond] is the financial issues, I would say. I know 

many Wolfsburgers who work somewhere else and would really like to work for VW 

because of monetary issues. For example, a sales person in a store would earn 1200 

to 1300 euros. Of course he would be very keen to work for Volkswagen on the 

production line and go home with 2000 euros. If he is then happy or not [with his 

job], is another story. […]. This is definitely the aspiration of many to work there.  

Ferdi’s comment asserts that becoming a VW employee is a result of individuals’ calculative 

minds. According to him, it is the economic considerations that make those many Wolfsburgers 

that he referred to as being ‘very keen’ to work for VW, because becoming a VW employee is, 

as constituted within the discourse on privilege, the sole medium to resolve economic 

insecurities and social anxieties. Hence, ‘a VW employee’ as the template for the self is 

arguably made in the discourse through addressing such anxieties, rather than by directly 

addressing the ‘identity question’ and thus requiring conscious identity work. However, this is 

not the only mechanism through which Wolfsburgers are made to aspire to work for VW. 

Educating children into VW, whether it is through the formal channels of education such as 

schools, or it is through families, seems to be a way to form the ‘VW employee’ as a standard 

template for the self. It is to this, that I now turn.  
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6.3.1.2. Formal education: The making of the right employee 

 

In this subsection, I analyse how the formal systems of education are used as a means by which 

the ‘VW employee’ is shaped through talk for the Wolfsburger children as ‘the best one’ and 

hence, made into the desired identity that they are encouraged to accomplish. To open up this 

subsection, consider Fabian’s comment when he highlighted how VW’s role in the education 

of children in Wolfsburg has been facilitated through the school that it donated to the city: 

The last gift from VW to the city was a so called ‘New School’. […] VW decided to 

have this influence because they need particular people, people with particular 

knowledge. [VW did this] because they want to keep particular people here, people 

who then send their children to this school. It is a direct influence on a huge range 

of issues. 

Fabian defines the so-called gift of VW to Wolfsburg as a strategic decision of the company, 

under which the Wolfsburger students are seen as potential VW employees and are educated 

to fulfil the future needs of the firm. Horst Neumann, VW’s former head of HR admitted this 

view at a press conference held on 26.02.2009: 

The strength of the Volkswagen corporation as Europe’s number one automobile 

producer is based on its technical innovation and entrepreneurship. Our products 

are desired all around the world, because we attract and retain excellent engineers 

and specialists. As the top employer, we consciously take responsibility for the 

important issue of education. […] This includes a school system, where children and 

adolescents are prepared from their start for going into the jobs, through benefiting 

from the teachers and teaching possibilities which awaken in them and develop the 

research spirt, curiosity, the will to creativity and the thirst for action. To gain the 

best ones of tomorrow, we must ground the best schools today. With this background, 

the New School in Wolfsburg will start working in August 2009. […] From the 

beginning, the school will be in an intensive exchange with other schools and 

educational institutions – from nursery to college of further education – in the city 

and in the whole region. […] We will purposefully bring engineers and other 

specialists to the school and will keep close contact with the domestic industries 

(Neue Schule Wolfsburg, 2009). 

Neumann acknowledged the establishment of the ‘New School’ as a strategic move, which was 

aimed at preparing children for VW and disciplining their desires towards becoming VW-

employees or as he put it ‘the best ones of tomorrow’. While VW is here discursively 

constructed as ‘number one’, the explicit use of signifiers such as ‘excellent’ and ‘the best ones’ 

for VW employees constructs an elite identity (Alvesson & Robertson, 2006) towards which 

the aspirations of the subjects should be shaped. The discursive formation of VW and VW 

employment as such idealises the VW employment and arguably evokes an identity work that 
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is based on the encouragement of the students to become ‘excellent’ and part of the body that 

is ‘wanted by everyone’. However, the function of the formal education systems of students in 

Wolfsburg for the managerial strategies of VW is not merely summarised in encouraging a 

certain type of identity work. They are understood to aim at ‘manufacturing’ the ‘right 

employee’ for VW through the appropriate long-term education. Ariane addressed the strategic 

plan of educating Wolfsburger students into VW and said: 

 The school (New School) has [Mandarin] Chinese lessons in the first grade. There 

is also a cooperation with nurseries, and even in nurseries kids learn Chinese. Why 

should children in the middle of Germany learn [Mandarin] Chinese in nurseries? 

They learn it because when they want to work at Volkswagen it is very easy then to 

go to China and work with the Chinese.  

While Ariane expressed the belief that children are educated purposefully to meet particular 

technical needs of the company, such as having fluent Mandarin speaking employees, 

Alexandra viewed the effect of such schooling systems to be constitutive of a certain type of 

subject – the one who lives for VW: 

They (VW) do not want employees who just get to work and do the work without 

passion. They want people who live for the company. An employee who loves his or 

her job, works better. That’s why they try to educate the next generation for 

themselves.  

Here, Alexandra argues that the creation of such strong emotional bounds between VW and 

the employees is only possible through educating the latter from their childhood. Such 

employees will not only meet VW’s need for a workforce specialised in particular fields, for 

they will also undertake their tasks with love and passion.  

In addition to the formal education systems, VW also offers a one-week programme of six to 

twelve years old children supervision three times a year during school holidays, exclusively for 

the employees who live in Wolfsburg. During these periods, the children are taken to the plant 

with their parents on a daily basis and are then given to a mentor who shows them different 

parts of the plant. By the end of the working day, they are picked up by their parents to go 

home. Anja, as a mother was very excited about this programme and told me that she would 

like her son to take it:  

When my son goes to school I want him to do it because it’s so wonderful. They do 

so many things (within this programme). You know in Volkswagen there is also a 

food factory. On a Monday, they go and visit how the entire meals for many 

thousands of people get prepared. We also have a garden and a florist. […]. So, the 
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children go there as well. Then, there is a station where you have a lot of train 

coaches. It’s the logistics centre. Children go there and see the coaches and 

everything, because we’ve got a railway within the company. There are a lot of 

different things. They go all over the plant and have a look at different things. 

Obviously, they have a look at the production halls as well. […] I know that such a 

programme is available and this is something I will definitely do, because of many 

reasons. On the one hand, it will give my son a much clearer picture about the place 

I’m working in. [On the other], I think that if you see how trains connect to each 

other, what the logistics concept is, or … that is going to help him. I mean it’s not 

going to make him less intelligent. I think it’s good stimulation. 

Company documentation asserts:  

During the [supervision] week, children will discover different parts of the plant and 

will also learn the technical know-how about automobiles. Play and fun are 

obviously always put forward.  

Through this seemingly simple act of supervising kids in the plant and teaching them about 

cars and VW while having fun, children are given a particular image about the firm. According 

to this image, VW is a happy world where one is able to do everything and it brings about the 

reminiscence of joy and the sweet memories of school holidays. Ariane, a Wolfsburger, did not 

have such a programme in her childhood in Wolfsburg. However, as she was talking with much 

enthusiasm about her employer, she told me of the importance of the link between VW and her 

childhood: 

When I was a child, I and my sister went to Volkswagen to pick up our dad. It is the 

first impression that connects [me to Volkswagen]. It is familiar [to me]. It is 

something I know and I like. For me it is not this big corporation. It is more like… it 

is the place where I picked up my dad.  

Her comment refers to an emotional bound between her and VW, which was established 

already in her childhood, resonating with Alexandra’s argument that such strong emotions and 

hence, aspiration to work for VW, are rooted in the employees’ childhood.  

The company’s influence in children’s schooling can shape their wishes and dreams in that it 

disciplines them toward a particular aspiration, which is becoming a VW employee. 

Disciplining children’s aspirations toward VW also happens through families. It is to this, that 

I now turn.  
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6.3.1.3. Families 

 

Many families in Wolfsburg have one or more VW employee members, which makes the 

company present in the family context too. In this subsection, I elaborate upon how the 

pervasiveness of VW in this context contributes to the construction of ‘VW employee’ as 

Wolfsburgers’ desired identity. 

Teo, a Wolfsburger, told me of the influence of his family in his becoming a VW employee: 

[VW] is a part of me. I have grown up with VW. My grandparents worked at VW, my 

parents worked at VW, I work at VW, my siblings worked at VW. I do not know 

anything else […]. That’s why there was no other alternative for me. It was clear for 

me that one day I will work at VW. 

Teo’s comment shows that the constant presence of VW in the context of family relations and 

the fact that everyone in one’s close circle of family and relatives works at VW, turn 

employment there into not only a wish, but a self-evident option, to the extent that other 

alternatives are fully disregarded. Being exposed to VW related matters through family 

conversations and being formed towards VW by parents was mentioned very often by those 

interviewees coming from Wolfsburg. For example, consider these comments from Torben and 

Joachim: 

VW is a part of who I am because I was born in Wolfsburg and have grown up here. 

My father worked for 43 years at VW […]. At home during birthday parties or 

Christmas time the whole family talked always about VW (Torben). 

Similarly, Joachim put it: 

I think the most important imprinting happened through the family because VW was 

always a topic [at home]. And it was then clear for me: yes, normally one works at 

VW! Many of my family members worked there, my brothers, my father, my 

grandfather and hence, VW was always a [conversation] topic for us. 

These comments support that of Teo’s in showing that the aspiration to work for VW happens 

not as something extraordinary or special, but rather, as something normal and obvious for 

these employees right from their childhood. Discourses are contradictory to and compete with 

each other and hence, to constitute their identities, individuals draw on some discourses and 

resist some others (Knights & Vurdubakis, 1994). The ubiquity of VW in families is a way 

through which the competing discourses are minimised and hence, the pool of possible selves 

(Markus & Nurius, 1986) for the Wolfsburgers is constrained to ‘VW-employee’. It is a 
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mechanism of homogenisation of the subjects (Foucault, 1977), which is happening through 

limiting the repertoire of the self and eliminating alternative desired identities. One of my 

interviewees, whose father and brothers worked at VW, told me that he applied for a job in 

VW after he finished his master’s studies. Upon receiving an unappealing offer, he decided to 

work for a supplier of VW in Wolfsburg. I asked him whether he had ever thought of applying 

to other big automobile companies after VW did not live up to his expectations. ‘No, I didn’t’, 

he said. 

I think I got this VW-Virus from my family. […] That’s why I aimed for remaining in 

the corporation. I wouldn’t work for BMW or Mercedes. I was not interested in that. 

Yeah, I think it had something to do with the VW-Virus. 

What he called the ‘VW-Virus’ refers to disciplining his preferred version of the self and the 

construction of an idealised and simultaneously single possible identity by and within his 

family, to which he found himself aspiring. Once he had the desire to become a VW-employee, 

he did not want to work anywhere else, i.e. to become anyone else.  

Alexandra spoke about the repetition of discourses in favour of VW by the Wolfsburgers’ 

parents:  

When you grow up here, you acquire a particular image from Volkswagen. This 

image will be instilled in you. When the parents come home and talk positively about 

VW, then the children will say one day: I want to definitely work at Volkswagen. It 

becomes a life goal, I would say. There are even schools [here] which are financed 

by Volkswagen, where children will be obviously educated with a particular 

understanding of Volkswagen. They will be basically prepared for Volkswagen.  

Discourses do not report the reality, they construct it and the constructive power of discourse 

lies in repetition (Butler, 1993). Families are one of the channels, through which VW is 

repeatedly constructed as the dream employer or the obvious one, for whom everyone works 

or wishes to work. As a result, working for VW becomes a goal that individuals strive to 

achieve.  

Children are made to aspire to working for VW by their families, but this does not happen only 

through seemingly unintentional repetition of organisationally based discourses as the above 

comments would allude to. For, some parents appear proactively to do something to seduce 

their children towards VW if they find their aspirations lie elsewhere. Consider Ferdi’s 

comment in this regard:   
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I wanted to do something totally different. I actually liked to become a chef. I even 

did an apprenticeship, and could then start in a kitchen with peeling potatoes. But 

my father, who was also at Volkswagen, said: ‘look boy! Go to Volkswagen. There 

you will have something decent. After you get into VW you can always decide what 

you want to do’.  Yeah, now I am still there.  

Working at VW for 30 years now, he said he still had a passion for cooking, but never got to 

become a chef. Nora told me of something similar. She said, after school she did not have any 

clear plan to join VW and explained how her father influenced her to work there: 

My father always talked positively about Volkswagen at home, so that I could 

actually never develop something negative about VW inside me.  My father can 

influence me really well. Apparently he knows how to do it. He told me once: ‘Think 

about it! Do you want to do an apprenticeship in VW to become a logistics manager? 

These people are always wanted and there are only ten vacancies in Wolfsburg’. So, 

then I knew that it is something a bit elitist. 

She accepted to undertake apprenticeship and had since then been working at VW.  

Among my interviewees, there were some retired employees who told me about their wish to 

have their children employed by VW. For example, Guido had two children, about whom he 

said: 

I’m retired now. My son does training at VW and in September my daughter started 

an apprenticeship there. In the past, there was this Krupp Family15 and working with 

them, you had a perspective not only for yourself, but also for your children. And 

now with VW, I have the feeling that I can let them go. Now I’m out of VW, and the 

children are in and this is good. When they have completed their training, they have 

all the possibilities open [in VW]: they can work abroad, or do other training or 

simply work here as they wish. Now, I have this feeling that they are kept safe and 

that’s obviously a good feeling.    

Unlike Nora’s father who consciously tried to persuade his daughter to work for VW, Guido 

does not speak of something that he has actively ‘done’ to insure his children’s employment at 

VW. What he, instead, describes is a wish about who he wants his children to become. Drawing 

on the discourse of many possibilities in VW demonstrates that Guido’s wish is shaped within 

the discourse on privilege. At the same time, the emphasis on having a perspective for children, 

and his nostalgic reference to the Krupp Family, shows that the attempts of parents to persuade 

                                                 
15 The Krupp Family was well-known for its business of steel, ammunition and artillery production in Germany. 
Alfred Krupp in early 20th century provided his employees with social services unusual for that era. Under his 
management, accommodation areas for employees were built, which included different facilities, including 
schools and parks. He set up a cultural and educational association for the employees and designed varied benefit 
schemes to insure them and their families in case of injury or death. In return, he expected full obedience of the 
workers and their compliance with the strict controlling regulations that he designed for his company (James, 
2012).   
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their children to work for VW is an outcome of parental insecurities about their future. As their 

own subjectivity is constituted within the discourse on privilege, they know VW as the sole 

way towards prosperity. Hence, they see the economic and social anxieties that they have for 

their children resolved only when the latter attain a job in the company. Leaving them in the 

hands of VW, the children are then safe and parents can let them go.  

Another interviewee, Deter, had a similar idea in this regard. He believed material incentives 

together with job security were the most important reasons why parents wanted their children 

employed at VW. He said:  

I do think that many Wolfsburger parents like it that their children find a job at VW. 

Because they know that if you want, you can stay at VW whole your life. […] The 

income is also really good and the work conditions are very fair. That’s why many 

parents wish that their children get a job at VW. The possibilities of personal 

development are also really good there.  

Whether it is down to parents’ understanding of VW as the only solution that will allay their 

economic and social insecurities regarding their children, or as a result of being surrounded by 

VW-based discourses within families, Wolfsburger children are disciplined by the medium of 

the family to consider employment with the company as the obvious option.  

Through the above discursive practices, a standard template for the self is given and the subjects 

are disciplined to move towards it or in other words, aspire to it. However, contradictory 

discourses always co-exist and agents might draw on different discourses to those set out above. 

Normalisation processes presuppose mechanisms of surveillance through which ‘incorrect’ 

practices are made visible and known (Foucault, 1977). In what follows, I elaborate on this. 

 

6.3.2. The ubiquity of VW and the mechanism of surveillance  

 

This subsection sets to explain the surveillance techniques that function in Wolfsburg and how 

they minimise the resistance to VW and VW-based discourses. The individuals’ surveillance 

and identification of eccentric behaviour and practices is made possible in Wolfsburg through 

various mechanisms that make VW ubiquitous. One of these is the homogenisation of the cars 

on the city’s streets.  
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As I explained in the previous chapter, due to employees’ strong identification with VW 

products and because driving its cars is understood as a way to show loyalty to the company, 

it is very common in Wolfsburg to drive a brand of VW car. A fact that Sönke believed to be 

one of the reasons for the creation of a strong bond between VW and the citizens of Wolfsburg:  

When you live somewhere else, for example in Berlin. [You would say:] ‘VW? pfff. I 

don’t care! My neighbour drives a Toyota, another neighbour drives a Ford, another 

one a BMW and another one a Mercedes. VW is a brand like any other brand. I don’t 

care’. So you are seeing something else. You are seeing other options. Here in 

Wolfsburg you don’t see that many options. So you are left without any choice and 

get closer to Volkswagen and become more connected to it.  

The connection that Sönke draws between seeing only VW cars and what he calls ‘getting 

closer to VW’, is worth a closer consideration. As mentioned before, VW’s various car leasing 

strategies have proved to be very popular among the employees. Hence, the streets of 

Wolfsburg have turned into platforms for a non-stop presentation of new VW cars, with other 

car brands having only a very small chance of being seen. What the above comment refers to 

is the limitations imposed on the possible selves through restricting the variety of the car brands 

on the streets. Reduction of the existence of competing brands would diminish competing 

discourses. Whilst cars are material objects that exist outside discourse, our access to them, or 

in other words, how we make sense of them and the meanings associated with them are created 

within discourse (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985). Hence, the constant existence of the clean, fancy 

and new VW cars as compared to the few cars from other brands, usually not as clean or as 

new, is the repetition of the discourses on VW as number one, or excellent. This mutes the 

contradictory discourses and hence, establishes the supremacy of VW over others. Within this 

line of arguing, using VW cars is complying with the organisationally-based discourses, while 

refusing to do so when the great majority does, not just makes one stand out, for it is also 

indicative of undermining or distancing from those discourses. 

In my interview with Thorsten, he said that he believed there was pressure on the residents of 

Wolfsburg to use VW cars. He once overheard a conversation when he was in a shop in the 

city. A customer, who Thorsten described as ‘perhaps an acquaintance’ of the shopkeeper, had 

expressed his interest in buying a Mini. The shopkeeper reacted to this: ‘A Mini? Why would 

you buy a Mini? You are living in Wolfsburg. Why don’t you want to drive a VW?’ Thorsten 

himself had experienced such a pressure too. He told me he drove his parents’ car, which was 

a Ford in the early days he had come to Wolfsburg. ‘I felt uncomfortable to use it or to go to 
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work with it’, he said. For some years now, Thorsten had driven VW leased cars, which he 

changed every six months for a new one.  

I was told of a similar story by an interviewee who wanted to buy a VOLVO. Upon talking 

about it with two of his close colleagues, they had reacted very surprised, condemning him for 

intending to buy a car other than that of a VW brand – ‘you work for Volkswagen. How can 

you think of buying a car from the competitors? No. That’s not possible. You cannot do such a 

thing’, his colleague had uttered.  

The omnipresence of VW in Wolfsburg is not made possible merely through almost exclusive 

occupation of the streets by VW cars. As Michael, a Wolfsburger, alluded, VW is everywhere 

in Wolfsburg; in every newspaper, in every conversation topic, in every part of the city: 

Our city is not that big. […] You can see Volkswagen (power plant’s four chimneys) 

almost from all parts of the city. You work there, you have relatives who work there, 

almost 90% of the cars you see on the streets are Volkswagen, you read about it in 

newspapers, of course you get influenced. You are basically always at Volkswagen. 

You go out of the plant and have Volkswagen in front of your house. You yourself 

also drive a Volkswagen. Of course you get influenced.  

Thorsten understood the presence of VW in Wolfsburg in a more nuance way, arguing that the 

life in the city is shaped in accordance with the company, even in areas that are not directly 

related to it:  

For example, now the company’s holiday period is approaching and a lot of 

businesses are closing. Even those businesses not in the field [of car production] like 

pizzerias are closing because a lot of people are on vacation. The VW people have a 

vacation and they are closing as well. Like they take the same holiday as the 

workforce from VW. The same dates. 

As a result of the ubiquity of the company in Wolfsburg, as Volker, who had resigned form 

VW some years ago, implied, there is no refuge from the company in the city and leaving 

Wolfsburg is the only way to escape the overwhelming presence of the firm:  

Volkswagen is too powerful in the city. Every four to six weeks I have to go back 

home (another city) just to get some other images, to not only see Golfs on the streets, 

to not see Volkswagen logo everywhere, nor people with VW jackets. Every now and 

then I have to go away for a weekend.  

Similarly, as Eda said, it is impossible to avoid VW in Wolfsburg: 

Whoever you know works for Volkswagen. There is a point, where all the 

conversation topics revolve around Volkswagen. In the end, you have to talk about 

Volkswagen.  
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Seeing and feeling VW everywhere in the city has created a system of surveillance in 

Wolfsburg, which reinforces individuals’ preoccupation of mind with the company. This 

system assures constant talking and thinking about VW, which in turn fuels its ubiquity further, 

establishing it as the only option for Wolfsburgers. Furthermore, those who refuse to talk and 

think about VW are quickly made visible in this mechanism.  

Reading the vignette below can shed light on how individuals’ conduct is shaped, whereby they 

feel that they are being constantly monitored by their fellow VW employees in Wolfsburg. 

 

Vignette 4: The man in the suit 

One evening during my data collection phase I went to a restaurant in Wolfsburg 
with a friend who works for VW. When our conversation reached a particular topic 
about his work, where he was going to make a cynical comment about the 
bureaucratic system of the company, he promptly dropped his tone so much that I 
could barely hear him. To my query as to why he changed his tone, he said: ‘do you 

see that guy in a suit sitting at the table behind us?’. ‘That one with glasses?’, I 
replied quietly, looking for the person he was referring to. He told me that the guy 
was a high ranking manager, whom my friend had got to know in a meeting a couple 
of days ago. He then added: ‘but he doesn’t know me. I know him’. We continued 
talking, but this time I was talking in a lower tone too, feeling the urge of hiding my 
friend’s cynical ideas from a manager who was sitting close enough to us to overhear 
our conversation. The awkward situation that I found myself in and of course, my 
research-related interests made me ask him more about his life in Wolfsburg. He is a 
young white collar employee in VW, who moved to Wolfsburg some years ago. I 
was wondering whether he had experienced similar situations very often in 
Wolfsburg. ‘Actually yes. And I don’t like it. That’s why I don’t like going to 

restaurants in Wolfsburg’, he replied. He said he seeks an opportunity to move out 
of Wolfsburg, ‘but not to Braunschweig. There it’s the same situation’, mentioning 
the high number of VW employees who live in the neighbouring city, Braunschweig.  

 

The feeling that one is always surrounded and surveilled by other VW employees, enters 

individuals in what Foucault calls ‘technologies of the self’ (1988), whereby they discipline 

their own behaviour and become the police of their own subjects. VW employees seem to 

constantly control their conduct to ensure that they do not undermine organisational policies in 

the presence of others. Under the monitoring gaze of other employees all possible criticisms of 

the firm are softened and minimised. As the vignette above shows, this does not only work on 

VW employees. For, it can also assure the compliance of non-VW ones who are connected to 

the company through their family members and/or friends, such as myself, by socialising and 
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reproducing a particular mode of behaviour, whereby criticisms of VW becomes rather 

insignificant and quiet. This is perhaps the reason why often my interviewees finished their 

cynical comments about VW with sentences such as, ‘but it’s not VW’s blame’, ‘but these are 

problems of all big corporations’ or ‘but this comes with the size’. As a result of this, the 

homogenised context of Wolfsburg is retained and the resistance to VW and VW-based 

discourses is minimised.  

However, disciplining the subjects towards aspiring to work for VW will not be complete 

merely through creating a standard for the self and monitoring the subjects in order to maintain 

the discursively made template. For, as Foucault asserts, ‘at the heart of all disciplinary 

systems, functions a small penal mechanism’ (1977:177). I turn to now elaborate on how this 

mechanism functions in Wolfsburg. 

 

6.3.3. ‘Discipline and Punish’: Correcting the deviants 

 

Discourses are never complete (Foucault, 1980) and the existence of the contradictory 

discourses, however limited, causes resistance. There are citizens of Wolfsburg who resist 

working at VW despite all the discursive practices which encourage them to do otherwise. One 

of my interviewees said: 

My husband does not work at VW. He always says: ‘it’s enough that you have sold 

your soul to the devil’!  

In the following subsections, I seek to analyse how the penal mechanism inherent in the 

disciplinary system of organisationally based discourses works for those who either do not find 

a way into VW or do not want to work for it. I explain how disciplinary power relations sustain 

a penal system through different practices of hierarchisation and differentiation (Foucault, 

1977), as well as humiliation and degradation of the individuals. This system aims at 

homogenisation of the subjects and the establishment of ‘VW employee’ as the ultimate desired 

identity for everyone, through correcting the deviant conduct of the subjects. In this context, 

deviant could simply mean ‘not working’ or ‘not willing to work’ at VW.  
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6.3.3.1. ‘Here is a two-class society’: Differentiation and hierarchisation 

 

There are various mechanisms in Wolfsburg that differentiate VW employees from non-VW 

ones. This subsection is concerned with these mechanisms in order to shed light on how they 

function to punish resistance to VW. I explained in the last chapter how materialistic symbols 

as well as the non-materialistic advantages of working at VW have created boundaries between 

VW employees and others, discursively constructing the former as privileged and the latter as 

underprivileged. This works as a system of individuals’ hierarchisation in Wolfsburg, as the 

exclusive prosperity that the discourse on privilege endows the VW employees with, 

constitutes a hierarchal system, in which they are located higher up when compared to non-

VW employees. Here, I present an analysis of other mechanisms that articulate a similar system 

of differentiation and hierarchisation of the subjects. One such mechanism is alienating non-

VW employees, through labelling them as the ‘outsider’. Under this situation, subjects are 

categorised on the basis of their direct association to VW. Dirk explained how this 

classification system functions in Wolfsburg. He asserted: 

 This is something special about this city. [Here] there is outside and there is inside 

[…]. When someone in Wolfsburg says she or he is inside, you don’t need to ask 

inside what? It is completely clear that she or he is inside the factory (works at VW) 

[…]. For Example, I am asked: ‘Do you have someone inside’? And [I would reply]: 

‘yes my uncle works at VW’. This is the kind of conversation you have as a teenager 

in Wolfsburg.  

While the categorisation of individuals on the basis of their employment at VW might seem to 

be an objective strategy of grouping people, Dirk’s comment demonstrates that this does not 

reside only at the level of an objective classification of individuals. Instead, they are divided 

and hierarchised through the use of the dichotomy of ‘insider versus outsiders’. An outsider, 

according to the Oxford Dictionary, stands for being an alien, stranger and non-member. Using 

the term ‘outsider’ to describe non-VW employees constitutes them as belonging nowhere, 

alienating them within their society and among their fellow citizens. The reference to the above 

categorisation was made several times in my interviews as interviewees referred to themselves 

as insider (or being inside) and outsider (or being outside). For example, Volker referred to 

himself as such, when telling the story of one of his encounters with VW employees. As he put 

it: 

When they (VW employees) see me, their presumption is that I work at VW. They say: 

‘you definitely work at VW, right’? [And I say:] ‘No. I am outside’. 
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Utilising the outsider/insider dichotomy by a non-VW employee shows, on the on hand, the 

internalisation of the categorisation, which alienates him, and on the other, the compliance with 

the relations of power, which constitutes him as belonging nowhere. This system of 

categorisation develops further to include material rewards that VW employees can solely 

enjoy in Wolfsburg due to their belongingness to VW. Maike, a Wolfsubrger, referred to this 

by arguing that the mechanism of categorising subjects has turned Wolfsburg into a two-class 

society: 

My family has never worked for VW. Just my father. None of my siblings have worked 

there. None of my friends work there. But what did we learn by this? We learned that 

here is a two-class society. VW-employees receive discounts everywhere [in 

Wolfsburg]: for example, with a VW ID-card you get 10 Euros discount, or 10% 

discount; everywhere VW is better. And because of this a two-class society has been 

created: […] VW-employees, or the good ones, and the unimportant ones. 

Maike is arguing that individuals are made subject to a systematic practice of differentiation 

and hierarchisation in Wolfsburg, where their worth and their importance is compared against 

and measured on the basis of their belongingness to VW. The contrast between ‘the good ones’ 

and ‘the unimportant ones’, as emerged in her comment, refers to this mechanism of 

categorisation. Under this system, being a VW employee puts one within the group of ‘good 

ones’, thus giving her/him the merit of enjoying particular advantages, which the non-VW 

employee are denied access to.  

Several interviewees asserted the same idea that Wolfsburg is designed for the optimum 

comfort of VW-employees. Sönke’s experience in regards to his VW leased car explains this 

further:  

I am driving a leased car from Volkswagen. It is changed every six months. When I 

go to the city hall, to change the licence plate but keep the same parking licence, I 

can go there to the fast line and it works very quickly, because everybody knows how 

it works. […]. Lots of things [in Wolfsburg] are really organised towards VW and 

the people who work there. 

Working at VW not only makes its employees discursively prosperous compared to others, for 

possessing the plant ID card, which is the representative of the belongingness to the company, 

grants the employees tangible rewards, such as discounts or better offers at the shops and 

shorter waiting lines in the city hall. Such differentiation of the subjects consequently deprives 

non-VW employees of such rewards and places them in a lower level in the social stratification. 

While this is a punishment system operating against those who do not work or are not willing 
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to work at VW, it simultaneously reproduces the discourse on privilege, which constitutes VW 

employees as more successful and prosperous in the society and hence, minimises resistance 

against the discursive construction of ‘VW employment’ as an aspiration for everyone. As a 

result, non-VW employees aspire to work for VW, if they want to enjoy the ‘prosperity’ that a 

VW employee has. As Eda said after our interview, and I made a note: 

When VW comes and offers you a job at the company, no one will say no, because it 

changes your life 100%, financially of course, but also status wise. You will be no 

longer an outsider. You will belong to it.  

As the mechanisms of differentiation and hierarchisation reproduce the discourse on privilege, 

according to Eda, no one rejects working at VW, because it is perceived in Wolfsburg that 

belonging to the company resolves all financial and social insecurities of individuals by 

changing their life 100%. While these strategies function to create the desire to work for VW 

and correct the eccentrics, the degradation of non-VW employees is another penal mechanism 

in Wolfsburg. It is to this, that I now turn.  

 

6.3.3.2. ‘It was VW who didn’t want them’: Humiliation and degradation 

 

In this subsection, I analyse how resistance to VW and the discursive construction of it as the 

desired employer of everyone is minimised through different methods of individual 

humiliation. Not working at VW not only locates one at the lower level of social hierarchy in 

the two-class society of Wolfsburg, for it also makes non-VW employees the object of scorn 

by others who remind them of their inferiority. Volker had experienced this in his encounters 

with VW employees. He mentioned how when they found out that he did not work at VW, they 

would say: 

You get certainly much more money if you work in the plant. Why aren’t you working 

in the plant’? [And I reply:] ‘Because I find [what I do now] nicer’. [The answer is:] 

‘What?! That just cannot be! [Working] at X (his employer)?! I would never do that’! 

So they look down on others. They drive nice cars, with big motors, with white leather 

inside, looking down [on others] from a higher position. Sometimes I think when they 

see me with my 20-year old Mercedes, they want to collect money for me, because 

they feel pity for me. Yes, they look down on others.  

Eda had a similar experience and told me of the feeling of pity that she received from others 

for not working at VW: 
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When someone wants to know what I am doing here in Wolfsburg, her or his first 

guess is: ‘Ah, you work for Volkswagen’. And I say: ‘no, I work for a supplier’. And 

the reaction is: ‘oh! But sometime you will get into VW’! As if they feel pity for me 

because I am not working for VW directly.  

The construction of identity requires the confirmation of others (Watson, 2008). Even though 

the comments of Volker and Eda do not demonstrate a feeling of regret for not working at VW, 

their identity and the answer to the question ‘who am I?’ is made under the humiliating gaze 

of others who treat them with disdain, merely because of not working at VW, thus resulting in 

an ongoing struggle to maintain their dignity. Non-VW individuals not only evoke pity, for 

they are also labelled as rejects and failures. As Kasper said:  

If you work for VW, you have achieved something. If you cannot make it into VW, 

you are a failure. 

Or as Eda put it: 

Because they (Wolfsburgers) were born here, sometimes their parents also work for 

VW, or all their friends are working for Volkswagen, and when you are the only one 

who is not working for Volkswagen, then it is like a big shame or something like that 

or you have failed or something. But it is for the people who come from this region. 

They see [working for] Volkswagen as status symbol. 

Failing to get into VW makes one a reject and stigmatises her/him with the shame, because 

she/he is viewed as having been earnestly striving to enter the company, the same as everyone 

else, but has not succeeded in doing so. They are then seen, as asserted by Volker, as being the 

‘bottom layer of Wolfsburg’.  

It is not merely a penal mechanism that punishes those not working or not wanting to work at 

VW, but rather, this system draws on the very discourse that is designed to punish the resistance 

against it. That is, it employs VW-based discourses, e.g. everyone aspires to work for VW, and 

reproduces them as truth in Wolfsburg. Individuals deserve pity and can be labelled as failures 

for not working at VW only when working at VW is the aspiration of everyone. Hence,  

If people do not work at VW, it is said here (in Wolfsburg) that it was VW who didn’t 

want them (Volker). 

Once being constructed as failures, non-VW employees are understood as envying VW ones. 

I was told very often by VW employees that non-VW employees felt this way, because of the 

many different advantages that employment at VW grants them. Lenard for example, believed 

firmly that non-VW employees envied him and his colleagues: 
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For people who do not work at VW it is definitely the case that they have a sort of 

envy (to VW employees), because of the high incomes at Volkswagen and perhaps 

also because of the job conditions [….]. If they have a job at all, they compare their 

circumstances with those of others who are on the other side of the fence (VW 

employees). 

Labelling non-VW employees as envious marks VW employees as possessing something that 

is desired by the former. Simultaneously, it constructs non-VW employees as accepting their 

own inferiority and the failure to achieve what VW employees have attained. As a result, any 

attempt by them to reject this makes them appear defensive and hence, further reproduces the 

construction of their identity as envying VW employees. In my interview with Volker the topic 

of envy emerged without any reference from my side. When I asked him how living in 

Wolfsburg would affect feelings towards VW, he replied ‘positive and negative’. Explaining 

what he means by negative, he said:  

I do not envy. I earn lots of money and I think a Volkswagen employee can also earn 

lots of money. I think everyone deserves that. But … it is always about the amount. 

Why should he get about 7,000 Euros in May (as bonus) and I don’t? I am not 

envious. I have a good life. I have whatever I need. But these things influence the 

feelings. 

In his vehement attempt to protest against the subject position of envious and simultaneously 

by pointing to the discursive construction of VW employees as well off and earning ‘lots of 

money’ – the basis for labelling non-VW ones as being envious, he reveals an inner struggle, 

where he appears to have, indeed, accepted this subject position, but wants to convince himself 

and others of the authenticity of his claims, which suggest otherwise.  

VW employment then remains the only solution to this struggle and to discard the undesired 

subject position of envious, as Dirk admitted that dismissing this happened for him only 

through getting a job with the company: 

When you are inside, which means a part of VW, then you look at the situation in a 

different way […]. There are certainly many people in the city, who are not fortunate 

to work here and they look at the situation completely differently. It was at least the 

case with me. When I was not inside, […] I looked at the company and its people 

differently compared to how I do now, now that I am a part of it. And if we now 

closely analyse this [feeling], we perhaps could conclude that it was envy. 

Being understood as a failure, evoking pity and being seen to envy VW employees are different 

disciplinary mechanisms that like strategies of differentiation and hierarchisation are aimed at 
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‘correcting’ individuals’ behaviour to stimulate the desire to work for VW. Consequently, VW 

employment becomes the dream and the goal toward which everyone aspires. 

 

6.4. Summary 

 

This chapter has focused on people’s desired identities; the idealised versions of the self that 

one aspires to become. Drawing on the concepts discussed in the previous chapter, different 

discursive practices have been considered which show how Wolfsburgers are infused with the 

desire to work for VW. Understanding power relations as constitutive of ideal identities, I have 

analysed how and in what ways institutions, such as schools and families, discipline 

individuals’ aspirations towards employment at VW. Given the desire to work for VW has 

emerged as being commonplace in Wolfsburg, the process of the normalisation of this 

aspiration has been outlined in this chapter. I have explained how disciplinary power relations 

in this context create a system of homogenisation of the subjects by making ‘VW employee’ a 

standard template for the self, how surveillance mechanisms make undesired behaviours, such 

as not complying with VW-based discourses visible, and finally, how ‘deviant conduct’ is 

punished and ‘corrected’ to maintain the predefined standard of the self.  
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7. Paternalism and the Docile Employee 

 

7.1. Introduction 

 

This chapter sets out to explain how the paternalistic management strategies of VW in 

Wolfsburg form mechanisms of control, whereby employees conduct is guided towards certain 

ends. As identity is ‘performatively constituted’ (Butler, 1990:25), guiding individuals’ 

conduct is synonymous with shaping their identities. Paternalism is understood to be a mode 

of organising employment relations, with the elements of control and care at its heart (Fleming, 

2005; Wray, 1996). Different studies of paternalism show how employee behaviour is 

controlled through the creation of feelings of indebtedness to the paternal organisation (Sennett, 

1980; Wray, 1996) and the strategies of employee infantilisation (Fleming, 2005).  

In this chapter, I go further with my analysis of VW as a parent to develop a broader 

theorisation of how such controlling mechanisms function within paternalistic systems. I draw 

on Foucault’s (2000, 2008) concept of governmentality in neoliberalism to show how in such 

systems different agents, such as the employer, unions and the local government come together 

(Flew, 2012) to shape employees subjective life experiences on and off the job, guiding their 

conduct towards certain ends. To achieve this, I open up this chapter with an account of how 

VW’s paternal relationship with its employees is constructed through talk and is supported by 

historical evidence. Subsequently, I unfold the functioning of the control element in this 

relationship by presenting an analysis of employees’ interpretation of the organisational 

hierarchy and the kind of power that is practised over them in this system. Moreover, I explain 

the different mechanisms, through which life in Wolfsburg is shaped in line with the 

organisational objectives as a result of the collaborations between the city government and the 

works council with VW. The different policies that encourage the creation of families in 

Wolfsburg is another element of control in the governmentality of VW employees, which I 

focus on in a separate subsection. Through analysing the strategies of employees’ self-

regulation under the dominant presence of VW in Wolfsburg and their surveillance of each 

other and of themselves, I further explain individuals’ governmentality, which constructs the 

subjects within the lines of organisational norms.  
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The chapter proceed with reviewing the instances of care in VW’s paternalism to shed light on 

the process of producing a docile employee. I detail VW’s strategies of benevolence, which 

consequently uncovers how resistance towards the company has been minimised on the basis 

of employees’ appreciation of its care as well as the existential anxiety caused by the 

inextricable link between the fate of Wolfsburg and its caring parent – VW.   

 

7.2. VW as a parent 

       

In this section, I aim to show how VW is constructed in talk and text by its employees as a 

parent for all Wolfsburgers. As a starting point, it is worth, once again, stressing that Wolfsburg 

is understood by its citizens to owe its very existence to VW. Phrases such as ‘There was no 

Wolfsburg before VW came here’ were very common in my interviews. For example, Torben 

opined that the very formation of Wolfsburg as a city was dependent on the immigration of 

people to the area to work for VW: 

Back then in the 50s and 60s, many came here from outside of Wolfsburg. For 

example, many Italians moved here for work. Before the 70s there was nothing here, 

only four or five villages and that’s it. Wolfsburg is such a young city.  

Not only did he consider Wolfsburg as being dependent on VW, he even went on to attribute 

the very existence of his family and himself to the company: 

If VW was not here, I wouldn’t have existed. Because my mother’s dad only came 

here for work (at VW). The same for the father’s dad. They lived about a hundred 

kilometres away from here. They moved to here only because of VW. Because VW 

offered a job here.  

The discursive construction of the existential dependence of Wolfsburg and its citizens on VW 

goes beyond the historical creation of the city, for it is extended to embrace its present and 

future fortune in relation to VW. Fabian, a Wolfsburger said:  

I would put it this way: without Volkswagen there would be nothing here, no one 

would live or would be able to live here. […] I think this tells a lot about what the 

plant means in Wolfsburg.  

This dependence presupposes a particular kind of relationship between Wolfsburg and VW, 

which was described in different ways by my interviewees. In their talk, the company was 
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sometimes formed as a parent: ‘It is a parent. [It] has a parental role’. Whilst at other times it 

was considered as more than “just” a parent: ‘As if VW is our father here, our new God’.  

VW’s God-like or parental position in Wolfsburg was stressed by Ariane through pointing out 

its care for employees and for the city: 

Volkswagen takes care of Wolfsburg. […] They have the plant here. They create jobs 

here. They could create jobs in China or wherever else, where the labour costs are 

less. But they always feel responsible for Wolfsburg, for the region16. 

The very existence of VW in Wolfsburg and not off-shoring the work is viewed as both a gift 

to the city and an element of the firm’s care towards it. VW is here shaped in speech as a caring 

and responsible parent for Wolfsburg and its citizens. Ariane added:  

Wolfsburg needs Volkswagen. Volkswagen is like a parent who feeds his child.  

Referring to VW as feeding Wolfsburgers, demonstrates the significance of its parental role for 

its employees and for the citizens of Wolfsburg, to the extent of their being able to make a 

living, raise a family and so on, is defined as being as a result of the company’s care for 

employees, while the latter’s endeavour in achieving these things is entirely ignored. Similarly, 

Muris addressed VW as a life provider, not only to the Wolfsburgers but also to all those living 

in the federal state of Lower Saxony:  

So there is really a big effect that this company has. Not only on Wolfsburg but on 

the entire region. If you see […] how many people are dependent [on] this company, 

[you understand that] Wolfsburg is just a small part of it; only 120,000 [inhabitants] 

as input. But if you look at the entire work [which is done] in the company, you will 

find out that Volkswagen provides life to more than 5 to 6 million [people] in the 

region. 

The discursive construction of VW as a parent is backed by historical events, i.e. the creation 

of Wolfsburg because of it, and the perpetual presence of the company as the major employer 

in the city and the most important as well as the largest one in the whole region. In addition, 

there are its many welfare policies, including high job security, free of charge medical services 

at the plant, housing, numerous donations to the city etc. that support this. These have 

constituted VW’s relationship to its employees within the discourse of paternalism, in which 

                                                 
16 Despite Ariane’s attempt to equate remaining in Wolfsburg with the sheer benevolence of VW and its 
responsibility to the city and its inhabitants, it should be reminded that according to the so called VW-Act (see 
section 4.5) the federal state of Lower Saxony is given a vetoing right regarding strategic decisions at VW, such 
as huge lay-offs or off-shoring.  
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elements of care and nurturing are dominant (cf. Fleming, 2005). Paternalistic management is, 

however, not only about care, for it is also viewed as being a method for controlling and 

regulating employees (Fleming, 2005; Knights & McCabe, 2001). Accordingly, the 

paternalistic management of VW toward its employees is mirrored in both control and parental 

protection. In the following subsections, I elaborate on these and explain their functioning 

inside and outside of the company. 

 

7.3. The controlling parent and ‘the art of governing’ 

 

The objective of this section is to demonstrate how employees’ subjectivity is shaped through 

mechanisms of control that are practised in a paternalistic management system. I analyse these 

mechanisms by using Foucault’s concept of governmentality (1977; 2008), which refers to the 

technologies of power used to control the conduct of a collective. Governmentality is 

concerned with ‘“the conduct of conduct”: programs, strategies, [and] techniques for acting 

upon the action of others toward certain ends’  (Rose, 1999: XXI), and employs a combination 

of both sovereign and disciplinary power to do so (Rasmussen, 2010).  I explain in the 

following three subsections, how different strategies and policies are used in VW’s 

management system in Wolfsburg in order to shape the actions of employees towards 

organisationally based objectives. To this end, I detail the different ways that sovereign and 

disciplinary modes of power are practised over employees through the following four 

mechanisms: the organisational hierarchy; the shaping of employees’ subjective life 

experiences by influencing city policies and the works council strategies; initiating and guiding 

family programmes; and steering employees towards self-regulation mechanisms. I also 

explain how strategies of control are legitimised within the discourses of paternalism. 

 

7.3.1. Organisational hierarchy 

 

This subsection is concerned with the mechanism of control within the organisation that is 

practised through a strict organisational hierarchy. Weber (1968) defined hierarchy as one of 

the features of bureaucracy and bureaucratic control is a means for disciplining individuals 

(O’Neill, 1986). Therefore, I refer to hierarchy as a means of control. I aim to demonstrate in 

this subsection how employees interpret the functioning of the power imposed on them within 
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the hierarchical system, how different types of subjectivities are formed in such a system, and 

how active resistance is minimised.   

To open up this part, consider a comment on hierarchy made by Michael, when I asked him 

what he disliked about VW:  

What I do not like at Volkswagen? I really do not like the hierarchy. It makes me sick. 

Only because someone is a department manager or sector manager they think that 

they have power over people, I absolutely dislike it. This is always dangerous when 

people have the feeling that they have power over others. There are many negative 

examples in our society and in the world […] where people had power over people. 

And sometimes I have this feeling that this hierarchy mentality in Volkswagen results 

in people seeing themselves as being above others and hence, they do not behave 

humanely anymore. Yes, I have this feeling that they think they are something better. 

I am “only” a normal employee, right? Sometimes I am not treated like a colleague 

but like a little slave. ‘Do this! Get this done!’ like that. And I do not like this. 

The negative feelings and the abhorrence toward the hierarchical system of VW was apparent 

in many of my interviews. By referring to the ‘negative examples’ in the world and German 

history, Michael alluded to the practices of sovereign power over employees, facilitated by the 

hierarchical system of VW; a reference supported by the likening of his position in the 

organisation to that of a slave.  

Similarly, the relations of power within the company’s strict system of organisational hierarchy 

was described by Jan, a retired VW employee, as resembling the Catholic Church. During his 

interview his partner was also present. The following passage is an abridged version of our 

conversation, where the topic of hierarchy emerged: 

I: What did you like about VW, your employer? 

Jan: About my employer. Hmmm what should I say? … The yearning for quality. This 

I would say. […] 

The partner: May I add something here? As you see, he hesitated [in saying what he 

likes about VW]. The VW plant, as I always got to know, is from above led in a 

dictatorial way. 

Jan: No. in the past it was like this.  

The partner: And the conversation is also about the past. You have been out of the 

plant for 13 years now. But in the past it was like this. You complained about it a lot. 

And it happened a lot that you felt really bad about it. It was always told from above 

what a car should have but it was never asked if it was doable. […] There was always 

someone at the top who never thought what people thought […]. And it wasn’t only 
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his experience. I can clearly remember we talked to another employee about it and 

he had the exact same experience. […] 

Jan: […] Well, yeah. That’s right. I was surprised that the structure was similar to 

the Catholic Church. It was strict.  

Phrases, such as ‘dictatorial’ leadership and ‘Catholic Church’ resonate with the expression of 

the master/slave relationship made by Michael and demonstrate the practices of sovereign 

power over employees. Jan’s partner addresses the top down decision making processes as a 

means for imposing this type of power over employees and hence, disciplining their labour. 

Control in paternalistic systems is understood to be retained through ‘protecting subordinates 

from the responsibility of decision making’ (Knights & McCabe, 2001:622, Italic added). 

Many of my other interviewees also described the processes in which employees are only the 

doers of managers’ decisions, made for them from the above. For example, Nora, a white collar 

employee, said: 

Many decisions are not made at our level. It is rather made on the top of the 

hierarchy. 

This so-called ‘protection’ seems to be interpreted differently by VW employees. By some, it 

is seen as a patronising form of management, whereby employees’ understandings of work and 

preferred methods of working are ignored by managers who sometimes are not knowledgeable 

in their field. Deter was a highly educated employee in the R&D department. Even though he 

had been retired for six years, hierarchy was still the first issue that came to his mind upon 

being asked what he did not like at VW: 

I didn’t like that one was strictly stuck within a hierarchy and the suggestions of those 

who have the knowledge is rejected because someone else, who often had little idea 

about the matter said: ‘No! We don’t do it that way!’ 

The systematic removal of decision making responsibilities from the employees in the lower 

levels of hierarchy has seemingly taken away their inclination to make decisions and hence, 

created dependent subjects who wait for the decisions to be made for them. Anja complained 

about the lack of interest in decision making among employees, including those at different 

managerial levels: 

If there is a conflicting situation or [if] a complicated decision should be made, it 

just gets escalated and escalated and at the end it is Dr. Winterkorn (the CEO of the 

corporation at the time) who makes the decision […]. And I find it unbelievable that 

people are paid to have some upper management responsibilities and they do not 

make decisions until the other higher level manager does so. […] Sometimes my 
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feeling is that you need to go to the board of management in order for a decision to 

be made. 

Through eliminating the ability or the permission for making decisions, the significance of the 

job is undermined. For example, Oscar, a controller, told me: 

Our job, if we do it or not, has no influence. […] It affects the number of cars 

produced or sold, but not whether VW would exist or not. A colleague in X (another 

branch of VW) told me that the VW plant would work fantastically well even without 

us. Maybe after some years the costs would get higher. Perhaps. You never know. 

But the cars will be produced with no change.  

Here, VW is constituted as an independent entity that works ‘fantastically well’ even without 

its employees, just like a parent in a parent-child relationship, where the latter needs the former 

for survival and not the other way around. Such a discursive construction of the relationship 

between VW and its employees generates a feeling of replaceability and powerlessness in the 

latter, as Paul recognised: 

It is quite big here. So many people. […] one is only a small part in a whole. You 

know it very clearly that you are replaceable. When you fall down, the next one 

comes. […] You know you are only a small worm or a little cog in a wheel.  

Defining VW as ‘a whole’, in which the importance of each individual is as much as a worm 

or a cog, constitutes the firm as a sovereign body, perfectly capable of replacing any employee 

with another as soon as one falls down on the job. Nonetheless, not unlike a parent, VW is 

understood to never replace or let go its employees, however weak or theoretically replaceable 

they could be. As Eda stressed while complaining about VW employees who do not put much 

effort into their work: 

They have a safe job and it doesn't matter if they work a lot or they do nothing. There 

is no way that they get fired. I don't know if it's really so, I guess so! They cannot get 

fired. They really need to do something terrible, like setting the plant on fire or 

something. But there is no way that they get fired. 

Even when people do not work at all, they are protected at and by VW, just like it is impossible 

to fire a family member. Consequently, layoffs and compulsory redundancies are said to not 

exist in VW’s management system and the parental organisation is seen to protect all its 

employees even in difficult times. As Ben said: 

In 2008 we had another crisis17. But VW always managed to keep everyone on board. 

They divided the working time in a way that everyone could stay on board. So there 

                                                 
17 The 2007-2008 financial crisis. 
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were no mass layoffs nor any plant that got shut. Unlike what is now the case at 

Opel18 or something like that.  

The feeling of weakness, as demonstrated in Paul’s comment and simultaneously being safe at 

VW at all times, as referred to by Eda and Ben discursively constitutes VW as a parent who 

exercises its power only to protect the employees. As a result, active resistance against the 

hierarchical system, which trivialises the subjects, is eliminated, as they are disciplined towards 

docilely acting in line with the managerial strategies. Resistance is then reduced to cynical 

comments, such as those mentioned early in this section made by the employees who, 

nevertheless do the job that they are expected to do (cf. Žižek, 1989). 

Hierarchy is, however, not the only way that employees’ conduct is controlled in the 

paternalistic management system of VW. In the next subsection, I focus on the firm’s influence 

on the city government and the works council as another way of extending its control over 

employees so as to determine other aspects of employees’ lives, thereby shaping their 

subjectivities.   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

7.3.2. The city government and the works council  

 

This subsection outlines VW’s role in the city’s political decision making processes as well as 

in the works council.  I use the concept of governmentality to analyse the controlling of 

employee conduct and subjective life experience through systematic influence in politics and 

city planning as well as on the works council’s strategies. To this end, I explain how individuals 

understand these strategies, how the governmentality of VW in Wolfsburg functions and how 

people enact these mechanisms.  

My interviewees often expressed their beliefs about VW controlling the city’s politicians, in 

particular by being the most important economic protagonist in the region. For example, 

Michael said:  

VW is the ruler of Wolfsburg. Politics and the city government are more of a puppet 

here. Without VW there would have been nothing here. We have to admit that. But 

you can see this also in other cities. VW provides the city with financial resources. 

                                                 
18 The Opel plant in Bochum, West Germany, closed down in 2014, as part of a drive to cut the costs of GM’s 
European operations (Pitas, 2014).  
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So this is what happens in the city hall: As soon as VW says something, this will be 

done in Wolfsburg.  

VW is here constructed as a sovereign body that rules the city and its government. Politicians 

are downgraded to VW’s puppets whose only concern is to fulfil the latter’s wishes. In a similar 

example, Artur suggested that the city’s politicians serve the firm: 

If Volkswagen shouts, politicians in the city hall run. If Volkswagen says we need 

space to build some buildings, city hall looks for suitable spaces. If Volkswagen says 

we need to accommodate all employees here, what do you think the city of Wolfsburg 

does? I think Wolfsburg is at the moment one of the most dynamic cities in terms of 

housing. There is a plan to build something like between 20 to 40 thousand houses 

in Wolfsburg.   

Same as Artur, some other interviewees mentioned that important decisions, such as 

investments in housing projects or cultural and leisure centres are made by the city 

administration in accordance with VW’s managerial strategies, and sometimes even under the 

company’s direct influence in these centres or projects. As Maike said: 

 VW supports these projects through donations and other financial means. Also, 

through direct engagement; when for example someone from [VW’s] supervisory 

board is involved [in those projects]. 

One of my interviewees, who used to work for the city administration before joining VW, told 

me:  

When you hear of the mayor of Wolfsburg and the head of the plant sometimes 

playing golf with each other or that they are doing other activities together, you at 

least ask yourself: what are they talking about then and how much is the influence of 

Volkswagen on the city’s politics? [When I was working for the city hall] I sometimes 

had a feeling that even though VW did not [directly ask] anything, those who were 

in the city parliament, tried to do things that they thought were good for Volkswagen. 

I don't know. This was the impression that I got. Volkswagen did not request 

anything. Did not ask for anything at all. 

While the previous comments have constructed VW as a sovereign body, whose orders will be 

fulfilled as soon as it ‘shouts’ or ‘says something’, here another relation of power is understood 

to function between VW and the city’s politicians. The type of power, referred to in this 

comment is of a disciplinary kind, which is constitutive of the subjects that automatically make 

decisions that they believe will benefit VW.  

As a result of each of these processes, VW is able to influence the city’s politics and therefore, 

have an undeniable effect on the lives of the citizens of Wolfsburg, including its employees. 
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By redirecting the decisions made by the government of Wolfsburg, VW determines different 

aspects of life of many of its present and potential employees – from the kind of activities that 

they undertake in their free time, to the education that they receive. However, even though the 

amount of tax paid by VW is traceable, its actual influence in the city’s political life is not 

made official. Nevertheless, the discursive authority and the supposed mighty role given to it 

in talk shapes employees’ subjectivities within the organisationally based discourses of 

paternalism. For, VW is seen as only exercising power for the improvement of the lives of its 

employees, being viewed as responsible for all the investment, developments, and what is good 

about their city. Timothy, addressed this in his comment:  

What I see is that my life is completely determined by VW. I live in this city, in the 

VW-City. All the amenities and possibilities that I have here exist because of VW. 

These are only possible through VW. You just need to walk from the city centre 

towards Autostadt and look at the plant, or the asset and facilities that are here. They 

all exist only because of VW. 

In addition to VW’s role in the city government, the part it plays in the strategies taken up by 

the works council is worth reviewing, as it is another way in which it vests control over its 

employees.   

Foucault (2008) argued that the governmentality of individuals in neoliberal systems is made 

possible as different agents within their economic processes, such as employers, investors and 

unions come to a consensus with each other (Flew, 2012). Such consensus between the works 

council and VW as the main employer in Wolfsburg was also mentioned by my interviewees. 

Nicolas referred to the 2007-2008 financial crisis and said:  

Back then, I’ve heard, people from the works council went to the parking places close 

to the plant, where many employees usually park their cars, and left notes on the non-

VW cars, on which was written something like ‘support VW in this difficult time by 

driving a VW’. So it was the works council who asked people to drive VW cars.  

Nicolas’ comment shows how the actions of the works council are in line with VW’s 

objectives, which is regulating employees’ conduct toward leasing or buying VW cars and 

hence, bringing profit to the company. The coordination between these two parties was 

attributed by Hannes, a former works council member, to the personal relationship between 

their managers: 

Winterkorn and Osterloh, the head of works council, have relatively good 

relationship with each other, also at the personal level. But you should always be 

able to separate work from personal relationships, and according to my experience 
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it was sometimes difficult in the works council to do so. When the two managers know 

each other personally, because they have grown up in the same village, or because 

they have done many things together, or when they are related with family 

connections, it is difficult to separate and say here is work, I have my own tasks in 

the works council and you have your own and we should sit opposite each other. And 

then they go afterwards to drink a beer together. But I think this culture [of 

separating work from personal relationships] has been well developed here.   

While Hannes was reluctant to admit to the possible consequences of the close relationship 

between the works council and VW managers, two of my interviewees were more willing to 

acknowledge the collaboration of the works council with VW, in terms of the former promoting 

the interests of the latter. I was told of stories about employees being punished by the works 

council because of their complaining about their work conditions. For example, Brita talked 

about her colleague on the production line, who wrote a letter to the works council, about his 

poor work conditions and the inactivity of the latter in improving those in the production hall 

he was working. ‘He was then sent to the [production] hall XX19. He is 65 years old. They sent 

him there’, she added.  

Fabian had a similar experience. When he was working on the production line in 1980s, 

together with some other employees, he organised a wildcat strike, in which, according to him, 

four to five thousand employees took part. They walked out of work to protest against the low 

standards of their work conditions. The outcome of the strike was punishment of the organisers 

by the works council as it had not been arranged with the latter’s permission, despite the 

workers being members of recognised unions. The organisers were sent to the hall XX 

mentioned above, as a sanction and according to Fabian, nothing changed in regards to the 

working conditions of the hall where the strike happened. Even though unions are usually 

understood to advocate employees, negotiating or standing for their rights against their 

employers, these stories suggest the existence of a consensus and coordination between the 

works council and VW in order to control employee conduct and to discipline them towards 

the minimisation of the resistance against the company’s managerial strategies.  

 

 

 

                                                 
19 According to my interviewees, this production hall has a negative reputation for its difficult and dull tasks as 
well as relatively lower standards of work conditions.  
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7.3.3. Family policies 

 

In this subsection, I focus on the manifestation of disciplinary power relations in the 

governmentality of individuals by analysing the family encouragement policies of VW. The 

aim is to see how these guide employees who live in Wolfsburg towards certain actions and 

modes of behaving, in particular, to have children. As mentioned in the preceding chapter, my 

interviewees reported that VW invests in the children in Wolfsburg as they are seen to be its 

future employees. For instance, Sönke said: 

They state it officially that […] we invest in the future of our children because we 

want to have them as future workers of Volkswagen. 

Having said this, he went on to explain the different policies of VW aimed at encouraging 

employees to have families and children. He referred to these as the various practices that make 

Wolfsburg a ‘family friendly’ city: 

Volkswagen does a lot to make their employees have a family here in Wolfsburg and 

make the balance between work and family. Specially for women but also for men. 

At Volkswagen everybody goes on paternity leave. So, if you are not taking paternity 

leave as a man, you are really asked: why not? […] They’ve also got hot lines in case 

a nursery is closed or someone’s nanny is ill. You can call the hot line and say I’ve 

got a problem – my kids’ nanny is unwell today. They will organise something to take 

care of the child20. They know people here in Wolfsburg and they’ve got a pool of 

nannies or other nurseries. So when something happens they look after the child.  

Similar to the cases mentioned in the last subsection, VW’s policies in encouraging the creation 

of families are an example of bringing together the different protagonists in Wolfsburg – VW, 

the works council and the city government to meet organisational strategies and objectives. In 

the strategy plan of ‘Mach 18’, one of the visions set for the company to meet by 2018 is 

becoming ‘the most attractive employer in the automobile industry’ (Volkswagen group, 

2007). In a document called ‘Grow together. Family. Job. Volkswagen’ published on the 

Volkswagen-karriere website, Horst Neumann, the former head of the VW corporation’s HR 

wrote: ‘we want to be the most attractive employer. This simultaneously means the most family 

friendly employer since we cannot forego any potentially engaged and well educated mother 

or father’ (Volkswagen-Karriere, n.d.-b). Having a family as well as women’s eagerness to 

have children is encouraged and normalised in this document by showing pictures of happy 

families and working mothers as well as through the usage of phrases such as, ‘today women 

                                                 
20 This service is mentioned on the VW group’s website (Volkswagen group, 2010b)  
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are well educated as it hitherto has never been the case. And they want both job and family’ or 

as the head of works council, Osterloh, is cited as saying: ‘young women want children and a 

career. And we – the works council of Volkswagen make our contribution so that this works’ 

(ibid.). At the same time, the ease and the joy of simultaneously having a family and a job with 

the support of VW and the managers’ understanding of the needs of employees who have 

children is repeatedly mentioned. Stressing the protective role of the company, the document 

provides examples of female VW employees who, despite having children, have managed to 

develop a career by receiving the firm’s supports regarding such matters as telework 

opportunities, flexible working time, and the so called ‘Family management and Job’ seminar, 

where female employees learn how to ‘manage the family’, ‘organise the household’, ‘develop 

the career’, etc. (Volkswagen-Karriere, n.d.-a).  The head of the works council is cited in the 

‘Grow together. Family. Job. Volkswagen’ electronic pamphlet as saying:  

It has always been a challenge to manage childcare for those who work a three shifts 

system. That is why one of our first tasks has been to, for example, work together 

with the city government, churches and other institutions to make the opening hours 

of the nurseries [in Wolfsburg] flexible. Today, this whole system breathes with the 

same rhythm as the plant. They (nurseries) are certainly the most flexible ones in 

Germany, as they have adopted their working hours to the shift system of Volkswagen 

(Volkswagen-Karriere, n.d.-b).    

Here, Osterloh decidedly addresses the cooperation and the consensus between VW, the city 

government, the works council and even churches and ‘other institutions’ in order to meet one 

of VW’s strategic plans – having employees who create families in Wolfsburg. This 

cooperation puts VW and its objectives at the heart of all the processes and policies in the city, 

whereby the whole city is managed so as to ‘breathe with the same rhythm’ as the company. 

However, similar to the above cases and along the line of paternalistic management, this has 

been constituted in text pertaining to helping and caring for employees. Encouraging 

employees to have children is not the sole example of the disciplinary power relations that 

guide individuals’ conduct towards particular ends. For, these are also manifested in 

employees’ practices of self-regulation and self-control. I elaborate on this in the next 

subsection. 
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7.3.4. Surveillance and self-regulation 

 

Here, I explain how mechanisms of self-regulation are in Wolfsburg facilitated by employees’ 

presumption of being under the constant observing gaze of other VW employees in the city. 

Within these processes, each individual monitors and feels her/himself being monitored by 

others and hence, creates a ‘mutually reinforcing surveillance (including self-surveillance) and 

control’ (Thornborrow & Brown, 2009:368).  

In the previous chapter, I referred to these mechanisms to explain one of their functions, which 

is the minimisation of resistance towards VW and the enforcement of using its products. The 

self-regulation mechanism focused upon here concerns with a more general behaviour 

orienting of people and their modes of being. In such mechanisms, employees act within the 

predetermined organisational norms at all times since, according to my interviewees ‘you are 

always at work’ when living in Wolfsburg because ‘Wolfsburg IS VW’.  They serve the creation 

of a disciplinary society, where individuals feel they are being constantly seen by others and 

therefore, strive to discipline themselves towards the maintenance of a particular self-image, 

the one they consider most suitable in the presence of their colleagues.   

In order to understand how VW employees perceive living under the gaze of their fellow co-

workers, consider Alexandra’s comment, who believed that living in Wolfsburg makes it 

impossible to maintain a private self: 

I sometimes like to keep a professional distance, which means there is this me at 

home – a family person and there is this me at work, when I have to play the tough 

woman and want to keep a certain image of me. But that doesn’t work really well 

when you show too much of yourself. 

She said she was inclined to move out of Wolfsburg as she agonised over the feeling of constant 

exposure of the self:  

Here you even see colleagues in REAL21, and sometimes they eagerly look inside 

your shopping trolley to see what you’re buying.  

What Alexandra is referring to is her inability to construct the kind of identity at work that she 

aimed at – a tough woman, while masking another part of herself, which is the family person. 

Since almost all her socialising activities in Wolfsburg were with VW employees, she struggled 

                                                 
21 A supermarket chain. 
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to draw on her desired subject positions when at work and to forge an acceptable impression 

for those who had already seen so much of her.  

Similar to Alexandra, Lasse found it difficult to live under the monitoring gaze of other VW 

employees. Recently, he had moved out of Wolfsburg to a neighbouring city. As I asked him 

the reason, he mentioned when he was in Wolfsburg he had to avoid certain activities, as he 

felt he was being watched by his colleagues all the time: 

Whenever I have a night out at weekends in Wolfsburg, I constantly bump into 

somebody whom I know from work. I come from Berlin. There you are anonymous 

and that’s nice. Because I can go to a club in evenings with friends and drink a lot 

and get wasted, and that’s just fine. But if I do it in Wolfsburg, on Monday perhaps 

three colleagues would tell me they know what I had done on Friday evening.  

Unlike those behaviours analysed through the lens of the technologies of the self in chapter 6, 

drinking too much alcohol in a bar is not an action directly related to VW. That is, it is not 

synonymous with criticising VW, or undermining its managerial policies by, for example, 

failing to support it through driving a non-VW car. It is only a mode of conduct, which, due to 

the different discourses around it, would convey to Lasse’s colleagues a particular image about 

his awareness of social etiquette, his ability for self-control and in general, his very self. As a 

result, Lasse disciplined himself towards decreasing his alcohol consumption when having a 

night out in Wolfsburg to prevent incurring damage to the image that his colleagues had of 

him.  

Another instance of self-regulation emerged in the comments of one interviewee, which he 

made after his interview was over, and I made a note of them. He said: 

One day I felt unwell at work. I think it was because of stress that I had for some days 

and not sleeping well at that time. So, I left work before noon and came home to rest. 

As I managed to sleep for some hours, I regained my energy and felt much better. My 

wife then suggested that we go out for an afternoon coffee, but I rejected the idea. I 

really would have liked to go out with her but I told her I couldn’t. I felt I had to stay 

at home and rest since I left work because I was unwell. I didn’t find it proper to 

leave work because of being ill and then go to a café. If my colleagues had seen me 

in a café drinking coffee with my wife, what would have they thought? 

Even though he felt recovered after some hours of resting, and despite his interest in spending 

an afternoon out with his wife, he felt obliged to stay at home and rest. It is an act of self-

control; if he left work due to being unwell, he must stay in and rest for the remainder of the 

day to recover. However, when he referred to his decision of staying at home, his reasoning 
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resonated with an ethical concern and a moral responsibility towards his employer – he did not 

find it proper to go to a café when he had given a sick note. Yet, he seems to struggle in 

justifying this decision, as he made it despite feeling recovered. His struggle became apparent 

when he tried to connect this decision to his apprehension of being seen by his colleagues, 

hence, possibly being judged as dishonest and thus, having his image hurt. In other words, his 

self-regulations strategies, which he defined as acting ethically appears to be underpinned by 

the fear of surveillance by others.  

While he struggled to define the mechanisms of his self-regulating conduct, Anja, living in 

Wolfsburg for more than a decade, seemed to feel no difficulty about living under the 

monitoring gaze of her colleagues. In her interview, she described some occasions where she 

accidentally met her colleagues outside of work, when she was on private business. To my 

inquiry as to whether she ever had problem with this issue, which she referred to as ‘not being 

anonymous’ in Wolfsburg, she said: ‘No. Because I have nothing to hide’. Her answer implies 

that by living in Wolfsburg not only do individuals reveal all their subject positions, but also 

these are not, or should not be something that needs to be hidden from others. As the self is 

shaped within the predetermined organisational norms that are transmitted also to the outside 

of the company by the employees and through their mutual surveillance of each other and of 

themselves, one does not need to hide any part of the self after living for long enough in 

Wolfsburg.   

Along with the different strategies of governmentality of individuals that function to control 

employees’ behaviour, and similar to other instances of paternalism, VW delivers welfare 

provision, which is viewed by its employees as taking care of them. The controlling parent is 

at the same time benevolent and it is to this that I now turn.  

 

7.4. The caring parent and denouncing resistance 

 

In this section, I explain how employees make sense of VW’s various policies of paternalistic 

tutelage and largesse and how the company is constructed in talk as a caring parent in 

Wolfsburg. Following this, I analyse the different ways that employees’ resistance against VW 

is minimised and oppressed by other VW employees on the basis of feelings of indebtedness 
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to the organisation (cf. Pellegrini et al., 2015) as well as the existential worries stemming from 

the anxiety regarding VW’s removal from the city.  

VW is understood to spend substantial financial resources on the well-being of its employees. 

The accounts of the company’s care, embodied in high salaries, job security, numerous free of 

charge seminars and workshops for personal skills development, flexible work time, etc. were 

mentioned frequently in my interviews. For example, Timothy gave an account of such policies 

when explaining VW’s ‘extreme care’ toward its employees: 

VW takes an extreme care of your personal needs, of your personality. For example, 

you have flexible work time, […] and you can also plan your holidays freely. So, it 

depends totally on you when you want to get off and go on holidays. You earn well 

for what you do. Your salary increases automatically after a period of time. These 

are social benefits [that you enjoy at VW]. VW also offers high job security. So, it 

gives you a feeling of having a very secure job. And I think there is no employer in 

the world where you have the possibility of working in so many different fields. If you 

are interested, you can work wherever you want inside VW. From my point of view, 

it is unique. I cannot imagine that such a possibility exists somewhere else. 

Whilst Timothy’s comments focus on the cases of care within the company, similar to other 

instances of corporate paternalism (cf. Ackers, 2001; Fleming, 2005; Sennett, 1980), the 

nurturing environment engendered by VW is not limited to inside the firm. Employees 

experience what they refer to as the caring of VW also outside of the company – in the city. 

For example, Merle, living far from her hometown for two years, was very thankful for being 

taken care of by VW even outside of work. She believed, this helped her overcome her 

yearnings for her city and family, saying: 

Here (in the city) they (VW) offer me something for entertainment. It is not only about 

having my salary from VW and that’s it. They take care that I feel good, that I have 

leisure activities, that I can also do something outside of work.  

As with Merle’s comment, I was often faced with expressions of thankfulness towards VW as 

my interviewees believed that the firm had created an environment of care in Wolfsburg, which 

they and their families could enjoy. For example, Dirk, a Wolfsburger who has seen different 

phases of the city’s development said: 

When I go to the water shows22 [in Autostadt] with my kids, I find it nice that we have 

such things in Wolfsburg. I tell myself: I can actually be proud of myself and be happy 

                                                 
22 During the summer Autostadt organises a programme of summer celebrations including a show that features a 
choreography combining water, pyrotechnics, images, light and music. This so called water show is claimed to be 
among the largest of its kind in the world (Autostadt, n.d.).  
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that Wolfsburg has been developed in such a way. And I realise that VW has had a 

significant role in that, for which I am thankful.   

Moreover, the many high standard theatre plays and dance performances run by Autostadt as 

well as VW’s donations or gifts to the city including a complex of open air swimming pools 

and an art museum were mentioned repeatedly by my interviewees as leisure activities and 

cultural programmes provided to the city by the company. In addition to VW’s direct 

involvement in such investment in the city, all my interviewees believed that the company had 

played a crucial role in the development of the city and the advancement of its different social 

or cultural projects by being the major tax payer in Wolfsburg.  

The great sense of appreciation towards VW fabricated as a consequence of such paternalistic 

care had resulted in many employees having an intolerance to any kind of criticism or grievance 

towards the company. For example, Oscar abhorred VW employees’ criticisms of the company, 

saying: 

Many of my colleagues who have been whole their life in VW and in Wolfsburg 

complain a lot […] about salary, holidays, everything. […] I have been working in 

VW-X (another branch of VW outside of Germany). I know how much people there 

earn. I know how they work. I also have contacts with my friends from university. I 

know where they work, how much they have to work and how much they earn. For 

me it is incomprehensible how one can complain here (in VW). It is actually the land 

of milk and honey where they work. The salary is above average, the social benefits 

are above average, holidays are above average. 

By implying that the work conditions of his university friends and those in other VW branches 

are poor, he delegitimises the criticisms made by Wolfsburger employees against the company. 

Labelling VW as a ‘land of milk and honey’ constructs those cynical employees as 

unappreciative, being unable to understand its generosity. Similarly, Lenard reproached 

employees’ grievances by emphasising the prosperity that VW bestowed upon its employees: 

It is not a big city. It is relatively small and those who were born here, are sort of 

fixed to the city. They also do not have a good idea about other places. […] In other 

cities, VW is not so dominant […]. Here is like a micro-cosmos. [Therefore,] they 

cannot see the bigger picture and do not see that the micro-cosmos of Wolfsburg is 

doing really well and that everyone is prosperous here. Some people complain 

anyway and this I cannot understand. I cannot understand when someone works here 

at VW and says I’m not happy, or I don’t have enough money or others have more 

than me.   

Defining everyone in the city as ‘prosperous’ and relating this prosperity to VW, undermines 

the very sense of employees’ complaints about their salary or any other work related conditions. 
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Through addressing working at VW as sufficient reason for individuals to be happy, and by 

stressing his inability to comprehend any sense of grievance by its employees, he defined any 

dissent as unjust.  

While the above contributions have been related to the work conditions in VW as a reason for 

undermining the legitimacy of any criticism against it, some of my interviewees did this by 

emphasising the company’s role in the well-being of the city. They showed contempt for those 

Wolfsburgers who considered VW’s benevolence as normal and taken for granted. For 

example, Joachim, a Wolfsburger, expressed resentment at VW’s investment in the city often 

being underappreciated by Wolfsburgers: 

The problem is that people tend to see it as standing to reason. They think that a big 

employer would obviously do something in the region as well, for the employees and 

for the city. This is the problem that people rarely understand it consciously what a 

happy and lucky place Wolfsburg is. A lot is done here, many cultural and sport 

projects. But unfortunately people have this in the background of their mind that 

‘yeah! That’s part of having a big corporation around’. Sometimes when you have 

really nice events, then you say: ‘oh boy! That’s nice! Without VW it was perhaps 

not possible’, but I think even I myself tend to bring it to my conscious rather seldom. 

While in the previous comments the interviewees were dismayed at criticism of VW, here 

Joachim goes further to rue the lack of appreciation and thankfulness of his fellow 

Wolfsburgers. He is also self-critical, regretting his own very seldom realisation of VW’s 

largesse.  

When castigating employees’ lack of appreciation of VW, Wolfsburg was sometimes 

compared with areas such as Detroit in the US or the Ruhrgebiet23 in Germany. Both of these 

areas have been similar to Wolfsburg in terms of having great dependency on huge 

corporations; Detroit have had the so called Big Three of the automobile industry in the US 

(Ford, Chrysler, GM) and Ruhrgebiet had its mining and steel industry corporations. Unlike 

Wolfsburg, which is one of the wealthiest cities in Germany, with a low unemployment rate, 

both of these cities have had high rates of unemployment and poverty ever since their dominant 

industries were hit by the economic crisis of 1970s; the Ruhrgebiet after the shrinkage of its 

mining and steel industry in 70s, and Detroit with the departure of Big Three as well as the vast 

atomisation of those parts still remaining in the area in 70s and 80s. None of these cities could 

                                                 
23 The Ruhrgebiet or Ruhr region is an urban agglomeration in the west of Germany consisting of the following 
cities: Bottrop, Bochum, Dortmund, Duisburg, Gelsenkirchen, Herne, Hagen, Hamm, Mülheim an der Ruhr and 
Oberhausen.  
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return to their heyday after those events. As an example of such comparisons consider this 

comment by Lenard: 

There are many people here who are relatively dissatisfied despite the fact that they 

work at VW. For me it is really the luxury problem. Go once to other cities in 

Germany, somewhere in Ruhrgebiet and see how people live there. […] We are doing 

really well here and that’s why I call this the luxury problem. I once got to know a 

colleague in a seminar who originally came from the Ruhrgebiet. He said something 

really interesting about Wolfsburg. He said for many it is not clear here how 

prosperous they are and that we have here a city which is still able to make 

investments in different projects, there are here still swimming pools which are open, 

there are streets here with no holes on, here cycling ways have been constructed and 

investments are made in infrastructure. These are things that you do not see in 

Ruhrgebiet. […] When you compare these with other cities, you know how well we 

are doing. 

Stressing VW employment as adequate for individuals’ satisfaction, he used the Ruhrgebiet as 

a reference to underline Wolfsburgers’ prosperity, exclusively related to VW, and their possible 

unfortunate future in absence of the company. Such a comparison, calling for employees’ 

thankfulness and their recognition of VW’s effect in the region is aimed at disciplining 

individuals toward the self-suppression of organisational resistance and grievance. Moreover, 

the juxtaposition of Wolfsburg and those other cities demonstrates an existential worry that 

warns Wolfsburgers of the same destiny as the Ruhrgebiet and Detroit, which are now far from 

their golden times as a consequence of the weakening or departure of their industries. This 

anxiety has produced dependent subjects who fear the decline of their benevolent parent caused 

by any criticism of or resistance to it. In my interview with Michael, after he criticised VW’s 

strict hierarchical system, he referred to VW and told me that he should not be critical about 

his ‘breadwinner’:  

I live here, I work here, I have my friends here, I have relatives here, I should talk 

positively about my breadwinner. […] There is a saying which says: ‘do not bite the 

hand that feeds you’. It applies to VW. Yes, I do not bite the hand but sometimes I 

can be recalcitrant and say ‘I do not like this!’ or maybe leave or… […] but yeah, I 

try not to bite the hand.  

VW is not pictured only as an employer here. Michael’s entire life, family and friends are 

understood to be dependent on VW’s tutelage. The strong reliance for life in Wolfsburg on VW 

and the anxiety ignited in the citizens of Wolfsburg merely by the imagination of its collapse, 

has led to the formation of docile employees, who define any kind of resistance as ultimately 

threatening to themselves since it is formed through talk to equate with biting the hand which 

feeds them.  
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The minimisation of resistance goes further to block any perception of an alternative to the 

dominance of VW in Wolfsburg, which has heightened the above existential concern. Being 

born in Wolfsburg and after 20 years working at VW, Oscar could not see the possibility of an 

alternative:  

Actually, it would not have been bad to have another pillar for Wolfsburg, in addition 

the automobile industry. […] But it will be difficult given the international 

competitions and globalisation. That’s why I think it is unrealistic to think we could 

have another pillar here […]. That would never happen.  

The inability of anticipating any alternative for the current relationship between Wolfsburg and 

VW reproduces the existing relations of power in which employees protect the company 

against criticism by their fellow co-workers and suppress their own complaints, since they see 

it as a caring parent who protects and improves their lives. These relations are, then, constitutive 

of a docile subject that becomes the means of its own docility.  

 

7.5. Summary 

 

This chapter has outlined the different strategies of paternalistic management at VW. I have 

explained how the company is discursively constituted as a parent for its employees, and how 

this discursive construct is shaped through historical events and VW’s different welfare 

strategies in Wolfsburg. As the elements of care and control rest at the heart of each 

paternalistic system, I have analysed the various organisational strategies along the line of these 

elements. Drawing on Foucault’s concept of governmentality (2000, 2008), different 

mechanisms, such as organisational hierarchy, influencing the city politics, VW’s family 

policies as well as the techniques of self-regulations have been considered. My analyses have 

shown how different agents within the economic processes of neoliberal systems, such as the 

employer, i.e. VW, the local government as well as the union, here the works council of VW, 

produce a consensus (Flew, 2012) to control and guide employee conduct towards certain ends 

which benefit the organisation. I have also analysed how this control is defined and justified in 

the case of VW within the setting of Wolfsburg by drawing on paternalistic discourses (Kerfoot 

& Knights, 1993; Knights & McCabe, 2001). Moreover, how the different welfare policies of 

VW have created a feeling of indebtedness in its employees who live in Wolfsburg has been 

explained. This feeling has led to employees’ self suppression of their resistance to the 

organisational strategies as well as their abhorrence of others’ expression of grievance, seeing 
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this as being unappreciative towards the parental organisation. I have also examined how the 

discursive formation of VW’s parenthood towards employees and the city has created an 

existential anxiety for the citizens, who perceive that the city and their livelihood would 

collapse if the parent left. The analyses in this chapter have further shown that employee 

resistance to the organisation is minimised in fear of this incurring harm to the latter.   
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8. Discussion 

 

8.1. Introduction 

 

This chapter contains two different ‘readings’ of my data analysis, each of which seeks to 

develop meanings in and interpretations of the data presented. In these readings, I try to attain 

what Dyer and Wilkins (1991:614-615) refer to as a ‘deep understanding of a particular social 

setting’ through presenting different representations from the same setting and with the same 

focus: the discursive formation of identity in a company city.    

The interpretations do not start here. I have already made choices in my analysis, including the 

analytical categories identified, the form of the data presentation chapters and the theories 

underpinning the way in which my data have been presented. Hence, I accept that ‘it is an 

illusion that I, as a researcher, can write in a way that “captures” the experiences of “real” 

people’ (Rhodes, 2001:43-44), because, as Stake asserts, ‘the criteria of representation 

ultimately are decided by the researcher’ (2003:93). However, I have paid serious attention to 

the variations in what was said and have resisted the simplification of reducing dissimilarities 

into pre-ordered frameworks based on my understanding of the theories of discursive identity 

formation. The readings seek to present what Morgan (1997:43) refers to as ‘insight – by 

viewing organisation through a different lens’, thereby producing a different theoretical 

perspective to understand how identities are formed within and through organisational 

discourses.  

In this thesis, I have used the novel context of a company city in order to examine employee 

identity formation within organisationally based discourses. Whilst these cities have attracted 

the attention of scholars in other disciplines, such as sociology, they have been left 

understudied in organisation research despite their relevance for the studies of employee 

identity. Moreover, as I have researched the context of the company city of Wolfsburg to 

examine the constitution of employee identity within organisational discourses, my thesis can 

be seen as a response to Jelinek et al.’s (1983:338) plea for researchers to ‘look to external, 

social, cultural context within which organisations are embedded’. 

The first section in this chapter, takes as its point of departure the discourses that are produced 

to constitute the discursive construct of a ‘VW employee’. It proceeds with highlighting the 
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significance of agency amid disciplinary practices. The discussion is then developed to address 

identity formation through different techniques of othering with an emphasis on the theoretical 

contribution that this thesis makes to the field of identity research and the formation of positive 

identities.   

Controlling individuals’ conduct and hence, shaping their identities, is the main focus of the 

second section. By applying Goffman’s concept of the total institution to analyse the 

VW/Wolfsburg apparatus, the importance of the company city of Wolfsburg in the disciplining 

of employees’ subjectivities and constructing their identities is stressed. The concept of 

governmentality in neoliberalism is applied to present a deeper understanding and a broader 

view of how controlling employee conduct has been made possible under the paternalistic 

management system of VW. Building on this discussion, the methodological contribution of 

this study is made, suggesting an alternative way to examine employee governmentality. Both 

readings and all theories applied are considered in terms of their utility for studies of identity 

in organisations.  

 

8.2. Identities in company cities 

 

8.2.1. Introduction 

 

This section consists of two main subsections. In the first, ‘company city and the production of 

an employee’, I have theorised the different ways that the meaning of a ‘VW employee’ is 

shaped within the context of the company city of Wolfsburg, through different organisationally 

based discourses and strategies of normalisation. I have also discussed the ways that agency is 

exercised in this disciplinary context. In the second subsection, ‘othering and identity’, I argue 

in line with what Dittmar (1992) maintains, that employees utilise different symbols to 

communicate with others who they are, through marking their association with VW employees 

and their differentiation from non-VW ones (cf. Csikszentmihalyi & Halton, 1981). The 

discussion in this section highlights that the very discourses that constitute ‘VW employee’, 

inevitably constitute others too. Employees constantly form, repair and revise their sense of 

self (Alvesson & Willmott, 2002) in order to conform to normative templates of the discursive 

construct of a ‘VW employee’ and distance themselves from others. To this end, they use 
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techniques of impression management and follow the ‘ethics of success’. I contribute to the 

literature on identity research by suggesting that if the prospect of mobilising one’s career 

and/or financial situation upward to overcome her/his insecurities is not promising, then 

individuals try to demean others so that in comparison they are seen as having a higher self-

worth and ‘valued identity’ (Collinson, 2003).  

 

8.2.2. Company city and the production of an employee 

 

Subjects are constituted and constitute themselves within discourse (Foucault, 1980). The 

discussion in this section is focussed on the different ways that the organisationally based 

discourses define who a ‘VW employee’ is, and by implication, how she/he should behave (cf. 

Alvesson et al., 2008). While discussing the role of the city context, where the company is 

embedded in the constitution of these identities, the normalisation processes are highlighted, 

through which the desire to work for VW is established. I have also discussed how subjects 

regulate themselves and how agency is demonstrated in the constitution of the subject as a ‘VW 

employee’.  

 

8.2.2.1. VW employee as prosperous 

 

The discourse on privilege constitutes the VW employee as prosperous and simultaneously, 

promotes employment with the firm as the only way to achieve prosperity. While elements, 

such as job security and various opportunities for self-development, for example, free of charge 

workshops are mentioned as the basis of the prosperity of VW employees, the kind of identity 

that the discourse on privilege articulates is, to a great extent, focused on the financial resources 

that are made available to them by working at VW and the material advantages that they, thus, 

can enjoy. It constructs VW employees as living a life without economic insecurities and as 

being able to afford things that non-VW people cannot. 

Discourses make the realities, rather than simply describing them (Foucault, 1980). Hence, 

while the discourse on privilege defines VW employee as prosperous, it constitutes the 

meaning of prosperity. This is construed as being embodied in material possessions and being 

able to afford certain activities, in particular, cars, houses, clothing, holidays and money/salary. 
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Luft (1957) showed in a study that individuals tend to consider those with more money as being 

happier, healthier and better adjusted. Hence, as the discourse on privilege constitutes a VW 

employee as being well-off, she/he is thus, formed as an achieving, successful, happy and 

healthy subject. However, as Duncan (1975) asserted, higher levels of income are only 

constructive of individuals’ subjective happiness when they are discursively constituted to raise 

one above others. Whilst the discourse on privilege constructs VW employees as being well-

off, it also involves statements such as: VW employees ‘can afford things that others cannot 

easily afford’, which confines the achievement of the well-off and privileged status to these 

employees and consequently, deprives non-VW individuals of such subject positions. This then 

provides VW employees with a reference group, i.e. non-VW ones as underprivileged subjects, 

to compare themselves with and possibly gain self-satisfaction as well as happiness as a result 

of having higher pay (cf. Belk, 1988). 

Statements, such as that in the preceding quote, also produce the superiority of VW employees, 

which is made only in the presence of non-VW individuals who are discursively constituted as 

being unable to afford things that the former can. Consequently, VW employment in Wolfsburg 

turns into a status symbol that is based on having higher material advantages, which in turn, 

discursively shapes VW employees as possessing a position of success and excellence.  

It is necessary to mention that the context of Wolfsburg, where VW is the major employer and 

is discursively formed as the best paying employer in the whole region, is essential for the 

functioning of the discourse on privilege and the constitution of the subjects as privileged or 

under-privileged. In another context, which would embed similarly huge corporations, with 

similar financial resources as that of VW, the discursive formation of the category of non-VW 

employee as generally less well-off would be possibly undermined, due to the existence of 

competing discourses (Alvesson & Karreman, 2000a). Hence, the discourse on privilege could 

prove to be inadequate in manufacturing the ‘VW employee’ as being prosperous, happier and 

more successful, when compared to others.  

 

8.2.2.2. VW employee as identity chooser 

 

The discourses on many possibilities at VW and on VW as an independent universe are 

interrelated with that on privilege and constitute the ‘VW employee’ as having the advantage 

of belonging to an exclusive world, where she/he has countless possibilities and can freely 
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choose among different professions. Through the lens of performativity (Butler, 1990), being 

able to choose freely between different jobs equates with the freedom of choosing one’s 

identity at each point in time. Hence, ‘the infinite possibilities’ that one is said to have at VW 

constitutes VW employees as empowered subjects who are free to choose who they want to be. 

That is, VW is not discursively shaped as just offering infinite jobs, as it also offers infinite 

alternative selves that employees could switch between whenever they wish. Whilst others who 

have not succeeded in getting into VW are understood to have to draw on other subject 

positions, that is, to work elsewhere to where they desire, i.e. as a VW employee, the discourse 

on many possibilities at VW promotes the company as offering a certain level of emancipation 

of the self, granted to the employees. In Markus and Nurius’s (1986) terminology, it constitutes 

VW as providing them with a rich pool of possible selves and gives them the freedom to pick 

whichever ones they want. However, the discursive emancipation that VW is perceived to offer 

to its employees is rather a bounded one, since while being shaped through this discourse to be 

free subjects in choosing their identities, this freedom is limited within the confines of the 

company and lasts so long as they conform to its organisational norms. Moreover, the real life 

experience of those who had tried to pick one of the many selves on offer was in contrast to 

the discursively promoted ease of choosing who one wants to become at VW. Despite these, 

the discourse on many possibilities continues to promote the privilege of VW employees in 

Wolfsburg. The reason can be found in the exclusivity of the world of VW, which is not open 

to everyone. Only some have made it to this exclusive world while everyone, as I shall discuss 

in the following subsection is discursively shaped to be striving to work for VW, i.e. belonging 

to this world. This makes merely being in this world and having access to all its possibilities, 

however theoretical they might be, an advantage and something special. Hence, belonging to 

it forms a boundary between the self and others (Bacharach et al., 2000; Freitas et al., 1997), 

which constructs the latter as unsuccessful and the former as successful, having achieved 

something exceptional (Cilliers, 2001).  

The world of VW is not only understood to offer many possibilities for the self, for it is 

discursively made to be the only platform, where one’s different desired selves can be realised. 

That is why, in order to become who one wants to be, ‘it is said [in Wolfsburg] at first get into 

VW, then you can find out what you want to do’. The non-VW employees, who do not belong 

to this world, are consequently understood as being deprived of constituting the type of self 

that they wish to behold. Indeed, the very existence of those that have not made it into VW, 

despite having tried earnestly to do so, is a key feature for marking VW employment a privilege 
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and constituting the ‘VW employee’ as prosperous. It is down to this, that the latter is, once 

again, constituted as successful and superior to non-VW employees. 

 

8.2.2.3. VW employee: A normalised ideal 

 

My analysis shows that the desire for working at VW is understood to be normal for all 

Wolfsburgers. The normalisation of the wish to work in the firm is made possible through 

various processes. First, the ‘VW employee’ is discursively constituted as an idealised self for 

the Wolfsburgers to move towards. Moreover, the mechanism of the surveillance functions to 

make eccentricities known so as to minimise the contradictory discourses. Simultaneously, 

punishment strategies are in place, aiming at correcting ‘deviant’ behaviours. In this subsection, 

I discuss these three main processes. 

Wolfsburgers are seen to have developed a strong emotional bond with VW, such that the wish 

to become an employee has already been shaped in their childhood. They are constituted within 

the institutional context of Wolfsburg and the dominant organisational discourses to desire to 

work at VW regardless of the type of the job that they would do for the company or the position 

that they would occupy in its organisational hierarchy. A VW employee is discursively shaped 

to be the foremost subject position that everyone should aspire to occupy. Once an employee 

of the firm, according to the discourse on the many possibilities at VW, one is free to draw on 

whatever subject position, from a baker to an engineer, from a production line worker to an 

upper manager, as she/he desires. The ‘VW employee’, constituted through talk as an identity 

that everyone strives to accomplish, has thus turned in Wolfsburg into what I term as an 

umbrella identity for Wolfsburgers, which brings together all other possible identities that one 

can or desires to form. Hence, it becomes the basic form of self that the Wolfsburgers should 

seek to acquire before drawing on other subject positions.  

VW’s investment in children, through formal education, further shapes individuals’ 

aspirations. It also assists the production of an employee with the right educational background 

for the company. This employee is also loyal, because the alternatives of who she/he can 

become have been confined to being within VW and an employee. By educating individuals 

from their childhood according to the future needs of VW, discursively constructing the VW 

employee for them as excellent, elite and an idealised identity that everyone wants to 
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accomplish, and systematically removing other potential selves (Gergen, 1972), the firm 

colonises the Wolfsburgers’ subjectivities to its own benefit. In the intertwined system of 

VW/Wolfsburg, Wolfsburgers are unremittingly subject to the organisational discourses that 

ultimately limit and define what Mills (1940) refers to as their ‘vocabularies of motives’ for 

shaping their aspirations as well as ‘for making sensible and accountable what it is that [they] 

should [or] can do’ (Clegg, 1998:32), and hence, who it is that they should or can become.  

Therefore, the experiences of the subject are shaped within a disciplinary environment, where 

becoming a VW employee turns into a commonplace and taken for granted wish of all. In this 

environment, everyone earnestly strives to become a VW member, as other alternative selves 

are either automatically eliminated or held as invalid due to their being seen as inferior. As a 

result, individuals are disciplined and discipline themselves (Foucault, 1977) towards 

becoming a VW employee. The boundaries of this disciplinary environment expand beyond 

the formal platforms of education to flow into all aspects of children’s lives through their family 

members who mostly work at VW. The discursive reproduction of VW as the dream or best 

employer, in family gatherings, through parents, siblings and relatives, further forms VW 

employment into a goal for the children in Wolfsburg, discarding any other potential idealised 

self. Consequently, the subjects are homogenised (Foucault, 1977), at least when it comes to 

the consideration of their future identities (cf. Ibarra, 1999) and who they aspire to become.  

The normalisation of the wish to work for VW further functions through a mechanism of 

surveillance. This mechanism works owing to the ubiquity of VW in Wolfsburg, which is 

caused to a great extent by VW cars as well as its employees both of which are encountered 

everywhere in the city. The fact that a significant number of citizens of Wolfsburg working at 

VW live in the city causes the feeling of being constantly surrounded by other employees and 

hence, being always monitored by them. In such a surveillance mechanism every minuscule 

transgression and any refusal to accept the dominant organisational discourses can immediately 

become transparent.  This creates a panopticon-like system, in which each employee is figured 

as watching and being watched by others (Thornborrow & Brown, 2009), resulting in the 

quiescence and self-suppression of any resistance to VW and the organisationally based 

discourses. That is, it leads individuals towards disciplining their own conduct in the fear of 

being seen as having eccentric behaviour and thus standing out. Therefore, it further assists the 

normalisation of the VW employee as an idealised identity as it reproduces the discourses on 

the company’s supremacy through minimising employee nonconformity and hence, 

eliminating contradictory discourses.   
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As the data have indicated, thanks to the company’s popular leasing strategies, different brands 

of VW cars are extensively driven in Wolfsburg. Through these strategies, VW turns its 

employees into the consumers and the marketers of its products at the same time. By leasing 

its cars for a maximum six-month period, employees foster the company in presenting and 

marketing its products in their best condition, i.e. new, clean and shining in Wolfsburg, for 

Wolfsburgers and for other employees. Hence, refusing to drive a VW car not only can be seen 

to equate with undermining organisational discourses that promote VW’s supremacy, it also 

makes the employee stand out as being not supportive of the company. As driving a car other 

than that of a VW brand inevitably means using and marketing the competitors’ products, it is 

understood as being an act of betrayal to the company, being marked as ‘not acceptable’, as 

emerged in the data. The constant and almost exclusive presence of VW cars on the streets 

further strengthens the mechanism of surveillance, making anyone driving a car other than a 

VW visible, labelling her/him as being disloyal to the company. While this punishes the non-

conformist employees, there are several mechanisms of punishment that target non-VW 

individuals, whose very existence could undermine the discourses that promote employment 

by the company as being what everyone aspires to achieve. The punishment on these 

individuals appears to target them by labelling them as outsiders or rejects, whereby whilst they 

have sincerely had the goal of working at VW, they have been denied the chance. It also 

manifests itself in regards to VW employees being granted rewards that they are not entitled 

to. Having contracts or agreements with different companies and/or state organisations so as to 

provide employees with particular rewards, such as discounts in shops, given the context of 

Wolfsburg, where no other employer has access to similar economic resources required for 

doing so, deprives non-VW employees from similar opportunities. As a result, it reproduces 

the discourse on the privilege of VW employees and the inferiority of non-VW ones. Such 

punishment strategies that categorise and hierarchise individuals into better, superior, 

privileged juxtaposed with inferior, failure, disadvantaged, not only aim at idealisation of VW 

for potential employees, they also remind current VW employees of the subject positions that 

they will have to draw upon as a consequence of their nonconformity.  However, my 

interviewees were not just obedient products of organisational discourses with no agency and 

it is to this, that I now turn. 
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8.2.2.4. Agency amid discipline 

 

While a VW employee is discursively defined as an idealised and privileged identity and 

normalisation processes normalise individuals’ desire to become such an employee and despite 

mechanisms of surveillance and systems of punishing nonconformists, there have been many 

instances of resistance among employees. Resonating with Foucault’s statement that ‘where 

there is power, there is resistance’ (1978:95), employee resistance to organisationally based 

discourses has been demonstrated in the data through several cynical comments and cases of 

grievance about issues, such as the categorisation of individuals into important/insider versus 

unimportant/outsider, which has resulted in the creation of a two-class society, the 

organisational hierarchy, the dominance of VW in the city, the role of the company in politics, 

etc.  

According to McKinlay (2008:522), ‘surveillance systems are always incomplete, always 

incapable of delivering the compliant prisoners, workers, or citizens that they promise’. 

Consistent with this perspective, the interview setting seemed to exemplify the incompleteness 

of the mechanism of surveillance in Wolfsburg for my interviewees, where some of them 

appeared to feel free to express their cynicism about VW. That is, when being interviewed, 

depending on the level of trust they could vest in me as a friend of a friend, acquaintance or as 

a researcher from ‘the outside world’, some degree of safe space was created for them, in which 

they felt being out of the reach of the monitoring gaze of other employees, thus assuming that 

expressions of cynicism would cause them no harm. However, the perceived precariousness of 

this safe space of the interview became apparent during those held in public locations. In these 

interviews, my interviewees dropped their voices when making cynical statements about the 

company for fear of the conversation being overheard by a VW employee sitting somewhere 

nearby. Moreover, many of the employees wrapped up their grievances with a justificatory 

comment, such as ‘but this comes with the size’ to explain the problems that they referred to as 

being the ‘natural’ consequences of the size of the company. This exposes the tensional and 

complex nature  of their identities (Brown, 2015; Ford, 2006), while demonstrating their ability 

to incorporate the contradictory elements of simultaneously defying and defending 

organisational discourses into their identity construction as a VW employee (cf. El-Sawad, 

2004).  
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Such types of resistance are what Thomas and Davis (2005) refer to as resistance at ‘the level 

of subjectivities’ since it is not aimed at actively challenging the existing power relations. 

However, the agency of these employees was demonstrated not only in their being cynical, 

distancing themselves from certain managerial practices and demonstrating an awareness of 

the agenda that possibly lies behind them (Sturdy, 1998; Willmott, 1993). For, it was also 

visible in their regulating their selves towards the quiescence of their own complaints and 

applying what Foucault (1988) termed as the ‘technologies of the self’ to shape their own 

conduct in order to ‘transfer themselves’ into ‘VW employees’, who fit better in their society.  

Moreover, there have also been cases of active resistance at VW reported by my interviewees. 

These were in the form of a wild cat strike and a letter of grievance to the works council, both 

due to the low standards of work conditions in the production halls. The fact that these acts of 

active resistance have been carried out by the production line workers uncovers the 

contradictions that these workers experience between dominant organisational discourses, such 

as ‘VW – the dream employer’ and the daily work conditions. Despite the city context 

providing VW with a setting, in which it can orchestrate the societal and organisational 

discourses and minimise contradictory ones, the discourses are never complete (Foucault, 

1980). While the discourse on privilege defines VW employees as being prosperous and 

promotes the idea that ‘people are satisfied and happy at Volkswagen’, it fails when it comes 

to the production line workers. Working at VW is not understood by other employees to be a 

status symbol for them and they are denied the superior position given to the VW employees 

in the discourse on privilege. Due to their dull work tasks that do not require much involvement 

of intellect, unlike being a VW employee, the subject positions of successful, excellent and 

elite are not perceived as applying to them. That is, the managerial endeavour to minimise 

resistance and form loyal and conforming employees through discursively constituting them as 

being excellent, privileged and more successful subjects who saw their aspirations being 

achieved within VW did not seem to be fully functioning as far as the production line workers 

are concerned. Even though none of these practices of active resistance managed to attain their 

perceived objectives, the very existence of them marks the incompleteness of the discourses 

and the reproduction of resistance at the heart of disciplinary systems (Foucault, 1982; Knights 

& Vurdubakis, 1994).  
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8.2.3. Othering and identity 

 

Individuals work on their identities to mark their distinctiveness as compared to others 

(Alvesson & Willmott, 2002). They employ different mediums to locate themselves in different 

social groups (Elliott, 1997), marking their belongingness to some and their differentiation 

from others (Gergen, 1991). Discourse on privilege as well as discourses on the many 

possibilities at VW and VW as an independent universe, constitute both VW and non-VW 

employees. In this subsection, I discuss three different methods of othering that VW employees 

were found to use in order to mark their belongingness to the company, thereby being 

associated with the category of the privileged and successful and simultaneously distancing 

themselves from others, i.e. those discursively made inferior in Wolfsburg.  

 

8.2.3.1. Using symbols 

 

Identity formation entails marking the self as unique and different from or similar to some 

others (Csikszentmihalyi & Halton, 1981). There are different symbols that VW employees use 

to mark their association with the company, which are notorious in Wolfsburg, including high 

salaries/money, expensive designer clothing, high-end homes, twice a year holidays abroad 

and expensive brand new cars. Among these, cars were said to be the most important symbol 

in forming who a VW employee is, to the extent that one without a car, obviously a VW brand, 

is unimaginable. This is not the same for other symbols. My analyses show that a VW car is 

discursively constituted as a taken for granted part of the self of a VW employee or as a part of 

what Belk (1988) might refer to as her/his ‘extended self’. As a result, cars are used by VW 

employees as symbols that distinguish the latter from non-VW employees in Wolfsburg. In 

particular, relatively expensive and brand new cars function as such, since employees of VW 

could, according to the VW’s leasing strategy, change their car for a new one every six months. 

Hence, always driving a new car marks individuals as ‘VW employee’ and hence, associates 

with them all other status symbols that a VW employee is known as possessing in Wolfsburg. 

In other words, by driving brand new cars individuals demonstrate their belongingness to the 

category of VW employees, i.e. well-off, happy and successful in achieving things that others 

fail to achieve. It is thus, a reference to one’s social status (Gabriel & Lang, 1995) as it marks 
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individuals’ privileges and the financial resources available to them as compared to others, i.e. 

non-VW people.   

However, cars are not merely used by VW employees to stand out and be distinguished from 

non-VW ones. They are also utilised in two different ways to mark one’s status within the 

company and among VW employees. The kind of car that an employee drives, how expensive 

it is and what extra features are added to it, are symbols with which VW employees send a 

message about their financial well-being to their colleagues. Individuals’ higher payments 

symbolise their ability to win better work contracts and hence, discursively shape them as 

successful. That is, they use upmarket cars with expensive configurations to construct their 

identity as more successful, more worthy and having higher abilities than their fellow co-

workers in attaining better positions. Hence, cars do not simply symbolise the financial 

resources available to their drivers, for they discursively constitute the latter’s very self and 

make them stand out as having qualities that other employees do not have. 

VW’s car licensing system also helps employees to communicate with other employees who 

they are  (cf. Pratt & Rafaeli, 1997). This is because in this system licence plates reveal the 

organisational position and/or the kind of work contract of the employees and the plates 

become a label conveyed on individuals, which is always carried with them. Differently put, 

the licence plates in Wolfsburg are not just combinations of numbers and letters that 

differentiate cars from each other, but rather, they function as boundaries for categorising and 

differentiating employees from one another. As they demonstrate an individual’s position in 

the organisational hierarchy, they function as a mechanism for measuring one’s authority 

within the organisation and hence, discursively constructing her/his importance and success as 

compared to other employees. Having particular licence plates on the car, being able to drive 

one’s car into the plant, or to fuel the car free of charge are not just advantages given to some 

employees. For, these are symbols, with which the individual signals to other employees her/his 

capabilities in gaining such advantages (cf. Foucault, 1977) and hence, constitutes her/his self 

as better and more successful than others. As some individuals are categorised as successful 

and more worthy in this system, it is inevitable that others, in particular, Tariff employees, who 

use the lowest levels of contracts, as compared to Tariff Plus and the various management 

contracts, are categorised as unsuccessful, less worthy and less capable. This lowly position 

produces a sense of anxiety and insecurity for Tariff employees, which imbues them with the 

need to seek self-worth (Collinson, 2003) and make a positive identity. Anxieties and 
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insecurities of the subjects and how they are related to individuals’ identity formation processes 

are the focus of the next two subsections.  

 

8.2.3.2. The making of a positive identity 

 

Research on identity has shown that individuals try to increase the feeling of self-regard, and 

construct valued or positive identities (Collinson, 2003; Dutton et al., 2010; Roberts et al., 

2009). An individual’s identity as a VW employee in Wolfsburg is made under the gaze of 

other VW employees as well as non-VW ones. The discourse on privilege and the mechanism 

of normalisation of the desire to work for VW define a VW employee as enjoying particular 

material (high-end homes, twice a year holidays abroad, expensive and new cars, etc.) and non-

material (job security, free of charge seminars and workshops, plant physician, etc.) privileges. 

Since the VW employee as a privileged individual is a discursive construct, just working for 

the company does not convey upon the individual the status of privileged by others in 

Wolfsburg. Individuals must work on their identity to ‘make oneself acceptable and respectable 

to others and to oneself’ (Ybema et al. 2009:306). In other words, VW employees need to 

conform with what one is determined to be within discourse in order to be given the high social 

status of being a VW employee and hence, being able to make a valued identity. This is more 

comprehensible when considered in light of what Ybema and his colleagues contend, that one’s 

identity is an outcome of ‘the dynamic interplay between internal strivings and external 

prescriptions, between self-presentation and labelling by others, between achievement and 

ascription and between regulation and resistance’ (2009:301). As my analysis has shown, even 

though all VW employees are paid above average for Germany as a whole, not all of them can 

be conventionally called as well-off, given their payments and the general financial situations 

of their households. The difference between the ‘reality’ that they find themselves in and the 

discursive reality of who they are as VW employees and hence, how they should behave causes 

insecurities, as they fear not being able to achieve the confirmation and the acknowledgement 

of others in their identity formation process (cf. Watson, 2008). To avoid being denied the 

privileged status of a VW employee either by falling into the category of failures and rejects, 

i.e. non-VW ones or by being seen as unsuccessful among other VW employees, for not making 

it higher on the career ladder, employees use techniques of impression management (Goffman, 

1959). In order to make a positive identity and promoting a favourable self-view (Brown, 

2015), these employees live up to the discourse on privilege by keeping the appearance of 
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prosperity through consuming goods and activities that are associated with VW employees. 

Moreover, when it comes to the production line workers, the impression management 

techniques are not limited to the consumption of particular goods or activities. That is, since 

their work has the reputation of being dull and needing the least levels of knowledge and 

intelligence, they are denied the VW employees’ status of excellence and success, which 

consequently, leads them towards endless attempts to seek self-worth and form a valued 

identity. As a result, in addition to regulating their consuming behaviour, they might hide the 

fact that they work on the production line and only focus on forming their identity as a VW 

employee in their encounters with others. However, their impression management techniques 

are not manipulative in a deceitful sense. For, as Goffman (1959) asserts, the masks that we 

put on and hence, the impressions that we give, represent the roles that we strive to act and 

therefore, the identities that we want to constitute. Through submerging their selves in 

expensive goods and participating in activities associated with VW employees, they accentuate 

some of their subject positions, such as being ‘a VW employee’. Simultaneously, they conceal 

others, such as being ‘a production line worker’, which they do not wish to draw on when 

forming their identities for certain others. Indeed, by submitting to the discourse on privilege, 

these employees use impression management strategies as a way of complying with the 

discursive construction of a ‘VW employee’.  

Additionally, my analyses have uncovered another type of anxiety and individuals’ insecurity 

that is related to the Wolfsburgers’ formation of the VW employee as their ideal type of self. 

Through this idealisation, VW employees are discursively constituted as enjoying a ‘better 

life’, an anxiety-free financial situation and a superior social status. Moreover, VW 

employment is defined as the sole path towards curtailing those insecurities, reaching that 

status and forming a valued sense of self. Hence, becoming a VW employee was, for some, an 

outcome of an anxiety of being seen as subordinated in society and the result of a wish to secure 

a ‘better life’, rather than being an abstract ideological aspiration. That is, the wish to become 

a VW employee for these people, whether they wished this for themselves, for their parents or 

for their children, was to a great extent, based on a rational calculation of how to overcome 

their social and economic insecurities. 

Insecurities are thus, related to identity work, as demonstrated in this research in two different 

ways. First, they are outputs of individuals’ identity work, being mainly caused by the very 

nature of identity and its dependence on the acceptance of others (Knights & Willmott, 1990; 
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1989), as has been shown for those VW employees who seek the acknowledgment of others to 

be granted this status. Second, the insecurities drive individuals’ identity work, leading them 

to take actions towards becoming a VW employee so as to form a valued identity. This accords 

with Knights and Clarke’s (2013:335) observation: ‘the concepts of identity and insecurity 

[are] conditions and consequences of one another rather than [merely being] monocasually 

related’.  

 

8.2.3.3. Demeaning others 

 

Developing a sense of positive self, as discussed above is facilitated through using symbols, 

which mark one’s integration with VW employees and differentiation from non-VW 

individuals (cf. Alvesson, 1996; Csikszentmihalyi & Halton, 1981), who are discursively 

defined as inferior. However, due to leasing cars from the company, most of VW employees 

are subject to the car licensing system of categorisation that classifies individuals on the basis 

of their abilities of moving their careers upwards. While Tariff employees (both white and blue 

collars) are those most vulnerable in this system, as they have achieved the least success within 

the organisation and because being seen as worthy at VW starts from Tariff Plus level, ‘when 

you reach to Tariff Plus, you […] feel it when you are in the plant. […] You are really 

someone’, other employees are also subject to comparisons and the benchmarking of their self-

worth, causing anxieties and insecurities for the subjects. As a result, even though exploiting 

particular material symbols can grant them the high social status of a VW employee in 

Wolfsburg, they still carry with themselves the licence plates of their cars, which can turn into 

their ‘badge of shame’ among other VW employees. Despite what is promoted as part of the 

discourse on the many possibilities at VW, as the information given in Research background 

(chapter 4) has demonstrated, not surprisingly, the majority of employees are on the Tariff 

level, which reflects the difficulty of climbing up one’s career ladder towards Tariff Plus. The 

same is true for transcending to the management level from Tariff Plus. That is, many 

employees arguably do not see any prospect of disposing of their insecurities and hence, 

forming a positive identity, based on what Collinson refers to as  ‘upward mobility and material 

accumulation’ (2003:503). Instead, as my analysis has shown, they seek to constitute a sense 

of self-worth and valued identity for themselves by demeaning and degrading non-VW 

employees and reproducing their discursive inferiority. This is where my research makes its 

theoretical contribution to the studies of identity formation: while the literature suggests that 
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individuals follow the ‘ethics of success’ as the way to overcome insecurities  (cf. Grey, 1994), 

the outcomes of this study indicate that when the prospect of achieving success so as to form a 

positive identity is not promising, individuals try to reproduce the discursive subordination of 

others in order to resolve their insecurities and to constitute a sense of self-worth. 

VW employees claiming that non-VW people envied them for their achievement represents an 

attempt to constitute a positive identity by underlining that there are many people who have 

the desire to be who they are. In other words, they sought to form the subject position of ‘a VW 

employee’ as valued and elevated by stressing that it is the desire of many, but accomplished 

by only a few, including themselves. Demeaning non-VW employees by those in VW to 

constitute a sense of self-worth further was demonstrated in the latter wondering whether the 

so-called external employees could survive until end of the month, given their lower wages. 

By stressing the discursive misery of ‘other’: the ‘other’ with a poor financial situation, the 

‘other’ who envies me and the ‘other’ whose greatest desire is to be in my shoes, i.e. working 

at VW, they seek to make a valued identity.  

Through humiliating others, they try to overcome their own inner struggle and anxieties caused 

by their inability of mobilising their career upward and hence, being seen as a failure among 

other VW employees. However, in constituting the subordination of non-VW people, they draw 

on and in effect reproduce the organisationally based discourses, such as a VW employee being 

privileged and VW employment being the desire of everyone. These are precisely the 

discourses within which the subjects’ insecurities have been produced and what led them to 

engaging in such identity work in the first place.   

Focusing on the subordination of others for gaining self-regard has been mentioned in previous 

studies, mainly carried out in the field of social psychology, that have addressed the concept of 

so-called ‘downward comparison’ (for example, Miller & Bugelski, 1948; Schachter, 1959; 

Willson & Benner, 1971). The extant research has suggested that individuals can ‘enhance their 

own subjective well-being by comparing themselves with a less fortunate other’ (Wills, 

1981:245). However, these studies, which were invariably quantitative, lacked a critical lens, 

thus failing to analyse how such comparisons reproduce the existing power relations and the 

dominant discourses. While comparing oneself ‘with a less fortunate other’ can imply that the 

low social status of ‘the other’ exists as a ‘reality’, which is then utilised by the person in the 

‘downward comparison’, my research has stressed the relations of power in the creation of such 

status. VW employees do not simply compare themselves with the less fortunate other, i.e. non-
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VW individuals to gain self-regard in the comparison. Instead, they actively reproduce the 

latter’s inferiority and constitute it as less fortunate through their comparisons in order to form 

their identity as being valued.  

Finally, even though the positive identity that they construct through demeaning others is 

fragile and not coherent, because it does not incur change to their identity, as understood by 

their VW employees, at least it helps them temporarily to form a valued identity for themselves 

as well as among some significant others, such as their family members, colleagues in similar 

situations and for me, the interviewer. Since the anticipation of an upward career path is for 

many not promising, the degradation of non-VW employees and subsequently, the relentless 

discursive reproduction of their inferiority is arguably the only way to try to escape insecurity 

and thus, gain a sense of self-worth for many VW employees.  

 

8.2.4. Summary 

 

In this section, I have discussed the different ways that organisationally based discourses 

constitute a ‘VW employee’. The importance of the context of Wolfsburg in the functioning of 

these discourses and the categorisation of the subjects that they create have been highlighted. I 

have also discussed the different strategies of normalisation, which work to normalise the 

desire for working at VW. It has been argued that employees’ agency does not get marginalised 

(Mouzelis, 1995) in the constitution of a ‘VW employee’ and the disciplinary mechanism of 

normalising the wish to become one. The instances of cynicism and active resistance reveal 

that there is no complete surveillance system (McKinlay, 2008) and that resistance is not 

exterior to the relations of power, as these always carry the ‘recalcitrance of the will’ at their 

heart (Foucault, 1982:790). I have also covered the different discourses that individuals draw 

on and the different symbols that they utilise in the formation of their identities as a ‘VW 

employee’ and in distancing the self from the category of non-VW people.  

Discursively constructing VW employees as privileged, I have argued, inevitably, means the 

formation of non-VW individuals as underprivileged, while leading to insecurities for those 

employees who were said to be unable to live up to the material prosperity and the elitism of 

this discursive construct. I have suggested that these employees use demeaning and degrading 
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of non-VW employees and reproducing the discourses of the latter’s inferiority as a method of 

othering so as to build a positive and valued identity.  

 

8.3. Totalism, control and identity 

 

8.3.1. Introduction 

 

Clegg and his colleagues (2006) queried the absence of Goffman’s work on total institutions 

in the annals of organisational theory, ‘not least because he anticipated, in so many ways, 

themes that were later to attract dedicated followers of Foucauldian fashion’ (p.144). The 

discussion in this section addresses this matter, by way of presenting a Goffmanesque- 

Foucauldian reading of VW in the setting of Wolfsburg, which is illustrated as VW/Wolfsburg, 

due to the perceived inseparability of the two.  

I also highlight the discourse on VW’s paternalism in Wolfsburg and how individuals’ conduct 

and hence, their identity (Butler, 1990) is controlled and guided within VW’s paternalistic 

management system. While similar to other studies of paternalism (for example see Fleming, 

2005; Kerfoot & Knights, 1993) I discuss the different ways that employee conduct is 

controlled through the element of care in VW’s paternalism, my discussion in relation to this 

goes beyond the simple formulation of control through care. By drawing on Foucault’s concept 

of governmentality in neoliberalism (2000; 2008), I present a broader theorisation of how 

controlling employee behaviour in paternalism functions. Using the concept of 

governmentality by attending to the external, political and social context, in which the 

organisation performs, instead of merely focusing on the inside of the organisation, marks the 

methodological contribution of this study to the research on organisations.   

 

8.3.2. VW/Wolfsburg: A Goffmanesque-Foucauldian reading  

 

The setting of a company city, where the dominant presence of the company in all aspects of 

the city life is significant, can arguably resemble an ‘extreme case’ (Eisenhardt, 1989), where 

work organisations are concerned. While this might raise a question regarding the usefulness 

of studying such cases, as people’s daily life usually does not form under such circumstances, 
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researching extremes, as Clegg et al. (2006) maintain, is important for organisational studies. 

‘The point of looking at extreme cases is to see normal phenomena in a condensed and 

concentrated form, especially as these normal phenomena centre on the person in the 

institution’ (p. 143). The institution in the case of this study is not only VW nor just Wolfsburg. 

Separating Wolfsburg from VW fails to demonstrate the intertwined relationship between the 

two, thus implying that they would exist as a separate entity without one another. As my 

analysis has shown, living in Wolfsburg, for many, is synonymous with living in VW. 

Remarks, such as ‘Wolfsburg is VW’ or ‘you are basically always at Volkswagen’ are 

illustrative of individuals’ conception of VW and Wolfsburg as one single body. There is a 

strong dependence of Wolfsburg on VW, its daughter companies and its suppliers for jobs as 

well as for the administration of the city through the tax paid by VW and its employees. This, 

together with the dependence of those companies on Wolfsburg for the workforce who are also 

consumers of their products and services, underlines the inseparability of VW and Wolfsburg. 

Hence, rather than talking in terms of VW and/or Wolfsburg, the dyad of VW/Wolfsburg can 

better represent the institution in which the citizens of Wolfsburg perform and their identities 

are shaped. I draw on a Goffmanesque-Foucauldian understanding of VW/Wolfsburg and the 

systematic formation of the self under the surveillance of its totality to argue that this institution 

is total.  

As Goffman studied total institutions, his research questions evolved in terms of how such 

institutions served as a ‘forcing house for changing persons, as a natural experiment on what 

can be done to the self’ (1961:22), or in Foucauldian (1977) terms to discipline the subjects. 

Goffman’s use of the term ‘total’ was dependent on four dimensions:  

all aspects of life are conducted in the same place and under the same single authority 
[…], each member’s daily activity is carried on in the immediate company of a large 
batch of others […], all phases of the day’s activities are tightly scheduled […with] 
the whole sequence of events being imposed from above [… and] the various 
activities […] are designed to fulfil the official aims of the institution (1961:17).  

The four dimensions mentioned by Goffman are arguably more-or-less in place in the 

VW/Wolfsburg system. The separation of VW and the city administration is for many reasons 

not entirely possible. As mentioned in section 4.4, two chairs on the supervisory board of the 

VW corporation are allocated to the Federal State of Lower Saxony, thereby facilitating the 

close cooperation between VW and Wolfsburg’s city administration. Moreover, as the analyses 

have shown, VW is involved in many city administrative processes and development projects 
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in the city, not only through being the most important tax payer, but also by directly influencing 

them. In addition, as Wolfsburg is discursively made to be dependent on VW for its very 

existence, the city hall’s employees were said by my interviewees to be serving the firm’s 

interests, such that the city is administered in line with the demands of VW’s managers.  

Whilst life in VW/Wolfsburg is not tightly scheduled, a great number of Wolfsburg’s citizens 

go to the plant and leave it every day within almost the same period of time. In fact, various 

aspects of life in Wolfsburg are affected by VW’s work’s schedule, the three-shifts system and 

even its holiday period. As the majority of the citizens of Wolfsburg work for VW or one of its 

suppliers, the plant’s mandatory holiday period is inevitably also one for many non-VW people, 

such as those whose family members work at VW as well as those working for the suppliers 

and hence, many small businesses, whose customers are on holiday.  

The ubiquitous nature of VW in Wolfsburg, the different strategies of normalisation of the 

desire to work for VW, the production of various discourses that limit prosperity to VW 

employment and curtail individuals’ alternative subject positions together with the mechanisms 

of surveillance in Wolfsburg all serve to fulfil the aims of the VW/Wolfsburg apparatus, these 

being the firm’s economic objectives.  

Given that many VW employees in Wolfsburg know other employees among their family 

members, relatives or friends, and as majority of the citizens of Wolfsburg above 18 years old 

work for VW, many of employees consider themselves as always being surrounded by other 

VW employees; ‘Whoever you know works for Volkswagen’. This creates a mutual system of 

employees’ surveillance of each other and of themselves, where individuals’ everyday life on 

and off the job is carried out in the immediate presence of monitoring others, thus resulting in 

the situation of general visibility for every employee (Foucault, 1977). To avoid standing out 

as being non-confirmative or disloyal to the organisation, employees inscribe in themselves 

‘the power relation in which [they] simultaneously [play] both roles; [they become] the 

principle of [their] own subjection’ (Foucault, 1977:202-203). Hence, the subjects regulate 

their life and behaviours within the predetermined organisational norms so that they ‘don’t 

have anything to hide’.  

According to my analyses, the mechanism of surveillance in this system not only makes known 

those behaviours that are directly related to the company, such as using VW cars, for it 

functions to control every behaviour and every act of individuals, such as one’s alcohol 
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consumption habit. This system of surveillance is able to produce docile, obedient subjects 

only because of the penal mechanism, which is at the heart of the disciplinary systems of such 

institutions (Foucault, 1977). The range of punishments for the non-conforming members of 

VW/Wolfsburg apparatus, from being labelled as a disloyal VW employee to non-VW 

employees being constituted as failures, function only because this apparatus created what 

Foucault terms ‘enclosure, […] a place heterogeneous to all others and closed in upon itself’ 

(1977:141, Italic in the original).  

However, this enclosure does not represent a classic ‘Asylums’-like total institution, as for 

example, despite the significant role of VW in the city administration, not all aspects of life are 

conducted under its authority. Similarly, individuals’ activities are not always carried out in 

the presence of ‘a large batch of others’ (1961:17), as Goffman claimed for the total institutions 

he studied. Goffman maintains ‘none of the elements I describe (regarding the total institutions) 

seems peculiar to total institutions, and none seems to be shared by every one of them’ (ibid.). 

Hence, he tried to extend the range of application of his Asylums-based analysis to other total 

institutions. This, however, did not result in a satisfactory theorisation, for he admitted that his 

classification of different total institutions into ‘five rough groupings’ is not ‘neat, exhaustive, 

[and] not of immediate analytical use’ (1961:16).  

Davies (1989) sought to develop Goffman’s analysis by drawing on his five groupings to 

present three key criteria for classifying total institutions in a way that is more applicable for 

studying other institutions than those of Goffman. He argues that total institutions can vary in 

their ‘degree of openness’, in their ‘purposes’ and in their ‘dominant mode of compliance’. 

Regarding the lattermost, institutions are categorised into three groups: coercive compliance, 

like slavery; normative compliance, like in the armed forces; and remunerative compliance, 

like in mining compounds. The categorisation of institutions based on their purposes consists 

of three main groupings: those that are established to ‘lock in themselves’ (p.88), where the 

inmate undergoes isolation from the society, like monasteries; those that are created for a 

utilitarian task, whether it is of an economic or a military nature, like mining towns; and those 

geared towards transforming people, like prisons. Finally, the degree of openness of institutions 

is distinguished as: open, intermediately open and closed. The level of openness of a total 

institution is related to the degree to which entering and leaving it is voluntary. Also, it refers 

to the extent that mobility up the hierarchical structure of the organisation is possible. With this 
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line of thinking, VW/Wolfsburg is an intermediately open total institution, which is established 

to fulfil utilitarian economic tasks, where a remunerative mode of compliance is in place.  

The level of openness to enter this system is not absolute. That is, even though theoretically it 

is open to everyone, in most of the cases people come to Wolfsburg only if they manage to get 

a job at VW. Otherwise, the membership in this apparatus is a birth given one.  Similarly, the 

degree of openness to leave is also not absolute. Whilst members can theoretically leave 

whenever they wish to do so, their desire (to leave or stay) is shaped within the institutional 

discourses that are produced to guide them towards remaining at VW. This, together with the 

fact that they mostly have their family and friends all based in Wolfsburg, curtails the degree 

of openness of this total institution. The same level of openness is to be seen when it comes to 

hierarchical mobility. Whilst, theoretically, upward movement though the organisational 

hierarchy is open, it is not always so and it is not particularly easy. This is also the case when 

one wants to move from other companies, such as suppliers, to VW.  

The system of VW/Wolfsburg has been founded for the fulfilment of an economic objective 

and all activity there is shaped to assist as well as to improve the system, which is achievable 

when there is constant improvement of VW’s economic growth. Viewing VW/Wolfsburg 

through Goffman’s lens, who tried to address the question how total institutions ‘change 

persons’ and ‘what can be done to the self’ in them, residing within this total institution, the 

VW/Wolfsburg system turns ‘individuals’ into ‘VW employees’. This transformation happens 

through VW dominating Wolfsburg and everything in it, the political and social context of the 

city being designed to address the company’s needs, mechanisms of constant mutual 

monitoring, systematic production of desire for VW employment and punishment of those who 

do not conform with its dominant discourses and resist its objectives.  

Hence, subjects are made to try hard to get into VW within this system. Once in, they regulate 

their own conduct to ensure conformity to its norms and educate their children towards 

becoming a VW employee too. The firm is thus, constituted as the only place within the 

VW/Wolfsburg system where all their alternative selves could be realised and leaving it hardly 

becomes an option for the members of this total institution.  
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8.3.3. Paternalism, care and the elimination of resistance 

 

VW was said by research participants to have a paternal role in Wolfsburg. Given the large size 

of the company, the well-established HRM department and the strong union, its paternalistic 

management system can be understood in terms of what Wray (1996) called sophisticated 

paternalism. With this form of paternalism, whilst the intimate and personal relationships of 

traditional paternalism are eliminated due to the size of the company and are replaced by 

personnel departments, the company maintains its paternal relations with the employees 

through what Wray termed ‘the institutionalisation of largesse’ (1996:703). This is 

demonstrated at VW in elements, such as the annual profit sharing system, social and welfare 

benefits for the employees, free of charge medical services inside the plant, as well as charitable 

donations and sponsorship of several events in Wolfsburg. Due to VW attending to the city and 

its communities, and because it is perceived by the citizens of Wolfsburg to play a significant 

role in the city’s development projects through being the major taxpayer in the region and also 

owing to the historic dependence of Wolfsburg on VW for jobs and even for its very existence, 

the interviewees considered the company plays a paternal role towards its employees. 

Differently put, VW is constituted through talk as having a parent-child relationship with 

Wolfsburg, in which VW feeds, protects and nurtures the whole of Wolfsburg and all 

Wolfsburgers. This has created a sense of thankfulness and appreciation towards the company 

from Wolfsburgers, who have witnessed the changes and improvements that their city has 

undergone over time, with VW being seen as the underlying driver for all these changes. 

Understanding themselves as being indebted to VW for the entire life they live, and not just for 

their job, they discipline themselves towards the minimisation of their own grievances, whilst 

dismissing any complaints as being caused by a lack of appreciation of the firm’s beneficence 

towards the city.  

Employees’ self-regulation leading to the minimisation of their resistance is, however, not 

solely rooted in their thankfulness to VW. As my analyses have shown, VW’s paternalistic 

management system infantilises the employees through systematically removing from them the 

responsibilities of decision making within the strict organisational hierarchy, thus turning them 

into dependent bodies, who need managers to decide upon their every task. This further 

reinforces the paternalistic relationships of protecting employer/parent versus weak and 

dependent employee/child, which supports the discourses that constitute the entire life in 

Wolfsburg as relying on VW. As a result, a sense of ‘total dependence’ on the company among 
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Wolfsburgers is produced. The full reliance of life in Wolfsburg on VW causes an existential 

worry among the employees, which emerged in my data when interviewees compared 

Wolfsburg with company cities and regions similar to it in terms of their dependence on one 

company or industry, namely, Detroit and the Ruhrgebiet. The negative fate of these two 

regions embodied in their low quality of life and high unemployment rate are utilised by the 

employees as reference points for their fellow Wolfsburgers. This comparison not only implies 

there is a need to be thankful for still being able to enjoy the care and protection of VW, but 

also warns the Wolfsburgers of their inevitable doom, should the firm collapse. The destruction 

of Wolfsburg as a consequence of that of VW was understood by the research participants as 

being total, ‘Wolfsburg would die without VW’, based on the argument that the city and VW 

cannot be seen as separate entities. Hence, any harm incurred to VW due to employee resistance 

is synonymous with harm to the VW/Wolfsburg system. That is, discourses on the total 

dependence of Wolfsburg on VW produce a ‘reality’, within which employee acts of resistance 

appear to be self-destructive. Therefore, employees discipline themselves towards conformity 

with the organisation and abhor grievances made by others, since any attempt to undermine the 

organisational policies might harm the paternal organisation, which ultimately would harm 

them. 

The minimisation of resistance through creating a sense of apprehension in the employees 

about their entire life, family and friends is not a common feature of paternalistic management 

systems. This has been made possible because of the context in which employees perform, i.e. 

VW/Wolfsburg is a total institution. That is, regardless of the degree of the totality of this 

institution, as Burrell (1988) would put it, the institutionalisation of life in Wolfsburg by VW, 

its daughter companies, suppliers and institutions is total. Hence, the collapse of life in 

Wolfsburg is seen by the employees as being total, if VW declines. However, just like a parent 

is the source of protection in the family, within the VW/Wolfsburg institution any sense of 

insecurity is overcome in the refuge of VW, and thus, as my findings have shown, an alternative 

mode of relationship between Wolfsburg and VW is not even considered by the employees.  

 

8.3.4. Governmentality in paternalism 

 

The parental relationship between VW and Wolfsburg is not limited to care, for it also entails 

the element of control, as in other instances of paternalism, for example, those studied by 
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Fleming (2005) and Kerfoot and Knights (1993). This is reflected in different strategies of 

governmentality, which constitute employees as the subject and object of control, 

simultaneously (Foucault, 1977; 2008). Performing within the environment of surveillance and 

under the state of general visibility, employees become the empowered subjects who engage 

in what Foucault (1988) refers to as the ‘technologies of the self’ to constitute themselves 

within the relations of disciplinary power that dictate the norms of conduct for a ‘VW 

employee’. As they become the object of their own discipline, they are also subjugated through 

other mechanisms of control, which I next analyse by considering VW and Wolfsburg together 

as one single apparatus.  

Governing employees’ conduct in the VW/Wolfsburg system, is made possible by various 

authorities. Similar to what Foucault (2008) suggested in his studies of governmentality in 

neoliberal systems, there is a consensus and cooperation between three major agents within the 

economic processes of the VW/Wolfsburg apparatus, i.e. VW itself, the works council and the 

city administration. This consensus, which is a political one, is aimed at fulfilling VW’s 

economic growth and sovereignty and hence, the economic development of the entire apparatus 

of VW/Wolfsburg. This is in line with VW’s parental role in Wolfsburg, whereby just like a 

parent in a household, whose prosperity is synonymous with that of the entire family, everyone 

comes together to render this prosperity possible. 

The cooperation between VW and the city administration was understood to emerge in different 

ways, through which the city hall employees were disciplined to make decisions that they 

believed would interest the firm, without this being dependent on a formal or explicit request 

from VW to the city hall, as my participants expressed. Moreover, the city was perceived by 

the interviewees to be run according to the wishes and needs of VW’s managers to the extent 

that the company was discursively constituted as a sovereign ruler of Wolfsburg, whose will is 

fulfilled even before it is articulated.  

Similarly, the works council, rather than supporting the employees and seeking the realisation 

of their rights as the pivotal agenda of its practices, as is conventionally expected, can be seen 

to be assisting VW in pursuing its economic objectives. The discursive formation of the works 

council as cooperating with VW is backed by the close personal relationship of its managers 

with those of the firm and by its various strategies of punishing non-complying employees. Its 

attempt to silence any employee grievance and suppress any resistance against VW is 

demonstrated for the employees in the stories about the works council’s sanctioning of their 
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striking or complaining colleagues. Moreover, its endeavour to seek VW’s economic growth 

was understood to emerge in the aim of regulating employees’ consuming behaviour towards 

buying or leasing VW cars by stressing their duty to their employer, by, for example, leaving 

notes on the non-VW cars in car parks, urging the employees to change them to VW brands.   

The family policies in the VW/Wolfsburg system represent another aspect of the mechanism 

of governmentality that seeks to ‘control the possible field of action of [the employees]’ 

(Foucault, 2000:341) so to prepare the future generations for the company, and is made possible 

only through close cooperation of different economic agents in this apparatus. VW’s policy of 

encouraging employees to have children, heavily backed by the works council, is manifested 

in the different services and advantages given to those employees with children, including the 

schooling programmes and the children’s holiday supervision at the plant for those of school 

age. Additionally, there are supportive policies for parents with babies, such as generous 

paternity leave arrangements, providing parents with nannies when they need them and 

bringing together the city administrative along with other institutions, such as churches, to 

change the opening hours of the nurseries in Wolfsburg so that they fit with the working hours 

and the three-shifts system of VW.  

However, the majority of these policies target female employees. For example, in the 

company’s communications women are discursively constituted as simultaneously wanting 

family and career, the possibilities for developing their career at VW while being a mother is 

underlined and the company online pamphlets stress the support of VW for women with 

children. Moreover, several seminars are held for the female employees to discuss and teach 

them both how to manage their families and develop their career. Similar to Miller and Rose’s 

(1990:8) technologies of governmentality, as a ‘mechanism through which authorities of 

various sorts […seek] to shape, normalize and instrumentalize the conduct’ of individuals, the 

VW/Wolfsburg apparatus instrumentalises the body of women for the production of future 

employees through the normalisation of the wish of career-oriented women to have children.  

VW’s strict organisational hierarchy is perceived as another way of governing the conduct of 

employees within its paternalistic management system. Referring to how employees’ entire 

organisational practices are decided and managed from above, as my research participants 

mentioned, VW was once again articulated through talk as a sovereign body, a dictator or a 

master in a master/slave relationship, thereby constituting employees as a mere doer of its will. 

Despite this, and similar to what Fleming (2005) suggested, VW’s paternalism legitimises its 
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organisational hierarchy by, first, discursively making the parental organisation needless of its 

employees, just like a parent who does not need her/his children, even though the latter need 

her/him. Second, it constitutes the paternalist employer as using its authority only to protect its 

employees, as emerged in the participants’ belief that VW does not dismiss its employees even 

when they do not work at all.  

Having analysed the different mechanisms of controlling employees’ conduct inside and 

outside of the organisation for this research, this is a methodological contribution to the 

organisation studies field. That is, through attending to the external, social and political context, 

within which the organisation is embedded, a new method for the analysis of employee 

governmentality is put forward through this thesis. Unlike other studies of governmentality in 

the organisation studies field that reduced this rich concept to the analysis of disciplinary power 

relations within organisations and the processes of normalisation (for example see Knights & 

McCabe, 2003), my research employs different aspects of governmentality, thus considering it 

to be a more comprehensive concept, than it has hitherto been applied in the organisation 

studies literature.  

Governmentality, as Lorey puts it, is about ‘the structural entanglement of the government of 

a State and the technique of self-government’ (2006:121). In other words, it is as much about 

the duality of the subject, within which it is empowered to discipline itself (Foucault, 1977), as 

it is about the involvement of the State in controlling individuals’ conduct. Hence, to apply the 

concept of governmentality and to prevent the reduction of this concept to others, such as 

strategies of normalisation, it is necessary to broaden the focus of the research by also 

considering the role of the political and social context where the organisation and the 

employees perform, rather than merely focusing on within the organisation as though it 

performs in isolation. 

In sum, by considering the city setting when studying employee identity formation within 

organisational discourses and hence, analysing the wider context in which the organisation is 

embedded, my research contributes to the studies of governmentality in organisations through 

offering a method that helps to provide a deeper understanding of individuals’ governmentality 

when carrying out empirical research.  
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8.4. Summary 

 

I have contended in this section that the dyad of VW/Wolfsburg creates a total institution, 

where employees’ conduct is controlled, their identities are shaped and self-disciplining 

subjects are produced. The totality of this institution is, however, not absolute. In Foucault’s 

terminology, ‘the principle of “enclosure” is neither constant, nor indispensable, nor sufficient 

in disciplinary machinery’ (1977:143). Hence, the production of the subjects is made possible 

through the combination of different techniques of power in this apparatus, including the 

production of various discourses, such as those on VW’s paternalism and a range of strategies 

of governmentality. In other words, it is ‘the apparatus as a whole that produces [disciplinary] 

power’ (ibid., p.177) and constitutes subjects, who ‘transform themselves’ (Foucault, 1988:18) 

in accord with ‘realized representations that are institutionalized’ (Clegg et al, 2006:231) in the 

context of VW/Wolfsburg and consider this subjectivity as their own (Thornborrow & Brown, 

2009). 

By applying Goffman’s notion of  the ‘total institution’ (1961), my discussion has shown how 

this can be used in the analysis of contemporary organisations. Moreover, through presenting 

a new method for applying the concept of governmentality, that attends to the external, political 

and social context of the organisation in addition to studying the internal context, so to utilise 

all the potential of this rich concept, I have made a methodological contribution to the studies 

of organisations.   
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9. Conclusion 

 

9.1. Introduction 

 

The overall aim of this thesis has been to investigate the different ways in which employee 

identity is constructed through talk, when the organisational discourses shape various aspects 

of their lives in a company city. Presenting the case study research of VW’s headquarters in 

Germany within the setting of the company city of Wolfsburg, I have explained how subjects 

constitute themselves and others through and within organisationally based discourses in this 

setting.  

My research data have been analysed under three main themes that have demonstrated different 

techniques of power that function to constitute subjects and determine their conduct (Foucault, 

1977; 1980; 1998). In these themes, it has been first investigated how using specific symbols 

is discursively constructed to define VW employees’ as privileged when compared to others. 

Second, the discursive formation of the VW employee as the desired type of self has been 

analysed. In this regard, it was explained how different strategies of normalisation take place 

in Wolfsburg to construct VW employment as the aspiration of everyone in the city. Third, 

VW’s paternalism (Sennett, 1980) was examined to demonstrate how this shapes a mechanism 

for controlling employee conduct, which functions both through elements of care (Fleming, 

2005) as well as mechanisms of governmentality (Foucault, 2000; 2008).  

These themes have been subject to two different readings in the discussion chapter. The first 

reading can be interpreted as a network of many meanings and interpretations, in that the same 

location can be reached through different paths, thereby revealing the parts as all being related 

to one another. Accordingly, I have considered the various discourses and power mechanisms 

from different perspectives, discussed their ramifications, applied multiple theories and have 

theorised the different ways that identities are formed. These discourses are all connected to 

and reproduce each other; the discourse on privilege is interrelated with that on many 

possibilities at VW and they both connected to the idealisation of VW employment. Moreover, 

using symbols in identity formation processes reproduces the discourse on privilege and feeds 

from it. All of these are related to the production of subjects’ insecurities, which contribute to 

the demeaning of others that is itself built on the discourse on privilege. In presenting this 

network, I have sought to demonstrate the complexity of the discursive dynamics and 
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mechanisms that form the subjects in Wolfsburg. The second reading follows a different 

structure and is reminiscent of a Russian doll. Here, I have tried to make sense of 

governmentality within paternalism and of paternalism within total institutions.  I have 

discussed various theories at different levels of analysis with the purpose of digging deep into 

the apparatus where the construction of the subjects takes place.  

This research has resulted in some contributions to the field of organisation studies. However, 

my close involvement with the subject under study can raise concerns regarding the findings 

of this thesis. For example, in the analysis of the discourse on privilege or processes of 

normalising VW employment as a desired identity, have I imposed too much of myself and my 

own experience on my data? For such a query I do not have a clear cut and definitive answer. 

However, my experience as then not being related and now related to VW through a family 

member working at the company has provided me with two different lenses when analysing 

the interviews, thereby seeing more nuances and variations in talk. Moreover, in my analysis 

and investigations, I have drawn on a broad range of theories, from those widely used, such as 

disciplinary power relations, normalisation, and identity work to others not often applied within 

organisation studies research, e.g. totalism, governmentality and paternalism. As Gergen 

(1998:279) asserts, ‘the availability of multiple and incommensurable theories is not a deficit 

but an advantage’. I have resisted the comfort of reducing dissimilarities in data into pre-

designed categories based on theories in my early literature review developed before my data 

collection. Instead, I constantly enrichened my knowledge of different theories and broadened 

my perspective and analysed data though new lenses. Consequently, by applying multiple 

theories and presenting the variations in data as Kaghan and Phillips (1998) would put it, I have 

sought to ‘build courtyards surrounded by rooms with many windows that allow people to view 

many perspectives and hear many opinions and to build bridges between the courtyards’ 

(p.205). In this concluding chapter, I restate the contributions that this research has made to 

organisation studies and then I move on to delineate the limitations of my study.  

 

9.2. Theoretical contribution 

 

This study makes a theoretical contribution to the research on identity, and in particular on the 

formation of positive identities (Collinson, 2003; Brown, 2015). It departs from perspectives, 

such as that of Pullen and Rhodes (2008) which suggest that the narcissistic attempts to shape 
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a positive and elevated sense of self ‘is built on a deep-seated sense of insecurity and 

inadequacy’ (p.9). This insecurity is in turn fuelled in the contemporary societies by the 

prevailing individualistic values of success and achievement (ibid.). My research findings show 

that when employees are unable to resolve their insecurities through the accumulation of 

success and material possessions (cf. Collinson, 2003) in constructing a positive identity, they 

concentrate on a category of other in their identity work that is discursively made as inferior. 

This form of othering is not merely based on accentuating one’s differentiation (Dittmar, 1992; 

Freitas et al., 1997) with a perceived subordinated other to construct an elevated sense of self. 

Rather, employees actively reproduce the discursive inferiority of this ‘other’, thereby creating 

conditions within which they are able to gain a sense of self-worth through comparison and 

constitute a valued identity. Previously, some research has been done focused on so-called 

‘downward comparison’ (Wills, 1981:245) in the field of social psychology, which examined 

individuals comparing themselves with a ‘less fortunate other’ in order to enhance their 

‘subjective well-being’.  However, these were all quantitative positivist studies, carried out 

under laboratory experimental situations, many of which involving exclusively college 

students as the research subject (For examples see Brickman, 1975; Hakmiller, 1966; Miller & 

Bugelski, 1948; Schachter, 1959). Moreover, these studies failed to attend to the power 

relations that are reproduced in these comparisons, only examining individuals’ ‘reactions’ 

when their self-esteem is under threat as compared to ‘ordinary’ situations (Wills, 1981). This 

thesis provides a qualitative interpretivist examination of individuals’ identity formation by 

studying them in ‘their natural settings’ (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005:3) in contrast to the 

laboratory experimental nature of previous studies. By examining how the comparison with the 

other is carried out in employee formation of valued identities, it has involved taking up a 

critical stance, arguing that comparisons are not made between ‘fortunate’ and ‘less fortunate’ 

subjects, but rather, the latter is discursively produced as such precisely through these 

comparisons. It contributes to research on identity through analysing how employees undertake 

identity work to overcome their insecurities as well as how this reproduces the existing power 

relations by drawing on the dominant organisationally based discourses.  
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9.3. Empirical and methodological contribution 

 

By studying the case of VW in the setting of Wolfsburg, my research empirically contributes 

to that of organisation studies through examining the novel context of a company city. Even 

though company cities have been attracting the attention of scholars in multiple fields, they are 

under-researched in organisation studies, despite their potential to provide fruitful insights in 

relation to studies of employee identity formation. Even though company cities are not typical 

contexts for contemporary commercial organisations and they arguably represent an extreme 

form of the domination of firms in their employees’ lives, as Clegg et al. (2006) argue, studying 

extremes is important for social science, because ‘extremes serve to demonstrate that irruptions 

to normalcy and taken-for-granted assumptions are not some deviation from normal, but regular 

albeit unpredictable, occurrences’ (p.143). Hence, studying VW by closely attending to the 

company city context, within which it is embedded, sheds light on how corporate discourses 

increasingly constitute different aspects of employees’ lives, shaping their identity through 

curtailing other alternative selves and normalising a particular state of being. Analysing the 

context and refraining from studying organisations without closely looking at the settings where 

they perform, was in response to the exhortations of researchers, such as Jelinek et al.’s (1983), 

to consider the ‘external, social, cultural context’ of organisations (p.338). 

The different subject positions that are available to individuals to draw on, as Markus and 

Nurius argue are derived from many different sources and their ‘sociocultural and historical 

context’ (1986:954). Therefore, examining how organisationally based discourses construct 

employees’ sense of self, by attending to the external context, rather than only looking at the 

inside of the organisation, is being sensitive to the idea that, as Watson (2009) contends, any 

single identity of individuals is shaped across her/his life and hence, any identity, such as 

‘employee identity’ is only partially an outcome of her/his experience within the organisation. 

In looking at ‘widely used but limiting concepts, such as that of “managerial identity”’ (p.425), 

professional identity or organisational identity we risk the researcher ignoring that individuals 

do not dismiss some identities against others as they step in or out of the organisations, for: 

‘there are dangers in the very notion of “constructing identity in organisations”. There is [the] 

danger of failing to see the human individual as a “whole person”’ (ibid., p.426). Studying VW 

within the setting of Wolfsburg, rather than just examining the intra-organisational relations 

and events addresses the need in identity research literature to understand the organisation as 

only one source of an individual’s identity, acknowledging other sources too. Looking at the 
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wider context in which employees are embedded when examining their identity formation 

processes, connects to the methodological contribution that this research makes, which is an 

alternative way of studying governmentality in organisations.  

Foucault’s understanding of this concept evolved from the History of Sexuality Volume 1 

(1978), when he first introduced the term ‘biopower’ as he began to ‘develop his view of the 

links between the microphysics of power and the macrophysics of power’ (Gordon, 1991:4) to 

utilising the term governmentality in his College de France lectures between 1977 to 1984, in 

the context of neoliberalism. Government, as can be comprehended from his various works 

over the years, is an ‘activity [that] could concern the relation between self and self, […] 

relations within social institutions and communities and, finally, relations concerned with the 

exercise of political sovereignty’. Foucault was, indeed, interested in the ‘interconnection 

between these different forms and meanings of government’ (ibid.).  

While applying the concept of governmentality in studies of organisations has not been popular 

(Rasmussen, 2010), in those few studies where it has been utilised (for example see: Knights 

& McCabe, 2003; Rasmussen, 2010), the references have been made to the early development 

of the concept. That is, they are focused on the microphysics of power or the ‘relation between 

self and self’, as Gordon put it, thereby, reducing governmentality to other notions, namely 

disciplinary power relations and strategies of normalisation. My research contributes to the 

studies of organisations and identity research by suggesting an alternative way of studying 

governmentality in organisations through attending to other aspects of governing that Foucault 

addressed. Following Gordon’s (1991) quote above, these are ‘the relations within social 

institutions and communities’ as well as ‘the exercise of political sovereignty’. This means that 

studying employees’ governmentality without investigating the political domain in which they 

perform and the various institutions in this context, does not do justice to this concept. 

Organisations are not neutral or apolitical bodies, independent from their social, political and 

economic context, in which they are embedded (cf. Clegg et al., 2006; Foucault, 2008; Knights, 

2009). Hence, in line with Foucault’s (2000) discussion on governmentality in neoliberal 

societies, in my research, I employed a method of studying governmentality by examining how 

different agents and institutions, such as the local government and the unions, come together 

with the company to determine employee conduct inside and outside of the organisation, 

thereby controlling various aspects of their lives. The realisation of this contribution was only 

made possible due to examining the external context of VW, i.e. the company city of 
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Wolfsburg.  

Even though this research provides different contributions to organisation studies, it is 

characterised as having some limitations, as with all other research. In the following subsection, 

I explain these limitations.  

 

9.4. Limitations of this research 

 

One of the limitations that I faced with this research was formal access to the plant. I sought to 

obtain this through formal HR channels and spent more than two months from May 2014, 

producing a research proposal for VW, attending meetings at the firm with people in the HR 

department, exchanging emails, etc. We discussed the practical sides of my research and its 

importance for VW and tried to find particular areas of interest for the company, which could 

have been integrated into my proposed investigation. As the result, I was delivered a draft 

project plan by the department responsible24 and was requested to undertake a research project 

on employee identification under the supervision of the HR department. According to this plan, 

January 2015 was considered as being the earliest date for starting up the project.  I was to be 

allowed to run, at most, 30 interviews and had to obtain VW Wolfsburg HR and the works 

council’s consent for all the questions in the interview guide. Following the works council’s 

regulations, I, as a researcher under the aegis of the HR department would have not been 

allowed to approach the interviewees on my own and it was the HR department, who would be 

the body responsible for picking them for the research in accordance with the requirements set 

by me. Discussing these terms with my supervisors, I planned to complement the research with 

further interviews from my personal contacts in order to tackle the many limitations that these 

conditions could have imposed on my PhD research project. However, I raised concerns with 

the HR department regarding the method of choosing the research participants as well as the 

supervision of the research, which I insisted should remain under Professor Gabriel and 

Professor Brown. Nevertheless, when the draft project plan was sent to the works council for 

                                                 
24 This department is called Autouni or in translation the university of cars. VW founded this in 2002 with the 
intention of this being a university specialising in automobile related fields. However, in the face of the financial 
crisis of 2007-2008, this project proved to be too ambitious and hence, not feasible. Autouni, still carrying the 
name of a university, is now a part of the corporate HR department, located outside of the main Wolfsburg plant 
area. It is the research and education institute of VW, implementing research projects in various fields, including 
HR, marketing, procurement, etc. (AutoUni, n.d.). 
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its approval25, it was rejected and any further progress on a joint research was denied. The only 

explanation given was a nebulous reference to the lack of required ‘resources’.  

Gaining access to the case organisation can theoretically make finding the research participants 

easier. However, the employees’ openness at the site of interview might have been adversely 

affected under the circumstances that the HR department would have chosen those to be 

interviewed by a researcher whom they would probably perceive as being associated with that 

department. Due to conducting my research independently from VW, employees were possibly 

able to vest more trust in me, feel more confident in expressing their grievances and be less 

concerned about engaging in ‘political action, script following and impression management’ 

(Brown et al., 2008:1042). Moreover, the lack of formal access did not impair my research in 

terms of finding sufficient number of interviewees, as I personally knew many VW employees 

in Wolfsburg and through them was put in contact with many more from various departments 

and with different organisational responsibilities, as well as many subcontractors. This has 

enriched my research data by providing a wide range of responses, thereby capturing many 

different voices in the context of my study (Miles & Huberman, 1984).   

Another limitation that I experienced during this research was concerned with VW’s diesel 

motors scandal, known as the ‘emissions scandal’ which was disclosed in September 2015, i.e. 

eight months after the termination of my data collection phase. This scandal, the discourses 

that were created around it in Wolfsburg and how the company as well as the entire 

VW/Wolfsburg apparatus reflected upon this, proved to be supportive of some emerging 

themes in my analysis and could shed further light on my arguments. However, the timeframe 

of my research did not allow for conducting a sufficient number of supplementary interviews 

so as to mitigate the risk of methodological inconsistency in the overall research. Hence, I 

decided against going back to the field to collect new interview data on this particular matter 

and forwent including the case of the scandal in the main body of this thesis. Nevertheless, I 

did carry out documentary research on this case, examining it in the context of VW paternalism 

and through the lens of governmentality. Appendix 1 contains the analysis of this research. The 

findings of this documentary research open up a promising field for future research. In the 

following section I make further suggestions for the research in future. 

 

                                                 
25 According to an agreement between VW and the works council, all research projects concerning employees 
need to be confirmed by the latter. 
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9.5. Suggestions for future research 

 

Throughout this study, some avenues for future research have emerged which could prove 

fruitful and shed further light on the phenomenon under study. One of these has been, as 

mentioned above, related to the case of the VW emissions scandal. Different studies on 

organisational scandals have tried to explore the kinds of scandals, the conspirators’ intentions, 

and the organisational context which fuelled its occurrence (For example see Adut, 2005; Baker 

& Hill, 2013; Greve et al., 2010). Moreover, recently Rhodes (2016) utilised the case of the 

VW emissions scandal as an illustrative example to reaffirm the incompatibility of ethics with 

corporate strategy and self-interest. He suggested an alternative form of corporate ethics based 

on democratic processes, which allow societies to hold corporations responsible for their 

actions. Despite an established body of literature on scandal, little has been undertaken on the 

affects of scandal in organisations on the employees’ sense of self, particularly in organisations 

with totalising characteristics, where various organisationally based discourses, institutional 

and administrative mechanisms function together to determine the conduct of the subjects and 

to form identities (Goffman, 1959). To understand the consequences of organisational scandals 

on employee identity constitution, researchers could examine how the case of the scandal as a 

threat to the legitimacy (cf. Baker & Faulkner, 1993) and the dominance of organisational 

discourses is justified within organisations and for employees. Moreover, the alternative 

discourses that are presented to employees to draw upon, how employees incorporate these in 

their identity work and how they are made to support and conform with the managerial 

strategies can be investigated.  

Another opportunity for future research rises from the novel context of company cities 

introduced in this study for research on identity. That is, with company cities being under-

researched, this means that there are further opportunities for future research in such contexts 

regarding the studies of organisations, which will enrich the field with diverse voices, research 

methods and perspectives. In particular, an ethnographic approach for studying a company city 

would further extend our understanding of life in such settings, relations of power, individuals’ 

identity formation and issues, such as employee identification with the organisation and with 

the city.  

Finally, in examining employee governmentality, I have suggested that to study this concept, 

one should analyse the external, sociocultural and political context in which the organisation 
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is embedded. I emphasised the importance of attending to the state authorities, embodied in my 

research in the local government of Wolfsburg, in relation to the governmentality of 

individuals. Owing to the focus of my research on the setting of a company city and my aim to 

demonstrate the importance of such contexts for the studies of organisations, I remained 

attentive to the city and the relations of power within it. Future studies of governmentality 

could take account of macro sociocultural discourses and the state at the national level, with 

the aim of investigating how these fuel the organisationally based discourses and create ground 

for the reproduction of these discourses.  

 

9.6. Final words 

 

Whilst writing the final reflexive remarks of this PhD thesis, I am reminded of Foucault’s 

comment: ‘from the idea that the self is not given to us, I think there is only one practical 

consequence: we have to create ourselves as a work of art’ (1991:351). This thesis has been a 

part of me and I, residing within its lines, have been a part of it. I have (re) created myself and 

people in my society like ‘a work of art’ through my arguments, analysis and interpretations. 

However, I have not been alone in this art work. I have co-produced it together with my 

research participants. Now that it is ready to be exhibited, after four years of continuous effort, 

questioning, sense making, reflecting, undermining the sense made and reproducing meanings, 

I am anxious and curious about the judgments and the interpretations of my audience as would 

be an artist before the presentation of her/his work. What assuages this fear, is the belief that 

there is no end to this work of art, which will be perpetuated through the interpretations of its 

readers. 
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Appendix 1: Paternalism in face of a scandal 

 

1. Introduction 

 

This appendix focuses on VW’s recent diesel motors scandal, known as the ‘emissions 

scandal’. Whilst I review the case of scandal, my main concern in this chapter, is not about 

how the scandal happened, what the dimension of it was or how it became a potential threat to 

VW financially or even existentially, as has been discussed in press. Instead, this chapter is 

focused on exploring how the case of scandal is defined for the employees by the organisational 

elites, which discourses are produced for them to consume and which type of employee 

subjectivity these discourses are aimed at shaping. Hence, this appendix chapter is based on 

the formal and organisational version of the scandal presented to the employees by the 

company and in the Wolfsburgers’ local media. 

The examination of the case of this scandal is carried out here, within the framework set out in 

chapter 7, i.e. paternalism and the controlling of employee conduct through care and the 

different strategies of governmentality. Moreover, my analyses follow the principles of FDA 

(Willig, 2001) as explained in section 3.4. Accordingly, I have sought to identify the discourses 

that are created around the case of scandal, the type of subject positions that they constitute as 

well as the practices that they promote as ‘right’ or conventional and those that they 

delegitimise. In doing so, I have examined how the existing power relations are reproduced 

through these discourses and which subjectivities are formed within them.   

It is argued that the organisationally based discourses that were created after the scandal was 

disclosed were aimed at shaping subjects loyal to the company, who would refrain from 

resisting organisational strategies, and accept the organisationally constructed ‘reality’ of the 

scandal, supporting VW in face of the strains emerging in the aftermath of the organisational 

misconduct. Formed through the lens of governmentality in neoliberalism (Foucault, 2000, 

2008), the analyses here demonstrate how the different protagonists in the city, such as VW, 

the works council, the city government and the media came together to direct employees’ 

conduct so as to minimise the likelihood of employee resistance.    

Prior to opening up the analysis in this appendix, it is necessary to restate that the scandal was 

revealed months after the end of my official data collection phase and hence, the analysis 
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presented here are exclusively based on the documentary evidences (Lee, 2012; Prior, 2003). 

In building this documentary analysis of the case of VW’s ‘emissions scandal’, I have used 

data gathered from hundreds of newspaper articles about this issue. In particular, I have utilised 

Autogramm, the company newspaper for the brand of VW and the Wolfsburger Allgemeine 

Zeitung (WAZ), whilst other online papers, both in German and in English, such as die Welt, 

Zeit online, BBC, etc. have also been employed. Moreover, the social medial data, Volkswagen 

group and the IG Metall websites as well as television news reports, mainly that of Tagesschau, 

the news programme produced by the German television ARD have been drawn on for this 

research.  

 

2. The scandal 

 

In September 2015, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in the USA revealed that 

many VW diesel cars being sold in the United States were equipped with software installed in 

their engines, which could detect when the cars were being tested. Once the test started, the 

software put the car into a mode where the engine operated below normal power and hence, 

the level of emissions met the requirements of the EPA. However, under normal driving 

conditions, the emissions level was much higher than what the test results showed, emitting 

nitrogen oxide pollutants up to 40 times more than what is allowed in the USA. The company 

admitted that this software had been installed on 482,000 cars of different VW brands, 

including Audi and some models of VW in the USA and the corporation announced that it 

would start recalling them in January 2016. On top of the costs of fixing all the cars, it was 

speculated that the VW corporation would be fined more than $18bn. Later on, it was revealed 

that the software had been installed on 11 million cars worldwide (Hotten, 2015) and VW 

announced it would recall 8.5 million cars in Europe, including the UK and Germany. Finally, 

in June 2016, VW agreed with the US authorities to pay approximately 13.3bn Euros as 

compensation to the customers ("Der Abgasskandal [The Emissions Scandal]", 2016).  

VW’s stock value dropped about 40% in just two days after the scandal was unveiled. 

Throughout the world, politicians and environmental activists raised serious concerns 

regarding the legitimacy of VW’s emission tests. Moreover, the scandal received an enormous 

amount of attention at home in Germany, where numerous press releases and TV talk show 
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episodes were dedicated to it. Environmental institutions and many politicians from different 

parties reacted to this, demanding clarifications of the situation, further tests on VW products 

in Germany and some suggested temporary prohibition of VW diesel cars in the country.  

 

3. Backing the parent 

 

Shortly after the disclosure of the scandal, VW’s supervisory board held a meeting and 

announced the resignation of Martin Winterkorn. Even though Winterkorn did not allude to 

any possibility of resignation in his first video message addressing employees after the scandal 

was revealed (Volkswagen media services, 2015), subsequently, the supervisory board’s 

speaker and the press promulgated the view that it had been his own decision to leave, as he 

felt a new start for VW should be initiated (Tagesschau, 2015). 

Scandals are significant violation of (official) organisational norms (Adut, 2005). As the 

creation of scandals requires the maximisation of secrecy and concealment (Baker & Faulkner, 

1993), they are likely to defy official and dominant organisational discourses. The disclosure 

of the emissions scandal put at stake the reputation of VW as a high quality car manufacturer 

producing what they long branded as ‘Das Auto’ (‘The Car’). In the days following the 

disclosure of the scandal, defending the CEO’s virtue, whilst simultaneously reducing his 

impact by claiming it was the mistake of a few individuals proved to be the way that VW chose 

to follow so as to save its endangered reputation. Subsequently, VW’s management and the 

supervisory board asserted numerously and for some continuous days after the scandal was 

revealed, and the Wolfsburger newspaper reported this, that ‘Winterkorn did not know anything 

about the manipulation’. In fact, the local press wrote tirelessly about Winterkorn and praised 

his performance in his eight years managing the corporation. When announcing his resignation, 

as reported in Autogramm, the Prime Minister of Lower Saxony who is a member of VW’s 

supervisory board drew on VW’s paternal role towards Wolfsburg, embodied in the role that 

its CEO played in the development of the corporation and said:  

Lower Saxony and the people who live there should be very very thankful to professor 

Winterkorn. Under his management a Lower Saxony local company developed to a 

global one ("Haben Ihm Sehr [To Him Should be Very]", 2015). 

Discourses on paternalism are understood to be developed in order to ‘gain control over the 

subjective experience of the workers’ (Fleming, 2005:1471). It is argued that the paternalistic 
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management systems control employee conduct through the accentuation of employee 

indebtedness to the parental organisation (Pellegrini et al., 2015). Whilst the above comment 

does not contain any reference to the possible mismanagement of the CEO that had led to the 

scandal, the Wolfsburgers and everyone in Lower Saxony is constituted as being indebted to 

their benevolent parent, emphasising the need for their thankfulness towards him, thereby 

blocking any way to criticism against the person who had bestowed upon them a global brand 

at home.  

Employee infantilisation and the discursive reproduction of their dependence on the paternal 

organisation is another method through which, paternalistic management systems seek to 

outflank employee resistance (Sennett, 1980). VW employees were often reminded of the 

existential threat to the company in the absence of Winterkorn, just like a family that would 

struggle to survive without its parent. WAZ wrote:  

Corporation insiders are worried that VW will not be able to overcome the shock in 

the absence of the powerful autocrat ("VW: Bewältigung Der Krise [VW: 

Overcoming The Crisis]", 2015) .  

Similar to the role of father in the family, the management in paternalistic systems is 

understood to exercise its authority solely to protect its employees (Kerfoot & Knights, 1993) 

and hence, paternalism ‘facilitates the development and legitimacy of  [organisational] 

hierarchy’ (Knights & McCabe, 2001:627). Likewise, Winterkorn’s style of autocracy is 

legitimised in the above comment to the extent that it is even implied as essential for saving 

VW at this difficult time.  

Amid many discussions regarding how the scandal could occur, the direct or indirect 

responsibilities of VW’s CEO and the speculation about the possibility that VW’s top 

management were aware of the scandal, WAZ published several articles, praising Winterkorn, 

where he was addressed as ‘Mr. Quality’, ‘technique-freak’ and a ‘perfectionist’. His 

knowledge of detailed technical issues was underscored frequently. Not unlike the father in a 

family, the newly resigned CEO was constituted through text as the source of all corporate 

wisdom (Kerfoot & Knights, 1993): 

He is a technique-fan and fond of details top-manager – a ‘Mr. Quality’ who wanted 

to make every important decision personally. Engineers and designers often got into 

a sweat when the boss was around from before the start of a new model’s production 

up until its final inspection ("“Volkswagen War Mein Leben” [Volkswagen Was My 

Life]", 2015). 
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The reference to the strict hierarchy of power at VW and direct controlling of employees’ 

conduct, as emerged in this comment, can be traced back to several press articles. However, as 

Fleming (2005) argues, paternalism gives a humanised appearance to the managerial control 

and accordingly,  the above quote continues with ‘despite all the power, he did not become a 

rock-hard manager, [and] sought to keep a direct contact with the employees’ ("“Volkswagen 

War Mein Leben” [Volkswagen Was My Life]", 2015). His fatherly control was given a 

softened look through discursive construction of the notion that all of his actions had been for 

the good of the company and hence, its employees (cf. Sennett, 1980).  

His decision (the resignation) shows that he has always put the interest of the 

corporation as the highest priority ("Mohrs: “Stadt Ist [Mohrs: "The City Is]", 

2015).   

Apart from the media, other protagonists in Wolfsburg, namely, the works council and the city 

government, showed their full support for VW’s management in particular, the newly resigned 

CEO through various means, which was arguably aimed at governing employee conduct and 

minimising employee resistance (Foucault, 2000, 2008). Consider the comments below by the 

head of the works council and the mayor of Wolfsburg:  

Upon the resignation of Winterkorn, Osterloh addressed the employees in a letter, where he 

pictured the former CEO as a caring human being:  

Mr. Professor, Dr. Winterkorn is not only an extraordinary engineer and manager, 

without whom the success of Volkswagen in the previous years was not possible. He 

is also a human, who was always concerned about the employees, about humans 

(Osterloh, 2015). 

By reminding employees of being beholden to the CEO as the source of the success of the 

company, Osterloh’s comment mutes any grievance and suppresses all the questions regarding 

the role of Winterkorn in the creation of the scandal and the significance of his management in 

leading VW towards the current situation. In a similar move, the mayor of the city, Mohrs, also 

backed VW and its management and undermined any attempt to criticise the latter for the 

scandal by openly announcing his full trust in the company’s rectitude. WAZ reported him as 

saying: 

The trust that VW has gained through entrepreneurial success and social 

responsibility “is not allowed to be questioned”. […] “I personally have a huge trust 

in the leadership of the corporation, the supervisory board, the board of management 

and the works council”("Stürzt Die Abgas-Affäre Wolfsburg [Does The Emissions 

Scandal Throws Wolfsburg]", 2015).  
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Through emphasising that trustworthiness of VW is not allowed to be even questioned, the 

mayor denies any change having incurred to VW’s reputation due to the case of scandal and 

hence, blocks any possibility of undermining VW’s managerial policies.  The following section 

elaborates further upon how various protagonists in Wolfsburg come to a consensus to ensure 

VW’s economic sovereignty through producing discourses aimed at forming employees’ 

subjectivities so that they supported the company.  

 

4. The making of a united family 

 

Sennett (1980) argues that paternalistic management systems attract the support of their 

employees in difficult times through turning organisational strains into emotional matters.  

Similarly, at VW for several days different letters to employees from VW managers and the 

works council were published in the press or in the company newspaper (Autogramm), which 

contained emotional messages aimed at evoking their empathy (cf. Sennett, 1980). For 

example, shortly after admitting the software manipulation, Winterkorn tried to show the 

human face of VW instead of ‘Volkswagen, Das Auto’ as it is famously advertised. Like a kind 

parent he showed an understanding for the possible anxieties and disappointment of employees, 

writing in a letter:  

More than 600,000 human beings work in our corporation in order to produce the 

best cars for our customers. I address our employees: I know with how much 

commitment and sincerity you do your work day by day. Of course, I know that now 

a lot will be questioned. I understand that. But it would not be right if the hard and 

honest work of 600,000 people is questioned, because of the awful mistake of some 

individuals (Volkswagen media services, 2015).  

The reduction of the problem to the mistakes of some individuals was frequently repeated in 

such statements. While this helped to prevent questioning the very basis of a seemingly 

systematic defraud of a huge magnitude, it also paved the way to calling for solidarity with 

VW and its managers as they were constituted as victims rather than perpetrators. Just like a 

family, where troubles made by one member brings everyone together for the whole family to 

overcome the difficult times, very soon, solidarity and togetherness became the dominant 

discourse in VW and the city. The works council distributed 10,000 T-shirts among employees 

in Wolfsburg on which was written: ‘One team, one family’ ("VW-Belegschaft [VW 

Employees]", 2015). The Wolfsburger’s newspaper reported the creation of some Facebook 
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pages by the ‘employees and fans of VW’ in answer to the call for solidarity, such as the 

Facebook page called: ‘I stand by Volkswagen, no matter what’ (Facebook, 2015) and wrote: 

‘since the resignation of VW-Chef Martin Winterkorn, it seems that the employees back each 

other even more’ ("Internet: Solidarität [Internet: Solidarity]", 2015). WAZ also wrote a report 

about an employee who designed her own T-Shirt in solidarity with VW who said in an 

interview with the newspaper:  

We will show it clearly that the employees stay together also in the difficult times. 

[…] We manage it together. […] Everyone is to some extent worried. But now we 

should stay together ("Aktion: VW-Betriebsrat [Action: VW Works Council]", 2015). 

The local press also released some so called employees’ letters to the newspaper’s editor 

containing calls for solidarity. In one of these, titled as ‘I stand by VW and the city’, the writer 

reminded the employees of the benevolence of the father by stressing the high salaries in VW: 

I continue to stand by Volkswagen because I believe that we, the “highly-paid 

employees” of Volkswagen, have made high quality cars and continue to do so 

("Leserbriefe [Letters to The Editor]", 2015). 

Besides reminding employees of their indebtedness to VW, putting the support for it next to 

the support of the city acts as a reminder to the Wolfsburgers that the existence of the city is 

closely bound to that of the company and hence, would be endangered if VW collapsed. 

Ultimately, this helps in directing employees’ conduct towards backing the company as this is 

synonymous with supporting their own city. The Wolfsburger press reproduced this existential 

worry in the days following the scandal by writing about how ‘people in Wolfsburg have a 

completely personal anxiety’ in the aftermath of the scandal, and by reporting the results of a 

survey, which claimed to have demonstrated the apprehension of Wolfsburgers about possible 

job losses as well as the potential threat to the socioeconomic wellbeing of their city. Moreover, 

it was revealed by the mayor of Wolfsburg that the budget for the city development projects 

would be immediately affected by the VW crisis and changed in accordance to the shrinkage 

of the company’s profit. In fact, he announced a moratorium for some of these projects 

("Städtische Haushalt [The City Budgeting]", 2015). In view of these anxieties and the 

consequences of VW’s crisis, employees were asked in a joint message that appeared on 

Autogramm special issue by the new CEO and the head of the works council for their solidarity 

with the corporation:  

We know that many of you are extremely disappointed and feel insecure. Do not let 

this demotivate you. We will manage it together! […] We need you all, every single 
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one of you. Please keep working with all your strength and abilities for our brands, 

on our cars, for our customers. Exactly now, exactly in this difficult time. All of you, 

the 600,000 colleagues were and are the big strength of the Volkswagen corporation. 

We are convinced that together we can and will overcome this crisis. Together we 

can make Volkswagen an even better company ("Matthias Müller- Neuer 

Konzernchef [Matthias Müller- The New CEO]", 2015).  

As this quote alludes, solidarity is about the elimination of grievance and the devotion of one’s 

whole strength to VW. Whilst the exculpation of the management regarding the scandal is 

restlessly promoted and organisational elites fail to admit any responsibility for the creation of 

the anxieties and the disappointments addressed in the above quote, every single employee is 

requested to give her/his best. Within the mechanism of governmentality, subjects are 

constructed as ‘self-governing [entities]’ (Grey, 1994:480) and are empowered and 

autonomised to regulate their own conduct (Gordon, 1991; Lorey, 2006; Rose, 1989). At VW, 

employees are defined as the corporation’s strength and are encouraged to discipline their 

selves towards ignoring their anxieties and working more, serving the company using all 

means. However, despite the call for solidarity and the emphasis on we-ness, this message 

involves the maintenance of the hierarchical order within the organisation, as the discourse on 

togetherness is promoted by those who are in positions of authority precisely because of the 

organisational hierarchy. Contrasting VW managers, as ‘we’ to the employees, as ‘you all’ in 

the sentence ‘we need you all’, reveals that the hierarchical system in VW’s paternalistic 

management remains intact, even ‘in this difficult time’. 

 

5. Concluding remarks 

 

VW is still dealing with the aftermath of the emissions scandal. It was only in June, 2016 that 

the Braunschweig prosecutor opened up another case against Winterkorn and Diess, the head 

of the brand of VW, due to what was announced as ‘market manipulation’ ("Staatsanwaltschaft 

[The Public Prosecution Department]", 2016), claiming new evidence showing that both 

managers had been aware of the cheating at least a year before its disclosure by EPA, but had 

failed to inform the shareholders of the possible loss (Tagesschau, 2016). On the other hand, 

for some months after the scandal, many critics blamed the authoritative management culture 

of VW as the reason behind the creation of this scandal in such dimensions ("Viele VW-

Führungskräfte [Many VW Executives]", 2016; "Volkswagen Executives Describe 

Authoritarian Culture", 2015). Many top managers were suspended after the scandal was 
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revealed ("Müller Macht’s! [Müller Makes it!]", 2015) and the new CEO has expressed his 

determination to bring about fundamental changes to VW ("Größte Bewährungsprobe [The 

Greatest Test]", 2015). It is, therefore, not yet clear how this scandal will change VW or how 

it will affect the work conditions of the employees as well as life in Wolfsburg. However, the 

case of scandal and the discourses that were created around it by the organisational elites and 

the consensus that was produced among the local media, the union, the local government of 

Wolfsburg and VW, shed light on how the governmentality of individuals in the paternalistic 

management system of VW in the city functions. Backing VW’s management through many 

supporting statements, and various press reports as well as actions, such as distributing T-Shirts 

by the works council, sought to guide employee conduct towards supporting VW and 

minimising their resistance, demonstrate the different ways that Wolfsburg has formed a 

system within which different agents come together to pursue the company’s economic 

sovereignty.  
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Appendix 2: The interview guide (English version) 

 

General Questions: 

 

1. What is your current role in VW? 

2. How long have you been working at VW? 

3. What do you like most about working for VW? 

4. What do you dislike about working for VW? 
 

Questions about VW: 

 

5. What do you like about your employer, VW? 

6. What do you dislike about your employer, VW? 

7. What do you think are the characteristics of what you consider as a typical VW 

employee? 

8. Would you consider yourself to be a fairly typical VW employee?  

9. What mentoring, training or induction programme have you had during your employment 

here? 

10. Do you think such programmes might help the creation of a certain type of employee?  

11. What about your own experience? During these programmes or after that did you ever 

think that you should give up something about yourself to be a good VW employee?  

12. Do you regard VW only as your employer or do you sometimes think VW is a part of 

who you are?  

 If the latter: What specific times does that occur? 

13. Did you always have this attitude? Has it ever changed?  

 When Yes: What caused this/these changes? 

14. Do you sometimes think that VW employees take their job in VW too seriously?  

15. What about yourself? Do you sometimes think that you have taken your job in VW too 

seriously?  

16. Are there many gatherings and events run by the company that you attend? 

17. Do you go there with your family or alone? 

18. How do these gatherings affect your feelings about your company? 
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Questions about Wolfsburg: 

 

19. How long have you been living in Wolfsburg? 

20. How would you describe the role of VW in Wolfsburg?  

21. How do you think living in Wolfsburg affects VW’s employees’ attitudes towards and 

feelings about VW? 

22. What about yourself? How has living in Wolfsburg affected your attitude towards and 

feelings about VW?  

23. Are there events in Wolfsburg run by VW that you attend? 

24. How do these events make you feel about VW? 

25. Did you ever have any issues or challenges with living in a city where your employer is 

so present outside of the organisation? 

26. Have you ever wished you could move out of Wolfsburg to get some distance from VW 

when not being at work?  

27. My questions are over now. Is there anything you think I did not ask and you would like 

to talk about? Or is there anything you would like to add to any of your responses? 
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Appendix 3: The interview guide (German version) 

 

General Questions: 

 

1. Was ist deine jetzige Position bei VW? 

2. Wie lange arbeitest du schon bei VW? 

3. Was magst du am meisten daran für VW zu arbeiten?  

4. Was magst du nicht daran für VW zu arbeiten?  
 

Questions about VW: 

 

5. Was magst du an deinem Arbeitgeber? 

6. Was magst du nicht an deinem Arbeitgeber?  

7. Welche Eigenschaften hat deine Meinung nach ein typischer VW-Mitarbeiter? 

8. Würdest du dich für einen typischen VW-Mitarbeiter halten? 

9. Welche Ausbildungen, Trainings oder Mentoringprogramme hattest du während deines 

Arbeitsverhältnisses hier bei VW? 

10. Denkst du, dass solche Programme helfen könnten einen bestimmten Typ von 

Mitarbeiter zu schaffen? 

11. Und wie war deine eigene Erfahrung? Hast du jemals (während oder nach diesen 

Programmen) gedacht, dass du etwas von dir aufgeben musst um ein guter VW-

Mitarbeiter zu sein?  

12. Siehst du VW nur als deinen Arbeitgeber, oder denkst du manchmal, dass VW ein Teil 

von dir ist? 

a. Wenn das Letztere: Wann genau kommt das vor? 

13. Hast du das immer so gesehen? Hat es sich jemals geändert?  

a. Wenn ja: Wie kam es dazu? 

14. Denkst du manchmal, dass VW-Mitarbeiter Ihre Arbeit zu ernst nehmen?  

15. Was ist mit dir? Denkst du manchmal, dass du deine Arbeit zu ernst genommen hast?  

16. Gibt es von VW-organisierte Anlässe oder Feste im Werk, in denen du teilnimmst? 

17. Gehst du mit deiner Familie oder alleine dorthin? 

18. Wie beeinflussen diese Anlässe dein Gefühl über deine Firma?  
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Questions about Wolfsburg: 

 

19. Wie lange lebst du schon in Wolfsburg? 

20. Wie würdest du die Rolle von VW in WOB beschreiben? 

21. Wie beeinflusst es deiner Meinung nach die Einstellung zu VW und die Gefühle über 

VW, wenn man in Wolfsburg lebt?  

22. Was ist mit dir? Wie hat es deine Einstellung zu Volkswagen und deine Gefühle über 

VW beeinflusst, weil du in Wolfsburg lebst? 

23. Gibt es von Volkswagen organisierte Veranstaltungen in Wolfsburg, an denen du 

teilnimmst? 

24. Wie würden sich diese Veranstaltungen auf dein Gefühl über Volkswagen auswirken? 

25. Hattest du jemals ein Problem damit, in einer Stadt zu wohnen, in der dein Arbeitgeber 

so allgegenwärtig ist? 

26. Hast du dir jemals gewünscht aus Wolfsburg wegzuziehen, um einen gewissen Abstand 

zu VW zu bekommen, wenn du nicht auf Arbeit bist? 

27. Ich bin jetzt fertig mit meinen Fragen. Gibt es irgendetwas, das ich nicht gefragt habe, 

über das du aber gern sprechen würdest? Oder möchtest du noch irgendetwas zu deinen 

Antworten hinzufügen? 
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Appendix 4: Prefacing interviews 

 

The following statement was used to preface each interview when I approached the potential 

interviewees to request their participation in my research. I restated this at the site of the 

interview before commencing the questioning. 

 

I am a PhD student at the university of Bath, UK. My PhD research is concerned with 

the issue of identity. I want to know how it affects one’s life experiences and feelings 

(for example towards her/his employer) when one lives in a company city. For my 

study, I have chosen Wolfsburg as the company city and I am interviewing 

individuals who work at VW (as VW employees or as subcontractors) or have 

worked at the company AND live or have lived in Wolfsburg.  

The questions are centred on both VW and life in Wolfsburg. They are not complex 

and you need no specialised knowledge to address them. The interviews are rather 

informal conversations and usually take 30 to 60 minutes. I would like to emphasise 

that all the interview scripts will be anonymised for the research and I will be the sole 

person who has access to your information.  
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Appendix 5: List of interviewees 

 

Pseudonyms26 Position27 Department 
At VW 

Wolfsburg 
Background 

Other 

information 

Torben 
Design 

technician 
Electric 

construction 
21 years Wolfsburger 

His grandparents 
and parents 

worked at VW 

Ferdi Quality analyst 
Quality 

management 
30 years Wolfsburger 

His father worked 
at VW 

Gunter 
Area 

supervisor 
After sales 

service 
4 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

  

Ben Technician Maintenance  25 years Wolfsburger 

Blue collar- 
Worked on the 
shift system- 
Moved to a 

neighbouring city 
some years ago 

Artur 
Area 

supervisor 
IT 16 years Wolfsburger 

He has worked at 
a VW branch in 
another country 
for a couple of 

years during this 
period 

Merle Controller Finance  2 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

  

Nora 
Brand 

supervisor 
Sales 9 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

Her father and 
partner worked at 

VW 

Lasse Controller Finance  5 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

Recently moved 
out of Wolfsburg 

Kasper 
Project 

Manager 
Production 
planning 

3 years  

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

He had worked in 
two other 

branches of VW 
before joining 

VW Wolfsburg  

                                                 
26 All pseudonyms are taken from a soap opera on the German television, ARD, called ‘Rote Rosen’ [red roses].  
27 There are not always equivalents for the German job titles in English. I have tried, however, to present a 
translation which makes the titles as comprehensible as possible for the English speaking reader. 
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Volker Resigned 

This 
information 
could reveal 
his identity 

9 years 
ago 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

 

Henry 
Project 

Manager 
R&D 6 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

  

Katrin 
Middle 

manager 
Project 

controlling 
6 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

  

Timothy Controller 
Change 

management 
4 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

Worked for a 
supplier in 

Wolfsburg before 
joining VW 

Joachim 
Middle 

manager 
Accounting 13 years Wolfsburger 

His father, sibling 
and partner 

worked at VW 

Lenard 
Sales 

supervisor  
Sales 4 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

Originally from a 
neighbouring 

city- His father 
and siblings 

worked at VW 

Eda Subcontractor 

This 
information 
could reveal 
her identity 

2 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

She had her office 
at her original 

workplace before 
moving it inside 

the plant 

Dirk 
Management 

consultant 
Body shop 12 years Wolfsburger   

Teo Controller Finance  35 years Wolfsburger 
His grandparents 

and parents 
worked at VW 

Jana Controller R&D 2.5 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

Her partner 
worked at VW 

Fabian Retired 
R&D and 

Production 
line 

9 years 
ago 

Wolfsburger   

Bo Technician 
Change 

management 
2.5 years Wolfsburger 

His grand parents, 
parents and 

sibling worked at 
VW 
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Nicolas 
Middle 

manager 
Production 1.5 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

  

Tine Manager 
Training and 

Education 
12 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

  

Sönke 
Project 

manager 
Body shop 4.5 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

  

Michael Controller 
Change 

management 
Less than 

1 year 
Wolfsburger   

Guido Retired R&D 
Just 24 

hours ago 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

His children 
worked at VW 

Alexandra Planner  
Component 

planning 
3 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

  

Ariane 
Travel 

arrangements 
supervisor 

Procurement 2 years Wolfsburger 
Her father worked 

at VW 

Anja 
Area 

supervisor 
Product 

management 
13 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

Her partner 
worked at VW 

Deter Retired R&D 
6 years 

ago 
Wolfsburger   

Thorsten Controller  
Component 

Planning 
5 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

His partner 
worked for a 

supplier 

Maike Controller R&D 7 years Wolfsburger 
Her father worked 

at VW 

Jan Retired 
Product 
design 

13 years 
ago 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

His son worked at 
one of VW's 

brands 

Muris 
Management 

consultant 
Production  1.5 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

  

Hannes Retired 
Works 
council 

5 years 
ago 

Wolfsburger 
His father worked 

at VW 
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Oscar Controller  R&D 20 years Wolfsburger 

His father and 
sibling worked at 

VW- He has 
worked at a VW 
branch in another 

country for a 
couple of years 

during this period 

Paul Controller 
Change 

management 
2 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

  

Brita 
Production line 

worker 
Production  29 years Wolfsburger 

Blue collar- 
Worked on the 

shift system 

Lust Subcontractor 

This 
information 
could reveal 
his identity 

3 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

  

Patrik 
Design 

engineer 
R&D 2.5 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

  

Rene 
Area 

supervisor 
R&D  3 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

He has worked at 
a VW branch in 
another country 
prior to joining 
VW Wolfsburg  

Mathis Controller R&D 3 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

  

Vicky 
Area 

supervisor 
R&D 1.5 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

She has worked at 
a VW branch in 
another country 
prior to joining 
VW Wolfsburg  

Sydny Technician 
Change 

management 
4 years 

Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

Recently finished 
her bachelors 

degree, sponsored 
by VW 

Denis 
Top 

Management 
assistant 

This 
information 
could reveal 
his identity 

5 years 

 Moved to 
Wolfsburg 
because of 

work 

  

 

 


